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verted

canesugar

Chemistry. - "Ertzj/riK^ Action.'' By Dr. H. P. Barendrfcht.

(Communicated by Prof. .T. M. van Bemmelkn).

(Cüminunicaled in the meeting of April 23, 1904.)

The follow iiiu is n pi-eliiiiiiuiry coniinuiiicadoji of the writer's

researches on eir/.ynie action.^ duriiig the last \\\o years.

From the connnencement it has been the writer's object to ascer-

tain in liow far a continued research of simi)le enzyme actions might

confirm the hypothesis that the enzymes exert their catalytic action

l»y radiation. This hypothesis ori-

ginated iji the peculiarity of the

action of the enzymes which

distinguishes this action so sharply

from that of tlie acids. A graphic

representation of the action of the

same (piautity of acid or enzyme

in the same time on sugar solut-

ions of different concentrations

renders this difference very per-

ceptible.

Fig. 1 gives a scheme of the

_ inversion bv acids. The line wliich

Iniliul concentration ol' tlii> canesugar

iM-. i.

Invorteil canesiijiar.

remains straight indicates that the

quantity of inverted canesugar

i-emains proportionate to the initial

concentration.

——. In the case of enzymes the

Initial concentration oC tlie canesugar. general course is represented by
^''^'' -

fig. 2. In the inversion of cane-

sugar for instance, the line remains straigld up to an initial con-

centration of 0.i"/„ ; it then inflects towards the -t' axis and runs

henceforth parallel to this.

This characteristic behaviour of tlie enzymes is now at once

explained l)y the radiation theory which will be further developed.

Let us, for the sake of convenience, confine ourselves to the action

of invertin and let us suppose we have two solutions containing,

respecti\ely, 20'^/,, and 107„ of canesugar. In the 207„ solution tlie

radiation from each enzyme i)article will l)e comparatively soon

absorbed by the surrounding molecules of canesugar ;
in the lO'/o

solution the sphere to which the enzyme action can extend will

be larger. So long as the solution is sufficiently concentrated to

finalh absorb b> a sugar molecule all radiation emanating from an
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enzviiie |tarli('l(\ hefoi'e the distaiu-c li;is hecome so fircat thai iho

radiation fails to cause inversion, eaeh en/ynie particle is hound to

exert the same action. One nii<;ht compare an enzyme particle iji

concentrated sugar solutions with a source^ of liniit in a fog of

varying density ; the denser the fog the smaller Ihe region around

the source of light which absoi-bs all the light.

If, howexer, canesugar absorl)s the raihation from inverlin, we.

must expect the same to a greater or smaller extent from the products

of inversion. On account of this power of ahsorhiug the active rays

these })roducts must retard the inversion.

The result of my often-repeated experiments showed that the inversion

of canesugar hy in\'ertin prepared from carefully dried yeast (we

shall see, presently, that the method of pre[)aring the invertin is of

the greatest importance) is retarded equally by glucose, laevulose and

invert sugar.

For instance, the same amount of yeast-extract inverted under the

same conditions ^) from

107„ canesngar 49.37,

107„ canesugar -f 57„ glucose 38.57„

107o canesngar + -^Vo laevulose 38.37o

10"/(, canesugar + 5"/^ in\'ert sugar 38.3''/„

From the similarity of the last three figures it is already evident

that we are not dealing here with a retardation due to a reversed

reaction.

It \vas further ascertained that the other hexoses cause exactly

twice as much retardation as glucose or laevulose

:

87o canesngar •43.(7/o inverted

87o canesugar -\- 27o galactose 35.57n ,,

87fl canesngar -|- 27» mannose 36.i7o m

8"/„ canesngar -|- 4"/„ glucose 36.17„ ,,

From these results it is evident that the inxersion phenomena

beliave as if there are emitted by an invertin |)article two radiations

in equal quantity which we may call, provisionally, glucose and

laevulose radiations. Each radiation Ity itself is capable of inverting

a canesugar molecule ; the glucose radiation is not absorbed by the

gincose but by the laevulose; the laevulose l)ehaves, conversely,

in the same way. Iji accordance with this both radiations are

absorbed by any other hexose. We may, therefore, regard invertin

1) All sugar delermiuations have been made by Kjbldahl's acciuale gravimetric

process.

1*
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as beiiip;, prohabl}', a j)roteid containing glucose and laevulose groups

iji a peculiar radiating condition.

At all events, the radiation hypothesis will he found to lead to

further quantitative research, to explain results already obtained and

to predict future results.

Let us take a sufficiently concentrated solution of a grams of

canesugar in 100 c.c. of \\ater. A given amount of invertin then

yields in the first minute a quantity of invert sugar in, independent

of a. As soon, however, as a little invert sugar has been formed, the

condition cliaiiges. The enzyme rays are now not only absorbed by

the canesugar but also l)y the invert sugar. If we call >z the absorption

power of the invert siigai- in regard to that of canesugar, then after

the lapse of a time t when , f is the remaining canesugar, the inversion

velocity — (/,/; will be no longer m, but

.^'— dx m m dt.

,v -f-
// (a — ./)

If we substitute = // and integrate, we oblani the equation

^ 1 \ l-n m
1 1 + ,i=:-t
\l— ;ij /t iia

or, using ordinary logarithms

1 ] — 71 m
log 1 0,434 1/ = — 0,434 t.

' 1— // n
'

ria

In this equation two constaiits occur. The first in may be at

once determined experimentally from the initial velocity. If we take.

for instance the experiments of A. J. Brown'), then - or the fraction

0,130
inverted per minute at the commencement is ———. If in our equation

we substitute this value of m, we find during the whole series of

Brown's figures a value for ,r of about 0.5.

It is, therefore, evident that the absorption powers of the cane-

sugar and glucose, or laevulose molecules are in the proportion of

about '2 to J, that is to say in the proportion of their masses or,

perhaps, surfaces.

Then we found the retarding iniluence of glucose and laevulose

to be equal to that of invert sugar. Per unit of weight the number

of molecules in glucose for instance and in canesugar are in the

1) Jouni. C.liem. Soc. 1902 pag. 377,
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342
proportion of -— . It iiow llie absorj)(ioii |)()\vcr of a nioleciilc ot

gliiccse skiiids to that of a iiiolecule of caiiesugar in tiie proportion

of 180 : 342 and if we consider that glncose ti-ansniits witiioul

hindrance SC/o of the total invertin radiation, tiie proportion between

tlie absorption power of one part of glncose and that of one part

of canesugar becomes:

342 180 1 _ 1

Ï8Ö * 342 *

2
"

2

After inversion, one part of canesugar yields — parts of invert

sugar. Therefore n, the relative absor})tion power of the products

360 1
ot inversion oi one part ot canesugar, becomes— . — = 0,525.^ °

842 2

The formula for the inversion velocity thus becomes

1 m
log h 0,398 y — 0,827 - t.

l—y a

Brown's experiments conform still better to this formula than to

1 14-.V
Henri's empirical formula 2l\ = - log .

The correctness of our deduction may further be proved experiment-

ally in the following way.

If in addition to the a grams of canesugar b grams of glucose,

or laevulose are dissolved per 100 cc, the inversion velocity will be

represented by :

w— ax = dt.
iV -{- n{a — w) -\- lb

By again substituting '=y ^^'^ obtain, when using ordinary

ni
logarithms and calling — 0,484 = k :

% 1 + 0,893 \ 1/
= -kt

l— y b
•^

IH IH
2na 2na

A same enzyme quantity acting under the same conditions in a

solution containing canesugar only and in one containing canesugar

plus glucose or laevulose gave the following figures:
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lOVo eaiicsiijiar. lOVo caiie^ugcii- -[- 5"/o laevulose.

1 %^+ 0,393 --y

%/T— + 0,393^
'' 1+—

^
t 't

91 0.412 0.00432 85 0.207 0.00273

191 O 72 0.00437 181 0.555 0.0027G

251i 0.72 0.00296

306 0.763 0.0027

300 0.824 0.00271

According to our formula we liave:

1
X'= k = 0.G8 /• =: 0.00295

b

Z7UI

107o eanesugar. 10"
„ canesugar -|- lO"/, glucose.

t y k t y U
57 0.191 0.00293 57 0.124 0.00145

118 0.364 0.00287 116 0.237 0.00142

242 0.642 00288 237 0.435 0.00142

295 0.522 0.00144

358 0.604 0.00146

1

calculated // — — / = 0.00149.
b

A further control is given by the determination of the initial

velocity after i^rcvious addition of glucose or lae\ulose.

From

a (ill r= in —-— at

«(1— .V) + >'«// + -7^'

follows that the initial veh^'ity in a solution of a canesugar -f" ^'

glucose, or laevulose is:

(///\ m 1

^ 2 a

fdy\ wj

whereas without such addition -v ^^ ~'
V dt J I,

= a

These are the experimental resLÜts:
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J ()"''„ caiiesugar

inveHed 147„

lOVo caiiesugar

inverted 12.4''/„

lOVo eanesiigai'

inverted 19.17,

87o canesngai'

inverted 16.6"'

10"/,, eanesngar -f- ^•57,, lacviilose

12.57. —Vt '"

1 + YT
107u eanesugar -|- 57,, glucose

= 12.4

9.77o
1 h

1 -1^ 2 a

12.4= 9.9

10°/„ eanesugar -f 107o glucose

12.47„ \

87o eanesugar -\- IG7,, glucose

8.27„

19.1 =12.7

1 +
1 h

16.6= 8.3

It was now to be expected that many other neutral substances

would also retard the in\ersioii according to their capacity of

absorbing the enzyme radiation.

These are some of the figures obtained:

Under the same conditions the same enzyme-(piantities inverted of

lOVo eanesugar 38.57„

lOVo eanesugar -f 57„ urea 28.5";

10"/o eanesugar -{- 5"/, mannitol 33.—
"/„

107o eanesugar -]- 5"/, erythrite 28.—
"/„

10"/„ eanesugar -f ^Vo glucose 29.8"/o

In another series :

10"/' canesuffar 58.1V„

10"/„ eanesugar -f 5"/., dulcitol 50.4"/,,

10"/„ eanesugar + 5"/„ glucose 47.8"/,

There seems to be some kind of relation between the asymmetric

carbon atoms and the absorption.

In the case of inversion of more diluted solutions of eanesugar

the above-mentioned simple relations will no longer exist. If we

diminish the initial concentration, a dilution will soon be reached

where a part of the radiation does not reach a sugar molecule

in time, but is either finally absorbed by the water or when arriving

lias, in anv oase, become too \\'eakened to cause inversion. The
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quantity of canesugèxr inverted by a given amount of invertin will,

therefore, go on decrea-sing. In the end, however, we shall arrive

at an initial concentration where, within the sphere of action of an

enzyme particle, tAvo canesugar or in^•ert sugar molecules can no

longer shade each other. From this point, the inversion caused by

the given enzyme-quantity will be just proi)ortionate to the canesugar

concentration. Then, during the whole of the process, the reaction

velocity merely depends on the average number of canesugar mole-

cules present within the active radiation sphere of an enzyme particle.

The following are some of the figures obtained which always

exhibited the same regularity.

Concentration

canesugar in grms.

per 100 cc.

0.05

0.1

0.125

0.25

0.5

1.—

2.—

Another series gave

Concentration of Inverted

canesugar in gr. per 100 cc. in grms. per 100 cc.

3 0.86

4 0.95

5 0.96

7 0.93

The fact that, in \'ery dilute solutions, the enzyme action really

proceeds as a unimolecular reaction according to the formula

k^z-log- Wcis further again confirmed by experimenting with a

solution containing 0,096 7o of canesugar.

Up to the present wq have for the sake of convenience disregarded

the synthetical action of the enzyme rays. T.ight, being a catalyzer, can

act eitlier as a synthetical or decomposing agent, so we must expect the

same from the enzyme rays. That \\q often do not notice such

action is due in the first place to the secondary change of the

Inverted
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(lecoiiiposilioii prodiicls, ai least in Ihr caso of iiivertiii. Il luis

ali'OcKly bccii slalod l)v ()'Sii,i,i\ an and Thompson ') ilml iiiverliii

separates glneose from caiiesiit'ar in a Itirolalory condition. Tankkt')

and SiMON ') have afterwards elucidated this Itirotalion (jueslion.

The l)irotatorv «-glucose is the sn^ar of the «-glncosides and the

semi-rotatorv y-glncosc that of the ji-glucosides; according to the

said authors they are the stereoisomeric lactones:

r. HOII UOJI II JlOll

^\\^
C — C — C — C — C - CH,()H.

The form which in solution is stable, the /^-glucose conforms to

the aldehyde-formula (Tl^^OH (CH()H)^C()H.

This conclusion is opposed by other ijivestigators such as Armstrox(}^)

and LowRY ^), wdio look upon the stable form not as an aldehyde

but as a condition of ecpiilibrium between «- and y-glucose. My
investigation goes in favoui- of the tirst opinio]).

Invertin is, geiierally speaking, the enzyme of the «-giucosides.

Canesugar nia^^ also be considered as an «-glucoside in accordance

wMth the fact that on inversion, the glucose is always separated in

the «-modification. This «-glucose is now^ however, gradually con^

verted into /^-glucose and, therefore, prevents tlie reconversion into

canesugar. Owing to this, all the canesugar is always finally inverted

by invertin.

A continued research, liowe\'cr, showed that there may be still

another reason for the non-appearance of rexersal phenomena. The

method of preparing the in\'ertin, that is of the yeast extract was

found to greatly alFect the properties of the enzyme.

At first, I used for the preparation of a powerful invertin a yeast

cultivated in a solution of canesugar. This yeast after being mixed with

"kieselguhr", was first dried in vacuum at a low temperature and

then for half aji hour at J 00° in an ordinary oven.

The addition of "Ivieselguhr" facilitates very much the subsequent

extraction and filtration. The abo\e experiments have been made
each time with a freshly prepared filtrate.

Afterwards it was found that ordinary yeast also gives an enzyme
with the same properties, provided it has not been dried at loo high

^) Journ. Cliem. Soc. 1890 pag. 861.

2) Zie Diclionnaire de Ciiimie dc Wiirlz. 2e .siii)|)l. j). 704.

3) C. R. 1901 pag. 487.

-^) .louin. Clicm. Soc. 1903 pag. l^O.j.

'") Jouin. Chem. Soc. 1903 pag. 1314.
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«I toinperjiliii'C. Ordiiiarv lacviilose in soliiliou is as a rule less slal)le

tljaii glucose. In iiiverliii a (lilierence in (lie same direetioii is

also nsually revealed. Drviiiii' at loo liiuli a leiiiperaliire, healing (he

"kieselgnhr"" mixture above 100 , or preeipitalion with aleohol and

redrying (he i)i'eci[)itated enzyme, repeatedly gave invertin, the action

of which is retarded considerably more by laevnlose than by glucose.

Active laevulose tluM-efore generally becomes inert sooner than

active glucose.

This explains the diiference between my results and those of

Victor Hknri *) who states:

"Pour I'addition d'une nieme quantité de sucre intervcrti, le ralen-

tissement est d'autant plus faible que la concentration en saccharose

est plus grande. Ce ralentissement est prodnit presque uniquement

j)ar le lévulose contenu dans le sucre interverti."

Probably, Henri has obtained his invertin from yeast dried at more

elevated temperatures or has used commercial invertin, prepared by

precipitation with alcohol. That the retardation of a same quantity

of invert sugar becomes smaller when the canesugai' concentration

becomes greater is ipiitc in harmony wiih (he radiation theory. The

fact that (he laevulose cond-ibuted mos( (o that i'e(ai'da(ion was oidy

a pathological pheiiomrnon of the imertin.

We must fui'thcr bear in mind the possibility that, owing to those

harmful actions, the radiation ge(s so weakened that the reversion

can no longer take place, or that the radiating <^(-glucose has been

converted into radiating j'J-glncose and also that oidy the latter is

capable of inverting. It is certainly to be expected that, if only active

glucose or actise laevulose is left behind, the power of causing

reversion has either decreased or been destroyed.

In order to counteract the lirst cause of the non-aj)pearance of

the reversal, namely, the secondary conversion of «-glucose into

/?-glucose, we may ai)ply much enzyme and so accelerate the con-

version, A larger quantity of extract of the above yeast, which had

been finally dried for half an hour at 100", caused indeed a slower

inversion of the last remaining percentages of canesugar.

The reversed action was afterwards noticed more distinctly

with ordinaiT yeast, merely dried in vacuum at about 30^. We
will first give a mathematical formulation of the ])henomena to

be expected.

Let us imagine an aqueous solution of invert sugar, liable to

reversal and consequently containing the glucose in the «-form, in

1) C. R. 1902 Nov. C4 917,
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llie |n'(.'sciico of iinoi'üii p.ii-liclos, wliicli ivmhKm- (liis invert sno-ar

iiclive. Tlie vekK'ily ol" s>ji(liesis will llicii hc itropoi-lioiiate firsl lo

the product of Ihe concentration of «glucose and lacvuloye and fiirllier

to the extent of tlie active raiUal ion spliere siirroinKhni»- eacli enzyme
partiele. Tlie latter is inversely proportionate lo the join! concen-

tration of the invert sngar and the other dissolxed mailers evenluallv

present, each with their own al)sor[)lion coefllcienl.

Tlie synthetical action of invei-tin in a solution containing [ii A
grams of in^'ert sugar and .t' grams of canesngar in 100 cc. is

therefore :

'a—X

d.v = mp dt.

The complete formula for the inversion velocity of canesngai', in

ease the original products of inversion suffered no change, would
then be ^) :

( .c 1 (a—.vY )— d.v = m —

—

y /) dt.
{x-\- n {a— iv,) 4 .v -]- n {a

—
./;)

)

The point of e(juilil>rium would then be determined by the equation :

1
X p la — .rV = 0.

4

Or returning to relative fractions by substitutijig —'- z=z y.
a

1

1 — y pa r/^ -=- 0.

If now we have introduced into the solution such a quantity of

enzyme that this equilibrium point is attained before Ihe birotatory

glucose has been converted to any great extent into ordinary glucose,

the inversion will not actually come to a standstill, but the line,

indicating its progressive course, will exhibit a chai'actei'isiic [)ecu-

liarity in that place. Then, starting from that point, the formation

of fresh «-glucose by inversion will be dominated by the velocity

of the inversion of Ihe total «-glucose ju'eseni into ^-glucose. This

velocity is i»roportiouate to the concentration of the «-glucose. If

this is continually replenished by fresh foi*mation of «-glucose from

canesngar, both the said velocity and the inversion velocity will be

ij The small increase in weight when Cjo FLo 0^ changes into 2 C^ Hi^ Og is here

noglec'led; we might also suppose tliaf it is taken into account in Ihecoellicient^j.

By substituting the variable y this lacloi- in p would in any case disappear again.
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constant. From this point tlie line,

representing the ijivei'sion as a fuiKMioji

of the time, >vill ofcoiirse be a straigiit

one until tlie concentration of the cane-

sugar has become too small to make
tlie in\ersion keep pace with llie glu-

cose transformation.

With 5V„ canesugar (see tig. 3)

the line commences its straight course

at about y = 0,35. This substituted

into the equation

1— 2'>a v" =1-//-

0.65
gives p =

0,153
or, practically = 4.

In the 10"/„ solution (lig. 4) the e(piilil)rium must tiien become

Fig. 4.

perceptible at the value of y to be calculated from

l-y-loy =
therefore, at y = 0,27.

Those equilibria phenomena are observed more readily in the

inversion of maltose by yeast-extract.

The enzyme which converts maltose into glucose is generally called

nialtase so as to distinguish it from iuvertin. It seems to me that there

is no valid reason for making such a distinction. A yeast-extract,

which inverts maltose, has always been found to also behave actively
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towards c'anesno:ar '), but not the reverse. This is in liarniony with

the ra(UatioJi theory. Maltose, like eanesiigar, is an «-glncoside. The

connecting' point of the laevnlose in fhe cancsugar nioiecnle with the

rf-gliicose is the C of the carhoiiyl groiij» of the laexulose. In maltose

the ff-glncose is attached (o the (Tl, of the otherwise nnconibined

molecule of glucose. Canesugar is also much more I'eadily inverted hv

acids than maltose. Both radiating «-glucose and laevnlose ([)rol)al)ly

also radiating ji-glucose ')) are liable to invert canesugar. Maltose

is Old}' converted by active «-glucose, bid as may be expected from

its behaviour towards acids and its constitutional formula it recpures

a moi"e powerful i-adiation than canesugar. If, therefore, yeast-extract

has been ^veakened by ele\'ation of temperature or by precipitation,

its power of inverting maltose may liave been lost or nnu-h diminished,

although canesugar is still fairly rapidly inverted.

The preparation of a yeast-extract with a powerful inverting action

on maltose proved to me no more difticult than when inversion of

canesugar was intended. The al)ove-described yeast, derived from a

canesugar solution, and which had been actually heated at lOO'^ for

half an hour, yielded after a year and a half an extract which

readily inverted maltose. In this case, 1 used, of course, by preference

a yeast whicii had been mixed with "kieselguhr" and dried at a

low temperature. On extracting the dried mixture, the solution never

contains zymase as experiment repeatedly showed.

Figures 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 now
clearly show the phenomena of

equilibrium. If «-glucose in solution

were stable, only 157» of the

total might be inxerted by yeast-

extract in a lO"/,, maltose solution.

The fact that maltose is decom-

posed by yeast-extract so much

slower than canesugar is partly

<lue to the ciri-umstance that the

point of (MpMJibi'ium is reached

so much earlier. The furthei- decomposition then again merely keeps

pace with the transformation of «-glucose into ,i-glucose.
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Tlio points whei-e llio transfbniialioii lines oommonec to rnn straijïlit,

so the points of equililn-ium, also contbrni in this ease to an equation

siniihiL' to that used for eanesngai'. (.Ilucose is here the only product

of ijiversion ; we niiuiit, therefore, expect tiiat the undisturbed trans-

formation velocity would he here:

\
X [a—xY

I— d ,c =z ni I
— —

<j
I

ilt

{.c -|- n{a-.v) X -f n{a-ir))

and the e([uilil>riuni e([uation, therefore:

1 — //
— qa 1/'^ = 0.

For 10 grams of maltose in J 00 cc. we experimentally found

// = 0.J5.

0.85
This gives q =

^
or, practically, 4, therefore the same coefficient

as for canesugar ^).

If in the above equation we substitute ^ m: 4 ; or

1 _ ,/
._ 4 ,( f — 0,

the calculated points of equilibrium become for

a

10
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The retarding action of another added liexose is not studied so

'readily in tlio case of maltose inversion as in the transformation of

canesugar, on account of the immediately occurring reversion. Still it

Avas found that both laevnlose and galactose cause the same retarding

action, as might be e.\j)ected from our theory now we are dealing

with glucose-radiation only.

For instance, a same amount of yeast-extract gave under the same

conditions and in the same time:

in : inversion

67„ maltose 18.9V„

6V„ maltose + J.5"/„ galactose 15.57„

6"'„ maltose + J.5"/„ laevidose J5.5"/„

Another series gave

in : inversion

67„ maltose 26.87„

67„ maltose + 1.57,, laevulose 24.87„

67„ maltose -|- J.57„ galactose 25.-7„

(^7n maltose -f 1.57,, glucose 13.57„

This last figure, verified by other experiments, requires a further

explanation. This 1.57,, glncose was undoubtedly (i-glucose. Before

mixing it with the maltose, the glucose was dissolved separately

and completely converted into the slabje forn» ^) by placing the flask

for some time in boiling \\atei-. The observed order of retardation

shows that the ji-glucose also takes part in the process of reversion.

;Xow it is possible that in I lie maltose molecule the glucose with the

still free carbonyl grouj) is })resent in the /^-modification and it is

even probable that this free glucose group, when in solution, will be

converted into tiie same stable form as glucose itself. In Hill's

investigations, yeast-extract appeared capable of uniting two molecules

of /J-glucose; so, probably, also two molecules of «-glucose. The

gliTCOse formed in the enzyme-inxei'sion of maltose may, therefore

be called homogeneous. Each molecule of that glucose can unite

itself under the influence of the enzyme radiation with any other

molecule of that glucose to a biose. Therefore, the equation of

equilibrium was here

means of lactase, Emil Fischer and Fua.nkla.nd Armstrong only obtained an

isolactose.

The synthesis of canesugai' lias not yet succeeded because we can only add

yff-glucose and not ^«-glucose to laevulose.

~) Separate experiments showed that unheated glucose causes the same retar-

dation as heated, «-glucose therefore the same as |3-glucose.
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1 — //
— 4 ,1 f — 0.

It slioiild nlso be iiu'iilioiiod that lli(> iii\ oi-lini; enzyme of yeast

appears to he always the same \vlie(lier canesu^ai- or maltose has

been present as a carbohydrate food. In an ordinary eereal extract

a Httle canesngar occurs along with the maltose. A pure yeast-

cnlture, cultivated by myself in a solution of pure maltose (phis

the necessary salts and nitrogenous food) gave an enzyme extract

which was retarded in its action equally much by glucose and

laevulose, and twice as mnch by galactose. In the enzyme foi-mation,

therefore a partial conversion of glucose into laevulose seems to take

place. LoBKY dk BruYxN aiid Alivkkua van Ekenstkin ^) have shown
that these two hexoses may be con\erted into each other in aji

alkaline solution.

The investigations of O'Sultjvan and Thompson'') have rendered

it probable that the in\ei-tin-molecule (if we may use this expi-cssion)

contains a carbohydrate grou[). These investigators have attempted

to purify invertin and found that a constant component of the

resulting proteid-complex, their so-called i^-invertan, contained 18

parts of carbohydrate to one part of albuminoid.

A further development of the electron theory will probably eluci-

date the nature of those enzyme radiations. As Lodge '^) observed,

it is not the occurrence of radiations in matter which need cause

astonishment but rather ;ne fact that not a great many more radia-

tion phenomena have already been discovered.

Many other catalytic phenomena such as the action of hydrogen-ions

and those of Hheukj's anorganic ferments may, after all, be due to

radiations. Fur hydrogen-ions, carriers of loose electrons and dispersed

platinum cathodes |)robably also emit radiations owing to the motion

of the electrons in or around the material particle. During the course

of a same reaction, Bkeuig often noticed an increase of the constant

1 1

k=:~lo(i-— iust as that shown bv the invertin action. A retar-
t ' l-y ^

dati(ui of the catalysis by indifferent matters has also been frequently

noticed, for instance, by Knoevenagel and Tomacszewski ') in the

action of linely divided palladium or platinum on benzoin.

If the statements of the Fi-ench investigators on the physiological

1) Rec. Truv. Cliim. 1895 p. -JOl.

••J) .loiiiii. CIk'iii. Soc. IS'.K) 1). S3i.

•>) "Un Ek'ctmiis" .loniii. VWiv. Knginoeis 1903 Vol. 32 p. 45.

t) Ber. 19U3. 2S29.

.2

Proceedings Koyal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. VII.
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7z-rays should be promoted to ol)Je('ti\e truth, our hypothesis would

receive a direct experimental support.

At all events, the above has demonstrated that the principal mea-

surable phenomejia, noticed in the enzyme action are in harmony

with our hypothesis.

Meteorology. — "()n, a t/ncnti/su-dfii/ peiiod in (hiihj means of

tke baiviiietrlc hehjld." By Dr. .1. P. van der Stok.

i, A few years ago') Prof. A. Schuster investigated the problem,

how to detect the presence of a periodical oscillation, the amplitude

of which is small in comparison with large superposed tluctuations

which may be considered as fortuiloiis with respect to the purely

periodical motion.

Starting from an aiialugy which may be seen between this question

and the problem of disturl)ances by \ibrations in the aether — a

problem treated by Lord RAVi,i',i(iii ') in J 880 — Prof. Schuster has

endeavoured to apply the theory of jtrobability to the determination

of the first couple of coeflicients of a Fourier series, and the method

he arrives at, aiul strongly advocates, is a[)plied to records of

magnetic declination observed at Greenwich during a period of

25 years.

The choice of this material, in Prof. Schuster's opinion not favour-

able for the discovery of small etfects, is justitied by the remark

that "the only real pieces of evidence so tar (J 899) produced in

favour of a period a[)proximate]y coincident with that of solar

rotation were derivetl from magnetic declination and tiie occurrence

of thunderstorms.'"

In this ami in an earlier |)aper ') the author emphasizes that, in

inquiries of this kind, it is not at all sufKicient to come to some

result, but that it is necessary to apply a reliable criterion by

which a judgment may be formed about the value to be attached

to the result arrived at.

His mathematical investigation, however, does not, lead to an out-

come which in every respect can be regarded as satisfactory, in so far

that a method of determining the mean and probable error of the

result from the series of observations themselves is not given and,

1) Trans. Cambi. Phil. Soc. Vol. XVlll. 1809.

2) Phil. Mag. Vul. X. 11, 1S8U.

3) Tenestrial Magnetism Vol. Ill, 1896.
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as a surrogate, flie atitlior siifin-csts tlie repeated rearrangement of

the records accordiiiu' to difïerent periods, iiol iiiiich differinf»; from

the period in question. Thus, in a purely empirical way ("by trial"),

a standard may be obtained by whicli a correct estimate can be

formed in how far tlie ontcome arrived at must be considered as

a merely accidental one.

Now the same problem was treated some 15 years ago ') by the

author of this paper after a different metiiod, applied not only to

magnetical but as well to meteorological data of different description,

and Prof. Schuster's important investigation gives a ready occasion

for taking this pi'oblem in hand again.

It is only natural to choose in the first place for this iiupiiry the

series of barometric observations made at Batavia which now extends

over a period of 3fi years (186t)—1901).

An investigation into a possible synchronism between the frequency

of sunspots and atmospheric temperature, commenced in 1873 "*) and

recently conducted up to date ^), gives some ground to the expectation

that, for inquiries of this kind, observations made at tropical stations

are of more value than those made in regions where the atmospheric

disturbances are such as experienced in higher latitudes.

In the second place it seems desirable to look for a shorter way
for coming to a reliable criterion than the tedious process of the

calculation of Schuster's periodograph.

2. An arrangement of quantities according to a given period T
may be executed by measuring out the successive data from a point

() taken as origin and along straight lines drawn through this point

2-r
at equal angular distances -—

.

If we assume the unity of mass attached to the ends of those

radii, it is evident that a judgment may be foi'med about the degree

of symmetry in the distribution of the masses with respect to point

0, by simply calculating the average \'alue of all these vectors, or

in other words to determine the situation of the centre of parallel

forces supposed acting on the masses.

If the (piantities T show a well marked periodicity as e.g. tidal

Ï) Observ. Magn. Meteor. Obsei'v. Batavia. X, 1888, Appeiul. II also Natiiurk.

Tijdschr. XLVIII. 1889.

Vei-h. Kon. Akad. v. Wet. Amsteidani. XXVlll, hSiUi.

-) Koppen. Zeitsclir. (Jesterr. Gesellscli. f. Meteor. Vlll, 187;).

•'') C NoRpiMANN. Essai sur le role des ondes Hertziennes and : Astron. Pliys. et

sur diverses questions qui s'y rallachent, These, Paris, 1"J03.

2*
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observiitiüiis do, it will be possible to draw a line tliroufih O in such

a manner, that on the one side all the vectors are greater tiian the

corresponding opposite vectors on the other side of the line.

If, therefore, we arrange in this way a great number of cpiantities

which show a slight tendency to asymmetry, the radial momentum
will steadily increase, as the mass concentrated in the centre of

parallel forces is equal to the total number of observations, whilst

the distribution of accidental cpiantities will tend to a symmetrical

distribution.

Assuming two i-eclangular axes going through (J, we tijid for I he

coordinates, by which the centre of gravity is determined, A^ l)eing

the number of observaticms :

,/;, ::= - ^ o cw & >/. z^ ~ ^ Q dn 6» .... (1)N N
The calculation, therefore, comes to the same as the determination

of the first couple of Foihikh coefllicients:

a, = - ::£ o CUV & h^ = ^ 2l o sin ^ .... (2)X ^ N
and, if the periodical movement is represented by the expression:

.1 cos {fit — (').

.P = a;^4-^-^ tan,,(':=z^ '* =V • • • (3)
a, 1

This way of representing the arrangement seems preferable to the

development in a Foukier series: firstly because the development of

a function in a sei-ies, as a re|)resentati()n of the function, derives

its value from the composition of a great lunuber of terms, so that,

in calculating one term oidy, we are hardly justified in speaking of

a Fourierisation of the function.

In the second place, l)ecause by this way it becomes at once

evident that the i)roblem is fully equivalent to that of the determin-

ation of a point in a plane by means of a great many inaccurate

observations.

This problem has been treated by several mathematicians, but

certainly in the most conqilete manner by the late Prof. Schols ^),

whose origiiuil conception of the question leads to the detection of

some laws, which are independent of the assumption of any law

1) Over de theorie der lonten in de rnimle en in liet platte vlak, Amsterdam,

Verb. K. Akad. v. Wet l«Sect. XV, 1875, and: Theorie des erreurs dans le plan

et dans I'espace, Delft, Ann. II, 188(5.
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of ori'oi'S and to a i'oniail<a!)lo aiialoüv I)ot\vooii lliis prohlrMU and

that of llio iHoiiKMits of iiiorlia in dvnaniics.

If wc take A\ tli(^ nnrnhei' of observalions. equal lo unity, llie

relative frequency of the ends or representative |)oinls of the veetoi's

may be represented l)y ilie density of these points per unity of

surface. This function of ju-obabilily is called by Schols "the module",

the "specific probability" oi- Ihe "facility de I'erreur".

We thus obtain a mechanical ima,i>e of a surface of probabihtv,

the density of wliicli will, in lienei-al, be a function of the length

and direction of tlie vectors.

The determination of what Schot,s calls the constant pai't of the

error — the prol)ability of which is X=ï — is identical with the

determination of the situatioji of the centre of gravity, and the

calculation of the mean (not average) error:

M = \/'^

with that of the moment of inertia, Avhicli leads to the determination

of two (in the plane) principal axes of inertia, which, in our case,

may be called axes of probability.

Assuming that these errors in the plane are due to the coo|)eration

of a great number of elementary eiTors, SrnoLS has proved that the

projections of the errors on an arlutrary axis follow the exj)onential

law of errors in a line and that the law of the resulting eiTor can

be found by supposing the error to originate in the coincidence of

projections of the eri-or n|)on the axes of probability, these j)rojec-

tions being regarded as independent of each other.

The application of this theory to our case can be reduced to very

simple calculations.

Errors arising from ilHli^•idnal or instrnmeiital canses are always

distributed in a more or less systematical way, but thei'c is no

reason lo suppose that the fluctuations e.g. of barometric heights

within an arbiti-ary length of time, and cleared from their I'onslant

part, ^vill show any teiuleucy to systematic distribution when arrajiged

around a |K)int in the way described above.

ScHOLs' specific j)robability of an error in the plane is given by

the expression:

in which x and y are the coordinates of the error (polar coord. 9 and 6)
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and JA< and .\f,, donote tlip principal axes of probability, so that:

The mean crroi-, thei-oforc, ciin be fak-nlated without any knowledge

of the situation of the j)i-ineipal axes, when the mean error of the

components relative to arbitrary rectangular axes is known.

If F is independent of <9 :

M
[72

M^ = Jf„ =

or, putting:

± = n'

F=-e-J^Y- (5)

The specilic probability of an error, inde[>endent of the direction, is :

I-

(J e-i''r dtp = 2 h' Q e-J''r^ (6)

From this it ajjjiears that the |)r()babilily of an error zero is not,

as in the case of linear errors, a niaxiiunni, but a niininiuin, that

the cHr\e of the spec. prob. (G) (gi\en in ScnoLs' paper) shews a

maximum for the \ aluc of tj:

o,n = —-Af[/2 (7)

and, also, that the computation of the jn'obable error will lead to a

coefticicMit of .]/ considerably dilferent from that found for linear errors.

We have then to ask for what \alue r of o :

J- ^2
I»

7' = ().8325G J/ (8)

This \alue of the coefficient of the probable error, considerably

greater than is found for linear errors, ().G745, clearly shows that

and to what degree results, obtained in investigations of this kind, have

to be put to an unusual severe test, and also that there is some

reason to adhere to tiie use of the ))robablc eri'or, which of late

years has been somewhat neglected,

A reduction of the mean error has no sense if this reduction is
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always in the same piopoi-Hoii, hut it becomes important if this

proportion depends on tiie natni-e of I he problem.

If the distribntion of errors is not independent of Ibe direction,

the ('oef'ticieni of y)A is deterniined by llic (piantity:

M/ + M/
The eoefïicient of the probable error, for which Schols gives the

approximate valne :

> = 0.8326 — 0.1581 A^'^ (9)

is a maximnm for errors independent of the direction and a minimum
for linear errors, whe]i i\^= 1.

By the assumption, therefore, that ail directions are equally probable

the most nnfavoni-able case is chosen, which, in doid^tful cases, is,

of course, the safest way of forming a judgment.

Whether the operations, which are to be ajtplied to the data, are

considered as a determination of the first couple of constants of a

Fourier series (the very first, h h„, is left out of consideration), or as

a calculation of the average or most probable ])Osition of the end-

points of the vectors, or as a determination of tite situation of the

centre of gravity — in all cases the result is a quantity determined

by two coordinates and the operations we ha\e to perform are:

l^'tiy. to se]iarate the constant part

;

2"'^'y. if necessary to determine the situation of the axes of

probability

;

o'"^'>'. to calculate the mean and probable error, in this case better

called incertitude.

The same method can, of course, be ap[)lied to groups of j)eriods,

which gives a considerable saving of labour, but also leaves some

>vant of cleai'uess in the result.

o. The investigation (^f tiie series of daily means of barometric

observations made at Batavia has been conducted in the same niamiei-

as it was commenced in 1888. The ai-rangenu^nl has been pcrlbi'ined

according to a period of 25.8 days, and gi'oups of 30 ro\vs have

been taken together so that, out of the 510 |)eriods, 17 groups have

been formed.

The result of this ()|)eration is given in Table I.

If, therefore, an oscillation, |)erio(lic in '25.8 days, really exists,

its amplitude is not moi'e than :

1:^ = 0.055 mm.
30
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Fig. 1.
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conditiDii that, when tlio axes of cooi-dinalcs coincide with the

principal axes, tJie iiioiiiciil of (JoNialioii or coilrifugal force M'\ai

will \'aiiish, we liiid :

xy~ — 18°35'

and flirt jjei'

M/ — (3.45 M,;- — 8.72 ^V = U.lo

and from formida (9)

/• =: 0.820.

Tt ajjpears, therefore, that, in this case, all directions uf the

accidental qnantities are equally probable, so that we are fully

justitied in putting:

r — 0.833.

The mean and llic probable error for each group are then :

J/ =8.89 irrr:3.24

and the linal I'esult for each group:

1.70 mM. . . . |)robable error 0.810

and for each row :

0.055 mM. . . . i»robable eri-oi' 0.027

so that Ihc probable iiKH'rliliidc of the linal outcome amounts to

almost exactly half the amplitude.

7. The (piestion may also be jtnt. \\\\\\\ ^vill happen if the

arguments of Table 1 are varied in such a mamier, thai the \ai'ia-

tions are equivalent to arrangements according to other periods

slightly dilferent from 25.8 days.

The amount of the variation is limited by the ]iund)er of rows

taken together in one group, \\ liicli eau be shifted oidy as a w hole,

and the variation ceases to ha\e any sense as soon as the sums of

each grouj) would be sensibly alfected by the actual ai-rangemenl

according to the new pei'iod.

If quantities, periodical williin a length of time 7', are arranged

according to a period T' in /// columns, the \alue at the origin of

time being represented by :

A ros (\

the record to be inscribed in the /'•' column of the y^''' row (/and^>

counted from nought) will be :

/2.T n It

A cos
I

— . — — C -\- 2ji p —
y 7n n n

2;r
,

2jt
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The sum of R roAvs is then :

To

sin lla
A —

^

cos
sin a

2.T dV"— TJr-~T-C-\{ll- 1)

When (f is small this expression can he siiii|tlilie(l hy [»iillin<^

r = T T —

in tlie second term under the cosine. Tlie sum of' the first, second

etc. f2:roup of R rows is then:

sin Ra /2jr
.4 -^ cos — T — C ^ lla

sin a \ ni

sin Ra /2jt
A — cos I T — r -^3 Ra 1 etc,

sin a V >'f

(H)

If tlie oscillation is of a purely periodical description andoferpial

amplitudes the sum will show a principal maximum, /i .1, for « = 0,

and further secondary maxima for all values of (( which satisfy tlic

equation

:

R ta/Kj a = tan(/ Ra

i.e., when R = 51(), for values of a corresponding with periods of:

^
25.872^^

[
25.925^

( 25.728
i
25.G75

but the amplitudes of these maxima will he resp. 5 and ^ times

smaller than the principal maximum.

The amplitude will vanish whenever

Ra = rr, 2,t, ojt e,tc.

i.e. for periods of

^
25.850^^

(
25.900^

/ 25.750 I 25.790

The upper curve of fig. 2 gi\'es an image of the fluctnations of

these theoretical amplitudes.

If we put:

T = 25.8 T' == 25.8 ± ,/

the amount of shifting to be given to each gi-oup corresponding

with 0.01 day, is:

80 ..I.J
•60 a

—

2°.094,

.r, in the denominator being neglected.

The variation has been carried on, as ntmost allowable limit, to
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.2' =±0.15, corresponding Avitli a group-variation of about 31°.

The group-amplitude is only slightly affected by this \'ariation as:

sin l{(t

—r— = 28.58
sin a

instead of 30.

When R, the total number of periods, increases, the secondary

maxima will become smaller and smaller, and at" the same time

maxima and minima will approach nearer to the principal maximum.

T ABLE III.

Results of the arranpeinent according to dilTcrcnt jicriuils hy tlic shirting-process.

Period
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Fit?. 2.

25

50

40

20

in

65 25.70 25.75 25.80 25.85 23.90 25.95

60

50

40

30

20

10

It appears then that, in fact, secondarv maxima and minima occur

a]id, at least as regards the first minima, in- tlie riglit phices, hut

that the secondary ma.xima, instead of lieing' small as compared

with the [)rincipal maximum, as might have been expected, are of

about equal intensity- and, most so on the left side, not at all

agreeing with the theoretical lengths of period.

This result may be inter[)reted in three ways:

a. We may assume that everj one of the three periods 25.80,

25.70 and 25.87 is ilue to a purely accidental distribution of the

rpiantities under consideration.

b. We may concede that at least for tiic period 25.80 there is some
indication, but that the two adventitious periods are the consecpience

of the uue(|ual distribution of the ,<;roii|)-;uu|tlitudes so that they will

disa[>peai* wheii the arrangement is conliiiiicd (»\ei- a longer series

of observations.
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c. We can assume tliat the evidence is equally good for the three

periods, and \\ ill be enhanced l»y continued arrangement.

Of course o\\\\ an actual continuation of arrangement for another

sei-ies of twenty years will enalde us to answer these questions.

The only test which at present can be applied is to form two or

more groups as has lieen done abo\c for the arrangement according

to 25.8 da vs.

Period
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oscillations of' this kind than meteorological observations made at

tropical stations.

If the outcome arrived at by the arrangement of barometric daily

means for Batavia is considered to afford some evidence or indica-

tion foj' an oscillation periodic in 25.80 days, a mucii greater

probability mnst be attached to tlie real existence of tliis flnctuation

in the observations of magnetic declination made at Grreenwich.

Anatomy. — "(M tkc Form <>f tkc Trnnk-nniotoine." (First Com-

mnnication). By Piof'. .1. W. LAN(fE].AAN. (Communicated by

Prof. T. Place).

The segmented plan of construction of the vertebrate animals,

most marked in the nniscular system, has led to tiie conception of

the myotome.

Two methods are chiefly employed in establishing the form of

this myotome. The first method is based on the hypothesis of the

primary connection between muscle and nerve ; the second, a more

direct one, is based on the dissection of the intersegmental tissue.

Both methods seem equally restricted in their application, as can be

concluded from the researches of Bakdkkn ') ; moreover there is

reason to believe, that they will uol always yield concordant results.

Tlie second method is followed iu this I'esearch.

I. Traiik-iinjotoine of Fetiviiiijzoti j/uciati/is. (Fig. 1).

The trunk-myotome of the

adult animal has in general

the form of a crescent, the

cornua being directed to-

wards the cranial end of the

body and slightly inclined

to each other. The dorsal

cornu (fig. II CD) reaches

r to the mid-dorsal line, while

the ventral cornu (fig. II

U^ CV) ends at the mid-ventral

line of the body. Both cornua

diliei' in length, the dorsal

being about 7? longer than

the ventral, and while both

reach to the mid-plane of

Fig II. the body, they are slightly

torquated in respect to each other.

1) Anal. Anz. Bd. XXIII, N". lU/11.

Ci. (
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The corpus of the iTiyolonic siu»\\s a kiicelikc iiillcclidii (liu. II A'),

which is alvvjiys situated nearei- the mi(i-\'eiilral line of tlic IkkU tliaii

the mid-dorsal line. In transverse section (along the line hl'\ lig. 11)

I'^ig- HI- the corpus of the myotome is rliomboidal, this

rhond)us being more and more flattened towards

llie coi-nua ; consequently the cornua ajtpeai' in

transverse section as lamellae in jnxlaposition

(lig. Ill L.L.). These lamellae are slightly incin-\'e(l.

One side of the rhombus lies in the bod\ sur-

face (black in lig. \\). This surface is cylindrical

in the middle region of the body, the transverse

section being perfectly elliptical. The black-coloiu-ed

surface of the myotome, nuist therefore be con-

sidered as cut out of this cylindrical sui'face.

The opposite side of the j-hombus is turned

|>L towards the skeletal-axis and the abdominal cavity.

In general it has the same form as the outer side,

being oidv slighllv e\ca\ate(l bv the abdominal
Traiisvei'sc section

thiouah the Iriink of

Pctromyzoii: the inter- «^'^^vity, which in this part of the body is cylin-

segmental tissue being drical, the transverse section being a perfect circle.

^^'^^^- Both the other sides of the rhombus are con-

gruent and I)oiuid respectively, a more cranial and a more caudal

myotome.

The position of the myotome as a whole in respect to the sagittal

plane, passing through the mid-lines of the body, is such, that the

corpus shows an inclijuition towards the caudal end of the body.

Seen in transverse section (along the line FF lig. 11) the longest

axis of the rhombus makes an acute angle with the sagittal axis of

the body, the vertex of the angle being turned towai-ds the head.

This caudal inclination of the myotome dinunishes towards the cor-

nua, so that the cornua are nearly normal to the surface of the

body. In consequence of this caudal inclination the myotomes over-

lap to some extent. This muscular overlapping \aries between ', and

"/a in the neighbourhood of the knee, diminishing towards the connia

on account of the decrease of the caudal inclination of that part of

the myotome.

The position of the myotome in respect to the dorsoventral axis

is variable along the body. If AB (lig. II) is a dorsoventral axis, at

right angle to the sagittal axis, and .1/s a line tangent to the dorsum

of the myotiMue, then we have in the angle AFB a measure for the

ante- oi' retroversion of the myotome in respect to the dorsoventi-al axis.

The lirst myotomes behind the last bram-hial cleft, show a little

3*
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anteversion, wliicli (|iückly decreases, so that the 4^^' and o"^'^ myo-

tomes are strictly vertically situated. The foilo\vin<i- myotomes (as in

figure II) are i-etro versed, this retroversion reaching a nia.xinunn of

10°. Towards the caudal end of the body this retroversion decreases

and is again reversed behind rhe anal aperture, where the myotomes

are again an reversed.

The description given here of the myotome applies only to the

trunk-myotome in the middle region of the body, the brancliial

apparatus as well as the appearance of the dorsal fins bringing

about notable changes in this form.

II. Trtdil-iniiotoine of Acanthias vuh/aris. (F'kj. TV and Y).

The myotome described in Ihis [)aper was situated in ihal r(\ü;ioji

of the bodv which lies between the thoi'acic lin and the lirsl dorsal

Fig. VI.

tin. In its most general features the trunk myotome of Acanthias

shows a great resemblance with that of Petromyzon, though at first

view a considerable difference seems to exist.

Looking at that surface of the myotome, which forms part of the

surface of the body, we see it interrupted in two places.

The lines of iutei-ru[)tion are nearly parallel to the sagittal axis

of the trunk. The first line {LL fig. VI) coincides with the linea

lateralis, the second {L'lJ tig. VI) lies nearer the mid-ventral line
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Trunkmyotome of Petromyzoii nuviatiles. Enlargement 2 tin

Fig. IV.

Trunkmyotome of Acanthias; ventral part in natural

Trunkmyotome of Acanthias; dorsal and lateral part in natural size.

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amstejdara. Vol. VII.
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of (ho horly. Af tlio placo of iii(oi-i'ii|)(i()ii sopla oC coniicclive tissue

tleseend Jiiul seem to dixidc (lie myotome iiilo three |>arts. One
part situated between llie mid-dorsal line and the line /./. is the

dorsal part of th(» myolome: between the Hues /,/, and /.'// lies

the lateral and l)e(ween the latter and the mid-\enti'al line, the

ventral i)art of tho myotome is silnaled.

Considered at the line of interruption, the surface of ijie lateral

part of the myotome seems to be eranially displaced in respect to

the dorsal part: this displacem(Mi( amouids to one half of the bi-eadth

of the myotome. The same can be obsei-\ed between the sui-face

of the lateral and the Aeidi'al i)ar1 of the myotome, the lateral part

being also dis])laced eranially in i-es[)ect to (he \enli-al part: this

displacement does not surpass 7» of the breadth of the myotome.

If we follow the sojita of connective tissue at the line of inler-

rn[)tion l^L, it is easily seen, that the myotome is i-olled in (owards

the axis of the body and then reversed till it i-(\xches agaiji (he bodv

surface. In most cases the continuity of the muscular tissue at the

bottom of (he fold is broken oil'. bu( (he in((M-sei>-mcn(al (issue which

covers the myotome is always conlinuoiis. If we now try (o unroll

the myotome as mnch as possil)le, we lijid (ha( (he dorsal j>art

makes an angle with (he latei-al part, so that a (rue knee is formed.

The top of the knee is directed towards (he head as in Pctromyzon.

The line along which the myotome is folded in, is parallel (o (he

sagidal axis of the body, and seems to run ovei- (he knee, so that

the toi) of the knee lies at the point K of tigure V'l.

The same can be observed on following the \\\w L' L' ((ig. \T),

the line of folding being also i)ai'allel to (he sagi((al axis of (he

trunk.

The differentiation of the myotome into three parts, ensues there-

foi'e from a process of iid"olding, the lines of folding being pai'allel

to the sagittal axis of the body.

If a model of the myotome of Petromyzoii is cut out of paper,

and this myotome folded in along (he lines FF and F'
F'

(tig. II), we get a precise illus(i"a(ion of the disj)lacements seen

in the myotome of Acaidhias. The direction in which (he ou(er-

surfaces are dis])laced in respect to each other is a direct consc-

cpience of the form and the curvature of (he myolcune a( the

places of infolding. The diffei-ence in the extent of the displacement

of the surfaces along the lines LL and //// (tig. \'l) is due

to the fact, that the fold along the line hF is longer in the diicction

from outwards (o inwards in corres|K)ndence with the dimensions

of the myotome. This can be seen in a transverse section through
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^'"'g- ^'H- tlie same region of flie trunk

of Aeanthicxs, wliei-e LF (iig.

VII) is the intersegmental tissue

that divides tlie dorsal from the

lateral part, while L'F' is the

septum, that the latter separates

from the ventral part of the

mvotome.

The further differentiation of

the dorsal part of the myotome
takes places by the same process;

the lines of folding instead of

being parallel to the sagittal

axis of the body are in general

at right angles to this axis.

There are three of these lines,

agreeing with the number of

peaks which the dorsal part of

the myotome shows. These lines

considered from outwards to

-.C.V inwards, are originally normal

to the surface of the body, tlien

Transverse section tluoiigli the trunk curved with the convex side

of Acanlhias: tlie intersegmental tissue turned veutrally and towards

black. Natural size.
i|„^. body surfaces. This cui-xa-

ture is most marked in the third line of folding (M fig. VII), reckoned

from the mid-dorsal line, the first one being nearly a straight line

normal to the body surface and to the sagittal axis. These lines

of folding ai'c visible on a transverse section, because septa of inter-

segmental tissue stretch out into the fold. The curved lines (.1 (ig. MI)
are the transx'erse sections of these septa.

The lateral part of the myotome shows no further difTerentiations.

The ventral part has only one line along which the folding of the

myotome is well marked ; consequently this part of the myotome

shows only one peak turned to the caudal end of the body.

The myotome considered as a \vhole, as in Petromyzon, has a

caudal inclination. This inclination is most marked at the knee.

Considering only the dorsal part, we see this inclination diminish

towards the mid-dorsal line, so that the most dorsal part of the

myotome is about normal to. the sui-face of the l)ody. This most

dorsal part is elongated into a dorsal cornu [CD fig. VI). In trans-
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verse section we liiid tliereCoin^ these dorsal coi-iiiia as lamellae in

juxtaposition (fig. VI I (-D).

When the direction of the myotome is reversed al a line of fol-

ding, the same happens with the sense of the inclination, so that

these i)ai'ls show a slight ci'anial inclination. Tiie folding of the

myotome together with the inclination pro(lnc(\s the elongated and

})eakshaped foi-m of the myotome at tlu^se lines of folding. The

myotomes thns co\'ei' each other as hollow, pointed tuhes telescoped

into each other. In the transverse section (lig. Vil) I indicates the

section of the first |)eak directed candally, 2 the |)eaU tnriied towards

the head and 8 the second peak tiirned to the caudal (Mid of the

body (fig. VT resji. 1, 2, 3). In conse(pience of the inclination of the

dorsal part of the myotome, these lines of folding are not quite at

right angles to the sagittal axis, hnt are also slightly inclined. This

is the reason why we tiiid only jiart of these lines in a transA^erse

section, wdiich is normal to the sagittal axis.

From a transverse section Ave can iudoe the extent of the mnscniar

overla})se. Concordant with 'the inci-easing inclination from the mid-

dorsal line t(^ the first lateral line, we see ihe overla|)se increase to

about •'/,. At the knee the inclination ra|)idly decreases. Tn the

lateral j)art of the myotome the inclination is insignilicant and the

overlapse less than \l.,. In the \'entral part the inclination increases

at first and then decreases to^^'al'ds the mid-\'entralliue ; th(Miiuscular

overlapse does not surjiass \.,. The ventral part tei'iiiinates at the

mid-ventral line in a ventral coruu 'CV fig. VII, tig. V) turned

cranially. This ventral cornu is much shorter than the doisal cornii.

In order to get some idea of tlie dimensions of the myotome 1

have measured the length of each of the three parts into which the

myotome is divided up. These measurements have been made over

the surface of the myotome and this surface was also followed Avherc

it is folded in. In this way 1 liaAc found for the myotome described:

Length of the dorsal part 350 mm.: Ihe lateral part 1)0 mm. -,1116

ventral jiart 190 mm. The length of the wIk^Ic myotome is therefore

(530 mm. and of this ''/,„„ belong to the dorsal region.

T have made the same measurements in the myotome of Fetro-

'myzon. If it be conceded that tli(> points A' (lig. 11 and tig. VI)

where the knee is located in both myotomes, ar(M'ori-es|»ou(ling jwints,

I have found : Length of the doi'sal part, from Ihe mid-dorsal line

to the knee 33 mm. : tlu^ latero-\entral i)arl. from the knee lo the

mid-ventral line, 20 mm. The whole length of llie myotome was

therefore 59 mm., and of this also ''/i„„ is contributed to the

dorsal region.
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It' we compare the dorscxl re,f>ion in Petnnny/oii and in Acaiitliias,

it is evident that tliis reiiion is strong'ly reduced in the hitter ;

notwithstanding this, the same part of the whole myotome dielongs

in botli cases to the dorsal region. If this be true in general, it

seems to me, that the reduction of the dorsal region is the principal

moment which has led to the folding of the doi'sal part of the

myotome.

In figures IV and V the position of the rib, in relation to the

myotome, is indicated i)y a crossed line. The rib is located in the

intersegmental tissue thai divides the dorsal from the lateral part

of the m3'otome. The junction of the ril» with the skeleton, lies a

little caudally in respect to the knee of the myotome ; the rib itself

is turned to the caudal end of the body concordant witli the caudal

inclination of the myotome. In a transverse section, three successive

ribs are cut through.

Geology. — ''On the direction and the startincj iwint of the diluvial

ice motion over the Xetherlands." By Prof. Euo. Dubois.

(Communicated by Prof. J. M. \an Bkmmelkn).

Referring to the ''Beschrijving van eenige nieiuve (/rondhoriiu/en,'' V,

by Dr. .1. Lokié, recently published in the "Verhandelingen der

Koninklijke Akademie van Wetensciiappen, 2'^^ Sectie, Deel 10, N". 5",

to which, on p. 20 and 21, the author has added a criti({ue of some

conclusions in my communication to the Academie: "The (/('oiixjical

structure of the Hondsrwj in IJrenthe and the oritjin of that ride/e"

(Proceedings of the meeting of Saturday, .June 28, 1902, Vol. V,

p. 93 sqq.), I beg leave to make the following remarks.

The critique of that eminent student of the geology of the Nether-

lands is based on such an incorrect and incomplete statement of

my conclusions and of the facts, that the reader cannot but regard

those conclusions as being of a rash character, which in fact they

have not.

Indeed, having said that he does well agree with my oi»inion

regarding the structure of the Hondsrug, Dr. Lokié continues as

follows ') :

"Another case it is with a particularity mentioned on p. 4 and

5". (This refers to 12 lines on p. 96 and 97 of the Proceedings.)

"In pit XLI there was found a boulder of quartzite, having a

diameter of 0.35 M., cleft into two j.ieces, in such a manner

1) This quotation has been translated from the Dutch of Dr. Lorié by me.
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tiuit the uppei' pieco, willi i-osjipct lo (Ii(> lowor one, luis lieoii pushed

oil l^/,^ ('in. ill soiitli-caskM'lv dircclioii. So lliis is ;i t;u'l ! The aiitlioi'

ho\vev(M- bases lhei'eu|)Oii (he liypolhesis (hal Ihc ice motion lias taken

plaee, ns <i triiolc, not fVoni N.K. to .S.W., such as is still «^enerallv

admitted, but tVom N.W. to S.E., in such a wav that the startiii"-

point is not to be songhl for in Scandinavia but in Scotland. Now
it appears to me that here is a strong dis|)i'opoi'tion between the

importance of the observed fact and that of the hypothesis."

Fnrther, at the end, lie says

:

"So to lind the explication ot the shifting' of the (|nart/Jte boulder

at Eksloo, o\'er a distance of one cmtimetc.r and a half, we haxe not

to admit Scotland as starting point for the ice motion, but can |)ersisf

ill onr ohl opinion."

Thus far Dr. Lorie.

Now I wish to remind those who take an interest in the matter

that it was by no means that one fact, referred to by Dr. IjOkik,

on which I based "the liyj)0thesis" that the ice motion "took place"

from N.W. to S.E., nor did I assert at all that the starting point

of the ice motion is not to be sought for in Scandinavia but in

Scotland. In the quoted Proceedings, to which Dr. Lorie refers, I do

not S[)eak of a liypotlirsis, but of a supposition, and this, clearly, is

based u])on the whole consideration of the structure and the origin

of the Hondsrug ridge. Particularly this supposition is related to

2\/.^ |)ages of my communication, (the whole text being 10 pages),

viz. from \). 99 (in the middle) to p. 101 (below). The only sentence

bringing in relation the fact of the shifting of the pieces of the quarlzite

boulder, with respect to each other, to the direction of the ice motion,

(p. 100, at the end of the second alinea), occurs half wa\ the

explanation of "27.2 P^ges and runs as follows: "Now with this

supposition perfectly agrees the at tirst sight jiaradoxical direction of

motion as deri\ed from the shifted boulder of quartzite."

And concerning the starting point of the ice motion, on p. 101

of the Proceedings 1 most unhesitatingly admit Scandinavia lo be

the starting point of the ice motion, whereas I only speak of the

possihiHtii ("it might be possible, at least") of a deviation of the

Scandinavian ice stream in south-easterly directi(»n, caused bv the

Scottish ice stream.

It will be su|)ertlnous to argue that the distance over which (he

tw(» pieces of the (piai-tzite boulder are separated fr(tm one another

/// the .soil ((ugh( not to be in any proportion to (he large motion

of the ice orn- it.

Haarlem, May 26, 1904.
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Mathematics. "(^n an I'.i'ju-i'sslon fof the class of an dhjehrdic

plane carrc icilh li'iijlicr siiKiiiJarltles." By Mr. Frkd. Schih.

((V)miniini('atod by Prof. 0. .1. Kortkwf.g.)

If an akichraic jilanc ciwre is given hy an equation in Cartesian

iwh/t-coorcfinatcs, its tvdcr n can l)e immediately read from the

equation. The class k of the curve is best defined as the order of

the equation in line-coordinates. However, in the following it is

my intention to I'estrict myself exclusively to point-coordinates and

then the class can l)c dclined as the number of morahle points

of intersection of the ciii've with the first polar or as the number

of proper tangents to be (h-a\vn from an arhitranj point P to

the curve. To obtain e.vclusively different points of contact not

situated in u^anifold jwints of the curre we nuist understand by an

a)'ln'tr(tri/ point a point that

l^f does not lie on the curve,

2'''^ does not lie on one of the tangents in a nntni/old point of

the cui've.

3"^ does iu)t lie on a tangent in a luiifold |)oint having with the

curve a contact of a higher order than the first.

A wanifold point of the ciii-\o is a curvepoint w liich cannot

be a single point of inteisectioii with a straight line. The lines

connecting P Avitli the manifohl points must not be counted as

pro})er tangents.

From the above mentioned definition of tlie class another one can

be deduced, whei'c no single resti'iction is made witli respect to the

situation of tiie point /*, which thus holds good for any |>oint J*.

To begin with, we make the restriction that P nnri/ not lie on the

corn'. Suppose P to lie on the tangent in a point N of the curve,

where N may be a manifold point or a single point with a tangent

intersecting in more than two points. If the straight line /*/S' cuts the

curve in n' coinciding points .S', whilst an arbitrary straight line through

,S^ cuts the curve in t coinciding ])oints S, then .S' counts for 2/;— /of

the k proper points of contact with tangents from F to the curve,

in other words //'

—

t [)oints of contact approach >S' when /^approaches

the tangent in S. If is of no importance whether the cur\e has

one or more branches through S, touching SP, neither whether the

curve has branches through .S' not touching SP or not.

The above mentioned follows immediately from the following:

Theorem. Let R he a point of an algebraic cun^e ivhere all branches

thronc/h P hare the same tanc/oit I which intersects the curre in /-j-z'

coinciding points P, luhilst every other straight line through R intersects
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fke ciirrc 'm I jnunfs //, //k'ii II alisDi-lis r ftrupcr jiotiils i)f coiihu-l

ivilh IdiKjcnls from /* irln'ii P hes oii I niilsidc //, and I -\- r nj-oncr

po/iifs of coiifdct ii'hcii /•* coinci<l('s irith II. ')

Now, if >S' is siicli a poiiil, where ;ill l)r<iiielies Iiavc (Ik^ same

tang-ent S l\ llien m z= t. -\- i\ whilst aeeording (o llie ahoxe tlieoi-eni

S eounts tbr rz=zir--t points ot'eoiilacl with tangents IVoin l\ II" besides

the hi-anehes tonching >S7'* still more hi'anches pass throngh X then

these latter do nol give rise to any new points of' contact coinciding

with >S'; they canse however the same increase of the nnnibers / and

10, so that they leave ir— / nnchanged. Then too lo— / represents the

nnniber of points of contact, which in consecpience of the singnlar

sitnation of P coincide with S.

If /* is not situated on one of the tangents in S, then //' = /, so

1) For a branch which can bo ropresontcd by one single PnsEi'x-devclopnionl

this theorem can be proved i. a. out of the relation existing betweeu the

developments in point- and in line-coordinates. By addition follows immediatelv

the same theorem for more branches having the same tangeiit. In a paper

entitled : "An equation of reality for real aiid imaginary plane curves with higher

singularities" (These rroccedings of April 23'''' 1904, p. 764) I made use of the

same theorem (p. 765) and referred for the deduction to Stolz, Zeuthen and

Stephen Smith. I omitted however to mention G. Halphen, "Mémoire sur les

points singuliers des courbes algébriques planes", Mémoires pré?, par dirers

sarcnits a VAcadnnie dos Sciences (2), t. 26, (1<S79), n". 2 (112 p.). This extensive

paper was already ottered to the Paris Academy in April 1874 (see : Comptes

Revdvs de FAcadémie des Sciences de Parif<, t. 78, p. 1100—1108, where the

aulor communicates some of his results) so that this paper has the priority.

Halphen formulates the theorem somewhat differently, namely (I. c. Théorème III,

p. 42 or Tl'iéorème II, p. 50):

Théorème. Ja) somnie des ordres des cdii/acfs^ dei< l)runclies d'niie co/ir/x' arcc

line de ses tangentes est egale a hi miiHiplicité dn point correspondant a cette

tavgente dans la conrhe corrélatire.

The relation between the developments of a branch in |)oinl- and in line-

coordinates was first considered by A, Cayle> ("On the Highci- Singularities of a

Plane Curve". Quart. Joiirn. of Math., Vol. 7, (1S(;6), p. 212, Collected Math.

Pap., Vol. '), p. 520 or "Note sur les singularilés supérieures des courbes planes"

Crelle:^ Journal, Bd. 04, (1S65), p. 860, Colt. Math. Pap., Vol. n, p. 424). If

y = Axi^-{- B x'i -\- . . . .(p "> \) is the development in point-coordinates then

V q

Cavi.ev gives for the devek)pment in line-coordinates Z = A' A'/'—' + ^' ^ '""' + •••,

^ P ~\~ 1^ 'I
~\- •

\

where llie ucneral lorni u\ llie exponents is . : liere A, u,.... are posi-

live integers. hnpli<'itly llie llAM'UKN-liieorcin is iiicludcd in this. (.Iaylev, however,

does not enter farther into the relation l)elween the developments and i\w^ not

state Ihe theorem.

Let me finally notice, that the Iheoreni has also been stated by M. Nötheh,

"Uebor die singuliiren Werlhsysleme einer algebraischen Function nnd die singuliiren

Punkle einer algebraischen Curve", Math. Annalen, Bd. 9, (187G), p. 166 (sp. p. 182).
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tliiit llieii //' — t ('oiitiinios fo roprcsont the Jiiinihci' (luiinely zero) of' the

points of' ('Oiilacl coiiicidiiiii willi S.

If' iS' is a point of coiilnct willi a laii.iiciil out of /'* wiiere nothing

remarkable lakes place, tlieii for I hat / = J ajid ir = 2, so that

ui—^=1, whilst N now also (•()nnts foi' one point of eonhiet.

By suniinin^ii- up the xalues in— / for all the |)oints >S' of theeurve

for whieh w'^t we keep getting for sum / Avith respect to everv

])oint P not lying on the cnrve, thus

/•= > (/r,-^/,). (1)

We formulate this in Ihe following way :

Theorem I. Tjct I* he a jtoint not sitindi'd on an alijehra'n-

curve and S an arhitrai';/ point of that curve. Let us suppose that

the curve cuts the stra/</ht live PS in ?/.', an arhitrary straight line throuc/h

iS however in t points coineidimi initJt S ; then the chiss of the rurrc

is equal to w— t summcd up for all the points S of tJie curve for irhieh

//' ^ / and for <(s manij other curvepoints as onr Hl'es.

To continue we suppose that P lies on the curve namely in a

point of the order t\ \. e. /' is the smallest iinmltei' of coinciding

points of intersection of the curve with a straight line through P.

For a point S of the cui've not coinciding with /^ the nundier of

points of contact coinciding with S is still indicated by //'

—

t.

Moreover a certain nundier of points of contact coincides with P,

namely accoi'ding to the HAi.PHEN-theorem to the number of /'
-j- 21' r'j,

where 2^ v\ rei)resenls a sunnnation with resj>ect to the different

curvelangents intersecting the cnrve in /'

-f-
/•',, f -\- r'.^ coinciding

points /-•. So we get

/^• = /' + ^^.V + ^^K^/0> (2)

where 2£ (?r, — t^) re[)resents a summation with respect to all the

l)oints N of the cur\e outside P.

However we can also include the point 7^ among the points >S'. The

line connecting P and S becomes in that case indefinite. If we take

for PS a line which is not a tangent in P, then we get n' = t'.

If however we take for PS a tangent intersecting in t' -\- v^' points

coinciding with J^, then we get ^/; = /'
-j- r,', so ir — t' = v^'. So for

(2) we can write

k = t'Jt^\'^\-a (3)

if only we extend the snmmation also to the point >S' lying in i^ itself,

in which case we have but to take for 7''>S' those straight lines through

P contributing to 2^ {u\—t^) (thus the taligenls in P) and as many
other straight lines through P as one likes.

The equation (1) is a special case of (3). If namely P is not on
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the curve then each straight line through P has zero points of inter-

section /^ with tiie ('ur\e; in otluM' words /' \s ft i>nint of the order zero

of' tlic curve, so f' = 0. So \\w I'csult of all our considerations is

included in equation (3).

We formulate this in the following way :

Theorem II. Let P he a point of tlw order t! of an (i]<i('hnüc curve

(inhere t' nuiy al.so he zero) and S an. arhiintrij jtouit of the order t of

tJiat carve. Suppo.se the stralt/ht line P S Iniersects the carve in m points

coincidimj anth S, then the class of dee curve is equal to t' increased by

die sum of w— t over all die jtoints S of the curve. If S is in P
}ve have to rec/ard (dl straiijht lines throuj/h P as di.e line cotmectiny

P and S.

When speaking of all points S or, when >S' is in P, of all

straight lines divouyh. /^ we mean that we take those points or lines

contributing to — {iv.^ — t-^) and as many other points oi- lines as

one likes.

Theorem I is a special case [t' =^ 0) of this theorem II. The

theorem always holds good for any singularities the cui've may have.

Sneek, May 1904.

Geology. — "Some considerations on. the conclusions arrived at in

the communication made hy Prof. Eug. Dubois in the meetinei

of June 27, 190o, entitled: So)ne facts leadiny to trace (uit

the motion and the oriyin of the underyround ivater of our

sea-provincesy By H. E. de Bruyn.

(Communicated in the meeting of Septemf^er 2G, 1'JÜ3).

In the meeting of June 27, 19Ü3 Prof. Dubois made a communication

dealing with a problem of great general importance, namely the presence

of proper <lrinking-water in the province of Holland. Altiiough

readily ackiiowledging the many [)oints of merit of this communica-

tion and entirely agreeing with many of its conclusions, I differ

from the author on a principal point whicii indeed is essential,

namely the origin of the fresh wafer in our polderland. So a speedy

refutation of the author's opinion on this point seemed to me to be

desirable.

In his communication Prof. Dubois speaks of our sea-provinces

;

this ill my opinion ought to be Holland, since the conditions [)revail-

ing in Fi-iesland and Zeeland are diirerent, so that considerations

which are xalid lor Holland caiiuol be ap|tlied fhei-e. So I will

only cojisider the tract of (Miuulry chielly dealt with in the above-

mentioned communicadon, w liicli is bounded i»y the dykes of the Y
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and the Zuiderzee at the north. l)_v tlie rWer Vecht at the east, the

Rhine tVoiti Hannelen to Katwijk at the south and the North-sea at

the west.

The geological conditions of this tract inside the dunes are such

as are mentioned in the conununicatioir. ujtperiuosi allu\iuin. then

prettv generally a layer of' feu (partly disappeared) under which a

laver known as "old sea-clay'\ Lender this lattei' the diluvium,

consisting to a great depth of sand, coarser and tlner, with here

and there hanks of clay which are not continuous however. The

"old sea-clay" mentioned is called in the i)aper clay-containing sand

and although in my oi)inion also that layer is permeable to water,

yet 1 thi]üv its permeability is smaller than Mr. Dlhois assumes and

that it is exactly here that the cause of our dilFerence of opinion

has to l)e sought. In some i)laces this layer of old sea-clay is wanting;

in special cases this makes an investigation \ery difiicnlt, for the

general condititni however, which is here dealt with, this circumstance

can be neglected.

The communication consists chiefly of two parts, of facts and of

conclusions drawn therefrom. The facts I will pass without comment-

ing on them, although occasionally objections might be raised against

them or rather against the remarks that accompany them.

I perfectly agree with a great many of the conclusions, e.g. with

the following:

that in the diluvium fresh water is present to a certain depth:

that 'in deeper polders the deep groundwater moves vertically

upward, in shallow polders dow-nward:

that also in the depth a current exists from the dunes to the

polders and from the shallower i)oldcrs to the deeper ones:

that no important continuous subterranean current exists from the

higher grounds from the east to the w^est.

But I cannot acce[)t the conclusion that the fresh groundwater

present in the diluvium also in our polders, owes its origin to rain

fallen locally or at a relatively short distance during the wet season.

In the following refutation of this opinion 1 shall speak of fresh

and of brackish or salt w^ater. Of course there is no sharp division

between these, but in order to avoid cumbrous definitions I shall

make this distinction for simplicity's sake. I base my considerations

on tpiantities, but since only their relatixe amount concerns us here,

I have rounded my figures as much as possible.

I intend to sho\v the incorrectness of the conclusion mentioned

from the amount of the afflux to in the Haarlemmermeer polder.

Xow a paper on this amount by the member of this Academy
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VAN DiKSKN is found ill the Vci-sl. (mi Moded. dor Koii. vVkad. 1885^).

I can by no means accept the amount found tliere. The cliief reason

why Mr. van Diesen arrived at an erroneous fioure is tliat lie

assumes that the groundwater in the Ilaarleinmerineer polder which
is situated at a depth of about a metre below I he surface evaporates

as much as water at the surface on account of the iutersl ices between

the particles of ground. This, 1 think, is entirely wrong; ground-

water at a de[)th of a metre does not evaporate at all.

Now if we assume that the groundwater does not evai)orate, the

figures given in the paper would lead to a negalivc afflux, which

certainly is wrong too. This is a consequence of another reason

why an erroneous figure is found, namely the method of derivation.

Mr. VAN Diesen, namely, calculates the amount of the afflux from

two periods of six years, for each of which he derives the equation:

/• =z (t,i; — /j

in which /• is the amount of the flow, ,/- the ratio of the evaporation

at the surface and the rain fallen ; /i and /> constants, deri\ ed from
the other data. So he has two equations /• = rnj — and k^ =^ (t^r^ A .

Now he determines the ratio of Z' and l\ from the difference in level

of the water in the "bosom" ') and of the polderwater, a ratio

naturally little differing from unity ; he further assumes that the ,/•

of each period has the same average \alue, so he puts .n = ,v . The
two unknown quantities, k and d', can then be found from these two
equations.

But ,v and ,i\ are not exactly equal. Mr. van Diesen himself says:

"evidently this value must change according to circumstances." If

-I'l be equal to ,/; -f- L we have

:

I k
—b^ — b —«1 L

.
^'i ^^1

''' ~"
/; k—
«J
— a —a

J
— a

k
Now it will entirely depend on the value of —or, and a whether

L has an appreciable influence on the value of ,/. Since from the

/.:

nature of the case — r/, and a are great values, differing little between
/c,

each other, however, a small value of L has a great influence on

X and. hence on /'.

1) Versl. en Meded. van de Kon. Akademie van Wetenschappen, Aid. Nalnnrk.

8e Reeks, Dl. I, p. 359—374.

2) "Bosom" is called an intermediate discharge canal or Ijasin.
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The best estimate of the afflux in the Haarlemmermeer polder is

that by Mr. Elink vStekk '). This autlior bases his calculation on the

assumption tliat the \alne of rain minus evaporation, averaged over

many years, is practically the same for Rijnlajid and for the Haar-

lemmermeer polder. Rain is here tacitly assumed to be rain plus

surface condensation, and evaporation, evaporation plus the water

withdrawn hy plants. From the quantity of water discharued and

let in ovei' an average of 14 vears Mr. Elink Stekk then derives

with the aid of the assumption mentioned that the afflux in the

Haarlemmermeer polder is erpial to a quantity of water corresponding

to a height of 135 mm. -j- /v (A' being the afflux in Rijidand) over

the W'hoie surface.

Now he puts /v=15 mm. i.e. \'i„ of the affiiix in the Haarlemmer-

meer polder which he calls an anqile estimate as 1 think it is; so

he finds for the amount of the afflux in the Haarlenunenncer polder

150 mm.
The assumption mentioned that rain minus evaporation is ^equal

for Rijnhmd and for the Haarlemmennccr poidei- is not (piile correct

of course. The rain may be taken e(|ual, but not the evaporation.

The rainfall is in my opinion more regular on the average than is

indicated by our rain-gauges, ruder e(|ual meteorological conditions

the rate of evaporation depends i)rincipally on water for eAaporatiou

being or not being present. In the poldei's having a high summer-

level with regard to the laml which mostly consists of meadows,

evaporation ^vill be greater than in the Haarlemmermeer polder,

since water will always be present at the surface ; in the dunes on

the other hand it will be less. Considering the character of the grounds

in Rijnland we may assume that evaporation there will be slightly

greater than in the Haarlemmermeer polder. So if we apply to our

figure a correction L^, making it 150-[-^i, ^i ^^'dl be negative.

^Ir. Elink Sterk has left out of consideration through lack of

data : 1. the quantity of w^ater admitted into the Groot Waterschap

van Woerden (having the same liosom as Rijnland) ; 2. The quantity

of water let in by locks into Rijnland and the Groot Waterschap

van Woerden. Calling these respectively L.^ and L^, the afflux in

the Haarlemmermeer polder is

X; = 150 + A, + A, -f A3 mm.

Now the quantities L^ and L^, are both small and certainly

positive; probably they are together smaller than L^. So if we omit

the three corrections Z-,, L„ and Z.,, the error can not be large and

1) Verhandelingen van het Kon. instituut van ingenieurs. 1897— 1898. p. 63— 75.
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the figure for /• prol)al)ly l)ec(niie.^ loo ureal as it also hccouics Itv

putting' /v'=: 15 mni.

Pulting (lie aftliix of water at 150 mui. lliis uixes for a surface

of 1(S()0() II. A. 27 luillion M'. This auiounl consists of thi-ee

parts: J. of what is let in for the liiuhcr lauds l»chiu<l the riiigdvke

through vah'es and svphous; 2. of the afllux through ihc ring(l\k(>

above (he old sea-ehiv ^vhich I shall call the afllux ////ii/i(//i ihc alliixiuiii:

3. of the aftlux over the whole surface of the polder, uio\iug upward
through the old sea-clay oii account of the greater |)i-essure. which

1 h^hall call the aftlux /'i-oin the diluvium.

The lii-st [)art which is no pro[>er afiluw, is estimated l)\ .Mi-. Klink

Stekk at 5 to 7 million M' pi'r year. Siilttractiug this and taking

the smallest figure the affiux inentioued siih 2 and )) hecomes 22

million M^ per year. How much of this is due to each of the parts

sub 2 and o cannot be made out, while in those places where the

"old sea-clay" is absent no se[)aratioii takes place. Probablv 2 is

the greater part, therefore I assume for the [)art sub :> an amount

of 10 millioji M-' per year; possibly it is much smaller.

These 10 million M\ the afllux /'/oin the diluvium must conseipieiith

either How in as fresh water along the circumference of the polder

under the old sea-clay through \ht' upper layers of the (lilii\iiiiii, or

rise from below as salt water. Let us for the i)reseii( assume that

it all tlows to in the former manner. 1ji [\t\y years 500 million M'.

of fresh water \vould in this \vay ha\e floured into the dilii\iiiin.

Now the quantity of fresh waiter present in the dilii\iiiiu under the

Haarlemmermeer [)older i^ ynidtcr ; assuming ^s to 7^ space between

the grains of sand this quantity would only correspond to a thickness

of 10 metres containing fresh w^ater, whereas this thickness is greater

on the average, as is proved e.g. by borings near Sloten.

The circumference of the ringdyke being about (JO.000 metres, if

we assume the aftlux to take place over a lieighl of only 20 metres

and the interstices between the grains of sand to be the same as

above, this will give a velocity of motion of 30 metres per year and

the water flowed to would, even if we neglect the loss (jf speed

further in the polder, have penetrated into the jxdder only 1500

metres in 50 yeai's and so not liaxe reached the middle.

Moreover the assum[)tion thai all the water streaming to is fresh,

is not ])robable, if we bear in mind the amount of salt in the Wil-

helmina spring which is o\er 1)000 mg. chlorine per litre. Hence it

is certain that with a How of 10 million M' fnnn the diluvium,

part of the fresh water Jiowadays i)resent in the diluvium under the

4
Proceedings Uoyul Acad. Amtitcrdum. Vol. Vll.
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Haarlemmermeer polder was present there already 50 years ago.

Before that time conditions wei-e very different from what they

are now. Instead of tlie deep drainage there was bosom water. How
the fresh water then present, especially in tlie eastern part, had come

nnder tlie Haarlemmermeer, is difitlcnlt to tell for want of (hita. Was
the water of the Haarlem hike always so rich in cidorijie as some

old observations show? Certainly the difference in pressnre of the

deep gronndwater was smaller tliaii it is now and accordingly the

fpiantity of water moved was also smallei', while the direction of

the cnrrent in the deep groundwater e.g. near Sloten must have

been exactly the reverse.

A thousand years ago when there were no dykes yet to kee[) out

the water of rivers and of the sea, and no mills yet to drain the

polders, when the dunes were so much l)i-oader at the seaside tlian

they are now, when there were no canals in the dunes yet for sand

transport and other jturposes, 1 imagine the stale of allairs in the

tract of land we aie considering, nnist have been such that fresh

water was also present in the diluvium and probably more than

]iowadays, that in the dunes there existed a high level of ground-

water by which water was di-iveu to the diluxiuni, the pressure at

the west side under the "old sea-clay" l)eing greater than that of the

groundwater aboxe il. The level of the uronndwater in the alluvium

of the polderland was then i)robal)ly nuich more regular and slightly

higher than the average sea-level. How these conditions became pre-

valent 1 must leave to geologists to explain.

By making dykes, by enclosing polders, by draining, the level of

t'he groundwater has gradually been lowered, now in one place, then

in another. The currents in the layers of fresh water in the diluvium

also had their directions changed by this; they certainly were very

small, however, before the great drainages were made. In the tract

we are dealing with, 3000 H.A. were drained before 1750, 10.000

H.A. between 1750 and 1850 and 2G.000 H.A. between 1850

and 1900.

The dunes gradually decreased in breadth, while also the flow of

water towards the land increased by canals for sand-transport etc.

The height of the groundwater in the dunes will consequently also

have steadilv been decreasing.

Bearing in mind the figure for the amoujit afflux to in the

Haarlemmermeer polder, we may safely assume the quantities of

water which befoie the drainages were made, pejietrated vertically
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do\A'invaiTl llin»ii,iiii llic did sca-clay. to have heen \('i'\- small coiii-

pai-ed AN'itli llie aiiioiml of Civsli walci- proscMit. (\)iise(|ii('iill\ llic

oidy Fource of supplv of fresh walcr (o \Uv diiiixiimi lias hoon (lio

afflux from the dimes. Al the same time 1 veiiliii-e the sii|>positi(ni

that part of the fresh water whioh a thousand _v ears a^'o was |)i-eseiit

in the dilu\ium under the pohh^-land is still pros(Mit llioro now.

Another (piestion arising here is whether saU water rises upward
from below. About former times nothing- can be slated with certainty

in this respect; for the present time it is I'eiidered pi-obable b\- iIk^

circnmstance that the water of the Haarlemmermeer polder contains

more chlorine than can be derived from the afflux if no salt water

from below is added to it. Therefore 1 have tried to e:-timate, though

roughly, the (piantity of chloi-ine, discharged by Ivijnland and the

quantities entering Ivijnland in another way than from below, assuming
that the quantity of chlorine withdrawn from the ground by plants

is equal to the quantity furnished by manuring, which supposition

is reasonable.

Rijnland discharges anjiually on the a^'erage 476 million M\ of

water
;
how much chlorine this contains is not known, but from the

data for the percentage of chlorine of the water of the bosom ^) a
figure may be derived which is too small and another which is too

large, which figures 1 take to be 105 and 315 mg. per litre, givin"-

an annual discharge of 5().()0() or 150.000 tons of chlorine.

The qnantities of chlorine arri\ing into Jiijnland are, besides that

from the groundwater below 1. the sea-sj>ray ; assuming that this

chiefly falls on the dunes we can estimate it; tlie <lunes that discharge

water into Rijnland ^vill supply alxuit 20 million lAl-'. of water

annually ; this water contains 40 mg. chlorine ])ei- litre, making

800 tons of chlorine ; adding to this what is blown ovei- the dunes

we obtain a total of 1500 tons; 2. the fresh water which is let in,

amounting on the average to 125, million M\ per year, containini»'

40 mg. per litre, which malvcs 5000 tt)]is ; 3. the watei' thi'ough

locks ; it is difficult to estimate an average percentage of chlorine

here, since one lock ((iouda) admits fresh water to the bosom, others

(Spaarndam, Overtoom, etc.) water \Nitli a high jiercentage of chlo-

rine ; I thiidv 2000 mg. })er litre a sufficiently high estimate; putting

the water let in through locks at 5 million M''. this makes 10.000 tons;

4. what human society discharges into the bosom ; this amount is

difïicult to estimate ; |)utting it at 3500 tons, the total amount becomes

^) Mededcelingeii onilrcnt di' Cieologic van Xcdoiland, no. 2G, hy Dr. J. Lorié

pp. 8— U.
4*
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20.000 tons of ('hloriiio. Assiimiiif>- tliat wliat is sup[)lied to flicl)Osom

bv all tliese causes is more llian half this rough estimate and less

than its twofold we get 10.000 or 40.000 tons of chlorine. In any

case there is a deficiency amounting to something between 10.000

and J40.000 tons which has to I)e ascribed to a su[)ply of sail from

a greater depth. When we bear in mind that this will chiefly come

from the Haarlemmermeer poldei- and that this latter discharges on

the average about 30.000 tons of chlorine and that the supplies

mentioned sub 1—4 occur there in a small degree, the supply of

salt from below at the present time is pretty certain. A quantity of

35.000 tons of chlorine corresj)on(ls to that contained in two mil-

lion yr. of water from the North Sea.

The motion of the deep gi-oiunhvater is generally very slow.

If e. g. we consider how long it would lake water to travel in a

laver of sand between two imper\ ious layers from the sea to the

Haarlemmermeer polder, which is a distance of liOOO metres, the

difference of pressure being 5 M.. if llie permeability i> the same as

that of dune-sand, we liud that il wonjil traxcl iti a year (31.557.000

seconds) tlu'ouuh a distance of

81.557.000 X ^ X 0.0000— = 10 M.
9000

(0.0006 being the rate of filtration ihroiigh 1 M. n\' duiie-sand with

a pressure of 1 M. ^). A distance of 9000 M. would consequently

require 900 years.

As to the rate with which the salt water can rise from below we

fnid what follows. Assuming that the rise is constant and that under

the Haarlemmermerer polder 5 million W. rises aimually, this gives

over a surface of 18000 H.A. with a sjiace of ','3 to '
\, between the

grains of sand, a rise of about 100 mm. per year; a I'ise of 50 metres

would tiieu recjuire a period of 500 years.

The question now naturally arises: since a large quantity of fresh

water is present in the diluvium under our polderland and the salt

water flows slowly, is it possible to withdraw this fresh water for

drinking-water? The pai-t we are considering has, aftei* taking off

the littoral margin and the country louud Anistcrdam which has a

different foimation, a surface of about 100.000 H.A. ; not counting

the drainages and other less suitable tracts, half of this territory

contains 5000 million M\ of fresh water, if we assume an average

1) Report of the Committee for investigating the supply of water from the

dunes to Amsterdam, 1891, suppVment 16, p. 77.
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of' iO M'' of IVcïsli walei' per M% t'oi-respoiidiiii; (o '/,, to 74 ^^'^^'^

between the grains of «and over «i Ihic-kiiess of 30 to 40 metres. A
consumption of 50 million 1\P per year being suflicient with the

existing dune-water conduit for the need of the popnlation, taking

its increase into acconni, this ((uanlily would be able to supi)ly water

for a Iiundred years ; now we may pi-esume that in a hnndred years

science will have so much advanced that it will be practicable then

to convert any water into snitable (lriid<ing-water.

The answer to onr question must in my opinion be affirmative as

Avell as negative. Aflirmative with respect to snpplying water to single

dwellings, to a village, or to a temporary supply in war-time such

as the Engineering Corps has made at Sloten ; negative with respect

to a lasting demand on a large scale and this because in practice

pecuniary considerations wonld force us to withdraw the water from

a limited surface which wonld be impossible ^^ithont causiug such a

diminution in pressure that certainly with a lateral afUux also water

from below would flow to, so that after some time lu-ackish water

wonld be obtained.

Hence Prof. Dubois' assertion, that a snfticient quantity of drinking-

water is and remains avaUable in the ground nnder the shallower

poldei'S, is in my opinion entirely wrong.

Geology. — "(l/i the orui'tn of tJic firsh-frafcj' in tin' sahso/'/ of d

fern sh/flloir poI(/('rs'\ By Prof. Eug. Dubois. Communicated

by Prof. Bakhuis Roozeboom.

(Communicated in tlie Meeting ot November 28, 1903).

In the meeting of the Academy of September 26 ult. Mr. H. E.

DE Bruyn, althongli he agreed with most of the principal conclusions

about the origin and the direction of motion of the groundwater in

part of our lowland, contained in my comnumication to the Academy

of June 27, gave an elaborate exposition of the grounds on account

of which he cannot accept my conclusion concerning the origin of

the fresh-water in the subsoil of a few shalloNN polders, in my opinion

this has to be sought in rain, fallen on the spot or at a relatively

short distance, \vhich Mr. \)V. Bhuvn thinks inq)ossible on account of

considerations about the amount of the afflux in the Haarlemmermeer

polder which, iji his opinion proves that Ihe layers above the diluxium,

especially the "old sea-clay" transmit water (o a nuich smaller extent

than is necessary in my representation. He also supi)oses that part

of the fresli-water which was present under our polder-land a thou-
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sand vcars ago, is still llicro at llio |>rosoiil day and that llie nu\\

source from Avliicli frcsh-walcr lias hocii sii|>|»li<Ml to llic diliixiiini

(the subsoil) has been the duues.

About tlic Aelocitv Avitli a\ Iiidi ^^ate^ can uiove tlii()u<ili our always

very impure clay, wliich i\Ir. dk Hriyn i-iuhtly considers to be a

cause of our differeiu'e of opinion, 1 will now slate a few facts and

at the same time point out the ai',uiimenls wliich led me to my
conception of a diirercnl oriuin of iIk^ deep «ironndwatei- mentioned.

First ho\\('\er 1 w isli to point out another |)ossil)le (wiiiin w Inch has

not yet been snuueslrMJ and \n hicli cannot be at once I'ejected, and

especially a difticulty of a more sei-ious natui-e even than the one

objected to my representation ity Mr. dk liRrvx.

If we assume the exti'emely slow motion ascribed to the uroujid-

water by Mr. dk niuvN, it miuht namely l)e that the deep fresh-water

under consideration has to be considei'ed as a i-emainder of wlu\t

sank a\\ay thci'c centuries a.U'o. I^'oi" not always these jiolders ha\e

been siirroinidcd by l)ra('ki>li water oidy.

Accordinu' to descriptions from the Roman |t(M-iod, Lake Flevo

undoubtedly contained walci' IVom the Rhine ajid no salt water as

the Zuider/ee does no\\adays. Also the IJ was a freshwater lake

commiinicatinii' with the freshwater lakes I'urmer, Woriuer ami

Schermer. Moreo\'ei' it is well known that the Haarlem Lake

(Haarlemmei-meer) arose by the nnion of at least four lakes: the

Old llaailem Lake, the Old Leyden Lake, the Old Lake and the

Spiering- Lake which were \'v(\ at least |»artially by one or more

branches of the KatANijk Rhine. 'J'he map by Bolstra, the able

land-surveyor of IJijnland. pid)lislied in J 745 and incor])0)'ated in

''Present state of the Luitcd Netherlands"'), gives us an idea of the

situation of these lakes in J 531 aiid of their gradual union and the

enlargement of the Haarlem Lake, originated in this way, down till

1740. The waves of this lai-ge lake could easily erode the steep banks,

consisting of fen, as Ioav as the same layer of clay which already

formed its bottom, the circumstances for this process becoming more

and more favourable, chielly on account of the "sinking of the lands"

in these parts with res|>ect to the sea, described already a century

before the drainiug. This erosion of land occurred at a tremendous

rate at the iiorth-east side, where the |K)lders are situated Avhich now
have fresh-water in their undergrcumd. Lk Francq van Bkrkhky -')

ij Tegenwoordige slaat der Vercenigde NederlaiMten. Vol. G p. 163. Amsterdam,

I. Tirion. 174G.

~) J. Lf. Fhancq van Hfukiiky. Nalnniliil\(> Historie van Holland. Vol. [. p. 227.

Amsleidam 17G0.
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al)oii( llic middle of \\\v IS"' ceiilurv deserilies the water of tlic

Jlaai-lem Lake as "tVesli, luit iii sonic places, wliere the <>roiin(ls

become brackish, as near Siooten and towards Amsteldam, tlie water
of the lake is sometimes of a sallish taste, lliit the abundance
of water fj-onj the Ivhiiie and (he snpply from so many small

lakes and waters \\liicli discliariic tliemsehes into il, brins; abont

that the brackish \vat(M- can by no means ,i>et the npper hand,

and so the lake has on tlu^ a\ hole «^ood fresh-waler." Aleanwhile

a qnantity of salt amonntin^i»- to 300 milligrammes pei' liti-e is

according to the latest investigations jiot nn|)alatable. An analysis

by G. J. Mri-üKR ') of water taken IVom the lake near Sloten

in Noyember 1825, shows that il contained 3113 mg. chlorine ])er

litre. Now this is the season dnring which it will probably have

been least brackish. Hence it is im|)i-ol)able thai the water of the

Haarlem Lake was on the whole really fre.'^i. Indeed, the lake had

ample opportunity to receiye salt from the I.l (which had already

become salt towards the middle of the 13"» centnry) throngh the

npper gi-onnd of the polder-land which consisted chietly of fen and

which separated the two waters in jdaces (near Halfweg) like a

trne isthmus. It is also known that at any I'ate towards the middle

of the 18"' century those grounds under \yhich fresh-water is found,

were brackish. Yet fresh-water of a much eai-liei' period might in

places have remained in the underground. Water derived not only

trom the north and Avest sides, but also from the east, may have

liltered into the polders mentioned at the north-east of (he present

Haarlem Lake. The Amstel certaiidy contained for centuries perfectly

freshwater, derived from the Rhine. As late as 1530 the Amsterdam

canals, fed by this river, had drinkable water, bnt soon this supply

was gradually more and more reduced by natural causes.

Is now the motion of the groundwater, not only in the finer

alluvium, containing much sand, but even in the coarse and gravelly

dilu^•ial sand, which transmits water much more easily, really so

slow, as Mr. de Bruyn belieA'es, that in three or four centuries the

intluence of the altered cii-cumstances as to level and composition

of superficial watei's on the deep groundwatei' will scarcely be

perce}»tible? I believe that numerous facts, of which I will mention

a few in this communication, are at variance with this o[)inion.

1) G. J. Mulder. Verhandeling over de wateren en lucht der stad Amsterdam,

p. 66. Amsterdam 1827. LoraK, quoting from second hand, wrongly mentions this

same analysis under two different lieadings and with diflerent amounts of CI.

(Onze brakke, ijzerhoudende en alkalische bodemwateren, Verhandelingen der

Kon. Akad. 2e Sectie, Dl. 6. N". S. 1899. p. 9).
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lil llie lirsl |>]ace llie aclnal facts are iiicoiiipalible willi Mr.

i)K l)Krv.\s idea lliat before the draiiiijig- ot' the Haarlem Lake,

some 50 years ago, "the direction of the current of the deep

groundwater e.g. at Shiten, mnst iiave been exactly the reverse"

of what it is now (These Proceedings YI, p. 291) and still less I

can assume this for an eai'lier period. For near Sloten the conntry

was not lower, but even a little higher than the level of the Haarlem

Lake and inx dykctl in. so ihal Ihc inccssaul washing away of the

stee|) fenny bank of the lake could be enormously great. According

lo an accurate iinesligation. made in 1743, it amounted yeai'ly on

the average to as much a> .") lo |0 Kijuland rods (about 19 to

o8 metres). It is true thai the upper si<le of the layer of fen which

now forms the Ivieker polder near Sloten, lies at 1.35 metres below

A. P. (Amsterdam lexel) but its lower side is still on a level with

the bottom of the Haarlemmermeer polder, as it formerly was with

the boltoni of the lake, and it I'ests on the "old sea-clay". If we

now bear in mind Ihal Icn. such a-- lhal of ihe Rieker |iolder

ccnisists, when il is completely saliii'aled. for "
,„ of water, as I have

found lo l)(' acliially llie case, and ihat morcoxcr the "looseness and

shit"tiness" of \\\r>r gionnds which. a> il were, ro.se and sank with

ihe water, were well known in the lime of the lake, il is clear,

how, afler ihe di'aining. in half a century, by losing over 7s ^^^

their water, they might shrink so far below A. P. and that there

can be no (pieslion of an earlier curreiil of the deep groundwater

under the llaarh'in lake towards ihc country near Slolen. The lake

certainly did iioi allow sncli a current tVom the dunes to juiss under

its bottom.

Though ihe duiio w cic bi-oa<ler and the level of the ^valer in

them higher than nowadays, the hydrostatic pressure imparted there

to the deep gronndwaler mnsl have been exhansted and the horizontal

current stojtped by the water rising in the alluvial co\ er, \vhich

forms an imperfect sci-een, long before the opposite side had been

reached. For at present the dilference in |)ressure, owing to the

waler-pressnre being now 5 metres less in ihe polder than it formerly

was in the lake, is certainly not less and yet already in Ihe middle

of it oidy a slight u})war(l pressure remains, although [)ressure is

directed from all sides to the middle.

Hence in the niu'ergi-onnd we cmly meet water that soaked the

soil from above without any considerable horizontal movement in

the nndergronnd.

I tpdte agree Avith Mr. dk Bkuyn (p. 291) that "part of the fresh-

water now i)resenl in the diln\inni under the Haarlemmermeer
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polder was i)reseiil in il already liflv years a^io", if 1 may consider

water that eoiilaiiis 200 to 300 and even more miili<i,rammes ol"

chlorine per litre as fresh-water, as I nnderstand he does. Only with

this latter not common qualification one is entitled to say that nnder

the Haarlemmermeer pokier the dihninni has on an a\'era,t>,'e inore

than 10 metres fresh-water, for tiie orcater part of that polder has

110 fresher water in its undergronnd than with these amonnts of

chlorine. Oidy where the higher gronnds are ch^iily of recent origin

this is ditferent, for the rest the watei' in the nppcr dihixial layei'S

of the Haarlemmermeer polder contains about the same amount of

chlorine as the water of the formei- lake. Of the Wilhelmina s|)ring,

the amoinit of chlorine of >vhich is over oOOO milligrammes, the

depth is unknown ; nndonbtedl}' ho\\'e\'er it goes down as far as

the salt water which in most ])laces of this ])ol(ler is to he found

below 40.50 metres.

The most serious difticully opposing my \iew of the origin ot

the fresh-water in the subsoil of some shallow polders is not men-

tioned by Mr. dk Ukuyn. It is that the tVesh-u atei- in (|uestion in

all seasons not oidy is surrounded by, but also rests ou and is

covered by brackish water. How can the fresh-water under these

circumstances owe its origin to the rain fallen on the brackish

u|)[)er ground ?

The ex[)lanation of this paradoxical phenomenon 1 mean to ha\t'

found in the peculiar hydrological condition of those polders which,

like those between Amsterdam and the Haarlemmermeer ])older, are

themselves at a level only little below A. P. and arc situated jiear

deeper drainings. In a similar condition are the shallow polders near

Purmerend and Schermerhorn. Like here towards the Haarlemmer-

meer i)older, so yonder towards the deej) [)olders Purmer, Wijde

Wormer, Beemster and Schermer, a considerable flow exists in the

coarser diluvium luider the more compact alluvial cover and at

the same time a vertical downward movement, Avhile in those dee|)er

polders the water tries to rise through the alluvial cover which forms

oidy an imperfect screen. Consequently in boring-tubes the ground-

water from the diluvium in these latter rises higher than the field,

wliereas in the shallow polders it remains far under it and below

the level of the grouiid water. These ^circumstances aiid the geological

condition of the soil form iji my opinion the solution of the riddle

of the presence and the permanence uudei- some shallo\\- polders

of fresh-water which on all sides is surrounded by bi-ackish water.

I arrived at this conclusion especially by studies in the Rieker polder

near Sloten, iji which the source for.the military. water-su[»[)ly ïqv
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the posifioii of Ainsterdain is silu.aled. To lliis I was enal)le(l bv a

few cxpeiiiuenlal wells wliieli jMr. (I. van Rcjykn, l^t lieiiteiiant-

engineei-, cliai'ged willi tlie e.veeiilioii of IIjo works there, was kind

enough to lune iiia<lo for I lie |»iii-|»os(' of iliis ijivestiualiou. Al my
])ro[)Osal seven of these exjieriniental wells were bored to various

depths in the middle of a meadow, about 'MM) metres south of the

Sloten road and the farm "Rustvrede", within a square of three

metres side. Under the lower end of the iron tubes which were

open below, gravel had been ponied to a depth of half a metre.

I>y examining the water that had risen in those lubes as to level

and com[)Osilion one ean ol)tain information about the state of aifairs

at various depths in relation \vith the eondilion of the soil.

Letter Depth of the Layer in whieh the water

of the layer of water is found,

well. below the Held ').

A 1 to 1.5 M. fen.

A 1./ ,, 2.2 ,, ,,

B 2.5 ,, :L0 „ Upper elay.

C 5 ,, 5.5 ,, Layer (f sand in the clay.

C' 7.5 ,, 8.0 ,, Lower part of the elay.

D 10 ,, 10.5 ,, Between deep fen and sand

E 15 ,, 15.5 ,, Sand under the denser albnium.

A well situated 30 metres to the west, 44 metres dee[), IV, 13,

was eompared with these experimental wells.

Most of these wells were ready at the end of August ult. A' was

tijiished about the middle of Sei)tember, C' the 19'^' of October. The

level of the water and the amount of chlorine were repeatedly

examined by me. After all the wells had been left undisturbed as

long as November 20, the following state of affairs was found.

Water level in M. -^ A.P. Chlorine

in mg. per L.-

A 1.465 135

A' 1.495 202

B 1.495 G17

C 1.493 780

C' 1.677 145

D 2.720 124

E 2.737 68

IV, 13 2.747 92

1) The level of the field is 1.33-^ A.P.
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Of these wells (!' muy tor IIk^ i)i'eseiit he lel'l out of aceomit

since a statiojiarv coiMlilioii has iiul vet established itself in it ; liavinu'

its lower end in the clay, the water still rises in i( conlinnally

Well IV, 13 again has a higher and varying anionnl (tf chlorine;

deterniiiialions at different times gave 114,92,190 nig. jier litre. I

believe that this increase and variation of the anionjit of chloi-ine

has to be ascribed to the Jieighbonrhood of the deep sail water in

relation with (hictiiations in ainiosplieric |>ressnre aii<l also with a

[»roi)cr motion of ol)h and Hood of the groinidwaler ').

In spite of the \ery «-onsideiable raiidall of tli(> latest months,

great variations in the percentage of chlorijic di<l not occnr; oidy

in aiul Jiear the clay, hejice especially in ('. die amouni of chlorine

decreased considerably, in C from (SnO to 7S() mg. jier litre. This

resnlt does not verify my formerly stated sn|)|»osition that perhaps

during the wet season a coidiniions IVesheniiig of the water might

take place.

Yet I could not agree with the idea that the fresh-water in the

subsoil should have stayed there uiulisturbed for at least a few

centuries. For why then is fresh-water in the diluxium under the

Haarlemmermeer polder and the Lntkemeer poldei- only foinid at a

distance not too far removed from the shallow [)olders near Sloten

and Osdorp? Why does this layer of fresh-water eiid already l)efore

Halfweg, before the Great IJpolder is reached, south of Sloterdijk

and also soon eastward of the Amstel? Why does the layei- of

Purmerend not extend further than a short distance under the Purmer

and Beemster polders? Does not this limitation point to an autochthonous

origin of the fresh-water in the underground of the shalloAv polders?

I tlii]dv to have found the key of the riddle in the stated sudden

fall in pressure, amonntijig to more than 1,20 metre, under the clay

and tlie deep fen which is a consequence of the fact that the level

of the groundwater in the Haarlemmermeer polder is almost 3.5 M.

lower than in the Rieker polder. So this compressed deep fen,

acting as a semi-permeable wall, can transmit to the deeper layers

water, but no salt.

That fen in a compressed state and under siuiilar conditions of

') On these influences, especially on llie proper ebl) and flood of the ground-

water, see: F. Weyde, Die Abliangigkeit des Grundwasserstandes von dcni Lufl-

drucke, dessen Sleigen und Fallen wahrend eines Tages (Flut und Ebbe) , in

Meteoj-ologische Zeitscln-ift of August 19(K3. The influence of almosplieric

pressure was already pointed out in my former communication. These influences

become perceptible only in deep wells, because in them the watei' follows more

easily the changing jjressure of the atmosphere and gravity than it does in the

nelglibourliuod and so is raised or depressed.
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prove experimenlallv willi ap|);uatiis wliieli Mr. A. .1. Stokf, Jr. at

Haarlem was kind enoH,i»li to make t'or mo in his workshop and

with other apparatus kindly pnt at mv disposal hv Dr. Heringa

of Haarlem. The most impoi-tant of these experiments is the follow-

ing one.

In an iroii tid>e of 1 M. length and 154 mm. internal iliameter

iiewh duu' fen from the sn|)er(icial laver in the Rieker polder was

compressed liy means of a le\er nntil no fiirtluM- compression \vas

observed. Tiie pressure was gradnally raised to 2,8 kilogrammes

per scpiare centimetre, a pressure erpial to that which is found in a

soil of sand or clay at a depth of 14 metres; the layer of fen was

three centim. thick. ( )f water, containing a (pianlity of sodium

chloride corresponding to an amount of chloi'ine of iOOO mg. per

litre, this layer of fen, which on account of its slight thickness, can

l)v no means he so perfect a seini-permeahle wall as the deep layer

of fen in the Rieker polder which has an a\ei'age thickness of a

metre, water was transmitted which contained temporarily at the

utmost 750 mg. chlorine per liire: hence at least 250 milligi'ammes

were retained.

Now the deep fen in the Rieker polder occurs as an almost

cohei-ent layer, evtending from Haarlem, right through the Haar-

lemmermeer ])okler as far as .Mijdi-echt and from Sloten by Amster-

dam as far as Zaandam and L'itdam. 'JMiis layer is missed in the

north-western corner of the Haarlemmermeer polder, i.e. in the place

of the former Lake Spiering and farther south. The lower side of

this deep layer of fen lies at about 11 to J 3 metres below A.P.

Still deeper at Sloten in some three borings, parts of a second old

layer of fen were found and also icpeatedly at Amsterdam and

Zaandam. This layer must be distinguished from the former with

which it was formerly identified. As a fairly coherent layer this

deeper fen can be traced above the dihuium, to the north by

Purmerend as far as Hoorn and Enkhuizen, to the west by Wormer-

veer, Beverwijk, and Velzen to IJmuiden. The upper one of these

deep layers of fen can i-each a thickness of about 1 .M., the lo\ver

one is rarely \'.^ metre thick.

So we may understand how the undergi-ound may have derived

in former times and may still derive its fresh-water from the up|»er

o-round although this latter alwavs carries l)rackish water itself.

But will the "layer of clay" which is 7 ^1. thick be permeable

enough to render it possible that in the half century, elapsed after

the draining of the Haarlem lake, under the polders to the iu)rth-
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east of tliis dmiiiauc a layer of fresh- water of at least 50 M. iliick

may have aeeunmlaled ? This means a yearly iiierease of at least

one metre, or, if we take into account the interstices between the

grains of sand, of about O.'M) M. pm-c water a year. Now this

amount is i)retty much the same as of the rain that can |)enetrale

into the earth, while also ail the other siirfacc-walcr can furnish

fresh-water to the underground, by which also the fresh-water,

llown otf to ilie deep pohkM-, can be acc(»uiil(Ml for. hi u\\ former

communication 1 already |>oin(ed out thai the |>o\\(>r of chi\- lo

ti-ansmit water is commonly underraled. The clay in oui- allu\ial

grounds is generally very im})ure, consists mostly <»f xerv lijie sand

and according as the percentage of this incivases, its "j)ermeabilitv"

becomes greater. The fattest clay of the Kiekei- jxilder at Sloten lies

as a thin bank immediately njider the su[)erlicial layer of fen, and
contains :307, real clay. From the 7 lAI. "clay" iji the Rieker polder,

one has to subtract tirst a couple of metres of sand, the rest is also

much richer in sand than the fat u|)i)er layer mentioned. Now
Spkino has proved that a layer of Hesbay's loam of 7 M. thickness

admitted in 24 hours a movement of water of at least ().()o(> to

().()45 M. ^) which is ten to fifteen times more than the velocitv

calculated for the Rieker [)older. A sample of loam, kindly sent me
by that scientist, proved, on analysis by Dr. N. Sciiookl, to contain

2i.5"/„ clay i.e. about as much as our ordinary, pretty fat alluvial

clay contains on an a\ erage. E.xperimeids with fatter clav ujider

[)ressure, as it is in nature, give me a much smaller velocity which
however is still sutïicient to explain the li\ drological coiidition of

the Rieker polder. Of these ex[)erinients I iuteiid to give an account

on a future occasion.

I wish to draw attention to a residt of the exjx'riinents ofSi'inNc;

already mentioned in my former communication, according to which,

when the thickness of a layer of sand becomes very great with

respect to the pressure-column of the water, the i-ate of tilti-ation

may by uu means be taken inxei-sely ]»roportional to the thickness

of the tilter. On the conti-ary, SpkiN(; found iu this case the rate

independent of the thickness of the filter. I can confirm this for

clay and for this substance the [)ressure may even be relativelv

great and the thickness of the layer hundreds of times smaller on

account of the so miu-h greatei' resistance of clay lliau of sand. A
layer of the fattest clay, obtained in the same way as the com-

pressed fen, by scpunv.ing out the ^\ater, having a Ihicknc'ss of

1) In this timr namely a iayer of water 'if I'J to l.") mm. Iliicjsnc.-^s was tians-

milled.
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15 cm., under ca pressure of HO cm. tiaiisiuitled no less water than

a laver of (lie same compressed clay of oidy 4 cm. tliickness. ('al-

cnlations like those on page 21)4 of ^Ir. dk Brlyn's communication,

in which the rate of filtration through IIOOO M. sand from the dunes

is simply assumed to l)e Vao.m <»1" ^'jc ^"^^^ found in an experiment

with 1 M. of tiie same sand lead consecpiently to erroneous con-

clusions. I also want to |)()int out that in the coarse diluvial sand

which forms tiie princi|)al way for the horizontal movements of the

water, the velocity of motion is about ten times as great as in

sand from tiie dnnes.

Uiuler these circumstances 1 heHe\e to he jnstilied in maintaining

my opinion that the \\ atei- in the iiiidcrgroiuid of some shallow

polders is of autochllioiioiis origin.

It is also clear now, how in many places in the Haarlemmermeer

polder water can s])ring up w liich is as fresh as water from the

dunes. So in the farm "het Botervat" on the Y road near the Kruis-

weg ; in it 1 found as well in the driest |)erio(ls as after much rain a

quantity of chlorine of 35 to 37 mg. j)er litre, whereas in the same

farm a well has been bored reaching Just below the deep fen, in

^vllich the water coidains an amount of chlorine of 235 mg. per

litre. At numerous other spots of the Haarlemmermeer |)older the

presence of fresh-water in wells (which j)roved to be no rainwater,

as I believed for some time) could be stated; it is also found at

about one kilometre east of the just mentioned farm, besides on the

Kruisweg between the Sloten road and the Sloler Tocht, on the

Sloten road near the Slaperdijk. On the other hand the water in

\vells in the north-western i)art of that polder, in which the deep

layer of feji is entirely absent, is brackish everywhere.

The water (lowing under the compact alluvial cover from the

higher environs of the Haarlemmermeer polder has there, as I showed

in my former communication, a tendency to rise and so the salt-

retaming proi)erty of the fen can here act in an op^iosite direction

as in the shallower polders in w liicli the vertu'al component of the

water is directed downward.

i.\s the old fen forms, as it were, a filter for sodium chloride,

so in the shallower polders the "old sea-clay" by its high percentage

of iron, keeps the water in the underground relatively free from

sulphuric acid. The superficial fen in the Ivieker |)older contains so

much compounds of sulj)hur that it has a very strong smell of

sulphuretted hydrogen, when freshly dug. Water squeezed out from

it proved on analysis by Dr. Schookl to contain no less than 408 mg.
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SOj per litre, wliile tliat from a well, 44 M. deep, near tlie place

Avhere the feji had heen taken, eontaincd only 17 mp;. SO^ per litre.

Already ininiediately below the clay, at a depth of ten metres below

the meadow, the amount of SO., has become so small. In the iron-

containing layer of clay, pyrites is namely formed by tiie well-known

minerogenetic process, with previous j-ediiction of the SO, com[H)nn(ls

in the fen, which i-eduction takes jdace here with the help of sMl|)hnr-

bacteria by which the freshly (hMiuded ihn is coloured yellowish.

Pyrites can indeed be shown to occur in the clay. And so this

difference in the amount of SO. between the upper water and the

deep groundwater is a proof for the origin of the latter from above

instead of against it, as has been supposed.

Chemistry. — Prof. C. A. Lobry dk Bruyn also in the name of

Dr. S. Tymstka Bz. read a paper: "IVie nieckanlsui of the

sa Ucylacid synthese.
'

'

(Tills paper will not be published in these Proceedings).

Chemistry. — Prof. C. A. Lobky dk Bki yn presents a paper of

Dr. J. J. Blanksma : "(hi the Intraiuoleciihir (wydatian of ei

SH-yi'Oup bound to benzol hy an oethosteindlmj NO^-yroup.''''

(This paper will not be i)ublislied in these Proceedings).

Chemistry. — Prof. (J. A. Lobry de Bruyn presents a paper of

J. M. M. Dormaar: ''The Incerslon of carron an,d eucarvon

in carvacrol and its velocity
.''

(This paper will not be published in these Proceedings).

(June 24, 1904).
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page 305 of Vol YI. ''Series derived from the series 2
Mathematics. — Rcnuxi-ks on the paper of Mr. Kluyver on

II {my

m
by Edmund Landau in Berlin.

(Communicated in the meeting of May 28, 1904).

In a paper recently published^) Mr. Kluyver treats the infinite series

"
(iimb+ h) ^ti{h) ii{b+ h) n{2b+ h)

2^ mh-^h h ^ b+h "^
2b-^h

+•••'•
•
U

7)1—0

where b and h are two positive integers and where h can be regarded

as ^ h without limiting the generality. However, this research has

to be taken only in a heuristic respect ; it does not furnish the proof

that series (1) converges, i. e. that for every pair of values b, h

li'T'T'-^ (2)

1)1=0

exists. *)

The methods applied by me in the paper ') "On the prime num-

bers of an arithmetical progression" ("Ueber die Primzahlen einer

arithmetischen Progression") however allow such a proof to be made

which will be shown in § 2—7 of this paper, after I have reminded

my readers in § 1 of some theorems still known ; at the same time

we shall find an expression for the limit (2) i. e. the sum of the

infinite series (1) in finite form. In §§ 8—9 a conclusion is drawn

on the distribution of the numbers of an arithmetic progression

for which (i (/?) = + 1 resp. — 1 ; this justifies a supposition expressed

by Mr. Kluyver at the end of his paper.

^1. Let /i {n), x, i'ii), > Xr(i)(>^) be the (f{b) characters of the

group of the classes of residues modulo b prime to b, of which Xi(?^)

be the principal character (Hauptcharakter). If ?i and /; have a common

divisor we may understand by Xi(?^). '/aW. • • • > '/?iö)
{n) the value zero.

Let moreover L,{s) for d = 1, 2, . . . , (f{b) denote the analytic

function determined by the Dirichlet series

1) These Proc. VI p. 305.

2) Only for the case = 1, h = l this was already known and from this ensues

directly, as Mr. Kluyver states at the beginning of his paper, the correctness of

the statement for any b and h = b, but not for the general case.

3) Sitzungsberichte der Kaiserlichen Akademie der Wissenschaften in Wien,

mathematisch-naturwissenschaftliche Klasse, Bd. 112, Abt. 2% 1903, S. 493—535.
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n"

«=1

As is known this series converges, in case v = l, for 3t (.v) ^ 1,

and in case v = 2, . . . , (f{h), for i)v is) > 0.

The equation holding good for 3i {s)> 1 and every v {= 1, . .
.

, if.{b)

)

L,(.,) =V^=n—TT (3)^^ n' -L -L Xv(p)

f pS

where p passes through all prime numbers, shows tiiat no L, {s)

possesses a zero with real part ^1. The equation (3) gives for r = 1

A«=ri-TiiO-,T)=^(')riO-,l) •
(^)

ƒ

where p passes through all prime factors of ^. From (4) it follows that

L^ [s) may be continued across the right line i)i [s) = 1 and that it

possesses in s = 1 a pole, so that

1

li7n :=: (5)

Further Dirichlet ^) has expressed the quantities

^2 (1) = > , • . • , %ö) (1) = >n .^m^ n
«=1 »i=:l

in finite form by logarithms and trigonometric functions and proved

moreo^'er — what did not at all ensue from it — that each of

the afore mentioned (p(J))
— 1 quantities is different from zero. So

the limits

,,11 .1 1
lim =:

1 ' • • 1 Ivm =
. . . (6)

s=i ^2(«) ^2(1) s=\ L^[b) (s) L.^{b) (1)

do exist.

^) "Proof of the theorem that every unlimited arithmetical progression of which

the first term and difference are integers without common factor, contains an

infinite number of prime numbers," Transactions of the Royal Prussian Academy of

Sciences at Berlin, 1837, p. 45—71; Works, Vol. 1, 1889, p. 313—34^2.

(„Beweis des Satzes, dass jede unbegrenzte arithmetische Progression, deren

erstes Glied und Difïerenz gauze Zalilen olme gemeinschafllichen Factor sind,

unendlich viele Piimzahlen enthalt", Ablumdlungen der Königlich Preussischen

Akademie der Wissenschaften zu Berlin, 1837, S. 45—71; Werke, Bd. 1, 1889,

S. 313—342).

5*
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Mrs. Hadamard and de la Vallee Poussin have proved that no

1

Zv {s) possesses on the right line 3v (.y) =zl a zero, so that —— is

regular for every v on the right line 9^(.y)= l. In the quoted paper

I have proved ^) the more general theorem : There is a positive number

« so that, when s = o -\- ti, in the region

«>3, 1— <<y<2= log''t= =
each of the <f {b) functions L, (.y) differs from zero and fulfills the

inequality
1

§ 2. Now I denote by ]\fb,k (s) that analytic function which is

determined by the Dirichlet series

00

m—O

convergent at least for a:=i!l{s)^l and I shall show that il/i,/i(ó')

can be brought in a very simple connexion with the functions Lj (.y).

Let the greatest common factor {b, h) of b and h be put equal to

d. Without limiting the generality d can be regarded as being with-

out quadratic factor; for in the other case [i{mb-\-h)= 0, so every

member of the infinite series (1) is equal to zero.

1. Let then be c/^1, so A prime iob. Then there is an integer Aj,

(determinate modulo b) for which

/<j A = 1 {mod. h).

Now ensues from (3) for <? :^ 3v (.y) > 1

_i__TTfi_2i!M^ =V^^^ (7)

p «=i

If we multiply (7) by Xv (^^) ^^^ sum up with respect to all

values of v we get

V^=V X. (K) V ^^^^=V '^V x,(/vO. • (8)^^ L,{s) Jm^ ^^ n^ —^ n^ ^-^
V=:l v=:l n=^\. W=l '=1

Now according to the fundamental property of the characters the

sum ^ Xv (0 differs from zero only, and then is equal to ^ (/v), when

/= ! (mod. h); hence

1) I.e., page 521. Here I put the greater of the two numbers Cgi andc3i = «.
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fib) _ _ _ _
.^-^ i = (p (6), if h^ « = 1, i. e. n znz h {mod. h)

^^ ^
I = O, if /ij 7i e|e 1, i. e. »i e|e /i (moc^. 6)

So (8) changes into

when with the aid of

we eliminate h^, we get

fib)

Mt,h (.) rz: J-V -7A-7-: (9)

v=:l

II. Let c? be ]> 1 and let b be put equal to cW, h to cZ^, so

that B and ^ are prime to each other. Evidently

fi(w6 -[- A) = fi ( ^(mij -j- /z) I
\

\ y (
or = 0,

according to mB+ -ff being prime to d or not. Hence

""''' ^'^ =^ 2l^nb:^ =^ 2^ {mB^H)s ' * *
^'^^

where the sign ^' denotes that ??i assumes only those values, for

which iiiB + ^ is prime to d. If m^ = ïji^ (mod. d), then it is

evident that m^B-\-H and m^B-\-H are simultaneously prime to ^7

or not. So those ??i distribute themselves in certain arithmetical

progressions modulo d; i.e. among the d progressions m = 0, 1, . . .,

d—1 (mod. (/) m has in certain progressions, let the number be ^,

to pass through all numbers > 0. This q is the number of those

among the d numbers in mB-\- H,{m^=^0,l, . . . ,d—1), which are

{B,d)(f{d) „^,
prime to d; this number is known to be . When the cor-

(p{B4)

responding values of m are denoted by m^, . .
.

, ifiix, . .
. , mp and

m).B-\-II is put equal to h, {X=z 1, . .
. , q), then every h is prime

to d and — on account of {B, H)=^l — to -S, so to 6 = dB and

situated between (excl.) and b (excl.) (as

< II -^h — nix B -j- 11^ (d—l) B + H=b—B + //^ b

and b itself is not prime to b). The corresponding \ alues of mB -|- H&re

{mx -\-ld)B-\-H=lb-\-hi,
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where / assumes all integer values ^ 0. In other words on the

right side of (10), when it is written short

00

li{d)^ > lijk)

d'^ ^^ k^

L—i

k assumes all positive numbers belonging to certain (> progressions

of the form lb -\- h)., (P. = 1, 2, . . .
, q), where <:^ It,. <^ b and

{b, lij) = 1 ; so '

p

ilA,;,(.)=^^J4/.. (..), (11)

;=i

and from the result (9) of the case (I) follows after application to

the single members on the right side of (11)

? 'ii^)

1 nid) V ^ ^—1 1

Ml, ,,
(.s) z= . LLJ \^ X

. . . . (12)

Of (1 2) the equation (9) is a special case, as for (/ = 1

B — h, II— h, 9 = 1, h, = />.

In I lie following the equation (12) may always be taken as basis.

§ 3. The equation (12) proved above for <> ^ 1 furnishes in con-

nection with the properties of the functions L-j{.s) quoted in § 1

tirstly the analytic continuation of J/^^/t (.y) across the right line

(7=1. It teaches us that all points of the right line, .s = 1 included, are

regular places. From the theorem quoted at the end of § 1 follow^s more

accurately that for t >• 3 and 1 — ^ ö^ 2 the function 3fb /, (s)
'' = log^ t— —

is regular and satisfies there the inequality

^^^ ''^^
<^ .1.9. (f{b) loff t = Q log^ t.i^'^wi^,;^*);?^

= 1 v=l
U{s)\ ^<f{b)

Let now a number tz >• « be chosen in such a way that in the

first place for any if ^ 3 we have

and in the second place 7—— is smaller than the distance of the^
log^3

right line (7= 1 from any singular point of Mbh (•^')' t^^® imaginary

part of which lies between — 3/ and 3/. If moreover the equation

\Mb,h {<J + ti)\ = \Mbj^ ((7 — ^01

is paid attention to, then ensues from the preceding :
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The function Mi,ji (.y) is regular in that part of the phxne lying on

the right side of the continuous curve (incl. the curve itself)

1 — for t> 3,
log"-

1

=

'ö=l— for — 3<<<3,
%« 3 = =

a=i for « < — 3
loga{-t) =

and for «> 3, 1 — ; < a< 2 it is= log^ t= =
\iMb,h{(J-{-ti)\ = \Mb,h{o-ti)\<:iog^t (13)

§ 4. In § 2 of my paper ^) "On the function n{k) occurring in

the theory of numbers" ("Ueber die zahlentheoretische Funktion (lik)")

the relation

k=l 2—x^i k=l

is developed, where the integral is taken along the straight line. In

like manner v^e find here, vt^hen the sign 2£' means that k has but

to assume all those numbers of the interval of summation v^hich are

= h (mod. b),

k=l -2—xH k=\

-. r -Jh,h{s)ds^O{l). . . (14)
2jr^

9—r2;

— Mb,h («) ^

taken along the closed path ABCDEFA, where A — 2—.r\B=2 -f w\
1 1 1

,C—1 h wH, D—l h 3i, E—l — -—- - 3i, and
log<^{x')

^
log^^

^
log"3

F=l xH, where the segments AB, BC, DE, FA are
log'^{x'')

rectilinear, CD denotes the arc of the curve

8=1 yti (^-^ > i > 3)
logH ^ = := '

1) Sitzungsberichte der Kaiserlichen Akademie der Wissenschaften in Wien, math.-

naturw. Klasse, Bd. 112, Abt. 2a, 1903, S. 537-570.
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and EF the arc of the curve

As according to § 3 in tliis closed region and on ihe boundary

the function to be integrated is regular, the Cauchy theorem furnishes

for the integral appearing in (14)

J ^M,Us).,=J=f+J+J+J+J . . (15,

2—xn AD AF FE ED DC CB

Now I have proved in § 10 of my i)aper on the arithmetic

A'*

progression for a certain function K{s) that, when integrating — /v(ó)

along ihe same given path, we have

AF FE ED DC CB

where c denotes a positive constant^). Concerning that function K{:i)

I have made use 1. c. only of the fact that it is regular on the path

of inteiiration and satisfies for <> 3, 1 — ^ <?^ 2 the inequality
" —

log'^ t— —

As now according to (13) the function Mi,h{^) has exactly these

properties, we have for the present case the expression (15)

c

/ -Vtogx\
^=1 0\xe 1.

This gives after substitution in (14)

X

Y^l,{k)log-^^oLe-^^^'^ (16)

l—\

\ 6. Just as in § 4 of my paper on the function ix{h) it could be

concluded from

X 11

that

1) May be c=3a.

^^{k)log- = 0\xe 1
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12

^(x{k) = o(^ve
''''''

'j

we tind here out of (16)

V

where y denotes a certain positive constant ^).

Thus for e\^ery n we find

Urn -^^— V f* (/") = (17)

I—

I

§ 7. In ^ 5 I.e. we found out of

km > II {k) =
x=.(Xi <^ -^"^^

that the infinite series

00

converges for every pair of real values n, t; in the same way we
find out of (17): the infinite series

' [i (k) logn k ,^-^ |Li {mb + h) log^ {mb + h)

2w k^+ti ~ 2^ {mb + hy+ii
k=l m=0

converges for every pair of real values ?z, i. Here is proved in particular

for w = 0, ^= the convergence supposed by Mr. Kluyver of the

infinite series

00

-^^ (I {mb -\- h)

^^ mb-\-h
TO—

i. e. the existence of the quantity designated by him as Th,h'

As now its existence is proved, it is easy to express its value in finite

00

form. As is known it follows from the convergence of "V" — , that
^m^ n

1) May be y—c-\- 1.
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CO

approaching from the right side lun V^— exists and is equal to

00

'V* — . Making use of (12), (5) and (6) we find therefore

""
^ (è) (^ Z^ Z^ Xv {h) L.. (1)

*

§ 8. In this paragraph must be proved the lemma:

When Qb,h{x) denotes the number of the integers without quadratic

factors ^x belonging to the linear form mh-\-h (where (b,h)^d

is supposed to be without quadratic factors ^) ), then

,. Qm(-^-)
iim
1=00 •^'

exists and has a value differing from zero.

I. Let us suppose (h, h)^= d= 1 first. Let Ao^h.ni^) denote the

number of those integers m which fulfill the congruence

^^ + ^i ^ ^ {mod. 7l)

and the unequalities

,x—k

(i. e. 1 ^mb -\- h^ x). Then it is evident when n possesses with

b a common factor that on account of {b, Ii) = 1 the congruence

cannot be solved; so

Am(-^') = (18)

When however (?i, b) = l the congruence has modulo n exactly

,v—

A

one root ; so the number of roots between and —— is equal to

r^-h^b-] p-/t+6-|
.

Atxn{ci^) = ^ + ^ (-1<^<2) (19)
on

Now it is evident that when k passes through every number the

1) In the opposite case Qt.k (x) = 0.
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square of which divides /

JS" [X (/.) = 1 or 0,

according to / being without or with quadratic factor; for those

^•'s are the divisors of the greatest number </ tlie square of which
divides /, so that

2ii{k)= :2 ii{k) = lor =

according to g = l,i.G.l being with or witliout quadratic factors.

Hence

where k passes through every integer the square of which divides

mb -\- h. If w^e invert the order of summation, k passes from 1 to

[|/.u], and every (x (k) appears as often as there are muUiples of ^'

in the progression mb -\- h between 1 and x, i. e. Ai^hjc-^ {x) times.

So according to (18) and (19)

k=l k—l

where the sign 2' indicates that k has but to pass through the

numbers ^ \/x prime to b. Hence

k= 1 k=i

k=:\ p

where j^ passes through every prime number not dividing b; on

account of

nC
1\_ 1 _ 6

p

we find

Qb,h(^) = '^-, j^ — + 0(v/.r), . . . (20)

Pib

where p passes through the prime factors of b, so

"b
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plb

It is worth noticing that this limit is independent of h.

II. When (/>1, then /; being eqnal to dB and h to c/^ the

numbers mh-\-h^.,c without a quadratic factor are identical with

the Yïwmhevè d {mB -\- H) '^x, where mB -{- H is without quadratic

factor and prime to d. Now the numbers mB -\- H (comp. § 2)

(B4)(p{d)
prime to d break up into q =^ -—77^—- arithmetic progressions with

(f{B4)

the difference h and the first term lij, (P. = 1, 2, ...
, q), Id, being

prime to b; the number of (he integers without quadratic factors <[

—

in each of these progressions amounts according to (20) to

/ .v\ X 6 1

«'•">UJ
=T? ' .v + 0(,/.);

h n('-,^)
Pib

hence

^«r-^ ^ A^ 6 (B,d)(f{d) ^, ^

ii»«yi^=l ^-MlS^ >0. . . (22)

^ 9. We now denote by Rb,h{x) resp. by Si,,h{^) the number of

integers mb + /^ <C -^' containing an even. resp. an odd number of

distinct prime factors and we put

P,,,(..) = ^'ft(^),

k=\

where 2 ' denotes that k passes through every number mb+ h ^x.

Then it is evident that

z

k=l

and
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X

Rb,h {^) + Sb,h (.i-) = ^' ii\k) = Qij, (.t-),

Sb,h (a-) _ I
^Qb,h {ic) _ Pbji ('^OA

X 2\x ^ J

(23)

(24)

As now according to (17) (after substitution of ?i = 0)

lim—'- =
a:=oo X

and on the other hand according to (21) and (22) when the limit

is put equal to X^.a,

lim— = Lb^h"^ 0,

we find from (23) and (24)

km = - Lb^h ,

,. Sb,h{x) 1
km ^— =z - Lb,h ,

so

,. Pb,h{''«)
TWOT = 1

.

a=oo Sb^h (•'^•)

This confirms the supposition expressed by Mr. Kluyver at the

conclusion of his paper:

If we divide the integers mb -f- h without quadratic factors into

two classes according to their consisting of an even or an odd

number of prime factors, the ratio of the numbers of integers minor

to X of both classes converges for .^=qo towards the limit unity.

Berlin, May 23'^ 1904.

Crystallography. — "On Benzylphtalimide and Benzylphtal-iso''

imide" By Dr. F. M. Jaeger. (Communicated by Professor

A. P. N. Franchimont.

(Communicated in tlie meeting of May 28, 1904).

Some time ago a preparation was forwarded to me by Prof. Dr.

Gabriel of Berlin, of a Benzylphtalimide'^): Q>J1^.{C0)^.^{Q,R^.0^M^)

melting point 115°,5, which he had obtained by synthesis. A sliort

time afterwards, tiirough the kindness of Prof. Hoogewerff, at Delft,

1) Bed. Ber. 20. 2227.
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I obtained some crystals of" BenzijlplUal-lso-imide ^) melting point

82°,5. As both isomeric compounds are, structurallj, closely related,

I thought it a matter of importance to investigate their crystallogra-

phical symmetry.

a). Benzylphtalimide. (m.p. 11572°)-

From a mixture of ether and alcohol I obtained this compound

in large, very transparent and lustrous crystals of a somewhat

rhombohedric habitus. In many cases they are more flattened. The

power of crystallisating from the said solvent is extraordinarily

great.

The symmetry is tncllno-pinacoidal; the axial elements are:

r?:/;:c = 0,8443:l : 1,3600

.4 = 101° 51'. a = 108° 24'.

j5 = 116 51V;. /3= 120'' 7'.

C= 80°45V;. r= 73^ 8'.

Forms observed are c = \ 001 1 ,
predo-

minating; rt = |100| and 6 = |010|, about

equally much developed; ???.^ jllOj, narrow;

/•' = {101 1 small and narrow, sometimes a

little broader; u^\lll\, small and much
less conspicuous.

The crystals are represented in lig. 1; the

Fig. 1. measured and calculated angles are annexed:

*

n,

m

a

c

a

h

m

Measured :

: b = (100) : (010) = 99^47/
; c = (100): (001) = 63 87,

c = (010) : (001) = 78 9

h = (110) : (010) = 58 197,

r'=(001):(T01) = 78 59

m = (100): (110) = 40 55

m = (001): (110) = 58 227,

r' = (100) : (101) = 37 55

r' = (010) : (lOl) = 71 35

r' = (110) : (101) = 61 53

Calculated

40"
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When reciystallised from ether, very strongly refractive, hexagonal ly
bounded little plates are obtained. On investigation it appears that

these are twin crystals: jOOlj is the twin-plane with a twin-axis

standing normally on it.

In addition to c = |001|, /> = jOlOj, r' = |101| and 7^' = |lll|, I

noticed a form q:=\011\; c is strongly developed, b and q are

narrow, r' and u' are equally broad and well-formed. The planes of

cleavage are the same as above.

There were also measured :

q:h = (01ï)(2) : (010)(,) z=z 23°58'
; calculated :

23°42'.

h:h = (010)(,) : (010)^2) = — 19°23'
; calculated : — 19°28'.

r:r = (lOT)r,^ : (10l>2) = 21°45'
; calciilate'd :

22°2'.

c:q = (001) : (Oil) = 58°21'
; calculated : 58°9'.

The nature of the twin-formation has, therefore, been sufficiently

explained.

On jOOlj, the direction of the optical elasticity-axis is orientated

nearly perpendicularly on the sides (001) : (010) ; an axial image
could not be observed.

The specific gravity of the crystals was determined by means of

a Thoulet's solution; <:/= 1,343, at 16'' and consequently the topical

axes, calculated according to the formule:

V
c sin ^ sin y sinA

v.,
\xp

V

OJ

ac sin /? sin 7 sin A

a sin /? sin y sin A

Vs

M
in which F=:— , if J/ represents the molecular

weight, are equal to:

X : ip : fo = 4,8513 : 5,7458 : 7,8145.

] j

"i Z).) During a cold winter night, I once obtained

from a solution of the compound in benzene a

second, less stable modification.

There were formed transparent hexagonal bounded

little plates; the crystals were single and not twin

crystals as in the former case. The melting point

was situated at J 15°; the little crystals, however,

soon became opaque so that on warming a mole-

cular transformation probably takes place. But I

have only once succeeded in obtaining this modification,

Fig. 2.
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It is monocUno-prlsmatic; the crystal parameters were calculated to be:

a:b:c — 0,8476 : 1 : 0,5092

^=70°42'.

Forms observed: a = jlOOj, strongly predominating; ?7i = jllOj

and 6 = jOlOj, very narrow; c = |001|, very small and less con-

spicuous; q — \Oil\ and 6'=|021| equally broadly developed.

*a : m = (100) : (110) = 38° 39V; -
*a : q=:: (100) : (Oil) =: 72 40 —
^c : q = (001) : (Oil) = 25 40 —
s : 5 = (021) : (Oil) = 18 18 18° 12'

b:m = (010) : (110) = 51 20 51 20V,.

A distinct cleavability was not found.

Therefore, benzylpiLtalimide is dimorphous. As regards the remarkable

connection of this /^-modification with the crystalline form of the

iso-imide and with that of the «-modification, see the end of this

article.

c). Benzylphtal-iso-imide. (m.p. 8272°)-

The crystals represented in Fig. 3 have been

obtained from anhydrous ether; they are long-

prismatic and here and there of a porcelain

white. After some time, even if kept in the dark,

they become quite opaque and look as if they

were effloresced. The crystals, however, do not

contain any co-crystallised solvent
;
probably some

transformation as yet unknown, has taken place

here.

The symmetry is monocUho-prismatic ; the axial

elements, when choosing the following elementary

forms, are calculated to be:

Fig. 3. a : b : c = 1,2303 : 1 : 0,5932

^=71°46'.

Forms observed: /?i= |110|, strongly predominating; c= 1201|,

also well developed; r=|001|, fairly strongly; ^ = |011|, very

plain ; a — |100| narrower ; b = |010| very narrow ; between r and

c there is still an orthodoma |hOk|, which Avas very little developed

and could not be measured. I have retained the above letters for

the notation of the forms, because the habitus of the crystal renders,
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at ürst sight, the use of c= |001|, r = \201\ and </ = |211|, in man,y

respects more obvious.

Measured:

m = (100) : (110) = 49° 2673'

m = (201) : (110) = 68 257,

q =(011) -.(Oil) = 58 477.,

r = (201) : (001) = 52 32V,

a =(201): (100) = 55 427,

a = (001) : (100) = 71 44

q =(201): (Oil) = 58 97,

r = (Oil) : (001) = 29 24

b = (110) : (010) = 40 49

??i=(110):(ïl0) = 81 7

m=(011):(IlO) = 53 34

Calculated.

-q

c

c : a ^=

9.

1)1

111

52°
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First of all the proportion a : h is the same in both the «- and ^-

modification ; a proof that these ciyslallographical forms are closely

related to each other as regards their internal structure. I have

noticed more than once this equality of two parameters in difierent

modifications of a same compound ; 1 met lately with a striking instance

in the case of the red a- and the less stable yellow /3-modification

of the 1-^A-Dinitrodiethi/laniUne notAvithstanding the difference in

the degree of symmetry. From a crystallographical point of view

such modifications must always be dependent on each other, although

that dependence may not always be immediately noticed.

But then the very close relationship between the less stable ^-

modification and the crystalline form of the iso-imide, as is plainly

shown from the analogous values for the angle ^ and the proportion

6 : c is surprising in a high degree.

Accordi])g to Drs. Hoogewerff and van Dorp ^) the isomerism of

imides and iso-imides is based on a difference in the way of combi-

nation of the N-atom on the one side and the 0-atom on the other:

CO C= N.CH, .CeH,

C,H,<^ \n.CH,.C«H, and C«H,<^ ^0
CO CO

Benzylphtalimide. Benzylphtal-iso-imide.

The heteromorphous ^^-modification of the first substance now
appears to be extremely closely related to the crystalline form of

the first one owing to desmotropical change. Both phenomena,

dimorphism and desmotropism therefore cause, respectively, an ana-

logous change in the crystal-symmetr}' of «-benzylphthalimide.

The presumption raised by me some time ago that crystallographic

polymorphism in a number of organic compounds might be caused

by a chemical isomerism ^), which would then account for the tem-

porary existence of more stable atom-configurations is again a little

more justified by the fact that above connection has been found.

1) loco cit.

~) Kristallografische en Molekulaire Symmetrie van plaatsings-isomere Benzol-

derivaten. Proefschrift, Leiden, 1904, pag. 120, 121. Z. f. Kryst. 38. 600. (1904).
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Botany. — '^On the development of the perithecium of Monascus
purpiireus Went and Monascus Barkeri Dang'' By Mr. H. P.

KuYPER. Communicated by Prof. F. A. F. C. Went.

((Communicated in the meeting of May 28, 1904).

With a, view to the conflicting resuUs obtained by Went '),

ÜYEDA '), Barker '), Ikeno ') and Dangeard ') in their investigations

concerning tlie development of the perithecium in the genus Monascus,

it seemed desirable to study once more the forms investigated by them.

The results of an investigation of Monascus puri)ureus and Monascus
Barkeri will be briefly communicated here ; a more extensive article

on the same subject will soon be published elsewhere.

Monascus purpureus was obtained by placing externally sterilised

ang-cac grains in boxes containing a sterile nutrient, after which the

mycelium developed in a few days.

Mr. Barker had the very great kindness to send me a culture of

the Samsu fungus, studied by him.

. Both moulds were cultivated on sterilised bread or on thin plates

of malt-gelatine. In the latter case the gelatine was dissolved in

water of about 30° C. and the remaining mycelium, as well as the

bread, fixed in Reiser's bichloride of mercury-acetic acid.

Microtomic sections 2— 5 ft thick, of the material melted in paraffine,

Avere stained with Heidenhain's ferro-haematoxilin ') and partly re-

stained for 1 or 2 minutes with a saturated aqueous solution of

orange-G. In this case the slides were at once washed in absolute

alcohol and then inclosed in canada balsam, as in the former case.

Monascus purpureus.

The two hyphae whose appearance precedes the development of

a perithecium ^), the pollinodium (le premier filament couvrant) *)

and the ascogonium, do not seem to me to enter into open com-
munication. The ascogonium divides into two cells, the anterior one

of which soon becomes irrecognisable in later stages of development.

This division of the ascogonium in some cases takes place at a

1) Ann. des sc. nat. Bot. Ser. 8 T. I. 1895, p. 1.

2) The Bot. Magaz. vol. XV, 1902.

3) Ann. of Bot. vol. XVII, 1903, p. 167.

4) Ber. d. deutschen bot. Ges, Band XXI, 1903, p. 259.

5) Comptes rendus, Acad. Sc. T. GXXXVI, 1903, p. 1281.

6) 48—60 hours.

"') Went 1. c.

") Went 1. c. pag. 3.

6*
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time, when it is entirely free from the poliinodiiim, whereas in other

cases the division only occurs when the somewhat tapering and

curved tip of the ascogonium lies alongside the pollinodium.

The posterior cell of the divided ascogonium, the final ascogonium,

increases in size and is surrounded by a number of hyphae, having

their origin under the ascogonium. The number of nuclei of the asco-

gonium increases at this stage ; they lie spread in the foamy protoplasm.

Round a number of pairs of nuclei protoplasm accumulates so that

free cells arise, having two nuclei each. The remaining protoplasm

with the nuclei that have formed no cells, appears chiefly as a

wall-layer. The nuclei of the free cells are bigger than those in the

remaining protoplasm. Tlie optic section of the free cells is often

elliptic, sometimes also slightly bent in the middle of the major

axis. The nucleus of the free cells consists of a grain which stains

very strongly and which in some cases is surrounded by a zone of

a lighter tint than the dense protoplasm of the cell.

Sometimes one finds in one cell more than two nuclei, mostly

three, two of which are then bigger than tlie third.

From the examination of a number of preparations of various

stages, I infer that the two nuclei of the free cells fuse, thus giving

rise to one nucleus which is bigger than its components.

The development now proceeds fairly quickly, as a result of which

one finds the uninucleate stage of the free cells pretty rarely in

comparison with the binucleate. The development of all cells in an

ascogonium is by no means simultaneous.

In a following stage the cell has ^rown and its protoplasm is less

dense. It now contains a great number of very small nuclei. Next,

some parts in the cell differentiate which apparently have no nuclei

and consist of a homogeneous substance. These spots occupy the

greater part of the cell-space and the small nuclei, which I would

call chromatine grains, are pushed back into the layers of protoplasm

between the unnucleate parts.

After this one sees one nucleus in the middle of the homogeneous,

elliptic spots, which themselves are divided into a central part with

the nucleus and a margin, having a lighter tint. This stage represents

the first occurrence of spores in the free cells, mostly numbering

from 6 to 8.

Between the spores one finds what Ikeno calls the "Wabenwande" ^j,

chokeful of chromatine grains, which can be distinctly seen separately.

These chromatine grains, now, soon disappear, while the nucleus

of the spore divides, so that we find spores with 2, 4 and 8 nuclei.

1) Ikens 1. c. p, 265.
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Finally, probably by further division, the spore is entirely filled up
with a granular, strongly stainijig mass.

In the meantime the wall of the spore has become more prominent.

The number of spores, as was said above, is not constant and some-

times one finds only a single spore in one cell ; in some cases however
about 16 are counted, which then are smaller than the normal ones.

When the spores are ripe, the free cell, as a unit, falls asunder

and the spores become free in the ascogonium, the contents of which

are further formed by the epiplasm of the free cells and the remainders

of the protoplasm which in the beginning did not take part in the

formation of free cells.

The spores do not fill up the ascogonium entirely but form together

a peripheral layer. Between the spores one finds an intermediate

substance, which is strongly stained by orange-G. So Ikeno's opinion

that the polygonal appearance of the spores is aa optic illusion, is

correct ^)

Monascus Barkeri.

The first stages of the development of the perithecium of this

form agree with those of the first species dealt with. Here also I

have not been able to state an open communication between polli-

nodium and ascogonium. The latter, wiiich here lies more parellel

to the pollinodium, is also divided by a cell-wall into two cells, the

posterior of which forms the final ascogonium. Only after it has

become surrounded, at first rather loosely, by hyphae, it greatly

increases in size. As long as it is small, sections of the whole

perithecium — ascogonium with enveloping hyphae — show much
resemblance with figures 17, 18 and 25 by Barker"). Together with

the volume of the ascogonium the number of nuclei also increases.

The ascogonium is now rich in protoplasm with many vacuoles.

A first indication of a division of the protoplasm into parts — especi-

ally concerning the central part — is observed by the occasional

appearance of long-stretched vacuoles. The nuclei are here and there

seen in couples and also a few bigger nuclei are seen, which I

presume to have been formed by the fusion of two of the smaller ones.

In a following stage free cells have formed, each with a single

pretty large nucleus. This stage strongly reminds us of the corre-

sponding one with M. purpureus. The proto[)lasm of the free cells

is in most cases much denser than in fuj-nier stages; in few cases

1) Ikeno 1. c. pag. 267.

') Barker 1. c.
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only it is still foamy. It very often occurs that the free cells have

assembled on one side of the ascogonium. Besides this one linds then

in the ascogonium a fairly strongly developed lining layer of proto-

plasm and one or a few very large vacuoles. This condition reminds

us of figs. 22 and 29 of Barker. The protoplasm which has taken

no part in the formation of free cells contains very few or no nuclei,

so that it is probable that several nuclei soon degenerate.

The single nucleus of a free cell now successively undergoes three

divisions, so that at last eight nuclei are present. The two nuclei

after the first division and the four after the second, do not always

divide at the same moment, so that also cells with 3, 5, 6 and 7

nuclei are found, but then in the first case e.g. one of the three

nuclei is bigger than the other two.

When two divisional nuclei — here again consisting of a strongly

staining grain — have arrived at a certain distance from each other,

one often finds between them a more or less complete band of a

somewhat lighter colour than the nuclei themselves but darker than

the protoplasm of the free cell. These divisional figures agree pretty

well with Ikeno's representations for Taphriua Cerasi ').

After the eight nuclei have formed, spores arise with the nuclei

as centres. These spores become free in the ascogonium and further

behave like those of Monascus purpureus.

The manner in which in the two forms described, the nuclei for

the spores are developed, differs in important points, but agrees in

a remarkable degree with what has been described by Ikkno for

Taphrina Kusanoi and T. Cerasi ").

Both forms agree in this respect that in the ascogonium free cells

are formed with originally two nuclei, which fuse into one, from

which single nucleus the nuclei of the spores arise. This has induced

me to see in the free cells in the ascogonium of the genus Monascus

the homologon of an ascus, especially on account of Dangeard's

investigations on the Ascomycetes ').

With the remaining Ascomycetes, e.g. Pyronema confluens *) and

Ascobolus *) the fusing of the nuclei would, according to this repre-

sentation, only be shifted in time and place compared with Monascus

1) Flora Band 92 p. 1 (fig. 24 and 27).

2) Flora Band 92 p. 1 (fig. 24 and 27).

3) Le Botaniste 4 Serie, pag. 21—58, 1894—1895.

i) Harper, Ann. of Bot. vol. XIV, 1900.

"j Harper, Jahrb. f. wiss. Bot. Band XXIX, 189G.
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and take place in liyphae, growing out from the ascogonium and
into which part of the contents of the ascogonium would be trans-
formed.

In accordance with this representation I would place Monascus
in a new order, that of the Endascineae.

Anatomy. — "On the genital cords of Phalangista vuljnna." By
Mr. A. J. P. VAN DEN Beoek. (Communicated by Prof. L. Bolk).

(Communicated in the meeting of May 28, 1904.)

In the course of an investigation concerning the structure and
development of the female genital organs of marsupials, the result

of which will be more extensively published elsewhere, 1 had an
opportunity of studying a series of transverse sections through a young
female specimen taken from the marsupium of Phalangista vulpina,

measuring 16.7 mm.
An examination of the genital cords and of the Wolffian and

Müllerian ducts enclosed in them, revealed a relation differing

from what is noticed in the genital cords and the above-mentioned
ducts both in Monotremes and in monodelphic mammals and which
appears to be connected with the peculiar anatomical details of the

genital system of the marsupials.

In following up the genital cords, after they have issued from
the tissue of the primitive kidney, in a
caudal direction, it is noticed that the

\ tt /// y- cords from both sides approach each

-^ rEEi^'f/4^7 other, unite into a single cord along a

\i\ 1
1 '

^^^^^"^ distance, then separate again and
U /|[_ /__ r//; are continued in a caudo-lateral direction

l^f-f^l \ I
as far as the wall of the uro-geni(aI

\dh\Jl \l
sinus. In this manner a short bridge is

formed, connecting the two genital cords.

On reconstructing the successive cross-

sections, we obtain w^hat is schematically

represented in fig. 1, where the genital

apparatus is represented as seen from
Fig. 1 . Genital cords and ureters tke dorsal side,

of a marsupial young one of The course of the . ureters is very
Phalangista vulpina, seen from the peculiar. After having passed behind
dorsal side. .i , , . ,

^ , P -,
, , TT .

"^^ connectnig bridge just-mentioned
g. s. Genital cord. ur. Ureter. , •

, . ,

o ., .. c- •. T wlncli connects the two irenital cords
s. u. g. Smus uro-gemtahs.

i ,

bCiiiun cuiuh,

they bend round the caudal edge of this

t\^

..J—

^
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and, conliiiuuig their course again in a cranial direction, pierce

tiic posterior wall of the bladder in an oblique, caudo-cranial direction

and open into this organ on two adjacent papillae with ostia, which

are turned towards the fundus of the bladder. It is verv remarkable

that the course of the ureters at this stage already agrees completely

with the adult condition. The question as to the cause of the hook-

shaped bend in the ureters of marsupials, which has already long been

known, and which, in my opinion, must exactly be sought in the

above-mentioned bridge between the two genital cords, will be

briefly discussed later on.

With regard to the mutual relation of the WolfHian and MüUorian

ducts, we hav^e to offer the following remarks. At the level of the

caudal pole of the primitive kidney, the Miillei-ian duct lies ventrally

and a little laterally of the Wolffian. In a caudal direction this

relation is changed, the MiiUerian duct being gradually shifted towards

the ventro-mcdial side of the Wolffian duct. This topograpliical

relation exists until near the place where they enter the uro-genital

sinus. In their course they follow the genital cords and, in doing so,

bend medially, then caudo-laterally and finally, in the last part of

Iheir course, show very peculiar cliaracteristics.

The MiiUerian duct snddeidy bends venlrally and medially,

describes a caudally slighlly convex arc and (hen opens into the

uro-genital sinus.

The Wolffian duct, at first situated dorso-laterally of that of

Muller, describes like this latter in its terminal portion a caudally

convex arc and so becomes placed caudally of the MiiUerian duct.

Next it bends medially aiul lays itself against the medial wall of

the MiiUerian duct, after which it opens into the uro-genital sinus,

cranially of the latter.

Hence it appears that the Wolffian duct in the last pai't of its

course describes almost a complete spiral revolution round the MiiUerian

being successively dorso-lateral, caudal (dorsal), medial and cranial.

This course I have schematically represented in figure 2, seen from

the front and somewhat from above. The bladder has in the figure

been imagined cut off exactly at the level where the Wolffian

duct enters.

F. Keibel ^) has suggested that in marsupials the ureters enter

into communication with the bladder already at the stage in which

they appear as sprouts of the dorso-medial wall of the Wolffian

1) F. Keibel. Zur Entwicklungsgeschichte des menschlichen Uro-geniialnpparafes

Archiv liir Anatomie und Entwicklungsgeschiclite. ISOG. p. 55.
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Fig, 2. Course of Wolffian and Müllerian ducts in a marsupial young
one of Phalangista vulpina. j

w. g. Wolffian duct. m. g. Müllerian duct. s. ti. g. Siiius uro-genitalis.

duct i. e. at a stage, which occurs as a femjioraiy condition in the

monodelphic mammals, at any rate in so far as these have been

examined, while in the latter they move, before the terminal piece

of the Wolffian duct has been ijieorporated in the wall of the

bladder, towards the dorso-lateral wall of that passage, so that in

the adult condition they are found laterally of the Wolffian and

the Müllerian duct. Although I have not been able to test this

theoretical consideration by observations of my own, yet it seems to

me that besides the cause, postulated b}' Keibel for the course of

the ureters medially of the Müllerian duct, the spiral course of tiie

Wolffian duct and the consequent torsion of this canal, must

certainly have an influence and probably a not inconsiderable one

on the origin of this course.

A notable fact in this respect is that in male marsupials a masculine

uterus is absent, that no remnants have been found of the caudal

terminals of the Mülleiian ducts, as is expressly stated by Weber ^)

and Disselhorst*). Only Hypsiprymnus would be an exception to this,

according to Owen.

At the stage, observed by me, (he terminals of the Müllerian

1) M. Weber. Die Saugetiere. Jena. G. Fischer 1904.

2) R. Disselhorst. Ausführapparat und Anhangsdrüsen der mannlicben Geschlechts-

organen in : Letirbuch der vergleichend mikroskopischen Anatomie der Wirbeltiere,

herausgegeben von A. Oppel. 4er Teil.
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ducts are lateral (and caudal) of the Wolflian. Now it is obvious

that if my observation holds for marsupials generally, no masculine

uterus can arise, because between the tw^o Miillerian ducts those

of Wolff are found. Eventual remnants of Miillerian ducts will

have to be sought for in the male sex laterally of the terminal

opening of the vasa deferentia. I have not yet been able to make

observations of my own concerning this point.

As I have already stated, the ureters, at the stage I observed, lie

at the medial side of the genital cords. Only those parts of the

female genital apparatus of the marsupials which lie at the lateral

side of the ureters, can, as I shall try to prove more fully elsewhere,

have their homologa in the female genital system of the monodelphic

mammals. The vaginal caecal sac developing phylogenetically in the

marsupial group, has no homologon in the female sexual organ of

the Monodelphia.

Finally, I think, my obsei-vation contains an explanation of the

peculiar hook-shaped course of the terminals of the ureters of

marsupials.

Either as a consequence of the spiral course of the Wolffian

ducts, or for some other cause, the ureters at a certain stage of

development lie medially of the Wolffian ducts (and of the genital

cords) in a dorso-cranial direction towards the primitive kidney.

Marsupials possess a milk-nutrition (intestinal) at such an early

stage of development as is known of no other mammal. This milk-

nutrition will have a great influence on the development of the

bladder which I found as a very voluminous organ in the marsupial

young one described, as well as in other specimens (Didelphis)

examined by me. With the rapid growth of the bladder the orifices

of the ureters are at the same time displaced cranially. The above-

mentioned cross-connection between the two genital cords is an

obstacle to the cranial displacement of the ureters, the natural conse-

quence of which is that the ureters have always to go round the

caudal end of this bridge, while their orifices are further displaced

cranially, the result of which is the pronounced hook-shaped course.

Zoology. — "A7i interesting Case of Reversion." By Dr. P. P.

C. HOEK.

PoUicipes and Scalpellum are two nearly related genera of pedun-

culate Cirripedes mainly differing from one another, by the one having

in its capitulum a restricted number of valves (Scalpellum) and by

the other having a much larger number of such calcareous parts

(Follici^jes).
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Darwin pointed out the resemblance of tliese two genera already

in 1851^). That resemblance is greatest in those siiecies oï Scalpellum

in which the cai'ina is not bowed or angularly bent, but straight or

nearly straight. Darwin gave as an interesting case of such a species

a description of Sc. villosiiui (fig. 2 of the accompanying plate). He
was so struck by its general likeness to Follicipes, that he wrote

(I.e. p. 278): "Sc. villosiim most closely resembles or rather is identical

with Pollicipes. Had it not been for the fewness of the valves

forming the capitulum, and from the presence of complemental males,

I should have placed this species alongside of Pollicipes spinosus and

sertus." And under Pollicipes (I.e. p. 294): "We have seen under

Scal])ellum villosum that the addition of a few small valves to the

lower whorl, would convert it into a Pollicipes" etc. Compare fig. 3

of the accompanying plate.

The genus Scalpellum is represented under the deepsea animals by

numerous species. Those of Pollicipes are shallow water forms only.

The English "Challenger" Expedition collected during a four years'

cruise over all the oceans of the world, specimens of 42 different

species of Scalpellum, 41 of which were new to science. Only two

of these were found in depths of less than 200 in.: all the others

were true deep-sea species. H.M. "Siboga" collected in the Malay

Archipelago, during a cruise of one year's duration, specimens of

38 different species of Scalpellum. Of these, 32 must be considered

as new to science; 34 of these species are deepsea animals, 4 shallow-

water forms.

The genus Pollicipes was not represented under the Cirripedia of the

Challenger and by one species only under those of the Siboga:

Pollicipes mitella a common littoral form of tropical seas. Whereas

the number of known living species of Scalpellum was 6 in 1851

and is at least 125 at the present time (so far as 1 know ")), of

the genus Pollicipes which figures in Darwin's book with 6 species

also, only a seventh species has been described since the appearance

of the said monograph. When Darwin wrote that book the mysteries

of the oceanic abysses were not unveiled to him of course, but his

1) Darwin, C, A Monograph on the Subclass Cirripedia. I. The Lepadidae or

pedunculated Girripedes. 1851.

2) Including the species collected by the Siboga. A. Gruvel, who described the

species collected by the French expeditions with the Travailleur and the Talisman,

and G. Aurivillius, who studied the Cirripedia of Swedish collections and published

provisional descriptions of the Cirripedia collected by the Prince of Monaco during

his numerous cruises have, with the present author contributed most to our know-

ledge of the species of tliis genus.
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knowledge of the existing shallow-water forms of Cirripedia was

fairly complete.

Returning to the interesting species Sc. villosum, the near affinity

of which to Polliclpes was pointed out by Darwin, I may mention

first, that in my Rci)ort on the Cirripedja of tlie Challenger I was

able to describe a species {Sc. trispinosum) belonging to the same

division of the geuus. It was collected in the Philippine Archipelago

at a depth of 150 (perhaps 180 meters). Next, that the Siboga was

successful in finding two more of them and that these will bear

the names of Sc. poUicipedoide.'^ and Sc. ones. Though the capitulum

of both species resembles the common form of ScaJpeUum (compare

tig. 1) more than that of either *St'. trispinosum or Sc. villosum, the

shape of the carina shows their affinity to the last named species

at once.

These species were also taken in rather shallow water: in depths

varying between 57 and 94 meters. The depth at which Sc. villosum

lives is not so well known, but it cannot be important. Darwin

says that the specimens were found attached to shells and rocks:

they were taken no doubt during shore-exploration.

So we can say that those species of Scalpellwn which resemble

Pollicipes most closely, like all known species of that genus itself,

are inhabitants of shallow water. Pollicipes as is well known,

embraces the oldest known Cirripeds and the genus Scalpellum is the

second in age. The structure of ^Sc. r/Z/cvw;//! makes it highly probable

that the genus Scalpellum descended from Pollicipes. This supposition

finds very striking confirmation in a peculiarity of one of the

specimens of Sc. pollicipedoides, which peculiarity I shall briefly

describe here.

The said species is represented in the Siboga-collection by six

specimens. It was found at Station 274 near the Jedan Islands,

south of New Guinea, at a depth of 57 meter. Its capitulum has

15 valves: two scuta of triangular, two terga of rhomboid shape;

a nearly straight carina, two rather small upper latera and eight

valves of the lower whorl. Of these the rostrum and the sub-

carina have the umbo pointing transversely outwards; of the three

pair of latera which, with rostrum and subcarina form the lower

whorl, those of the middle pair are by far the smallest. The shape

of all these valves is triangular with the umbo at the apex.

Whereas the scutum and the tergum stand rather close together,

the other valves are far apart, being separated from one another

by chitinous membrane.

Though, as I pointed out above, the general shape of the capitulum
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is more like a. normal Scalpeliuin, in having one pair of latera more
than Sc. villosum or Sc. trispinosum, Sc. iwllicipedoides comef nearer

to Poliicipes even than those species.

Looking over the six specimens of this new species, I Avas struck

by finding that one of the specimens, thongh in other regards similar

to the other five, differed from them by having in the lower whorl

of valves two latera in addition to the three whicli ail the specimens

possess. In fig. 4 the left side of a normal, in tig. 5 the same side

of the abnormal specimen is represented. (At the right side only one of

the additional valves is developed.) In fact, the few small valves

which according to Darwin were wanting in the lower whorl of

Sc. villosum to convert it into a Pollidpes occur in one of the

specimens of this new species. By calling it a case of reversion I

would indicate the high importance, which from an evolutionary

point of view I attach to this abnormality. We need not go so far

as to consider this species as representing exactly the "missing link"

between the genera FoUlcipes and ScaIj)eUum, but I think the case shows

clearly that a form with more numerous calcareous parts in its

capitulum (like PoUicipes) is the older, the form with fewer (like

Scalpelluni) the younger one; moreover, that the ScalpeUiim-species

with straight carinae, inhabitants of shallow water, must be considered

as the oldest, i. e. the species most resembling the primitive form

of Scalpellum.

(It is perhaps not quite superfluous to remark here, that 80 of

the 125 species of Scalpellum have been studied and described by

myself and I never saw before such an augmentation of valves in

the lower whorl (or in the capitulum in general). Nor can I

remember to have met with descriptions of such cases in literature.

Darwin for the classification of the genera of Cirripedia made use

of the number, the shape and the mode of growth of (he valves.

That he was right in doing so is proved by the fact that later

authors never put in doubt the value of these characteristics).

A full description of this and of the other new species of Scal-

pellum will be given in the forthcoming report on the Cirriiiedia of

the Siboga-Expedition. I wish however to point out here, tiiat Sr.

jwllicipedoides by the presence of a complemental male (Fig. 6) shows

itself to be a true Scalpellum and that it has rudimentary caudal

appendages which occur in PoUicipes also, but which curiously

enough according to Darwin are wanting in Scalpellum villosum.
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EXPLANATION OF FIGURES.

Fig. 1. Scalpellum rostratum, Darwin. Seen from the right side.

„ 2. Scalpellum rillosum, Leach. Seen from the right side.

„ 3. PoUicipes sertus, Darwin. Seen from the right side.

(Fig. 1—3 after Darwin, Monograph on the Girripedia. Lepadidae. 1851).

„ 4. ScalpeUum polUcipedoides, n. sp. Seen from the left side. Magnified

1 1 diameters.

„ 5. Same species, abnormal specimen, a the additional values, h the com-

plemental male. Magnified 11 diameters.

, G. The complemenlal male of Sc. polUcipedoides. Magnified 180 diameters.

Physics. — ''On the function -for niultijylemirtures." By 'Mr.B.'M.

VAN Dalfsen. (Commnnieated by Prof. .1. D. van der Waals) .

The quantities a and b appearing in this quotient are the constant

quantities of the equation of condition of van der Waals, applied

a
to a multiple mixture. Tiie quantity - then represents an expression

b

proportional to the critical temperature of the undivided mixture.

We imagine the mixture determined by the molecular fractions

.I'l, i\, . . . , x,i, where .i'^ -{- x\^ -{-... -{- v„ = 1 and all xs are positive

quantities. Further we assume for a and tj homogeneous quadratic

functions of the ,vs, so that

and

b = 'V \^
bfjfj .^•^ Xq. ^)

t^^
For the quantity a we must arrive, it is clear, at a quadratic

function, as we have to do with attraction of the molecules two b}^

two ; for h we can suffice ^) with a quadratic function as long as

simultaneous collisions of more molecules are neglected.

Our particular business now is to find out whether there are

a
mixtures for which - is stationarv.

b

The constitutions of those mixtures we find out of

1) Here apq=' a^p and bpq=^ bqp. For Opp and bpp we put in the sequel ordinarily

Op and bp.

2) Gomp. H. A. LoRENTz, Wied. Ann. 12, p. 134.
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da da

d.v, d.t'„

da

d.Vn

db

diCn

A;

thus out of the system of linear equations

da db

o/fj d.i\

da db— X -— = O
, besides a\ ]- x.^ -f- . . . -\- .r„ =: 1

\da; de?;.

da db

or explicitly

I

(«1 — Xb^ ) A'j + (ttj^ — Xb^^) .»2 + + (ain - ;i>i„) .t'„ = O

(
T^) Kl — ^^^2l) '^'l + («2 — >-^2 ) '''ï + + («2»— Xbou) .V'„ = o

f (a,n — Xbn\) A'i + («.''2 — Xb,,2) .^'2 + + («n — Xbn ) .v„ = O

and

•^'i + '^2 +— 4- ''^« = 1-

In these equations bpq = ^^^, and a^^j = r/^^, ; they are the same

quantities appearing in the theory of the binary mixtures. All a's

and ^'s are essentially positive.

Out of the system
( V) can be deduced that — for the mixtures

a
sought for — — or X can be found out of an equation of degree ?^:

An =. a.^1— Aègi a^ — Xb.^ a-2n — Xb^n = 0.

«Hi— '^^il «h2 — -^^«2 a,i — Xbn

Algebraically there are thus n solutions — the values of .i- belonging

to the obtained values of X are found out of

X, = J/„ 31, M,n

2^ Mu 2^ Mis 22 ^^^'^

S=l S=l s=l

Here AIp^ represents the coefficient of a^g — Xb^g in the develop-

ment of A„ according to the elements of the ^>''' row whilst in these

expressions we must substitute successively for ;. the roots of A„ = 0.

If such a mixture is to be realized w^e must find for the mole-

cular fractions positive values so that one of the tw^o following

systems of inequalities must be satisfied
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(-1) ^1A:>'J -^1A.>0 .1/1. > O

(B) M,,<^0 M,,<0 .l/i„<0.

We have just now made use of the last {u—1) equations of

system ( V) to calculate the x's. As we might have chosen {n—1) other

equations it is evident that for the existence of a stationary point

Af^,^ must always be either ^0 or <[ 0. The set of inequalities

given above is however sufficient to judge the possibility of the mixture.

At most 07ie of these n mixtures can be realized. Suppose that two

different possible mixtures were to be found

[(•^i)!, M,> ' M,] and [(.x'l),, (,u,)„ . . . (.i'„)J

a
for which - were stationary. Now as in consequence of the set of

equations ( V) equal roots P. lead to equal constitutions, different

values A belong to different mixtures. If we call the roots ?. belonging

to the above mentioned mixtures P., and Aj we arrive at the following

sets of equations

da\ /"db^ ^ //öa\ fdb\

-'
a-'©="- -(!),-'©,-

Multiplying the equations V^ resp. by {d\)^,{x„)^,...{.r„)., and those

of the system T\ resp. by (

—

.v,)„ (

—

.v^)„ . . . (— .v„)i '^"d summing

these up we find in connection with the identity holding good for

homogeneous quadratic functions

v,.,,.@,|,„,(|).

or, as we sup{
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stationary ; the A of that mixliire satisfies either the inequalities {A)

01' the ine(|nalities (B).

Het'oi-c |)assiii<^ lo (he invcsligatioii ol" liie nature ot the stationary

point we shall first prove the theorem

/;=1 7=1

This theorem can he easily verilied tni- // =r 2 ; it holds sljll jxood

when bi,,j ^- l>,ip,
i.e. for asymmetrie detei-minants.

Tiie general proof is su[)plied by showing tiiat if llie theorem is

correct for determinaiils of [n— 1) rows and columns (also asym-

metric ones), it also holds good for d(Mcrminants of y/ rows and cohimns.

Now we ha\e

Let us now make use' of the following notation:

L,f„j is the determinant derived from L,^ by omitting the p^^^ row

and the ry^'' column.

ti^jfj is the determinant derived from L^ by omitting the rows
r s

with numbers /; and r and the columns with numbers q and s.

We now find

' -.-^ = - A, M,-b,, JA, ... - Inn Mm + V {au-^J'u) -^ .

*=i

Further we find

J/,, = (-1)^-1 A,,.

L\s is an (asymmetric) determinant with {ti— J) rows and columns,

for which we have supposed the theorem to hold good, so that

-^-^' =\" -bu-Mir ± y (-l)-i (au— /-/m.s.) X
d;i ^h^^ ^^w

p^zn 7=:l,2,..(s) .71

where the positive sign must be used for 7>.s' and the negative

one for (/ <^ s.

Performing the summation according to .v first, we find

Ï) By placing s belwocn brackel-s wc indicalc that for the summation all values

from 1 lo n except s must be assigned to q.

7

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. Vll.
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... r=>i f)—n >j=,i

or

a
For a possible mixture for wiiich - becomes statioiuirv all (|iian-

tities }L„i iicixe the same sign as is jyroved. It is now evideiii tluit

for such points, Nvliatexer the sion oi J/ nia\ l)e, -I/,,,* is alwavs
0/

negative. With the lielp of tliis theorem we ran investigate the eon-

ditions to (Hstiiignish an absolute maximnni or minimum.

Let us iu)w write F^a — )Jj.

This expression /- regarded as function of ./'j, ./-.^ . . . ,/•„ and ). is

zero for every given set of values ./-j, ,/'.^, . . . .t'„, if we assign to / tlie

value of belonging to that c()n>tilution. If invci'sely we start from
b

a tiixen ). (= P.,,) tiien the sujulioiis of the ecpiation f ~d — z^, h =: (),

regarded as an equation in ^\,.^:.^,....v,^ furnish all the mixtui-es for

which - possesses the given value P.„. If luoreoxer that value P.„ is

h

an absolute maximum oi' minimuin. tlicii only a single set of jiossible

values .t\, .t',, . . . .'« may satisfy that e(juation.

As /^ is a homogeneous (piadratic exjjression in the // ./"s we can

write it down as the sum of // squares.

Let us again call L„ the determinant forming the tirst member of

the equation in 1 of ohUm- //. A,,
i the determinant derived from the

former by the omission of the /i'^' row and the «^'' column, Ln—i

the determinant obtained by the omission of the last two rows and

columns, so that tiually L^zU^ — 7.h^.

The transformation into a sum of scpiares is brought about in such

a manner that the tirst square contains all the terms with .i:\, the

second all the remaining terms with ,c.,, etc., until tinally -t*^, is

onr last square. In order to evade surds we must every time

multiply our function i)y <letinite coefiicients. It is now exident that

by executing the develojnnent, if we represent the successive linear

homogeneous expressions to be s(piared by />,, A,, . . . />;„ we have :
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A\ L\.. . L\,^2 Ln i Ln F ^ A, L\ L\... A% _2 A,._i A„ L\ +
+ A,A,A% . . . A%_2A„_,A„L%4-A%A,A,A% . . . A^_oA„_,A„L%+
+ . . . -f A% A% . . . AV -2 A^^i A/, AV+i . . . A^,_o A„_, A„ L\^ . . .

. . . A% A% . . . A%_2 /A ^).

Here is

-AA] ffi,,— ).h

L.

p—u

l,=-z

a,^— ).b,

ao
l ^'^2 1 (t2/; XOq/i

• (M,.s— i

—
•^''m.s— 1

• «2, s— 1 — ^^'2.s— 1

'P

n\p

7'

•1, 1

So we find

;ai

«s— l,,s-l
— Xbs~\,s—\ as—\,j,— ?.bs—\,p

«s, s— 1 — Xbs,s^l O.S,,
— Xb^j,

A, "^A,A.
H-

Zjijj .6';,.

^p—\^p
+

iv'«

t-^n—l^n
%

For a stationary point A„ becomes equal to 0, and so tiie last

term disappears as it is A^ .^. ^).

1) For the deduction a continual use has been made of the theorem :

A AeeeA A - A A
p (/ r s ji s (j rPV

r s

Weber: Lehrbucii der Algebra I, 2"'^ edition, p. 115.

2) In connection with the following it is easy to find back out of this the system (V).

Gomp. for a ternary system: van uer Waals, Proceedings Royal Acad, of Sc.

190^2, Vol. 5. p. iJ35.

'*) Without looking more closely at the breaking up into squares, as is performed

above, l^iouxn shows in his Rigid Dynamics, Advanced Part, 5th ed., p. 426

Ay)
with the help of invariants that the coetticient ot Lp has the sign of ., which

Ay,_i
agrees to the above.

*) There is a ditliculty however when for A = Aq also A«— i becomes 0, so when
a stationary point in the mixture (l,2,...w— 1) becomes at the same time a statio-

nary point for the total mixture. When breaking up into squares we then shall

change the order of succession in order to avoid x,r presenting itself as last term.

If all first minors belonging to elements out of the principal diagonal A" are Ü

then all minors must be 0, if there are to be stationary points. The equations

(V) have then a higher degree of dependence and there are an infinite number of

mixtures for which - becomes stationary,
o

7*
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Suppose the stationary point to be an absolute maximnm ormini-

a

mum. Let X„ he the eorresponding value of -. Then for ;. = ;.„ there

is only one constitution; thus for .c^, .v^, . . . ,€„ only one set of values

mav be found. Now Ihis is only possible when all tiie eoefticients of

Lj, L.^, . . . /v„-i iiave Ihe same sign for P. = ;.„. For, if this were not tiie

case then it would be possible for ;.= A„ (for which the last eoeflicient

has already (Usappeared) to satisfy tiie equation / =: wilhoiil the

necessity of L^, />.,, . . . Ln—\ l)eing individually zero and tiien many

sets of adjacent values .c„.i\„ . . . .i',, might be found for whicli—

had that absolutely maximal or minimal supposed \alue ; \\ hich is

absurd.

For a stationary point to be an absolnte miuimiiui or maximum

it is therefore required

A,>0 ,A,>0 L,<C^) ,^i<0

I , so ' : or i
, S()(yj{ =

Let ;.„ be a root of A„ = iudicating an attainable absolute

maximum or minimum, tiien for ).=:)•„ Hie coefficient of the last

square (.f„') in the development of / becomes zero. For / = ;.„ -\- e

the sign of A„_i -— determines the sign of tluit coefticient, whilst

dA„
for A 1= ;.„ — f the sign is determined by — A„„i |. .

Now however, as we just before ijuUcated, we lind, for a possible

stationary point

So it is evident that for ;.= ;.„-f-s the last term is always negative

and for ^ = -^o
— ^ always positive.

From this ensues that in the case of an absolute minimum the

inequalities (7\) must be satisfied, whilst for an absolute maxinuim

the inequalities (7'J must be fulfilled. In the first case the conditions of

possibility {A) are still to be added, in the second case the conditions (B).

It is clear that by a different numbering of the conq^onents other

inequalities would have been obtained — e\idently however the

system (Tj or (7\j is sufticieni to iiulicate an absolute minimum or

maximum.
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Suppose an attainable mininiiini presents itself in llie mixture of

some components say 1,2,... />.

Wiliiin (lie limits of possihility for llial mixtui-e a second set of

values of llie ./'s foi- which L,, {) cannot be found. As farther ---
t);.

is negative for thai ininimiim we can dra\v Hie followinii,- conclnsions

from the system of ineijuaiilies (7'j):

An attainable absolule mininnim bes lower than for the eom-
h

ponents and lower lluui eventnally appearing minima in any mixture

to be compounded of the given components.

If the original niixlure has a maximum and if there is also a

maximum hi the />-fold mixture (J, 2, ../>), then for the maximum

in the ^y-fold mixture L^, is equal (o and '' A^^i negative, so

dA.
—^ has there the sign of — A^,„.i. Now {—1)1'-"- A^,_i is < 0, so

A/,_i has the sign of (

—

l)p-^\ So y has the sign of (

—

ly. Let

-?y represent thai maxinunn, Ihen as A^, becomes but once for

possible mixtures A^, is furnished for every value of /^ .^^„ with the

sign (

—

1)1', but for every value of ;.< P.^ with the sign (— l)/'-i. For
the maximum in the /i-fold mixture (—1)"^

' Lj, i.s <;[ 0, and so for

L^, the sign is indicated by (

—

\)p. From this ensues that the set of

inequalities {1\) can be ex[>resse(l as follo\vs:

An attainal)le absolute maximum lies highei- than the for the
h

components and also higher than e\entual maxima in mixtures to

be formed of the given components.

The question now arises whether a maximum or minimum in the

y^-fold mixture im[)lies anything about maxima or minima of the

binary mixtures to be formed of the y/-fold mixture.

Su[)pose (he //-fold mixture to show a minimum for A = ;.„, and

the constitution of thai mixture to be indicalcd by b-rj,,,, (,/
J,,,., .(,(;,,),„],

then w^e lind

(a, — ).,nb^ j(''"i)m + (il,2 — hi l>xi) {>-i),n +••••+ («!« — K^\n){-l'n)m =
(a.,1— hn />,,) ('' i)m + (". — hn />., ) ('i^'X + + (".,« — In h,„) {.V,,),, =

[ (a„i— A;„ hu,) ('', ),n + K, — hi Ih,^) {'^\)m -f + ("« — hn ''n ) {.>'n)m — 0.

Now w^e know that for a possible absolute minimum //^

—

l,,^ f>s^^

whilst of course also {Xs)m > 0.
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If the above equations are to be satisfied then in every equation

at least one of the coefficients must become negative.

This is most profitably attained for n = 'It if

«12—^m^i2<C^' "m— '^^'"''^a4<C^' '^^^^ fl-2t--],2t — ^mi^2l-\,2t<C^^

S0 then we have e.g.

Us — h. &s> ^ <-ls,s-\-\ — ^-m l>s, .v+l <C <J "s+l — >*•/« '''5+1^ ^

SO

tts s-\-l «^ «s+1-^ <; X,n and X,n < - and ;.„, < —

—

Os,s+l OS 6s+i

SO that a fortioi'i

<^ and <^—

The mixture [.v, .v -j- 1] then possesses a minimum.

So at least minima are wanted in t binary mixtui-cs if I he wliole

mixture of 2t components is to show a minimum.

If n=^2t-{-l then there are at least t-{-l or h{7i-\-'l) minima

wanted in the binary mixtures if the total mixture is to show a

minimum. Let us take e.g.

ttj.^ — X,n /'i-^ <C ^^ ''34 — ^'"' '''34 <C ^ • • • • <^«—2,H— 1 — hi K—2,u-l <C

and
«;il — A,„ b„i <[ 0.

For // even the case is (aken that each conipoiiciit shows with

bill one other one a niinimuni, whilst for n odd c/h' of the compo-

nents gives a mininiiiiii with two other ones.

If a component forms with more other ones miriima then more

conditions are al)solutely necessary; if a.o. we assume that// — lof

the components give mutually no minima, then certaiidy the last

component must give a uiiiiimuiu with each of the (/^— 1) remaining

ones, if the total mixture is to show an absolute mininnim.

Of course the above theorems may not be rcA'ersed ; so at least

^ H. (resp. 4 {n -j- 1)) minima are wanted, but these do not in the

least guaranty the existence of an absolute mininimn in the //-foUl

mixture.

In case of an attainable absolute maximum a,,— Aj/i^^.s is <^Oand

so in our set of equations at least one positive term is required to

present itself in each member. From

a, — Xm 6s < 0, (Irs— /J/ 6/,s> and «,. — l^^^ b, <
follows

— >^jy, Avhilst /,i/>— and /j/>—

,

bjs bs Or
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so a fortiori

^/•s ^ <*.9 , firs ^ <^r— J>— ana -\^—j
hrs K ^h-x f>r

so that tiie binary mixjure (r, .s) llioii «ives a maxiniuni.

Tn the same way as for a minimum we reason here, thai to have

an ahsohite maximnm in a nnxture of 2t (resp. 2^-j-l) components

we must recpiire at least maxima in t (resp. / -j- 1) hi nary mixtures.

For a furtiiei- investigation we sliali have to look more closely

into the quantities hj^^^ and r/^,^.

For
/>j„f

\\Q shall use the formula given by Lokentz

V, = 2. ^/, .T (r, + r,y ^),

where r^ represents the radius of the molecule of the /^t'' component.

This formula holds good for /> = ^ too.

The coefücient of A" in the equation A„ = is

(- 1)"

h,, b,, .

^.,1 b., ... bo,, (- 1)" Ai.

bill bn2 • . b,t

Now we have

Ai=4 = (7« ^)^ ^ (':->'.)^ ('\-rJ' {r-rX {r,-r,Y {r-r^Y {r-r.y.

For live componenis the determinant on the />'s vanishes identically

;

for we find

A(.r,) A(5) =: A--,) A(.5) — A •'(5) =

(''.-''5) (''n-''J(''..-''.-,)r = 0.

So A(5) = as A(5) is iiot identical e([ual to 0.

44
53

For the determinant of the ordei" () not only all minors belonging

1) Wied. Ann. l!2 [>. 134. In reality still another constant factor N presents

ilseli' here.

-) These results have l)een obtained by remarking tliat iUki, is always divisible

by {ï'p— >>)2; the coetHcienls of the remaining factor have been ionnd l)y means

of the method of indeterminate coelïicients.
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to elements of" (lie pi-iiicipal rliagoiial l)e('oine hut also all other

minors of degree 5 ^).

Then however it is clear Ihal for mixtures with H and more

components the determinants o]i the />'s disappeai- identically.

Berthelot and before him (Iat-itzink have made about the quantity

a^jrj the simple supposition ^/-^„^ ^
((f,

«f,/. x\lthouuli this formula may

not be strictly true, as has already been clearly pl•()^ed by exj)eriments

on binary mixtures, it is worth while to cojisider lo what conclu-

sions the afore mentioned rule leads us for multiple mixtures.

For af,q =y^a/, riq all minors of deg-ree 2 and higher of the deter-

minant on the as become 0. tVoui which ensues that the equation

An = can be reduced t(t

p=n <i—n

/«-^ y^ ^ B^„l a,,^ — /" A/, =r 0,

P^ 7=1

where when develojjing the determinant hi, the coefficient of b^^j

is Jjjj(/. So there is an (»— 1) fold root P.— 0, which cannot of course

indicate an attainable maximum ov minimum, not even another

stationary point.

Let us now consider the different mixtures assumijig the rule

of Galitzine-Berthelot.

n = 2.

Beside the root ). = a secoiul root appears which can certainly

not point to a maximum, for from "' > aiul ^ ' would ensue

^'^ "> - -* and in comiectioii with fr ,., ^ h, b.,, certainlv

1) So we find lor tlio asymmetric determinrml

b.2i h^ J).2:i ^^ii ^h->

D

bn h-2 h^ ^i ho

hi ^KhA^c^ihi I

44
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X{V:i^)*Q(ri - r.2)-0\ - r.>)Hr. - r.^r-ir^ - r.-;)(/-i— r,/)(r. - r-)(r2

-

r,^{r,^ - r-){r:. - >•«)+

—
(V3t)*9(>-i

- r.)Hri - r:j)2(>-. - r.)Hi-\ - ryni\ - r,-,)(/-. - r^M.r. - r-Mr,, - r^'^^r.. - rrj>:

-0,



Tlie a{)peai'ance ot' a iiiiiiiiuiiiii is nol a priori ('xcliided; tlie general

i'onilitioiis now pass iiilo :

So it is not exidenl, \\\\\ llie appearance of a niiniiniini slionld

eoincide with a\,^ <^ r/, r/,, ').

Even for (t'\., ^ r/j ('^, a niinimuni can very well present itself.

Tn fact tliei'e arc ol)jeclions lo assnniin<i- that <i'\., <i<i^(i.,, for this

supposition leads when the lemperalnre becomes lower to partial

mixability ') and this phenomenon [)robably does not appear for

normal substances ^).

The following however holds good for a possible minimum :

a, + a, - 2a,, > {h^ + />, - 2^,) 7"
, SO

'^1 + ''. - 2''i. > 0.

For 'all temperatures excluding partial mixability, we lind thus

when a minimum appears

l/a^ rt, < a^.^ < V, (rtj -[- aJ.

71 = 3.

The equation A3 = has a double root 1 = 0, so we obtain the

following series of signs :

I

/
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Case I.

There is a positive root ;. making A., = 0, whicli can however

ilL.

dlnever indicate a possible al)Sohite niaxiniinn or niininnini. for

is positive tliere, denoting a negative vahic of the minors of degree

2 and these mnst he (see inequalities (7\) and (7'.,)) positive for a

maximum as well as for a minimum.

Case II.

One root making A,= () is negative, the other 0, so neither of the

two can indicate a possible mixlure.

So for a ternarv mixlure ilic rule of (i.u-iTZiNK-BKKTUKi.oT caimot

be united with the ap|)earance of a maximum oi- a uuninmm. A

stationary point, however, being lu'illier maximum nor miuinmm.

is nol excluded in case I.

A„ =z has tor y/, = 4 a threefold root / :=:^ 0.

So the series of signs becomes

:

Ï
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certainly excluded as soon as we [)ul a^„f' = Up a,^, f'oi- there is then

an {n—1) fold root ).z=z() and a rool A = oo.

Resumini»'

:

By assnniijio- tlie rnle of 0.\litzink-1>krthki.ot, we find:

n=^'2. No niaxirniini ; a niiniiniun is possible.

71 = 3. No maxinHiin or niininuini — a stationai-y point, hut no

niaximnni oi- mininnun, is jiossible.

n, = 4. No maxininni or niininmin ; other stationary points are

possible.

;/ = 5 and higher. All stationary points are excluded.

If we assnme for b a linear function of,/', thus l>ijq^^^l.i{l>,,-\-
l>,i),

then already for }i, := 3 the determinant on the //s becomes identical

to 0, so that then for ternary and higher mixtures no stationary

points are any more possible as soon as we put (lp^|^ eipial ti)(/j,<i(j.

Mathematics. — "On an ('.iipress-ion for the genus of an algebraic

plajie curve unlh hig/ier s/.iigu/a)-/t/'es." By Mr. F'red. Schuh.

(Communicated by Prof. D. J. Korteweg.)

Lately I gave the following theorem in these Proceedings ^) :

Let P be a point of order t' of an. algebraic plane curve {v)here

t' Cdu. also be zero, namely 'when P does not lie on the curve) and

S an arbitrarg point of order t of that curve. Suppose the straight line

PS intersects the curve in id points coinciding n-if/i S, the// /'-|-^ {u\ — tj)

{suiniiied up oeer all points S for u^hich /n is ^ t) is independent

of the situMion. of point P and equal to the class of the curve.

If S lies in P uje luive to regard all straight lines through P as the

line connecting P and S or if one likes only those u^hich furnish a

conti'ibution to 2 {n\—t^) i. e. the tangents in P.

From this a corresponding and as far as [ can see a more

imj)ortant theorem for the genus of an algebi'aic curve can be

deduced, where moreover the straight liiu' connecting Pand S caw ha

replaced by an algebraic curve. Lateron 1 iioj)e to comiect this with

problems of contact fmnnbers of algebraic curves determined by

conditions of contact) in particular with respect to the nnml)er of

normals on a curve with higher singularities (also i]i connection

Avith the circle points and the line at infinity) let (h)\vn from a j)oint

(which can also have a j)articular situation with respect to the

1) On an expression lor tlie class of an algebraic plane enrve with higher

singularities. These Proe. Vll, p. 42.
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(Mii've) and tlio (iiioslioii aiiiiox to it after the singularities ot' the

evolnte. It seems to nic tluil in no ollici- \va_v knoNNn to me tiiese

and sneldike (juestions can Ije so simpiv answered.

The j^enus lias heeii introduced in the theory of functions by

RiEMANN and is delin(>d out of the coiniectiou of the ?/-lea\'ed RiKMANN-

surface on which an //'-xalucd al,L»('l>raic funclion is uuixalejit. If .v

is the numher of l)i-anch|»oints of the function, ƒ/ the genus, then

we have the following i-elation given i)y Rikmann ^) (I.e. p. 129)

•S— 2 n = •2{;l~-i),

for which a i)ranchi)oint where / leaves of the lviiv\L\NN-surface are

connected is to be regarded as t— 1 bi-anchpoints.

Foi- llie theory of the algebraic cur\cs the notion and also the name of

genus ("Gescidecht") has been introduced by Clküsch'), whilst Hai.phkn')

lias given for the genus of a curve of order /a and class k with

higher singularities the equation

in which JS" {ti—1) represents a summation over the origins of the

separate branches of the curve (which can I)e re])resented by one

PuisKLX-development) whose order t ditfers from 1 and over as many

other origins of bi-anches as one likes. If a branch of the curve is

represented by the development

y — n = ^0 (•'' — §) + ^'i
(•'• — ») + • • • 1

I

according to integral ascending powers of (./;— i,) , 1 call the point

(5 , rj) the oi'ujin., the line //
— i^ =: ^/„ (./•— 5) the tnncfent and the

luimbei'S t and v the ord'r and the rA/.s.v of the bi-anch, where thus any

point of a curve can be regarded as the origin of at least one

branch, for which however if the point is a common jxjint of the

curve / will be equal to 1. If one and the' same ])oint of the curve

is the origin of more branches we shall regard this point successively

as if belonging to the different branches.

The HALPHEX-relation is an immediate result of the Riemann-

relation if only one decomposes the branchpoints into those which

1) B. RiEMANN. Theorie der ABEL'schen Functionen. Crelle's Journal, vol. 04,

(1857), p. 115—155.

') A. Glebsch. Ueber die Singulariltiten algebraisclier Curven. Crelle's Journal,

vol 64, (1865), p. 98-100.

^) G. H. Halphen. Sur la conservation du genre des courbes algébriques dans

les transformations uniformes. Bulletin de la Soc. Moth, de France, vol. 4, (ISTö),

p. 29-41.
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do and into those which do not (l('|)oii(l upon tlie choice of the

system of coordinates.

If t\ ,t\,... are the ordei-s, t'\ , /;', , . . . the chisses of the separate

branches having- tlieir origin in P (so tiiat -^ t\ = t') tiien

2 0,-1) = k—2n + V (^•^_i) j^ n; (,^_i)^

whilst according to tlie quoted tiieoreni

k = :£{t\-^v\)-]r ^{n-^-t;). (e(|nalion (2) I. c. p. 44)

In the two hist eiinations the tirst -l""-sign refers to the origins in

P, the second -S'-sign to the origins outside F.

From these equations follows

2 0/-l) = -2(/.-O + ^(t'\-l) + ^^K-l) (1)

Here n— t'=::n' represents the numlier of movable points of intersection

of \\\e curve with straight lines tlirough 7^ If one draws tln-ough Paw
arbitrary straight line / \vhich is not a tangent in P, then the points of

intersection of that straight line with the curve furnish to 2£ {w^—1) a

contribution equal to it!— .V/, where A^- represents the number of origins

of branches lying outside 7^ on the straight line // ^), thus the number of

branches over wdiich the m' movable points of intersection with the

straight line // distribute themselves. If tiien we draw through P a

straight line Ij touching .V'; branches tiirougli /• and if we let Ay
be the number of branches over whicii tlie it! movable points of

intersection with the straight line 1j distribute tiiemselves, then A'^

—

X'j

of these Xj branches have their origin outside P. The points of

intersection outside P with tliese straight lines give a contribution to

-2" {in^—1) equal to

Kn-^ .',) - {Nj-N'j) = (u'-N,) - V (,;_i),

in which ^ v'y and .2" (i/^—1) are taken oidy over the branches

touching the straight line Ij in P. From this ensues:

2 {w,-l) = 2 (u'-N;) + ^ {u-Nj) - 2 (v'-l),

or

2 (tv-l) = V (,/_A7^) _ :s (,'^_i),

in which now :£ (v\— l) denotes a summation over all the branches

with P as origin, 2 (n'—X^) a summation over r/// straight lines through
/-* for which II is ^ X^ and over as many other straight lines as one likes.

If we substitute in equation (1) for JS (n^ — l) the obtained value

and replace ;/,

—

f by ii' we find

^/=\ - n' + i 2i (n' - X,) (2)

We can sum up what has l)eeji found in the following theorem:

Theork.m I. //' (/It iihii'hrdic jihim; ciiirc is iiitcrsccti'd In/ tlir .straight

1) Coimtiüg liere also each of llie poiüls ot' iulerseclion as origin of a branch.
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lines of a pencil iinfh J' as verte.c in n movable points, which distribute

themselves for the I'arions .straijht lines of the pencil over N^, N^ ... .

branches 0} the curve, then i^n' -\- h 2 {n'—JSl,), (where :S (n'—X,)

is taken over all the straight lines through Pj, has for every point P
the same value equal to the genus of the curve.

This theorem liowever can be considerably extended by nuiiving

use of the property that tiie gemis ot" the curve does not change

by a one-to-one transformation. If namely we apply to the whole

figure a rKK:MONA-transibrmation, then // remains the same, but n' too.

The straight lines of the pencil arc liii'iied by 1 lie transformation into

rational curves having multi|)le points in the fundamental |)oints of

the transformation. Tiirongh every i)oint lying outside those fundamental

points only oite of the rational curves passes, so that we treat a pencil

of rational curves; the manifold points here making the ciirxes to

rational cur\es are nol present as movable points but as fixed

points, which gives rise to linear relations between tlie coefficients

of the curves. The movable points of intersection with a straight line

are now transformed into movable points of intersection with a rational

curve, and tiiey remain the same in number on accoujit of llie one-

to-one character of the transformation.

Hv a CKKMONA-transformation a branch is I'liithcrmore always

transformed into one single branch (where we always understand by

a /iraoch the whole (»f the curvepoints whose coordinates satisfy

the same PiisEUX-developmenl 1. If thus the u.' movable points

of intersection with a straight line distribute themselves over iV

branches then in the transformed iigure the n' movable points of

intersectioii \\illi the rational curve originated by trausfoniiation of

the straight line distribute themselves also over .V l)ranches.

From this it is evident that all quantities of (Mpialion (2) are

invariant with respect to rational transformation, so llial /hr r(j nation

(2) holds good unchanged if the pencil of straight lines is irplaced

by a pencil of rational curves.

This gives rise to the following theorem:

Theorem II. If an algebraic phine curve is intersected by a pencil

of rational curves in n' movable points distributing themselves for the

different curves of the pencil over X,, X^, branches of the fixed

curve, then 1 — n' + i 2 {n' — Xj, (where 2 (n'—Xj is taken

over all curves of the pencil), has for every pencil of rational curves

the .mme value equal to the genus of the feed curve.

This theorem can then be extended from a pencil of rational curves

to an ai'bitrary algebraic pencil of curves by means of the following

considerations which are however less rigorous than the preceding ones.
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If we investigate vvhicli ralional curves of (lie theorem II coiitii-

bnte to 2£ {il' — A\) then we fiiul 1^^ those rational cui'ves wfiieli

pass through an origin (lying outside the hasepoints of the pencil) ofa

superUncar branch (denomination of Oaylky for a l)ranch with order

more than tuui) of the tixed curve, 2'"' those rational ciirxcs louchiiig

the fixed curve outside the hasepoints, 3'° those rational curves

where two or more of the movable i)oints of intersection have

appi'oached one of the hasepoints along the same branch of the fixed

curve. In the main theorem 11 comes to (he determination of tlie

number of rational curves of a pencil toiichijig a gixen curve and

the change which this number luidergoes on account of higher singu-

larities of the given cui-ve and the particular situation of the hasepoints

with respect to that curve. Here however it is diflicult to imagine

how it would cause a difference whether we ar(> working willi a |»eucil

of rational curves or with an arbitrary {)eucil of curves; for in both

cases the coefticients of the e(|uation of the iuo\al>le curve satisfv

some linear conditions amounting to one less than is necessary for

the defiuiliou of the moxable curve ').

Let us explain the preceding by an example. Suppose the numl)er of

cubic curves through eight [)oints touching a given curve were re(|uire<l,

supjiose further that the given curve has a singular point N with a

singular tangent / and Ihat the ^
'., of the pencil Ihroiigh N also

touches /. Point /S will then absorl) a cerlaiji niind)ei- of |)oinls of

cojitact pro|)er with ciu-ves of the pencil, and tliis luiinber will depend

on the Jiatui-e (»f the singular point *S' and on the oi-der of contact

of 6'., with the given curve, but in no wise on the fact

wdiether of the basepoints three have coincided somewhere otitside S,

either in such a way I hal in one of the basepoints tangejd and

curvature are given, oi- in such a way that the coinciding basepoints

form a triangle with finite angles, in which case the condition of the

passage through the three basepoints includes the curve having a

double point in a given point and being thus rational.

Led by the above considerations 1 thijd^ I may slate the following

theorem

:

Theorem 111. //' an tihichiuiic i>l<in<' cuiti' is nitri-sccti'd hji a jwiicil of

curves in, ii' inovdlilc poii/ts ilistfiiinlnni lln'niselvi's for the ili ffrn'iit

ciwves of the jjeiicii orer .V,. X.^, . . . hrmirlws of tin' fi.vcd curve,

then 1 — n.' + ^ -S" (//' — A',), (2i^ (// .V,) fu/,-cn i>r,'r nil fin' curves

1) Of coufso il, would l»e dirfcrciil il' llic movable I'lirve had lo be rulioiial williuut

the singular |)oiiits laliiciiiü,' llu' ,ü,<'iuis to zero being given ; if thus e.g. tlie question

were of (ii])ic curves tlirougli seven uiveti |)oinls, and furnislied with a double point

not given in position.
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of the pencil), has for erert/ pencil of curves the same value equal

to the (jenus of the fixed curri\

The remarkable thing iicrc of llie ul)tainc(l expression lor the

genus is thai the genus wliieli is invariant wilii respect to rational

transformations is i-eally exclusively expressed in (|ua)ilities each

invariant in itself over against i-ational transformations.

1 feel the more Justilied in stating the above theorem having found

the theorem conlirmed in \arious simpler cases, e.g. for the case

that the given curxe admits of doul)l(' points and cusps onlv whilst

the basepoints can assume an\ particular position with respect to the

given curve, also for the case that the given curve is provided with

higher singularities where however only the simplest |)articidar cases

with reference to the ])osition of the i)asepoints have been considered,

e.g. the case that one oi' two basepoints fall in a higher singular

l)oint.

But all the same a ri<i(>n>us and sim/ilr jn-oof wliicli renders a

subtle distinction of the great uinnber of paiMicular cases which can

present themselves superfluous, is very desirable.

Sneek, July 1904.

Mathematics. — "On tlw cm-res of a pencil touchiin/ an al</ebraic

plane curre with hiqher sin;/ularities" . By Mr. Fkku. Schuh.

(Communicated by Prof. Koktkwkg.)

In the previous paper 1 have stated the following theorem

:

If an ahjehraic plane curve is cut by a pencil of curves in n

movable points (listributiiu/ themselves for the various curves of the

pencil over N'^, X.,, . . . brandies of thr fi.et-d eui-ri', then

1 _ ,,' _|. 1 V (,,' _ X,)

(2 {n' — lYj) taken for all curves of the pencil) has for even/ pencil

of curves the same value which is ecpial to the (jenus g of the fixed curve.

Expressed in a formula this runs:

2(</ + n'- 1) = :£(;/ -A\) (1)

With the aid of this theorem the following problem of contact

can be solved :

I'o determine the number of curves (f a pencil touching a plane

curve Cn of order n, class k and genus g.

To this end we tirst substitute in equation (1) for ^ (//' — X^)

a summation over the points of Cn or better (as w^e always

count a i)oint of r„ through wdiich more branches pass as more

than one point) over the origins of branches of C«. Let *S' be
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an onj2;in of ti brimcli of 6„ whilst tlie curve of tlie pencil through

S intersects the branch under consideration in in points aS', then

^ {'i' — A^i) = 2l (/rj — 1), so tliat ecpiation (i) becomes

2(./+ h' - l) = :£{ic^ - 1) (2)

Here ^ {ii\ — I) represents a summation over all origiiis <S' of

brandies of C,„ i. e. only over those origins for which /r^i.
If one or more basepoints of the pencil lie on C„ the summation

must also be extended to those origins coinciding with a basepoint /?.

We must then regard as movable curve thi'ough that origin tiie

limiting position of the movable curve through F if we allow P
to approach to B along the corresponding branch of C,„ in othei- words

that curve of the [)encil intersecting the branch at least in ojie

point B more than any curve of the pencil. For such an origin

in B the number of movable points of intersection, approaching B
along the branch under consideration when P ap[)roaches B along

the same branch, is represented by iv.

The following well known relation

2 (g -^ n-l) = :^{t^-l)-\.k (3)

exists between order, class and genus of C,,-

Here -S" {t^ — 1) is a summation over all the origins of branches

of Cn whilst t represents the order of the branch, i. e. the number
of points of intersection with an arbitrary straight line through that

origin coinciding with that origin.

From (2) and (3) then follows :

^ {'^\ - ^) = X: -f 2 in' ~ n) (4)

Theorem I. // a pencil of curves cuts an aUjebraic plane curve Cn

of order n and class k in Ji movable points of ivhich w fall in

the oritjin S of a branch of order t of C',, we have the relation

-2" [w^ — ti)^ l>' -\- 2 {n —. n), wliere -2" {ii\ — t^ must be taken over

all the origins of branches of 6',,, also over those coincidimj with

basepoints of the pencil.

With the equation (4) the given [iroblem of contact for even/ C,,

and every particular situation of the basepoints with respect to C^

can, as will be shown, be regarded as solved.

We have but to discuss the found equation.

If in, is the order of the curves of the pencil, then //' =: ///// for

arbitrary situation of the basepoints with i*espect to the gi\'en curve

Cn, so :

:£ {w, _ ij = /• -f 2 M {m — 1) (5)

Here we understand l)y an arbitrary situation with respect to d
in the lirsl j>lace that the basepoint.s do not lie on f],. Let us

8

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. Vll.
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suppose moreover that the basepoiiits are situated in sucli a way

that not a single curve Cm of the pencil passing through a singular

point S of C„ touches one of the branches through S and that not

a single Cm has with the fixed curve a contact of higher order then the

first ; then only the curves Cm showijig a common contact with Cn {"— 'i,

t = 1), furnish to ^ [ic-^ — t^) a contribution equal to the number

of those touching curves Cm- Hei-e however a restriction ought to

be made. It may appear namely that a Cm of the pencil has a double

or mullii)le point lying on Cn which then furnishes a contribution

to ^ {ii\ — ^i). We can avoid this case by requiring that for an

arbitrary situation of the basepoints with respect to 6'„ no singular point

of Cm may lie on C'„. This is however no longer possible when by

mutual coincidence of basepoints the pencil admits of curves showing

an inlinite miniber of doul)le or multiple points, in other words when the

pencil contains curves, wiiich consist of or contain two or more coinci-

ding parts. Though the ecpiation (3) can still be applied to these cases we
shall exclude them for simplicity's sake from our discussion. With these

suppositions we tind tiiat ^ {il\ — t^) is equal to the number of

curves of the pencil touching Cn- So we find the following theorem

:

Theorem II. For a pencil of curves of order in, none of which

contains two or more coincidimi parts, the number of cnrves touchiinj

an ahjebraic plane curve C» of class k with respect to which the base-

points of the pencil have no particidar situation is represented bi/

^ + 2 n (m — 1).

If Cn is a general curve in point-coordinates then k =z 71 (n — 1),

and the required number is n (n -j- 2 in —- 'S). If we compare this to

the number given in the above theorem we find :

Theorem III. Erery .singular point S of Cn diininishes the number

of curves wJdcJi belong to the pencil mentioned in theorem II and

'whicli properly touch C,„ by the .same number as that with v)hich S
diminishes the class of C-
We now imestigate which particularities can present themselves

in consequence of a particular situation of the basepoints with respect

to Cn- To this end we consider iu the first place an origin .S' of

branch T of order t of ('„ supposing ;S' not to be situated in one of the

basepoints ; further we suppose that the cui-ve 6',, through S touches the

branch T and intersects it in ir = t -\- y coinciding points (so in y

points more than when the curve through >S of the pencil were not to

touch the branch). Then this point S counts (as far as the branch T
is concerned) according to (5) for w-— / = y points of contact proper.

If we restore by a small displacement of the basepoints their arbi-

trary position with respect to Cr, the curve through <S' of the pencil
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intersects the branch T in t points S and in 7 {)()in(s \\'\\\^^ near .S',

The preceding holds good invariably when Ihe pencil does contain

cnr\'es containing two or more coinciding parts if only those do

not pass through the considered point S.

This gi\es rise to the following theorem :

Thkorem IV. Let S be tlte orujlti. of a hraiick T of an. alqehmic

plane curve Cn- If noin the ba.sepoints of a penc'tl of earves pass

from an arbitrary position to a particular one so that no basepoint

approaches S ichilst y points of intersection of Cn unth the curve

through S of that pencil approach S along the branch T, then as

mam/ {so y) points of contact of C,, urith curves of the pencil approach

S along the same branch. Here has been supposed th/it if the pencil

contains curves containing two or wore coinciding parts these ])arts

do not pass through S.

If the basepoints have the particular position descril)ed in this

theorem, then ;S' counts for y points of cojitact proper. So we can

formulate the theorem as follows

:

// S is a point of Cn not coinciding with one of the basepoints

of the pencil, whilst the curre through S of the pencil cuts a branch

of order t of Cn ivith S as origin, in t -\- y points S, thejt. S absorbs

as far as that branch is concern,ed y points of contact proper.

Theorem IV is an extension of a theorem of Halphen and Stephen

Smith, which I discussed in a paper in a previous number of these

Proceedings ^).

The indicated theorem can be expressed as follows:

Let S be the origin of a branch T of a curve, I the tangent of
that branch in S. If a point P approaches I but not S, then as

many points of intersection loith PS as points of contact of tangents

through P approach the point S along the branch T.

This is no other than our theorem IV where the pencil of curves

is replaced by a pencil of straight lines.

Let us further consider the case of a singular point S of Cn, with

which coincide one or more of the basepoints. As our only business

is to determine the number of points of contact proper coinciding

with >S' we can assume for simplicity's sake that no basepoints

coincide with other points of Cn-

Further we exclude the case that the pencil contains curves

admitting of coinciding parts.

Let t\,t\^,... be the orders of the different branches T\/P\,...
of Cn having 6' for origin, whilst an arbitrary curve of the pencil

1) On an expression for the class of an algebraic plane curve with higher
singularities. These Proceedings VI, p. 42,

8*
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cuts those branches successivelj in z\, z\, . . . points S. Tlien we

have

n' z= mn — S z^'

.

Further we can break up ^ {il\— t^) into the sliare ^ (?(?/ — t^')

of the point S and the siiare of the other points of 6',. The

meaning of tu\ is here, tliat the curve of the pencil cnttiii«i; tlie

branch T\ in more then z\ points S does this in z\-\-ir\ points.

For equation (4) we can then write

:2{,v,-t,):=:k^2n{m-\)-:z:{w\-\-2z\^t\Y. . (6)

where -^ ("'i—^i) must now he taken oiilv for the cur\ei)()ints

outside S. If we represent by //', tlie number //^^ -j- c\ of tlie points >S

in which tlie brancii T\ is cut by the osculating curve of tiie j'encib

equation (6) becomes :

V
(,,^ -t,) = k^ 2n (n - 1) - ^ {»\ 4- z\ - t\).

It is evident from this equation that the point S, as tar as

branch T\ is concerned, absorbs u\ -\- z\ — 1\ points of contact proper.

This can be formulated in the following tiieorem:

Theorem V. If a single or inultiple hasepoinf of a pencil of

curves coincides with the origin S of n branch of order t of an

alcfebraic curve Cn, whilst that branch cats an arbitrarj/ curve of

the pencil in z, the osculatinp curve of the pencil on the contniri/ in

u points S, then, the point S absorbs u -\- z — t points of contact of

curves of the pencil with C,,, in other wordsfor an arbitrary displace-

ment of the basepoints coinciding with S the point S furnishes

u -\- z— t points of contact, which are then situated on the considered

branch.

By allowing the basepoints to undergo not an arbitrary displace-

ment but a particular one, another theorem in connection with

theorem IV can still be deduced from this. We can namely make the

basepoints change their places slightly along the osculating curve of the

pencil in such a way, that no more basepoints coincide Avith S. In that

case the point *S continues to absorb after the displacement of the base-

points a certain number of points of contact proper, and according to

theorem IV to the amount of u — t\ in fact after that displacement

the curve of the pencil through S intersects the branch in ?/ points S,

so that for the point .S' now w is equal to u. If we comjiare the

number u — t of the absorbed points of contact to the amount given

in the theorem V we find:

Theorem VI. //' the curves of a pencil cut the branch T of an

algebraic plane cuive in z fixed points coinciding nnth its origin S,

then point S gives to that branch z points of contact ivith curves of the
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pencii, when the hasepoinU f<ill'm<j m S move away from S along

the osculat:in<i curve of the pencil.

It is clear tliat the theorems V and VI invariably hold good when
tiie pencil contains cnrves degenerated in coinciding parts if only

they do not j)ass through point iS.

Theorem VI is like theoiem IV an extension of the above mentioned

theorem of Hat,piikn and Smith. If namely we substitute for the

pencil of cnrves the pencil of straight lines with ^S'as vertex, theorem VI
passes into:

Let S be the origin of a branch T of a curve lohikt that branch

hi intersected in t points S by an arbitrary straight line through S. If
now a point P moves aimy from S along the tangent in S, that jwint

S gives to that branch t points of contact ivith tajigents through P.

It is not difficult to see that this is correlative to the formulation

given above of the SMiTH-HALPHEX-theorem. However when the pencil

of curves is not a pencil of straight lines the theorems IV and VI are

not correlative and so we have to I'egard them as entirely different

theorems.

Sneek, June 1904.

Astronomy. — ''On the apparent distribution of the nebulae." By

C. Easton. (Communicated by Prof, H. G. van üe Sande

Bakhuyzen).

It being admitted that the results of the visual observations must

be kept separated tVom those oblained by photography, the systematic

investigation of tiie distribution of the nebuLae by means of photo-

graphy begun l)y Max Wolf should not prevent us from carefully

examining tiie xavy extensive material regarding nebulae which has

been formei-Iy olilained by (Urect observation and laid down in

catalogues; and the less so l)ecause it is higldy improl)al)le tliat even

in future a visual "Durchmusterung" of this kind, which for the rest

is very desirable, \viJl be cai-i-icd out on account of the different

method vvhicli now is bcijig foHowed at Heidelberg.

It is noways unimaginable that the dislriliulion of the nebulae as shown
by phot()grai)hy will differ greatly from thai of the visually observed

nebulae; yet it is certain that the latter distribution shows remarkable

features which call for an explanation. William Herschel has found

that in the main the nebulae are numerous where the stars are

sparse. In a certain sense we have here the reverse phenomenon
from that of the stars; New comb (The Stars, p. 187) expresses it thus :
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"The lal (er (the stars) are vastly more numerous in the regions near

the Milkj' Way, and fewer in number near the poles of that belt.

But the reverse is the case with the nebulae proper. They are least

numerous in the Milky Way and increase in number as we go from

it in either direction."

Cleveland Abbe who after the publication of Joux Hkrschel's

catalogue in 1864 statistically iuvesligaled this peculiarity (Month. Not.

R. A. S. XXVII, p. 257) rightly put the question whether the paucity

of nebulae in the Galaxy did not rest upon a mere optical delusion

due to the luminous l)ackgroiiud of the Milky Way. He thought

himself justified, however, in answering this question in the negative,

because the regions on eithci- side of the Galaxy proper did not show

a considerable increase in the number of nebulae; nor was liiis tlie

case with increasing optical power.

With a much more extensive material — 92G4 objects — »Str.vtonoff

(Publ. Tachkent N". 2) arrived at cliietly the same result. With some

reservation, however. For in fact if we develop Stratoxoff's data in

a somewhat different way we find that, as we go from the galactic

plane, the faint nebulae increase more rapidly than the bright ones. This

fact, also because it contradicts a preliminary result of Max Wolf :

tliat the (photographed) small nebulae are in general distributed more

ecpuilly over the sky, raises the surmise that in visual observation

the light of the smallest and faintest nebulae in the gah\c(ic region

is to a certain amoujil extiiiguished (table I).

TABLE I.

Increase of the mean density of bright and faint nehulae in the

direction from the Galaxy.

,,
1 1 .-x 1

Bright nebulae Faint nebulae
Mean gal. latitude

^
°

.,, ^ .xt ^ •. , ."
(N. brillantes) (N. faibles)

+ 35° 7.5 10.2

+ 25° 3.8 7.0

-\- 15° 2.3 3.4

+ 5° 1.9 1.5

— 5° 2.3 1.8

— 15° 3.7 5.1

— 25° 6.2 IJ.O

— 35° 6.5 12.5

In order to investigate this problem more fully I have compared

tl^e density of nebulae in the different parts of the northern Galaxy
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with the intensity of the galactic light in those same portions. For

if really the luminous background of the Milky Way had a highly

disturbing intluence, a certain parallelism between the distribution

of the galactic light over that girdle (which distribution is very

irregular) and the distribution of the nebulae in the same region

would manifest itself in this sense that the nebulae, especially the

faint ones, are least numerous in those patches Avhere the galactic

light is strongest. Table II gives the galactic zone proper between

— 10° and -\- 10° gal. latitude (northern hemisphere) divided into

areas of 30 degs. in galactic longitude ; the two upper lines show

for each area the mean density of nebulae derived from Stratonokf's

data ; the lower line shows the mean intensity of the galactic light

derived from the table on p. 18 of my "Distribution de la lumière

galactique" (Verhand. Kon. Akad. v. Wet. VIII, 3).

TABLE II.

llie density of the nebulae and the galactic I'lyjit in the

Milky Way compared.

•180° 90° 0°

Bright nebulae
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of the nebulae with regard to the Oalaxy. Also Bauschinger (V. J. S.

24, p. 43) and Stratonoff adopted this syiniiietry. Stratonoff sup-

poses first that the skv from the North Pole to d — 20° has been

surveyed uniformly with a view to nebulae (1. c. p. 43); secondly

— like his predecessors — that the actually- observed decrease in

the number of nebulae between about — 50° and the South Pole

of the Galaxy must be ascribed to the incomi)leteness of the obser-

vations made in the southern hemisphere.

I shall now proceed to demonstrate that Stratonoff's first surmise

is certainly erroneous and that the second, considering the present

state of our knowledge, is not justifiable and moreover improbable.

That the nebulae-maferial from the North Pole to ff— 20° would

be collected with equal completeness throughout, as would follow

from Stratonoff's first sup|)Osilion, cannot, apart from the lack of a

systematic "Durchmusterung", be the case on account of the great

difficulty to detect faint objects like the nebulae, which arises from the

atmospheric absorption in regions far from tlie zenitli. In Lord Rosse's

telescope, for instance, if has never been possible to observe properly

the Omega nebula, though it lies only at — 16°. (Dreyer, Trans.

Dublin Soc, N. S. II p. 151).

Besides, the circumstance tiiat the summer nights are never totally

dark in the relatively high latitudes of the observatories of the northern

hemispiiere where the nebidae observations have for t lie greater part

been ma(k\ must render the numbei- of catalogued nebuhxe in the

southern I'egions wiiicii then rise above our horizon much too small

in [)roportion to tlie oj)posite equatorial region.

With regard to this I have investigated the tables of Bauschinger.

1 have compared two cipuilly large areas, occupying the same position

witii res|)e('t to the celestial equator and the Milky Way, .-I; «5'' to

9b, ,f _|_ 150 __ 3(r. B: a I7I' to 21'', rf -f 15' — 80°.
"

Tlie numl)er of bright and taint nebulae in those areas A and B
may be seen on table 111:

TABLE III.

i\'uiiihers of hriijlit <iii(l fdiiit iwhulin' in opposite equatoriid rtu/ions.

A B
bright nebulae .... 26 .... 20

faint nebulae .... 157 .... 101

There appears indeed to exist a difference at the expense of area
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B and this difference, as nnp;l)t he expeeted, is much greater for the

faint Ihaji for the hri^ht iiehiilae.

It may be remarked I hat such a difference is not foimd — rather

the contrarv — in areas whicii in the northern galactic zone border

upon those mentioned, wiiere thei-efore the influence meant cannot

manifest itself so stronji;ly. It remains possible of course that the

number of nebulae in the direction /> is indeed smaller than in the

direction A ; but we cannot consider such a kxrge difference as

established where the disturbing influence is undoubtedly at hand.

If we consider oidy the nortliern galactic hemisphere, then the

nebulae seem indeed to increase fairly gradually though not regularly

towards the Pole of the Milky Way. For the southern hemisphere

such an increase is also visible in the table of Stratonoff as far

as about —60° galactic latitude. Stratonoff, however, constructed

his table omitting the two Nubeculae. Now it seems to me that for

such a statistics this omission is not justifiable. The Magellanic

Clouds must not at all be considered as j)atches torn off from the

Milky Way, which also appears from the fact that the nebulae

proper '), which are scarce in the Milky Way are four times more
numerous than tlie star clusters in the Magellanic Clouds (John

Herschel, Results Obs. Cape). As to their composition the Nubeculae

keep the middle between the Milky Way and the accumulations of

nebulae (sometimes intermingled with star clusters and stars) in Coma,

Pisces, etc. — and though the latter agglomerations are less dense

than the Clouds it is not allowed, in my o[)inion, to include these

agglomerations in our table and to exclude the (Jlouds. Especially

also because, as may be seen clearly on Stratonoff's own maps
(Publ. Tachkent, N". 2, Atlas, pi. 16 et 18; comp. Sidney Waters,

M. N. XXXIII, |). 558) the Nubeculae are connected with streams of

nebulae and not with the Milky Way.
If, however, we include the Nubeculae into the statistics then

we must substitute my table B (table IV) for Stratonoff's own
table A for the southern gal. hemisphere :

1) Where in this jiaper we speak of nebulae proper or nebulae without more,

we mean tlie relatively regular and well-defined nebulae ("white nebulae"), while

with diffused nebulae are meant the extensive, formless and according to tlieir

spectra gaseou.s masses ("green nebulae").
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T A H r. E IV.

Mean density of nebulae in the southern yal. hemisphere,

according to Stkatonoff.

(^4 including, B omitting the Xuhecidae).

A B
? gal.
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nebulae being about tlie same in the two galactic hemispheres) would
then reveal itself in those two segments, so that the soutliern galactic

segment J3 (lying on the northern hemispliere) is found to be richer

in nebulae than the northern galactic segment A (lying on the

southern hemisphere), and the difference would be most marked in

the small and faint nebulae.

TABLE V.

Nebulae in the segments between the celestial equator and the

galactic equator.

A, segm. north, gal. hemisjihere B, segm. south, gal. hemisphere

(southern hemisphere) (northern hemisphere)

bright nebulae . . . 152 71

faint nebulae . . . 754 1043

In table V the difference meant is indeed xqyj great for the faint

nebulae; it is remarkable, however, that for tlie bright ones thei'e

is a large difference in the opposite sense. This raises the surmise

that the possible influence mentioned above does not play a prepon-

derating part.

If we compare the structui-e of segment /I with that of the remaining

part of the northern gal. hemisphere it appears that tiie density of

nebulae in the segment is only 0.6 — which is by no means surprisijig

as it borders upon the galactic plane — but it is very remarkable

faint .

that the proportion — ni the segment, 4.96, is exactly the same
bright

in the remaining part of the northern gal. hemisphere, viz. —;—- = 4.95.

The relation in the segment B, the southern galactic segment, is

on the other hand quite different: = 14.7. This points very^
bright

^ ^

markedly to a surplus of faint nebuhie in the southern galactic

segment situated on the northern hemisphere, and this circumstance

together with the presence of the Nubeculae and their relation with

the accumulations of nebulae in the southern gal. hemisj)here makes

it very probable that the structure of the soutliern galactic sky with

regard to the nebulae differs entirely from that of the northern

galactic sky.

In the very improbable case that by a more accurate survey the

northern galactic segment would be enriched so considerably by faint

nebulae that the proportion of the immbers of bright and faint
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nebul.ae agrees more or less with that in segments B, i.e. 1:15,

we should coiiiit thei-e 2500 iiclmlae against 3200 in the remaining "/m

of the northern galactic hemispiiere, aiid the increase towards the

Pole, at least for the faint nebulae, would then almost disappear in

the northern galactic hemisphere.

But whether the numhei' of faint nebulae remains 754 or increases

to 2500, in either case a symmetrical increase is out of the question

and hence there is no reason why we should adopt Cleveland Abbe's

prolate ellipsoid which moreover was not very pi-obable.

Several consideraticms plead against the view that the nebulae

must be considered as distant galactic systems; the most important,

which has been expressed half a century ago, is the occurring together,

in most cases even in streams, of nebulae and stars, and also the

existence of stars and nebulae in the Nubeculae: (it is obvious that in

such cases we liavc to (hi witii objects of the same order of magnitude).

Moreover we have the well-established fact tiiat a star may pass into

a nebula. (Comp. Valentinek, Handwiu-terbuch d. Astron. Ill, 2,

p. 524; also MouLTON, Astrophys. Journal XI, 2, Sc^haeberle, Nature,

Vol 09, No 1785, Seeliger, Abh. bayer. Akad. XIX, p. 572).

Should on the other hand a "distant galactic system" be visible to

us it can only appear to us as a nebula. Hur the scarcity of nebulae

in the galactic region, if that phenomenon is real, points to an un-

mistakable organic connection between the great mass of the nebulae

and our system of stars.

If then we may accept that the basis on which Cleveland Abbe

built his theory of the ellipsoidal figure does not hold and if moreover

we need not consider the nebulae as being situated at enoi'mously vast

distances on either side of liio Milky Way, luil it', on the contrary,

it is far more likely that these (Hstances are comparable with those

of the stars, it becomes probable tiiat the greater j)art of the nebulae

are contained in a space similar to the ol»late spheroid in which

Seeliger places our whole stellar system, in otiier words : we may

begin by adopting that the great mass of the nebulae belongs to

our stellar system and that they are asymmetrically scattered on

either side of the chief plane.

Moreover, if we supposed that the great mass of the nebulae were

systems outside our own, the problem would not be capable of further

development. We must therefore not start fron) such an hypothesis.
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Astronomy. — "The nebulae considered in relation to the galactic

sj/stem." B}^ C. Easton. (Comiminicated by Piof. H. G. van dk

Sande Bakhuizen.

If we consider the nebulae as forininm' part of oiii- galactic system

(comp. my previous paper "On the apparent dislribiilion of nebulae")

their distribution must be considered in connection with (hat of the

other classes of objects in this system. And then, speaking genei-ally,

we not only find a contrast between the ap[)arent distribution of the

stars (and clusters) and tiie nebulae, but also between the distribution

of the large dilTused nebulae (which, as far as we know, occur almost

exclusively in the region of the Milky Way) and that of the nebulae

proper; on the other hand it is probable that the galactic agglome-

••ations for the greater })art consist of stars of the first spectral type.

Stariiiig from the consideration that the nebular and the star-like

conditions are })hases in the development of matter and no invariable

final phases, it is obvious that as the distribution of the star-like

matter in some parts of the system differs from that in the others

— which is accompanied by a different constitution of most of the

centers themselves, as appears from the spectral differences — so the

distribution and the constitution of the matter which exists in the

nebular condition will not be the same throughout the system.

In the galactic region of the system we find a great number of

stai'-like objects pi'obably placed for the greater part at (relatively)

small distances from each other, mostly of the first spectral type.

In the "extra-galactic" i)ortions of the system we observe a smaller

number of suns, separated by vast distances and belonging for a

great part to the second spectral type.

In the same way we find in and outside the galactic region proper

two forms of nebulae. In it are found the "green" nebulae with a

spectrum formed of lines, sometimes round and fairly well-defined

(planetary nebulae), but mostly extending over immense regions which

they cover as with a veil (large diffused nebulae). In the extra-

galactic regions we find the "white" nebulae with a continuous or

— more probably — a mixed spectrum ; isolated and generally

widely separated objects, probably as a rule of a spiral form, and

certainly more condensed than those of the other kind.

As little as we can sharply distinguish between star-like and

nebular objects, is the above mentioned disliuction intended as a

precise classification. But thus taken iu connection with the "galacto-

phily" of the "green" nebulae, the "galacto|)lioby" of the nebulae

proper does not appear as something exceptional; this principal
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peculiarity of the distribution of the different kinds of nebulae may

then be considered as a natural sequence of the same cause as

in the agglomerations of the Galaxy has given rise to a type of stars

differing in constitution and distribution from those outside the

Milky Way.

For the investigation of the problem mentioned at the head of

this paper we must take into consideration

:

a. The place of the sun in the solar system.

b. The great (litïiculty to detect a nebula as compared with a star

at the same distance from us which has the same quantity of matter.

Further T adopt as eslablished :

1. Tiuit besides a gradual increase in the number of stars towards

the galactic plane there exist real agglomerations in the galactic region.

2. That tlio sun is situated in a region of the Milky Way which

is relatively poor in sturs, hence as to the type of distribution in a

region that must be considered as "extra-galactic", or perhaps in a

transition layer. (Comp. Kaptp:yn, Ver.^1. K. A. r. IF. 1892/93, /^//7//.

Groningen, n° 11, p. 32 ; Easton, Astr. Nachr. 3270, Seeligek, Betracht.

p. 627; Newcomb, The Stars, Chap. XX).

As pi'obable

:

3. That the system of stars is contained within a spheroid with

the galactic plane as its principal plane (Seeligek).

And from my own investigations {Versl. K. A. v. W. 1897/98;

Astroi)hys. Journal XII, 2; Verhand. K. A. v. W. VIII, 3) it seems

to follow

:

4. That in the Cygnus-Aquila region of the Milky Way the

preceding branch is much nearer to us than the following.

5. That the brightest galactic portion in Cygnus occupies almost

a central position in the system of the stars.

Now, while discussing the distribution of the nebulae catalogued after

visual observation, I shall try to give an explanation founded on

the supposition that, the dim light of the nebulae in general taken

into consideration, the very distant nebulae escape visual observa-

tion (though they for tlie greater part perhaps may be registered photo-

graphically), and hence that, according to a\ hat has been said above

especial 1}^ sub 4, the very distant part of the system in which the

Aquila branch of the Galaxy is situated, must be disregarded.

If the sun lies about in the central plane of the system in a poor

region amidst galactic agglomerations, and if that poor region is

comparable with the "extra-galactic" regions on either side of the

galactic plane, the thus connected "extra-galactic" regions acquire more
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or less the shape of dumb-bells (eonip. fig. 1, A), the siin Ijhig in

its bar ii
—

-. If the nebulae proper are in the main eontined to that

extra-galactie region, the galaetophoby of these nebulae and their

accumulation towards the two Poles \AOuld be explained by it.

If, however, we leave the Aquila branch of the Galaxy ') out of

consideration, we must bear in mind that in the remaining and

nearer region of the Milky Way the galactic agglomerations on the Cygnus

side have a northern galactic latitude ; i. e. that the sun now lies

south of the plane passing through those agglomerations (C) and

the opposite ones in Argo, N ; hence it is no longer in the middle

but at the bottom of the bar of the dumb-bells, and consequently

the apparent cro\vding of the nebulae towards the North galactic

1) Gomp. Fig. 1, B. The section of the Aquila branch is A, that of llie Cygnns

agglomeration is C, that of the Galaxy in Argo is N. The circle round the sun is

the area within which are situated all nebulae of which the luminosity exceeds

a certain minimum. Tlie region //• is considered as a transition region between the

(dotted) agglomerations of stars in the galactic plane .E and the extra-galactic

region contained within the spheroid. The bar of the dumbbells is represented

much thicker.
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Pole will increase and tiiat towards the South galactic Pole will

diminish or disappear. From the circumstance that the nearest

galactic region in the direction of XIX h. (towards C) has a noi'thern

galactic latitude it moreover follows that the maximum of nebulae of

the northern gal. hemisphere lies within more than 90 degs. of the

galactic equator in a great circle passing through C and M, whereas

in the southern galactic hemisphere the maximuni of nebulae is

situated on the Cygnus side of the Pole (towards in^).

This theoretical consideration has been tested by observation in

the followhig way. On the nuxps for the distribution of the nebulae

by Stratonoff {Puhl. Tachkent 2, [)1. 18 and 19) we have estimated

in a zone ir)" wide in the direction of the galactic meridian of

45°, which ciosses the C!ygnus region the densities in areas from

10 to 10 degrees galactic latitude. Tiie result is given in table VI.

(For tables I—V see the paper "-On the apparent distrlhaüon of

nebulae").

The much smaller densities of the southern galactic hemisj>here

could be expected owing to the greater incompleteness of tiie ol)ser-

vations; for the rest the displacements of the maxima from the Poles

are in the same sense as they should be according to tiieory. In

how far the hypotheses made are thus supported caimot be decided

because of the incompleteness of tlie data, at any rate they are not

at variance with the results of the observations.

If, with the now available data, particulars are to be detected

concei'uing the true distribution of the nebulae, we shall have to

look for traces of them in those regions where the galactic and

the extra-galactic regions meet. In a mean galactic latitude we shall

have to search for the great irregularities in the ajjparent distribution

of the nebulae and compare the places where they oc«'ur with the

places where the irregularities in the distribution of the stars are

found, especially the irregularities in brightness and in width of the

diffused light of the Milky Way.

To this end the following tables have been constructed (VII, VIII, IX).

Over Stratonoff's maps of the distribution of the bright (n. bril-

lantes) and faint (u. faibles) nebulae, a galactic system of coordinates

was laid. For each area of 15° in gal. longitude and 10° in gal.

latitude we have then estimated as carefully as possible the density

of bright and faint nebulae. These values were combined with due

regard to the unequal surfaces of the areas in order to obtain the

mean densities for zones of 15"" gal. longitude between O"" and 50°

gal. latitude on either side of the galactic equator (table \ll). For

the galactic zone proper, between +10'' and — 10" gal. latitude,
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TABLE VI.

Density of the nebulae in the directum of the galactic meridian of 45'^

Not
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TABLE VII.

Density of nebulae in the zones 0'^ to 50'^ galactic latitude.

A. Bright nebulae.

(Values of the upper line north, values of the lower line south of the gal. equator).

o o o
CD co o
CO 00 CO

2.214.212.3 2.8 3.5

3.8

12.1

2.8

9.2

5.0

7.2

28.4

o

8.6

9.9

6.314.1

o
00

o o O o
CD

O
CO

3.113.7 6.014.7 4.5|8.9ill.8T4.7 5.1 4.4 1.9'l.7i2.3

2.7|2.9i6.1 6.8 3.8 2.8 5.0 28.4 9.9 2.5i5.2 3.8|9.0 2.7|2.4 2.5l7.5| 8.814.1 4.7 4.2 3.1 4.513.7

B. Faint nebulae.

(Values of the upper line north, values of the lower line south of the gal. equator).

4.5

3.7

4.012.8

2.513.0

3.012.9

2.5 1 2.4

6.0

1.6

4.9! 4.5

1.8 10.0

8.2

4.1

6.6

1.9

6.5

2.4

7.2

4.6

6.8

9.4

7.2

7.6

4.9

4.5

4.5

5.8

4.5

15.5

5.2

11.7

4.0

9.0

8.6

9.5

8.7

8.2

6.416.9

5.817.0

7.1

5.2

TABLE Vm.

Density of nebulae of the galactic-equatorial areas (— 10 to + 10° gal. latitude).

A. Bright nebulae.

|1.9i4.1|2.0|1.7|1.9|4.4|3.1|4.1|4.4|2.7|3.4|1.6|4.3|2.0|2.4|l.l|3.1|3.4|2.1|2.5!2.2|2.8|2.4|2.2|

B. Faint nebulae.

|l.i;3.0I2.8|1.2!0.9|0.9|1.3I1.4|0.4|1.0|1.5|1.8|3.2|2.6|1.9|2.4|8.5|2.4|1.2|2.9|3.0|2.8!3.7|2.2|OOCOCbtO tsSbOl—'1—'I—'CDOiCOOOiOOO^ rf^i—OOOttOOOO °oooo ooooo
TABLE IX.

Intensity of the light of the Galaxy in gal. equal, areas, — 14° to -{- 14° gal. latitude.

(Values of the upper line north, values of the lower line south ofthe gal. equator).

1.14

0.82

1.29

1.00

1.19

0.37
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0.67

0.57 0.64

0.81
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1.14

0.80

1.20
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1.14

1.39

1.34

1.36

1.74

1.07

0.97

1.37

1.10

1.19
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but only for completeness, for especially for f lie faint nebulae these

data have but little value and especiallj- from the curves of table VIII

it may be easily seen that the material relatinii,- to the soulhcni hemi-

sphere cannot be compared witli that for the northern hemisphere.

Table IX gives for areas of 15° gal. longitude and 28° gal. latitude,

14 degrees on either side of the gal. equator, the brightness of the

light of the Milky Way expressed in terms of the mean brightness

of the northern hemisphere derived from the table of [). 18—19 of

Fia-. 2.

6

2

O
2

10-

Sagit.
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La distribution de Ia lamiere galactique by tlie author, (1903); there-

for we had only to accept that the diffused light of the Milky Way
in the middle areas (

—

T to -{- 2° gal. /3) is equally distributed.

A detailed discussion of these tables and of the curves which

are constructed by means of them (üg, 2) would lead us too far.

We shall only draw the attention to the following points :

The general smoothness and the small values of the ordinates of

the curve belonging to table VIII B, southern hemisphere, can cer-

tainly not lead to the conclusion that the nebulae in the southern

galaxy proper are indeed much sparser and more uniformly scattered.

It is remarkable that about 110° gal. longitude, even within the

galaxy proper the density of faint nebulae nearly equals their average

number in the entire northern hemisphere (8.5 and 10.0).

If we consider the general shape of the curves for the density of

the nebulae we perceive a certain contrast with the curves of table

IX for the galactic light — as compared with the minimum of IX the

maximum of VII seems somewhat displaced towards 90^ — but in

the details no complementary shape can be detected.

The most remarkable feature of the nebulaecurves is a strong

maximum about 100" to 110" in the northern and in the southern

hemisphere, which seems to find its counterpart, at least in the

northern gal. hemisphere, 180 degrees further on at about 280°.

If in the neighbourhood of the galactic zone the space occupied

by nebulae extended equally far in all directions from the sun

(which, with the suppositions we have made, would mean that

the nearest agglomerations of stars in that plane do not lie at greatly

varying distances) and if within that space the distribution of those

nebulae were almost uniform, there would be no reason why the

curves of VII and VIII show considerable maxima and minima.

We know, however, that the nebulae show a strong tendency to

occur in "streams" and "nests", hence in the details their distribution

must be very irregulai-. Consequently the peculiar positions of the

principal maxima of the curves might be explained by accepting one

or more nebular streams, running from 100° to 280° gal. longitude

somewhat obliquely towards the galactic plane. Obviously this

supposition is arbitrary.

Another acceptable explanation is that the region of the nebulae,

viz. the extra-galactic region, extends in and near the galactic plane

farther in the direction 100° towards 280° than in other directions;

in other words: that in the direction mentioned the galactic aggrega-

tions of stars are lying at greater distances.

It deserves attention that the line which in space connects the
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points represented by the greatest maxima of the nebulaecurve

(table VII), (exduding the maximum at 280° in the southern hemisphere,

due to the Nubeculae) is ahnost at right angles to the direction of

the great agglomeration of stars in Cjgnus (comp. (able IX, 30° to

45° north). If, as it has been argued in Aj:}. J. XII, 2 — comp.

Versl. K. A. v. W. 1897/98 — the agglomeration of stars in the

direction of Cjgnus forms the center of the mainly spirally arranged

galactic system, of which the unequally dense ^\indings surround

the sun, this result (if we also accept the other suppositions mentioned

in this paper) was to be expected.

For then (comp. fig. 3) the poorer region between the principal

Fia 3

star-windings in the galactic plane — which, as regards the type

of condensation of the matter, has been identified with the "extra-

galatic" regions (I'ich in nebulae proper) extending on either side

of the galactic plane — will extend furthest out in the direction

AB, at right angles to a line passing through the sun and the central

condensation of the system. This will especially be (he case at 90 degs.

from the central condensation or rather a little nearer to it in the

direction « where the great gap between the windings (Perseus
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region) is to be found. And indeed we find in table VII fig. 2 tlie

best marked maxima of the nebulaecurves at about 105" gal. longi-

tude at less than 90 degs. from the Cygnus region and a less strongly

pronounced one in the northern hemisphere at 280^.

The available material is certainly not sufficient for us to decide

with any probability whether the secondary maxima (at 165" etc.)

of the curves of the tables VII and VIII i-esult indeed from the

arrangement of the galactic agglomerations or wliefher they are

produced by a merely local accumulation of nel )u lac. Among such

"local deviations" from the uniform distribution we ought then also

to reckon the Nubeculae, which apparently have such a great in-

fluence on the distribution of the nebulae in the soutliei-n galactic

hemisphere. It siiould be borne in mind that the Nubeculae are not

connected by streams of nebulae with the southern Milky Way and

neither probably by streams of stars. Nor is the influence of the

vast nest of nebulae, which constitutes the Nul)ecula Maior percep-

tible in table VIII.

Finally, if the nebulae in the very distant regions of the system

remain in general invisible and hence are not included in the statis-

tical data given here, while they can be more easily photographed,

this would in connection with our preceding remarks exi)lain the

fact observed by Max Wolf {Sltzungsher. M'dnchenX.\X\,\l, \^.12Q)

that tlie mass of the very faint nebulae photographed by him are

scattered more uniformly over the sky than those observed visually.

Physics. — ''Dispersion bands in absorption spectra.'' By Prof.

W. H. Julius.

(Communicated in the meeting of May 28, 1904).

The appearance of absorption lines depends on various circum-

stances. As to the absorption phenomena in gases and vapours, such

conditions as temperature, density, pressure, velocity in the line of

sight, intensity and direction of magnetic field, have been fully

studied and discussed. In the present paper we purpose to show
that anomalous dispersion in the absorbing gas is also, to a great

extent, accountable for certain typical features of the dark lines.

An originally parallel beam of light, when passing through a

mass of matter, the density of which is unequally distributed, will not
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remain parallel and, generally speaking, the greatest incurvations

will be noticed in those rays, for which the medium has refractive

indices dilfering most from unity, i. e. in those which, in the spectrum,

lie closest to the absorption lines on either side. These particular

kinds of light, while diverging into space, will spread in many more
different directions than the average waves, and, as a rule, a smaller

portion of them will fall into the spectroscope, than of waves with

refi-active indices nearer to unity.

Accordingly, there must always be certain places in the absorp-

tion spectrum, from which light is absent owing to dispersion in

the absorbing vapour, for it may be taken for granted that the latter

is never absolutely homogeneous. These darker parts in the spectrum

we shall call dispersion bands. It stands to reason that these bands

will overlap the regions of real absorption; so they might easily be

mistaken for strengthened absorption lines, which no doubt has

often been done.

We will now look somewhat closer into the characteristics

by which dispersion bands may be distinguished from absorption

bands.

The curvature of a ray of light of a definite wave-length, at any

point of a non-homogeneous medium, not only depends on the gradient

of optical density at that particular spot, but also on the angle

which the beam makes with the levels of equal density. Its diver-

gence will be greatest when this angle is zero.

Strong ray-curving through anomalous dispersion in vapours may,

therefore, be artificially produced in two ways: first, by using masses

of absorbing vapour, presenting in a small space considerable dif-

ferences in density, such as e.g. occur in the electric arc ^); secondly

in larger spaces where the density varies but moderately, by making the

light travel over a considerable distance under small angles with

the levels of equal density.

I have chosen the latter method of investigation, especially on

account of the extensive use, which may be made of the phenomena

presenting themselves, by applying them to the interpretation of

numerous peculiarities of the spectra of celestial bodies ^).

The absorbing medium was a Bunsen flame, of a peculiar shape,

containing sodium vapour and so arranged, that the introduction of

the salt could be easily regulated.

1) H. Ebert, Wirkung der anomalen Dispersion von Metalldampfen, Boltzmann

Festschrift, S. 443.
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Fig. 1-

Fig. 1 represents a section

of tlie burner, yl is a cop-

per trough, 80 cM. long,

8 cM. wide and 5 cM. deep,

tliickly coated with varnish

and having a broad flange.

The planed brass plate B
is firmly screwed upon

the flange and a leather

packing makes the joint

air-tight. On this cover,

which has a rectangular opening 75 c.M. long and 2 cM. wide, are

fixed two brass rulers, C and C", 75 cM. long. Thev are so adjusted

that at they form a slit, having an exactly uniform width of about

0,1 cM. over the whole length. The prismatic s})ace between C and

(y is closed at each end by a small triangular brass plate. The
trough is filled to a certain height with a saturated solution of soda,

and into the remaining space a mixture of illuminating gas and air

is conveyed by means of tubes, entering at both ends. These tubes

are fed fVom a mixing bottle in which the gas and the air are being

driven through two separate regulating taps.

If now the flame were left to burn without any further precautions,

the slit would soon be closed in consequence of the onesided

heating of the rulers. It was therefore found necessary to place the

trough in a vessel with running water, reaching up to the burner.

In this way a uniform and steady flame was obtained.

A few millimeters below the level of the salt solution a platinum

wire P is stretched over the whole length of the lamp. Its ends are

soldered to insulated copper wires, which pass through the walls of

the trough, and are connected to the negative pole of a storage

battery of 20 volts. From the positive pole two insulated wires

lead to the ends of a long strip of platinum P' , which rests on a

glass plate at the bottom of the trough. As soon as the circuit is

closed, innumerable minute particles of the fluid rise into the space

1) The abnormal solar spectrum of Hale; the peculiar distribution of light in

several of the Fraunhofer lines, even in normal conditions ; tbe variations in the

average appearance of the spot spectrum accompanying the eleven year period,

all these phenomena have been easily explained from the considerations here

alluded to (See W. H. Julius, Proc. Roy. Acad. Amst. IV, p. 5SÜ— 602; 66iJ— 666;

V, p. 270-302).

The present investigation is a continuation of the experiments with the long

sodium flame, a short account of which has already been given on those former

occasions in support of our theory.
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R, and cause the flame to emit a beautiful, clear and constant sodium

light, the intensity of which can he controlled and regulated by means

of an aini)è)'emeter and a variable resistance.

In Fig, 2, a and h are shown two dif-

ferent wa3-s in which the light travels

through this long sodium flame. L repre-

sents the crater of an electric arc of 20

ampères. The lens A throvs^s an image of

the crater on the slit ^S\, which, in its turn,

is depicted by the lens B on the slit S^ of

a grating spectroscope. About half of the

conical beam of light which leaves A is

intercepted by the screen P, and the part,

which the slit S^ allows to pass, falls almost

entirely on the screen Q, wliich has been

shifted so close to the optical axis of both

lenses, that only a narrow streak of light

can reach the slit S^, through the middle of

B. The large gas burner stands on a hori-

zontal slide, which is movable up and down

and round a vertical axis ; thus, by means

of screws, it can easily be put in any

position required.

When the axis of the flame (which we

assume to be in its most luminous part,

i.e. a little above the blue-green core) coin-

cides with the optical axis of the system

of lenses, both the D-lines will be seen

symmetrically widened in the spectroscope.

If not perfect, the symmetry will easily be

corrected by slightly shifting the screens

P and Q.

Picture 1 Fig. 3 (see Plate) refers to the

case when the flame N is not burning; the narrow absorption lines

are due to traces of sodium surrounding the carbon points. When
the flame is burning, a very weak current passiug through the sodium

solution will produce the effect shown in 2. The photographs 3, 4

and 5 were obtained with currents of about 1, 3 and 6 amperes,

the flame always being in the symmetrical position.

We will now examine the case represented by Fig. 2, a. Here

the axis of the flame has been shifted 3 m.M. towards the right.

The narrow beam of light which reaches aS,, only penetrates that

Fig. 2 a. Fig. 2 h.
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part of the flame, where the density of the sodium vapour increases

from left to right. In a structure of this kind, waves, for which the

vapour has a great index of refraction, deviate towards the right,

e.g. ;S: G. They arc not intercepted by Q and consequently reach the

slit «S,. In fact, the presence of the sodium vapour allows similar

waves to enter that slit even in larger quantity than they would do

without it, for rays of this kind, issuing from the unco\ ered half

of A, which if travelling in a straight line would be intercepted by

Q can, when refracted, penetrate the lens B.

The case is entirely different for those kinds of rays for which

sodium vapour has refracfixe indices that are smaller than unity.

Such rays deviating towards the left (as shown in SJ^), are intercepted

by Q and consequently will be absent from the spectrum.

Nos 6, 8 and 10 are reproductions of photographs taken under

these conditions. On the left are seen the smaller, on the right the

greater wave-lengths (in fact, in the whole series of photographs the

stronger Z)-line appears on the left side); so it is obvious that really

the waves lying on the red-facing side of the Z)-lines, i.e. those for

which the vapour has high refractive indices, are strengthened by

anomalous dispersion ; and that, on the other hand, the waves on

the violet side have been considerably ivealcened.

Alternately with 6, 8 and JO the photographs 7, 9 and 11 were

taken. The position of the flame was now as indicated in Fig. 2, by

i. e. its axis had been shifted 3 mM. to the left, so that the central

beam had to traverse that part of the flame where the density of

the sodium vapour decreases from left to right. Here we notice that

the rays with low refractive indices deviate towards the right and

that a larger number of them reach the slit S^, e.g. S^K, whilsl the

rays with high refractive indices, such as S^G, are intercepted by Q.

Nos 6 to 11 show the effect of a gradual increase in the density

of the sodium vapour. In No. 12 we again notice the sharply defined

sodium lines after the flame has been extinguished at the end of

the series of experiments ; they are somewhat stronger than those

at the beginning of the series, because much sodium vapour had

spread through the room during the operations.

When carefully examining the original negatives it is possible in

most of them to distinguish the rather sharp central absorption lines

from the overlaying dispersion bands (especially in the photographs,

obtained when the position of the flame was symmetrical ; the repro-

ductions fail to bring out this peculiarity). Advantage has been taken

of this fact in so arranging the twelve photographs here reproduced,

that equal wave-lengths occupy corresponding places. Then it is seen
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that the "centres of gravity" of the two dark bands, as well as the

bi'ighter space between them, have been alternately shifted to the left

and to the right — a phenomenon which needs no further explanation.

As a matter of course the interposed flame causes the illumination

in the plane of the slit S^ to be very irregular, especially with

regard to those radiations undergoing anomalous dispersion in the

vapour. It is evident that some kinds of rays which are absent

from one part of that plane, will be found in excess at another.

The distribution of light in this irregular field of radiation might be

explored by moving S^, together with the spectroscope, within it. The

same object can be obtained with less trouble by means of a thick piece

of plate glass, mounted vertically between J3 and S, in such a manner,

that it may be moved round a vertical axis. When turning it a little

we make the whole radiation- field beyond the plate glass shift parallel

to itself, thus causing other parts to cover the slit. This influences

the aspect of the dispersion bands very materially. In certain positions

apparent emission lines of sodium vapour may happen to be seen,

which disappear as soon as the arc-light at S^ is intercepted ^).

In conclusion we wish to draw attention to a peculiarity we

repeatedly observed in the dispersion bands. The dark shading in a

dispersion band does not become deeper in proportion as we approach

nearer to the central absorption line, but seems to reach its maximum

obscurity at certain (though not always equal) distances on both

sides of the centre; whilst in the space between, the light appears

somewhat intensified just as if a wide absorption band had been

partly covered by a narrower emission band, the centre of which

is again occupied by the fine absorption line. This phenomenon

cannot, however, be attributed to radiation emitted by the absorbing

sodium flame; for in our arrangement the intensity of the emission

from the flame could bear no comparison with that of the arc for

corresponding waves. In order to make sure we tried to photograph

the emission spectrum of the flame, exposing the plate during the

same length of time and under the same conditions as had been

done for obtaining the absorption spectrum; but not a trace of any

impression could be detected on the photographic plate.

The light on both sides of the central line therefore originates

in the carbon points and this we explain on the principle of ray-

curving. The kinds of rays which are most strongly refracted in the

flame may, under certain conditions, be curved twice or even more

1) These bright lines originate in the same manner as the light of the chromo-

sphere. The chromospheric lines are not emission lines, but "bright dispersion bands".
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times, when passing nearly parallel to the system of the levels of

equal density (in the manner described on a former occasion ^)) and

will therefore have a greater chance of reaching the slit S„ than

rays which are less strongly curved. The relative intensity with

which the waves, belonging to those central parts of the dispersion

bands, appear in the spectrum increases with the distance over which

the light has travelled along such a lamellar or tubular structure.

Should the true absorption line happen to be exceedingly narrow,

the dispersion band may give the impression of a double absorption

band, which need not be symmetrical ").

We hold that the dispersion bands play an important part in many
of the well known spectral phenomena, such as the widening, shifting,

reversal and doubling of lines. In a subsequent communication I

purpose to examine from this premise various phenomena observed

in the spectra of variable stars and other celestial bodies.

Physics. — "Spectrolieliographic results explained by anomalous

dispersion.'" By Prof. W, H. Julius.

It is not surprising that the scientific world should be highly interested

in the beautiful results, obtained by Hale and Ellerman with the

spectroheliograpli ^). The brilliant method elaborated and applied by

these investigators enables us to see at a glance as well as to

study in minute details how tlie light of any selected wavelength

was distributed on the total solar disk at any given moment. W. S.

LocKYER, in giving an abstract from the paper here alluded to in

Nature N°. 1800, rightly entitles it : "A now epoch in solar physics."

Indeed, the spectroheliograpli proves capable of providing us with an

abundance of new information, which other existing methods could

never give and the value of which will remain, whatever may
be the ideas on the Sun's constitution derived from it.

But, nevertheless, even the most splendid collection of new facts

is useless so long as we have no theoretical ideas connecting them

with achieved knowledge. Hale and Ellerman, accordingly, in

1) Proc. Roy. Acad. Amst. IV, p. 596.

2) In Fig. 4 on the plate is given an enlargement of one of the photographs

obtained by an almost symmetrical position of the flame, it has been somewhat

spoiled in the reproduction. The original is less blotchy and the transition of the

dispersion bands to the bright background of the spectrum is there much more

gradual.

3) G, E. Hale and F. Ellerman, "Tiie Rumford Spectrolieliograph oftheYerkes

Observatory," Publications of the Yerkes Observatory, Vol. III. Part. I, (1903).
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describing the observed phenoiiiena, lay down quite definite conceptions

regarding- certain conditions and configurations of matter in the solar

atmosphere, by whicli the observed distribution of the light in the

image of the Sun is assumed to be produced. In Ihc cited publication they

put fortii the working hypothesis that Ihe "calcium-flocculi" or bright

regions showing themselves all over the image of liie Sun when it

is photographed in so-called calcium light, arc colunms of calcium

vapour rising above the columns of condensed vapours of wliich the

photospheric "grains" are the summits (I.e., p. 15). This hypothesis,

though at first proposed mainly as a guide to further research (I.e.,

p. 13), has been subsequently^) employed by the same authors with much

less restriction as the basis on which the photographs ought to be

interpreted.

The great authority of Hale and of such critics as W. S. Lockyer,

J. EvERSHED and others who, in abstracts from the work of Hale and

Ellerman, concur in most of the interpretations there given, might

cause the value of those ideas to become overestimated and extended

beyond the original intention of the authors.

It is not superfluous, therefore, to show how we may quite as well

account for all the new phenomena thus far revealed by the spectro-

heliograph, if we start from the entirely different conceptions of

the Sun's constitution, which the consequences of ray-curving in non

homogeneous media and of anomalous dispersion of light in absorbing

vapours have suggested to us.

Both these circumstances are left absolutely out of consideration

by Hale and Ellerman. Their conclusions are all founded on the

erroneous supposition that the monochromatic ligiit by which their

images of the Sun are photographed, has travelled from the source

in straight lines, and that they are right, accordingly, in supposing

light-emitting masses of calcium vapour to exist in the exact directions,

along which calcium-radiations seem to reach us. In making this

supposition they fall into the same error as one who would assume

the refracting facets of the crystal globe of a burning lam]) to be

independent sources of light.

Our new explanation of the spectrolieliographic results will be founded

on the hypothesis that the Sun is an unlimited mass ofgas in which

convection currents, surfaces of discontinuity and vortices are conti-

nually forming under the influence of radiation and rotation, so that

the various composing elements are mingled as conq^letely as nitrogen

1) G. E. Hale and F. Ellerman, "Calcium and Hydrogen Flocculi," Astro-

physical Journal XIX, p. 41—52.
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and oxygen in the Earth's atmosphere '). This hypothesis too will,

of course, want modification in the light of future results ; but for

the present it seems, so far as the visible phenomena are considered,

not to clash with any obser\ation or physical law.

The irregular motion of electrons in the deeper layers of the

Sun, where the density is very great, gives rise to the radiation

with a continuous spectrum. We shall only take tlds radiation

into account. Peculiar radiations, emitted by the more rarefied

outer parts of the gaseous body and giving a bright-line spectrum,

may perhaps add a perceptible quantity of light to the bulk, but

this selective emission, if present, does not play any part in our

explanations. So we behold the brilliant core of the Sun through

an extensi\'e envelope, consisting of a transparent but selectively

absorbing mixture of gases, into which the core gradually spreads.

It stands to reason that the a\'erage density of this envelope slowly

decreases in the direction from Sun to Earth ; but at right angles to

that direction the density must be in some places much more variable.

For it is a minimum in the axes of vortices ; and the average

direction of the whirl-cores, lying between the Earth and the central

parts of the Sun in the surfaces of discontinuity, differs but little

from our line of sight. The ra3'S of the Sun thus reach us after

having travelled a great distance along lines, making small angles

with the levels of slowest density-variation in a lamellar, partly

tubular, structure ^).

Under these circumstances the solar rays will be sensibly incurv^ted

on their way through the envelope, especially those suffering ano-

malous dispersion. As a rule, beams consisting of the latter kinds

of rays will show an increased divergence ; they will reach the

Earth with less intensity than the normally refracted light and so

will give rise to dark dispersion bands ') in the solar spectrum. And

the degree of divergence will not only be different with waves, which

in the spectrum are found at different distances from the absorption

lines, but it is also clear that the divergence with which various

beams of any definite kind of light arrive at the Earth must differ

largely according to the dioptrical properties, exhibited along the

1) A sketch of a solar theory, based on this hypothesis, is to be found in the

Revue générale des Sciences, 15, p. 480—495, 30 May 1904.

2) For considerations which have induced us to hold that a similar structure of

the Sun is very probable, 1 refer to former publications: Proc Roy. Acad Amst.

IV, p. 162—171; 589—602; V, p. 270—302.

"') W. H. Julius, Dispersion bands in absorption spectra, Proc. Roy. Acad, at Amst.

Vol. VII, p. 134.
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paths of those beams by the system of surfaces of discontinuity.

The foregoing inferences really imply the whole of our inter-

pretation of the results, thus far obtained with the spectroheliograph.

This we shall show by amply discussing some of their main features.

The broad dark bands, desi.s;nated by Hale and Et-lerman as H^
and K^ , are not absorption bands, but dispersion bands. Real absorp-

tion by the solar calcium vapour we hold to be restricted to the

central dark lines i/, and K^. The bright bands ƒ/, and K^, predo-

minating in the spectrum of the "flocculi" and attributed by Hale
and Ellerman to strongly radiating calcium vapour, result in our

theory from the fact, that with beams of light the wavelength of

which is very near to that of the central absorption lines, the

divergence may be diminished or even changed to convergence by
the tubular structure. Indeed, such rays deviate more strongly than

those standing farther from the absorption lines ; and as soon as they

undergo more than one incurvation, they have a chance of reaching the

Earth with increased intensity. This chance improves in proportion

as the index of refraction departs from unity, be it in a positive or

in a negative sense'). We conclude from it, that the brightness of the

calcium flocculi must, as a rule, increase as the monochromatic light

in which the Sun is photographed approaches the true absorption line.

This consequence of our theory exactly corresponds to one of the

chief peculiarities, which immediately struck Hale and Ellerman on

inspecting sets of photographs taken at short intervals of time with

the second slit in different positions within the H and K bands. In

order to account for the same fact, those investigators are obliged,

by their working hypothesis, to suppose that in higher regions of

the Sun's atmosphere the calcium vapour radiates more strongly than

in lower levels. This cannot be called a very satisfactory inference;

and less so, as the supposition is added that the incandescent vapour
is rising from much deeper layers and, therefore, considerably

expanding — a process during which, according to our physical

notions, the temperature must fall. Here we meet with a serious

difficulty ; Hale and Ellejl\n try to get rid of it by means of the

rather vague assumption, that some electrical or chemical effect may
be responsible for the bright radiation emitted by this calcium layer,

which is intermediate between two absorbing layers").

3) In the experimental investigation on dispefsion bands, before mentioned, this

brightening in the middle of the dark bands has been distinctly observed. Gf. also:

Proc. Roy. Acad. Amst. Vol. IV, p. 596.

2) Hale and Ellerman, Astrophysical Journal XIX, p. 44,
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Our theory can dispense with such additional hypotheses.

Another characteristic peculiarity, observed in every series of

photographs taken at short intervals with the slit set at various

points on the broad H and K bands, is the following. When the

slit is set, e.g., at a remote point of K,, the structure of the solar

image appears relatively fine, sharp and detailed ; approaching the

central line, we see some of the brilliant spots ^'anish, others grow

more extensive, especially those lying in the vicinity of sun-spots;

at the same time their outlines become less sharp, so that finally

the whole image gives us the impression of a coarser and at the

same time a more woolly structure ^).

Hale and Eli,erman hold that the successive photographs refer to

gradually higher levels and conclude that the masses of calcium

vapour must have a tree-like shape. W, S. Lockyer, in Natur

No. 1800, draws a scheme showing this conception.

Against this interpretation we propose the following one.

The amount by which the divergence of a beam of light is altered

in consequence of the presence of calcium vapour in the streaming

and whirling mass depends, of course, on the proportion of calcium

in the mixture, and besides on two other circumstances, viz. 1^"^ on

the position occupied in the spectrum by the selected kind of light

with regard to the absorption lines, and 2°'^ on the steepness of the

density gradients in the mixture along directions perpendicular to the

path of the beam.

Let us suppose the selected light to correspond to the extreme

edge of Hi or Kj, then its index of refraction differs but little from

unity. Accordingly, very considerable inecpialities of densitj' are required

to cause a perceptible change in the divergence of such beams.

Similar great inequalities may indeed occur at many separate places,

but at each of them they cannot, of course, extend very widely.

This accounts for the fine and rather sharply defined reticulation

shown by the so called "low-level" photographs.

If the second slit were set a little nearer to the centre of the line,

the distribution of the light in the solar image would at all events

differ considerably from that of the former case; for the indices of

refraction being very different for neighbouring waves within a dis-

persion band, the divergence of beams, starting from the same point

of the Sun, must vary largely with the wave-length. So it is clear

1) Such series of photographs are reproduced in: Publications of the Yerkes

Obervatory, Vol. Ill, Part I, PI. V, VI, X, XI, XII, XIII.
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that bright or dark spots, visible on one pliotograph, may be wanting
in the other.

Moreover, the general character of the image mnst change as we
approach the central line. For in proportion as the indices of refrac-

tion depart fi-om unity, slower variations of density suiïice for pro-

ducing sensible differences of divergence. And, as a matter of course,

in any whirling region slightly inclined density-gradients will take up
larger spaces than very steep ones. Besides, Avhen the second slit of

the spectroheliograph, haA'ing a given width, is set near to the central

absorption line, the wave-complex which it allows to pass, covers a
greater variety of refractive indices, than when it is set farther from
the central line. In the former case the distribution of the liijht in

the solar image must, therefore, be less differentiated. Both circum-

stances cooperate in causing the bright-and-dark structure generally

to appear coarser and more woolly in proportion as the spectro-

heliograph is adjusted for kinds of rays that are more liable to

anomalous dispersion.

From the same point of view it is not surprising that on photo-

graphs, taken in H^ or K, light, the calcium flocculi are parti-

cularly bright and extensive in spot regions, for in such regions

the "tubular" structure of the gaseous mass, by which the strongly

curved rays are kept together and conducted, is most developed.

Hale and Ellermann also mention "dark calcium flocculi" ^),

which they describe as special objects, visible in so-called "high-level

photographs" and not to be confounded with the general dark back-

ground, produced by the absorbing calcium vapour of deeper layers.

Dark flocculi often surround the large bright flocculi of spot regions,

as is shown e. g. in Fig. 4, Plate V of the cited publication. The

explanation given by them is, that we might have here some indications

of the cooler K3 calcium vapour, which rises to a considerably greater

height than the K, vapour of the bright flocculi.

In our theory the presence of these darker regions is a direct

consequence of the fact, that the particular distribution of the light

in the solar image is not produced by local absori)tion and omission,

but by irregular ray-curving. The rays are only caused to change their

places ; so an excess of light in the bright flocculi must necessarily

be counterbalanced by a deficit in the surroundings.

H and K are by far the broadest bands of the visible solar spec-

trum ; even with moderate dispersion the second slit of the spectro-

^) Publications Yerkes Observatory, 1. c. p. 19.

10
I

Pi'oceeclings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. VII.
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lieliograph could easily be set at different points within these bands.

When the dispersion of the instrument was increased by means of

a grating, photographs of the Sun could be obtained with light falling

entirely within a widened line of hydrogen or of iron.

Photographs made with Hs or Hy light showed also a flocky

structure, differing, however, materially from that obtained with H
and K. Hale and Ellermann therefore assume dark and bright clouds

of hydrogen to exist in the solar atmosphere. Upon the whole, but

not in the details, the hydrogen flocculi correspond in form and

position to the calcium flocculi photographed with H^ or K, light;

tlie general aspect of the photographs is fainter, the}^ show less

contrast, and the detailed structure obsei'ved in Hj or K^ light is

wanting. The most striking fact, however, is that the bright
c a 1 c i u ni f 1 o c e u 1 i o f t h e H, o r K, photo g r a p h s are
replaced o Ji the H 5 }) li t o g r a p h b y dark struc-
tures of similar for>n. Only in a few places in the vicinity

of sunspots small bright hydrogen flocculi occur which coincide

with parts of bright calcium flocculi.

Hale and Ellerman hardly make an attempt to explain these facts

which, in the light of their working hypothesis, are really puzzling.

We get a much clearer view of the matter as soon as we suppose

the widening of the hydrogen lines also to be produced by anomalous

dispersion, instead of by absorption only.

Indeed, the ray-curving in the solar gases must generally be less

with waves belonging to those narrower dispersion bands than with

waves lying near the centres of the broad H and K bands. Even

in the powerful whirls of spot regions there will only sporadically

be found places where the tubular structure is sufficiently marked

to keep together rays belonging to the dispersion bands of hydrogen

in the same way, as it does gather the strongly curved Hj and Kj

light in the large, bright calcium flocculi. Accordingly, we shall

meet with very few places in bright calcium flocculi, where the

photographs in H5 or Hy light also exhibit brilliant points. All the

rest of the bright H^ and K^ regions correspond to those parts

of the gaseous mass where the differences of density — though not

so excessive — are nevertheless very considerable; but whereas in

that structure the Hg rays are repeatedly cur\ed and may be made

to converge, the less strongly incurvated H^g rays will in the same

regions diverge and be dissipated in a considerable degree, thus giving

rise to dark places in the photographs. Outside the bright calcium

flocculi, finally, where the H^ and K^ photographs are dark in con-

sequence of increased divergence of the beams, no strong incurvation
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is given to (lie 11^^ or Tl^ liulil ; ;il lliosc |)l;u'('s the image of the Sun,

|)li()logra|)Iie(l in Iivdi'ogeii lines, must tlieretbre he leys dai-k.

The nither faint charaeter of the hydrogen tlocenli, the absence

of sharp outlines and of strong contrasts in the structural elements,

we ascribe to the dispersion bands of hvdrogen being relatively

narrow and so allowing rays with a great variety of refractive indices

to pass simultaneously through the second slit of the spectrohelio-

graph. The hydrogen pliotogra[)hs too would show liner details, like

those in Kj light, if the dispersion of the apj)aratus were still greater

and the second slit still narrower.

We believe that we have shown that every peculiarity, thus far

noticed in the photographs obtained with the spectroheliograph, may
easily be deduced from the same fiuidamcntal hypothesis regarding

the constitution of the Sun, which lias already proved capable of

giving a coherent interpretation of the solar phenomena known
before. Not a single new hypothesis w^as required.

Physiology. — ''On nrtific'ml (ind imtiwal iiercc-stuitulation dud ihc

qiuuiüt[i of ('iiei'<jij i/iro/rcd.'" By Prof. H. Zwaardemakek.

A living nerve, laid bare, can be stimulated artificially in a nund)er

of ways; there are but two kinds of stimuli, however, the effect of

which is instantaneous and whose strength can be accurately regulated,

namely mechanical and electrical stinudi. Mechanical stinnilation has

l)een considerably improved l\v an artifice of Schafere), who used

falling drops of mercury instead of electrically driven little hammers.

When using droplets the size of which is about equal to the breadth of

the nerve, even with a very small height of fall distinct effects we
obtain, manifesting themselves by contraction of the muscle which

has remained connected with the nerve. Scuafek himself obtained

this result with a drop weighing 100 mgr. falling through 10 mm.
In our lal)oratory his method gaxe still l)etter results; an effect was

noticed already with a drop of 50 mgr. and a height of fall of 5 mm.
Such a dro[i possesses at the end of its fall an energy of 24.5 ergs.

Not the energy as such is a measure of the stinuilus, however.

Apparently the energy has also in this respect to be considered

as consisting of aji intensity-factor and a capacity-factor '^), and this

1) Proc. Physiol. Soc. 20 Jan. iliUl.

2) W. OsTWALD. Ber. d. k. Sachs. Ges. d. Wissenschalicii 18".)2, matli. physik.

Gl. S. ^215.

G. Helm. Die Energetik in ilner gescliiclitl. Enlwickluug 1898 S. 277.

10*
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after its being' transfen-ed to llic iioi-vc. That it is not tlie intensity-

factor before the transfer which must be regarded liere as the [)liy-

siologically "auslösende" (liberating) force, appeai-s from some curious

results obtained on varying the height of fall. A fall of 5 mm.

gives an excellent lifting distance when the muscle is loaded with

50 grams, which is reduced to "/., with a fall of Jo mm. and to \/j

with a fall of 30 mm. Consequently a smaller effect is found when

the velocity with which the drop comes down is increased, instead of

a larger effect. This would be impossible if the intensity-fact(tr of the

kinetic energy of the falling drops had been decisive. On diniiiiishiug

the height of fall agaiji the original lifting distance returns').

The second kind of artificial stimuli cau be measured in a very

simple manner if at the instance of Cvi51i-skv, Mai{Ks, HooHWiui and

others, condensers are used. A pielimiuary trial in the laboi-atory

showed that the best results are oblaine<l with a condenser of a

capacity of 0.004 microfarad. This has only to be charged to a

potential of 0.012 \olts to show already a conli'action of the Jierve-

miiscle preparatio]!. The available energy in this case amoimts to

0.00029 ergs, which i^ much less than what was found for mecha-

nical stinndation 'j

But it is clear that the one as well as the olhei' i> a most unsatis-

factory way of stimulating. The mechanical slinniiiis only i-eaclies

part of the axial cylin<lers consliluting the nerNe-biindle and it is

questionable whether the softness of the mass does not to a great

extent obviate the suddenness of the pressure. The electrical discharge,

although more instantaneous, s|)reads in no small measure, besides

over the axial cylinders, also oxer the sheaths and the septa between

the separate fibres. A means of diminishing the resistance and so

making the time of discharge shorter is hitherto lacking. It is always

the full resistance of the nerve, measured across, which one is obliged

to ])ut in.

These difliculties will never be completely overcome with artificial

stimuli; in order to find the real minimum one must have recourse

to natural stimuli. It is oidy with sensory nerves that we have these

at our conunand for the present.

There are two organs of sense in which the nerve-cells themselves

(or their immediate prolongations) receive the stimulus, viz. the

organs of sight and of smell. In the former case it is the rods and

1) An analuguub phtjnumeiioii has been observetl by Wede.xsky for laradic

stimuli (of a freiiuence of lüO per second).

~) J. Cluzet. Journal de Physiologie et de Pathologie générale 1904 p. 210 gives

as smallest values 8, 5 and 7, 2 milli-ergs.
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cones, ill llic hiKer tlic fine siiu'lliiiu-liairs wliicli hodi lunii |»;ii'l of

llio Jerniiiial ikmitoh. Wc will considcM' llic stiiniil.ilioii (ff lliese senses

a litUe more closelv.

A. Organ of sight.

If one looks llii'oiigii an ai'lilicial oi'ilice of '2 mm. at a small

Hefner lamp a( a dislance of (> meli-es, a dclinih^ ainoiml of (he

lio-jit emitted hv the lamp ^vill enl(M- the eve. 'J'his enei'U'v is eon-

eentrated on a small eirenmscript Held of the retina, where cones and

rods lie readv to r(M'ei\(' the light-stinudiis. When llu' room is maile

dark and the light is made f'eebkM- hv a system of more or less

crossed Nichols, the much less sensitive cones will at last cease to

he active and the feeble glimmei- that i-emains, w ill Ik» |)ercei\ed l»v

means of the rods oidv. For this the \ isiial axis w ill Iia\e to dexiate

a little, as in the fovea centralis itself no rods occur, so that the

point-shaped feeble little star seems to be displaced a little upward,

at any rate for my eye.

It is clear that with such an arrangement of the experimejd those

i-ays oidy will be eliective that are absorbed by the purple of the

I'ods. According to A. K()mo ^) these are the rays the wa\e-length

of which ranges from ()()() to 420 micra. From K. ANCiSTuöM's recent

determinations "-) we know the energy of this [)art of the spectrum

for the llefnei- lamp. It is '2M\ XlO"'^ gram-calories per second

and j)er sipiare centim. at a distance of one meli-e. At a distance

of (J metres this becomes 0.03 ergs per second and per sipiare c(Mitim.

In this experiment we sup|)osed the Hefner lamp to be looked at

through a system of moi-e oi' less ci'Osse<l Nichols, leaxing oid\' a

feeble glimmer. IJesides this \ve will also iuscrt an instantaneous

shutt(M- the time of exposition of which has been adjusted so as lo

give the most favourable results for feeble \isual impi-essioiis. From
a series of experiments by Messi's. (Jki.ins and Noyons, the results of

which will be commuincated later by these genlhMuen llieinsel\es, 1

knew that a time of exposition of the oimIcm- of a iuilli-s(M'oud is most

suitable. An insti-umeid formerly used by Dr. Lvvn and described in

his doctor-dissertation ''), \vith slits mo\ inu in o|t|»osite <lii-ections, gave

expositions of about 0.(1 milli-second. i-epcalcd cxcry 0.0() second.

Uy these two means in addition to the nai-row ness of oriticc, hence

in all by three circumstances:

1) A. KöNiG. Stzlier. d. Bei liner Akadoniio 1S94 p, r)85.

~) K. AiVdSTRÖM, the Physical P.cvifw, Vol. XVlll p. 'M)2, lOO'.}.

^) H. A. Laan. Onderz. Physiol. Lab. Utreclilsclic Hoogeschool. (5) III p. 182.
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'J. ci-ossijiii,' of the Nichols

2. shorter (iiiie of ex[iositioii

3. jiari-()\\ oi'ilice

tlic stimulus which otherwise would have amounted to 0.03 ergs per

second and ])er square centini. was still considerably enfeebled.

The Nichols were coin|>letely crossed at 28° 12' of the scale.

Hence full light was oblaiueil at 118° 12'. In this position, which is

most favourable foi' the Iransniission of light, something is lost on

and in the Nichols as well as on and in the media of the eye, but

we shall neglect this amount, since it is small compared with the

uncertainty of the coefKicienl (»f absorption of the retinal purple, which

we will take into account j)resently, and of the distui-biug iiilliieiice

of adaptation, ^vhich cannot be entirely eliminated.

When the instantaneous shutter is moving and gi\es a Hash evei'y

0.06 sec. one of the Nichols is slowly tni'ued. The sharp image of the

flame disappears and instead of it we see a dot-shaped glimmer, which

at last seems to move a little upward. A minimum glimmer 1 found

lüitJiont prrv'wiis adaptation to tin' dark

coming from the right at 3(5°. (>' of the scale

coming from the left at %f „ ,, ,,

which means a i-olation of tho Nichols of 82°. (V and 81°.48' oi- a

mean I'otation of 81 .57' reckoned from the position foi- full light.

On account of the crossing of the Nichols we may assume that

the intensity in the ratio of cos'. 81°. 57' to cos\0° or as 0.0196 to J

.

liesides the time of exposition was oidy 0.6 milli-secoiids e\ery time.

Finally the artificial pupil had a surface of no more than 0.0314 cur.

l>v all these circumstances the original (piantity of energy of0.03

ergs, contained in the rays that can be absorbed by the rods, has

been reduced to

0.0196 X <>,<><><>6 X 0.0314 X <><>'^ ("1',^'^ = 1-1^ J<^~' ('I'g'^-

From the measurements of absorption by A. KciNio it follows that

^'5„ of the light of these rays is retained in the retinal purple and

since only the really absorbed light must be taken into acc(Hiut for

the stimulation, this amount is still further reduced to

0.02 X l.l-K)"' (^I'g-s = 2.2X ^<>^'" ^t'g^-

In a second series of experiments with a time of exposition of

0,00062 sec. repeated every 0.64 sec, and an angle of the Nichols

of H4'42' from the position of full light, I found

0,00854 X^^-^^^^^^^^^X^^'^l-AX^^^^S ergs = 4.9 x lO'-' ergs.

And \/5„ part of this is again
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0.02 X 4.9 X J0-" = 1 X H)-'" Ei-gs.

So the energy capable of causing iUo impression (jl" an extrenielv

feeble gHnuiier is, in Hie case of (>ccenlric vision, of Hie order of
1.10-1" ergs. This (pianlitv would iiave been found still iOO times

less if 1 had completely ada[)ted myself to dai'kness. By a corre-

sponding method Messrs. (Irmns ajid Noyons made such experiments,

which will be |)id)lishe(l lal(M-.

The transformation of the relinal purple into retinal yellow nnder
the intluence of light is a reversible process. Hence it nnist depend
on a displacement of the equilibrium, which towards the end of the

adaptation is complete, in a direction opposed to the chemical forces

which are the cause of il. The small variation of thermodynamic
potential, brought about in the api)endi\ of the retinal nerve-cell bv

a qnantity of energy of the order mentioned, is sufticient to cause

a state of stinndation in this nerve-cell. Hence the natural nei-ve-

stimulus can be laken e\'er so much smallei- than the arlilicial slimulus,

e\'en in its most fa\()ui-able forui.

B. Organ of smell.

U one wishes to make an attempt at calculating the value of the

energy of the natural stinnibis in the case of the organ of smell,

this can be done iji the following mannei-.

In llie so-called smelling-box ') (a closed s|)ace of (^4 lili'es, liaxiug

glass walls on all sides), let a smelling subslance be diliiled to the

utjnost degree at which il is still [)erce|)lible. Lei Ihis be done by

(•(unpletely evapoi'ating a few di'0|)s of the substance itself oi- of an

a(pieous solulion of il. T^et llieii a little air from Ihis space be suilled

in. The (piautity of air inhaled iji a single snitf is estimated by

\ ALKNTiN at 50 cc. whicli T believe to be cori'ecl, since \u snilïing

at my oHacto-meter (which is done unilaterally) 30 cc. are inhaled

oil the avei-age. If we now suppose that |)art of this air is directly

conxeyed to the olfactory fissure, in iIk^ most faxoiirable case the air

lliei'c present will be i-eplaced by fresh air |)ei'l"umed in tli(> mauiier

indicated. In this case ± 0.2 cc. of this air is in contact with the

olfactory mucous membi-ane on both sides of the uarroxv fissiir(\

We shall now indicate foi- a few substances the (|uaiitity that must

be present in 0.2 cc. in order to be exactly pcrceixcd by the smell.

This quantity is for

1) Pliysiologie dcs Geriichs. Leipziy: ISO.j p. 34.
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mctlivl alcolidl (I.OOO.OH iu<ir.

formic acid (I.OOO.j^ iiiüt.

acetone O.ÜOO.OOB mgv.

camplior 0.0()0.()()().()()9.fi mgr.

ioiioii ().()()().()( )().<)( )().() 19 ni.oT.

Let lis restrict (nirsclves to tlicsc suhslaiices lor llie present. Wlieii

fiiUy oxidised tliey are converled iiilo tl,O and VO^. Hence llieir

products of coniWiisiioii may \)o considered as enlirely indilferenl

additions to tlie cell-substance if they are j)rodnced gradually and

in small ((uaidilies. If we regard smell as an inlra-molecular pro|)erty,

which is |)roI)able for these substances (leaving it an oi)en question

whether foi' substances containing atoms like S, As, etc. smell

uuiy ])erhaps dei)end on intra-atomic conditions), the (|uaiitily of

energy involved in an olfactory stimulus will ne\er exceed tli(> heat

of combustion.

For the four tirst-mentioned std)stances the heal of coud)ustiou is

kiio\NU and auu)uiits to 5.7, J. 5, 7.5 and 9.3 gram-calories |)er milli-

gram respectively; that of iouon is uidvuown, but may be estimated

at 9.(j gram-calory. Theji the quantities of energy involved here

(for the anu)unt of smelling substance contained in 0.2 cc.) are for:

methyl-alcohol 14443 ergs

formic acid 74(10 ,,

acetone 25'20 ,,

canq)hor 3.9 ,,

iouon O.OO.S ..

Attenq)ts made in ordei' lo iiiid oiil how much of these smelling

substances is absorbed iu llie oltacloi-y mucous mendiraue were

hitherto uusuccessfid. Neither in oil, nor iu Jierve-substaiice we were

able to detect an appreciable (puintily of iouon, after they had

been left in contact for some time with an atmosphere of ioiu)U.

Pi-esumably vei'y little is absorbed. Moreover it follows from the

remai'kably dilferent degree iu which chemically related substances

show smelling power ^) that only an extremely small part of the

intra-molecular energy displays any olfacto-chemical etfect. So we

are justitied iu assuming that here also the minimum stimulus in

the nerve-terminal will later api»ear to be of the order of the light-

stimulus or even smaller.

1) Onder/.oekingpn Pl\ysiol. Lai), d. Utroclit.sclio Hoogescliool (.5) IV. p. 232.

Chloiol'oi'm, bromoform, iodoiüini have a specific smelling-power of which the

mutual ratio is as 1 : 69 : 153 24.
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So of the direct natural nerve-stimuli moments only the lig-ht-stimnlns

has for the present been (|uantitatively ealculated. Hearing hi mind
that the stimulus we found in wlial pi-eeedes to he of the order
10~^" ergs, is a minimum stiundus ou a small Held of the retina

scarcely measuring 0.002 s(|uai'e millimetres, whereas the total surface

coidaining retinal purple is put by König at 700 s(|. nun. ; mor(M»ver

bearing in mind that the light of the sun at iMarseilles is estimated

by Fabuy ') at 100.000 candles and Ihat tliis enters the eye not

under an angle of 23', under which the Hefjier lamp was seen, but

from all parts of the tield of view, it will be clear that the light-

stimuli of ordinary life can by no means be called innneasurably

small. Nor do they act for a single milli-second bul all day long.

The energy entering the nervous system in this way will not be a

fraction of an erg but a munber of ergs. It is diflicult to make an

estimate in this respect as with strong light not the rods but the

cones serve as terminal apparatus and in these telenenrons only by

analogy a photochemical [)rocess is assumed, which for the rest is

unknown to ns. Therefore we inust refrain from such an estimate,

l)ut at the same time it seems to us to be iindoubtable that the

ner^•ous system receives relatively large quantities of ejiergy in a

different ^vay from that by metabolism.

1, Gompt. Rend. 7 Dec. 1903.

(August 26, 1904).
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of position isomeric derivatives of the benzene series". (Communicated by Prof A. P. N.
Franchimont), p. 191.

J. C. Kluyver : "Evaluation of two definite integrals", p. 201.

C. A. J. A. OuDE.MANS: "On Leptostroma austriacum Oud., a hitherto unknown Leptostro-

macea living on the needles of Pinus austriaca, and on Ilymenopsis Typhae (Fuck.) Sacc. a

hitherto insufficiently described Tuberculariacca, occurring on the withered leafsheaths of Typlia
latifolia", p. 206. (With one plate).

C. A. J. A. OuDKMANS: "On Sclerotiopsis pityophila (Corda) Oud., a Sphaeropsidae occurring

on the needles of Pinus silvestris", p. 211. (With one plate).

EuG. Dubois: "On an equivalent of the Cromer Forest-Bed in the Netherlands". (Communicated
by Prof. K. Martin), p. 214.

H. Kamerlingh Onnes and C. Zakrzewski : "Contributions to the knowledge of van dek
Waals' /--surface. IX. The condition of coexistence of binary mixtures of normal substances

according to the law of corresponding states", p. 222. (With 2 plates).

H. Kamerlingh Onnes and C. Zakrzewski : "The determination of the conditions of coexis-

tence of vapour and li{[uid phases of mixtures of gases at low temperatures", p. 233. (With one
plate).

J. Weeder: "A new method of interpolation with compensation applied to tlie reduction of

the corrections and the rates of the standardciock of the Observatory at Leyden. IIohwü 17,

determined by the observations with the transitcircle in 1903". (Communicated by Prof. II. G.
VAN DE Sande Bakhuvzen), p. 241.

The following papers were read

:

11
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. VII.
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Physics. — ''The derivation of the /onna /a a'hich (jives the rehition

between the concentration of coe.vistint/ phases for hinary

mixtures" \\\ Prof. J. D. van der Waals.

(Communicated in llic meeting oi' Juno 25, lOUi).

Already in m\ niolccular tlicory (CoiU. 11, p. 10) 1 derived a

foriiiula for the conceiilration in coexisting phases of binary inixtnres.

This formula has the following form

:

/ db da I / db da

1 X dx dx ] \ X dx dx
MRT

I

+ MRT = MRT I -f MET
I

1

—

X V— b r )j I 1

—

X V— b

In the case tl)at the second phase is ;i i-arelied gasphase, tl

.V

second member is simplilied to MJiT I and \ve find

:

1—X

da dl> 1

V

'le

1

—

X. \dx dx } . . . . (1)X. 1

—

X, {dx dx ]

IIT I
'

' =\ MRT

Fi'om lliis 1 have (U-a\vn the concbision tlial I he circumstance that

two coexisling |)hascs have tlio same conceiilralion can oidy occur

ax
for mixliires, for which a niiuiniuiu value of the (pianlilv - occurs,

bx

and so a nnniiuiiui \ahie foi' (lie ci'ilical temperature. For the

limiting case, >vitli exceedingly low \alnes of 7', the mixture for

which — has a minimum value, would be exactlv the mixture, for
bx

which the value of .v is the same in the two jthases; but for in-

creasing values of T this concentration shifts to the side of the

substance with the lowest value of the size of the molecules. (Cont.

II, p. 19 and p. 120).

Afterwards I have derixed in "Ternary Systems" for equation (1)

the following equation:

X, l-x,_ fdTk )_dpk

1—
.I'l .^'2 I dx pk «-*

which also holds only approximately for the case that the second

phase is a rarefied gas-phase. For the derivation of (2) I have not

directly used the equation of state, but I have considered the well-

P Tt-T
known formnla for the vaponr-pressnre —1^=/——— as sulli-

pk ^

ciently accurate for licpiid volumes which are not much smaller
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than that of the [iressure of coincidence (pressure of (lie saturated

vapour for the unsplit mixture).

Equation (2) however, can also be found directly from the ecpia-

tion of state. It was to be expected that this was possible, because

as I have shown in "The liquid state and equation of condition"^)

the formula for the vapour maj be derived from this equation. If

we want to find also for the factor /' the real value of about 7,

it is necessary to consider It as function of the volume. This not

only renders the derivation very complicate, l)ut it places us before

the unsolved question: in how far is the decrease of h wilh (he

volume to be ascribed to real or quasi diminution ?

I have therefore confined myself for the moment to examining

what follows for the form of (2) from the equation of state, when
b is put independent of the volume.

We have then to reduce

:

(lb da
MRT — ^

dx diC

V— h V

We write for this successively

:

db daMRT— —
dx dtC / (t \ db 1 da

V— b V \ ü'v t/tt'" V dx

a
d-

_ db b fa a\db n l\da
~~ ^' Jx~ ^ '^ [? ~ b^J dx ^Xj^bjdx'
dbfl l\ f\ \\da

-Now tor a ~\ — — — we mav write
b\c^ by V'* ^J'f'ax

a{c—b)
\
1 (/,( c^b 1 db

I
a{c-b)

\
1 da 2 db / b\\ db

be { a dx V b dx
]

bv | a dx b dx y c J b dx

a{v — b)

and as according- to the equation of state — is equal to
bv

ail'— b) — b\--l = MRT + {MRT - cp)-j-
be o

we find after some reductions:

db da a . a aMRT— — d- dl~~ dl-
dx dx db b b^ c— b i'

i'

=/> T~l-+ ^1^^^^' -^ I
-y^ {MRT-cp) --— 4-

ax dx dx (> ax

v—b 1 db
+ ^---iMRT-p{r-b)\ (3)

h b ax

1) These Proc. VI. p. 1:23.

jLJL;
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We may also write the second member of (3) as follows

:

I dl^
/

uib c b' (c—bydi,'^

^' \l~c~~b
^''~

' ~tLv ¥~d~f\
~

a a a«— a I— (I loii —
b

, ,„ b^ i'—b -^ b . . . . U)

d.v d,v V (Lv

In order to examine Uie general valne of the qiianlilv which is

to be reduced, we have to distinguish two cases. The first case,

that V — h is small and p (v — b) may be neglected compared with

A/RT. In this case (4) may be simpliiied to:

a a
d- ill-

db b .„ b^

p 1- MRT
(If d.v dx

The second would hold for high pressures; then the value of

p {p — b) approaches (o MRT, when v approaches to b. In this

case (4) is simplified to:

a
d~

db b

P T-'
ax ax

As we assume coexistence with a rarefied gaspliase we have only

to deal with the first case. In tiie second there would not even be

question of coexistence with a second phase. We find now for the

formula, giving the relation for the concentration of the two phases

:

(a a -X

d dl-\lb b' I

,—.,^ .o., MRT 'd^ d^^^
,

-. - --. . . (5)

in which p — is neglected, or rather where it is cancelled by an
dx

almost equal value, which ^vould occur in the second member of

the equation given at the beginning of this paper.

Let us put:

and

MRT, = -
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27 . .

The iactor —- is iji pertecl coiicordaiu'c willi (lie tactor which
o

occurs in tlie fbnmila of the vjiponr pressure, wlien we put tlie

quantity h independent of tiie vohinie. I iiave sliown before tiiat it

must be aboul doubled, when we assume variability for /^ — or ratlier

27
the tactor -^ is not increased, but the assumption of the smaller

o

value of b comes to (h)ubiini>,' the factor, when we sul)stitute the

a
value of //, foi" y . Without carrying out the elaborate calculations,

whicli in our case might be the consequence of assumption of the

variability of b, 1 think to be justified in concluding to the doubling

of that factor as a sufficiently ap})roximated value. Then we find

back exactly the same value as 1 had found in "Ternary Systems", viz.

1—
.t'l A', \T d.v pk d.vj^

in which formula ƒ ma}^ put about 7.

. ^fc
, ^ ,.

dlpk
As -———— = A, we mav put tor ——

:

d lofi Ti: d log h

dx div

Hence (G) becomes

:

1 - .v^ .v.^ \T tJ d.v ^ h d.v ^
'

dh
From the form (7) we derive, that onlv wiien = 0, and so

d,r

when the molecules of the mixed sul)staiu'es are of the same size,

the concentration of the coexisting phases is the same for the mixture

with minimum critical tempei'ature. If the size of the molecules is

not the same a\^=,i'.^ for tlie mixture for which

f 1 \ dTi, 1 dh
(8)

T TfJ d.v h d.v

dh
, ,

Tf — is positive, as is the case tor nuxtures of acetone and etiier
d,r

(ether as second component), then ,r = .i\^ for a mixture for wliicli

dn
d.v

and therefore also the maximum pressure in the ^;, .i' line has shifted

to the side of the conqxment with fhe smallest molecule. If we

multiply both members of (8) by T, the shifting pro\es to increase

is negative. Then tiie concentration wliere ,i\ and .i\ are ecpuil
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for increasing valne of 7 ; and so wo arrive at a t'onclusion, to

which I came ah-eadj before, \'iz. that the concentration of the

maximum value of /> in the p, ,v curve is sufficiently the same as

that of the mixture with minimum critical temperature onlj for the

very lowest values of T. It only appears that already at ordinary

temperatures the shifting mentioned above may be rather considerable.

A consequence of this is, that the shifting between the ordinary

temperatures and T r= Tt may be only slight. This shifting is however

the greater as the ditlerence in the size of the molecules is the more

considerable, and as the dcci'case in critical temperature takes place

the more slowly.

Now^ that we have found an approximate value for [l,^, wt can

immediately derix^e from it an api)roximatc value foi' \.i\, a quantity

which must be known, if in the equation :

the factor of dx^ is to be considered as known. We have viz.

^%\ i 1 )

We lind theji

a a

1 /> ¥

or

^*' ~ Mirrdr' "^
dn:'

'

^* ' ~" T d.c'
"^

civ'

So for small vapour pressure the equation:

I A//> \ _ \
1 ƒ ^Tfc cl^pk^]

holds approximately.

fP Tj.

Tn general the quantitv —-^ will be positive, and this is certamly
^ '

• d,v^^

so when there is a minimum value for 71-; the value of the other

term may change this of course. But as a rule ft".,, will be found

neaative for normal substances.

In the value of the quantitv -(^7,) only one of the two parts

of u'r occurs, viz. and not the other part -—- . bo only the
^ ' T dx, «'''i

part depending on 7' is kept. In different ways the value of this quantity
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may be found. If is Ciisily found from the equation, occurnng in

Conl. II p. 146, sliglitly reduced, viz

:

MRT ^^ if -r I i

From tiiis form we derive, keeping ,i\ constant:

_^ ^_ dT d{iij,^ — .v, fig-i— 1)

pdT r"~-^_^.^_^,.^^//,. dT

for which we may write:

dp 1^ _ ^
(/.u'fi d (ft,^ — .7?^ ft'aj

)

r/i — ''"2
TTTi r
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If tlic giupliical I'cpresenlatioii ul" Tk as fmictioii of ,/', is a curve

(Cont. II, p. 45), lying everywhere above tlie tangent, wliic-li is the

case when 7-74-7-7 — 7-7- i^^ positive, then 7^, + (''2— -^'i)
-7-" ^^

smaller than 1\ .

If we draw a tangent to liie curve in the point .I'l, this tangent

cuts the ordinate of ./'^ in a jtoint which lies lower than the curve,

and the distance from that jioint of intersection to the curve is a

measure for the quantity of heat required for mixing the condensed

vapour with the li((ui(l pliase considered. As ft''^. consists of two

terms, the latter of which is only negative, when the mixing in the

liquid state is atteiuled by absorjttion of heat, we are not justified

in expecting that this latent heat of mixing alone determines the

sign of fi".,.

Physics. — "On Rc-cuitcs of mivture.'i of acetone and ethyl-ether

and of carbon tetrachloride and acetone at 0° 6'." By G. 0.

Grrkits. (Communicated by Prof. J. D. van dkk Waai.s).

(Communicated in the meeting of June 20, 1904).

The imperfect concordance found by Cunaeus ^) between the rela-

tion deduced by van uek Waals *) in his theory I)et^veen the vapour

tension o\er a mixture of two liipiids, the molecular concentration

of the vapour and that of the li(piid, induced us to take up the

investigation once more according to the same method as had been

used by Cunakus and with the same substances, acetone and ethyl-ether.

Afterwards also mixtures of carbon tetra(!hloride and acetone were

examined.

It had viz. appeared, that improvements might be applied to the

method of investigation.

By means of the determination of the refractivity of the vapour,

both of the simple substances and of the mixtures, the molecular

concentration of the \apour was determined by means of the law

of BioT and A rag o .

This determination of the refractivity w^as made according to the

method of Lord Rayj,eigh '') also follow ed by Cunaeus ").

^) Cunaeus, Proefschrift, Amsterdam, lO(K), biz. 47— 51.

-) VAN DER Waals, Arch. Néerl. 24, hlz. 44 : Gontinuilat des gasf. und fliiss.

Zuslandes II, biz. 137.

=*) Rayleigh, Proc. Roy. Institution, Vol. XV, Part. 1, pag. 1 ; Proc. Roy. Soc.

Vol. 59, bk. 201.

*) Cunaeus, Proefschrift, biz. 4—0. Proc.
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RvVLKiGii ahvays compares flic j>avS, tlic refmcfivity of wliirli lie

wishes lo dcteniiine, with di'v air tVec from earbonic acid. He lakes

care that I lie gas and the air are both in such circiimslances liuit

tiieir refraclive indices are Ihe same in liiese circumstances, which

may be lesled by means of a Frannliofers' diirraction [)henomenon.

This equality of refraction indices is obtained by regulating the

pressure of the two gases. With the aid of a calhetomeler and (he

barometer the pressure is determined, and from the two pressures

the refractivity of the gas.

This is applied to mixtures of vapours coexisting with mixtures.

The pressure of the air, the refractivily of which is compared with

that of the vapour, is regulated in such a way that the vapour and

the air are in such circumstances that their refractive indices ai-e the

same.

From the relation between the pressures the molecular refractivity

of the vapour (or of the vapour mixture) may be determined, the

law of BiOT and Arago gives then the concentration of the vapour

mixture .i\.

The vapour pressure is of course, also kno^^'n. The concentration

of the liquid was obtained by Aveighing the original quantities of

liquid brought into the apparatus, and diminishing each witli the

weight of the quantity of that substance in the vapour.

The arrangement agreed on the whole witii that of Ounaeus. It was

a moditication of one given by Frauxhofer based on the interference

of light, which fell through two vertical parallel slits, after having

passed through two tubes of equal length, shut off by two plates of

plate-glass. Then it was converged by the object-glass of a telescope

and the diffraction phenomenon brought about in this way, was

observed by means of an eye-glass consisting of two cylindric lenses.

In one of the tubes mentioned the vapour is found, in llie other

ail' or dry carbonic acid, the refractivity of \vhich was known, and

tlie pressure of a\ hich was now regulated in such a way that the

diffraction phenomenon occupied the place which it would also have

taken, when the two tubes had been filled with the same gas under

the same circumstances.

The two tubes were connected with open manometers and an

apparatus to increase or decrease the jiressure of the air.

The improvements which were applied, were chiefly the following :

Isf. The tw^o substances which were used for the determination

were sealed in two separate small pieces of glass lube, so thai the

air could be removed from the liquid as much as possible by boiling

the liquid under decreased pressure.
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KoHNSTAM.M ^) lias prox'Cfl tlijit llio way iii wliicli those liltlc (ul)es

are filled, may give rise to ei-rors in the deteriniiialioii of the vapour

pressure, even when they are filled with a simple substance, and

not as with Cunaeus with a mixture. '^}

2"^l By adjusting a glass spiral lietween the globe in which the

liquid was brougiit and the experimental tube the globe could be

violently shaken, which {)revented insufficient mixing of the layers of

the liquid.

3''f^. The difference in appearance between successive fringes was

very slight with Cunaeus, which rendered the adjustment of the

movable interference phenomena compared with the firm, pretty un-

certain. By taking a more favourai)le relatioii of the distance between

two corresponding edges of the slits to the width of each of those

slits, spectra were distinctly visible on the sides of the bands, all

turning their violet rim to the middle fringe. So there was a means

of ascertaining the latter.

Moreover it was investigated whether possible absorption of vapour

on the [)lates of plate glass would have influence on the course of

the ^Ai'-curves. This appeared not to be the case, however, so that

this was no longer done in the examination of the second mixture.

The temperature at which the substances were examined, was 0°C.

The substances were obtained from KAin-BAUM at Bei'lin and were

purified before use by distillijig them a few times by means of

a YorN(; and Tuomas' •') dephlegmator with twelve constrictions.

The mixture acetone-ethyletlLev.

The results of the experiment are stated in Table I. (p. lt)5). For the

refractivity that of dry air free from carbonic acid has been taken

as unity, the pressure is given in mm. of mercury at 0°C. Ethylether

must be considered as admixture.

The i>.i\ ,r.^ diagram obtained in this way is graphically repre-

sented in fig. 1.

From the course of the curves appears: There is a maximum
pressure, just on the side of the ether.

The point of inflection" found by Cunaeus is also found liere, and

at about .v.2 = 0,66.

1) IvoHxsTAMM, Proefschrift, Amsterdam, 1901, biz. 170—180.

-) How dillicult it is to get tlie substance pure and free from air has been lately

observed once more by Teichner, Ann. de Phys. 13 p. 603.

•') Sydney Young and Thomas, A dephlegmator for fractional distillation. Clieni.

News, 71, biz. 177.
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TABLE II.

a-2
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Tlie ('losesf roncordaiice hctwocii tlic observed and llie calculated

>alnes of ,v^ seems to bc found at the edges of tlie curves.

Van dek Waals derived from the eiiualion of (
^- ] for both phases:

'«'1 Xi

1-.V.

in which

f*.'i

d{l,r

and
f^.vi

1 /p MmyUc- MI{T[o,j{r-h,;)

With the aid of the obser\'ed ,i\ and .f.^ we may derive fx'.t, as

function of x^ from this equation. Tlie values found in this wax are

given in Table IV. For ,i'i smaller than J and larger tliau 0,9 the

values of ft'xi are too inaccurate, so that they are not given for the

borders of the curves :

TABLE IV

•*-l
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of a\, from which -y- mav he derived:
d.

dp (/
"' -i)|i4--'-:(i-.t-,)f*%l.

1 —
'ï-'i + 'ï?i

e
x\

So for .i\ ^ 1
/^ r

dp _ ^ '- 1

e

If /> is a maxiiiuim for ./'j ^1, then fx'.,, = 0.

Van der Waals has also given an approximate vahie for ƒ«'.,, in

"Ternary Systems" ') :

^ _ f dTcr dl0(ip,:r

where T,, üh*' />-/ represent the critical tempei-atiue and pressure

of the uiis|>lit mixlui-e and /' the known constant, aI)ont 7, which

inter alia also occurs in the formida, given much earlier hy van dkr

Waals for a pure substance : ^^ep. io<j — =z — / —-—

.

'

pk J

This formuhi for ƒ/'.,, has been derived by van dkh Waals also

directly from the equation of state '^).

If it only contained the first term, then a minimum critical tem-

perature wouhl be attended by a maximum pressure, the minimum

would therefore lie near the pure ether. Now however tiiis niiiiimum

will not be found there, as appears from the occurrence of the

second term.

If we now assume that T,-,. depends linearly on ,/ and that this is

(IT dp, f

also the case for /v,., then —~ is about — 43 and —— about — 15,

in consequence of which we find for {i.,-^ about 0,8, a value which

really lies between the values found.

Also /t".i.,, the differential quotient of {i ,-, with respect to x^ may

be determined. The accurate relation derived by van dek Waals for

the dependence of the vapour pressure on the molecular concentra-

tion of the liquid mixture, where it is only assumed that the liquid

volume may be neglected by the side of that of the vapour, and that

the vapour phase may be considered as a rarefied one, is

1 dp I 1
, M

1) VAN DER Waals, These Proc. V, p. 9.

2j VAN DER Waals, These Pioc. Yil p. 156.
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From this (I'r^ mnj he f'ouiul. These values, calenhited, arc given

ill Table V :

TABLE V.

a-,
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."'
,. .?; 1 — .V

With the aid of the relation e
'' = -
—'— . we find from this;
i A', ,u^

For the iiillection point wc have about ,i\ = 0,HH and .i\ = 0,40.

For ;i"xi we find then about — 1,5. Taking into consideration tliat

the pUxce of the point of inflection cannot be determined accurately,

and that with change of the .i', of this point at the same time also

its .Uj is changed, the agreement may be called satisfactory.

The in Let«re carhontetvachlond-acetone.

These two substances, carbontetrachioride and acetone were chosen

with a view to the critical pressure, which is about the same for them.

Kow Van der Waals ') has derived, that for ii s, = constant the

relation between /> and ,i\ is represented by a straight line, that

between ^> and .v^ by a hyperbola.

On the supposition tiiat at low temperature for /(',i
may be written :

''r
*'

; for ^1,: è (^A + ^^r)
<^"f^ ^''^^^ ^^^^ •^^ relatioji of

MRT d,v,

Galitzine— Bekthelot ri^„=V/aia, holds good, the condition ƒ*'.„ =
constant involves, that the critical pressures of the components are

the same.

Now the abo\e mentioned improved approximation for ^/V, has

already been given by Van dkh Waals himself instead of the one

mentioned here ; moreover the relation a^^ = \/a^ a^ has already

been discussed and rejected by Kohnstamm. *) It is therefore not

surprising, that a strong deviation from the straight line and the

hyperbola was found for this mixture ').

The i)A\d\ diagram is given in Table YI. Acetone is to be consi-

dered as admixture :

1) These Proc. Ill p. 168-161).

2j KoHxsTAMM, Proefschiift, biz. 99.

3) From the survey of the investigated mixtures given by Kohnstamm, Zeilschr.

f. Phys. Chem. XXXVI. 1, it appears also, that equality of critical pressure of

the components does not necessarily involve the existence of a straight line for the

p = /'{x'i) line.
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TABLE VI.

Pressure.
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TABLE VIII.

.ri
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G C GERRITS. ,,Cn PxcurTes of mixtures of act tone and ethyl-ether and of carbon tetrachloride and acetone at O" C."
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Fig. 2.

Fig. 1.
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Here too tlic values of ft'^ ^I'e not ficcurate on tlie borders of the

curve. In fig'. 4 the results have been represented. Here too the

points give a condnuous curve.

The critical pressures of the components l)eing llic same for this

mixture, the second term in the e(puili())i:

('r, = —7r,
f dT,.,. (I ioij Per+T dx^ ' dx^

will be small compared to the (irst. if we take for fi^, <>nl,v the

/ dT,,
term — ^ —— and it we assume linear dependence of T^- on .i'.,

1 dx,

theji
dT,,.

dx\
is here about — 40, so ft Vj about J. In this neighbourhood

also the values of ft'.,, are found.

Also in this case fi".,^ is determined from the equation

- • y- = (v,-^,) —
p (U-j

I
.f, (I— .t'l)

I "+ ft X,

The values found from this are given in Table X.

T A H L E X.

.V,
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Chemistry. —
- ''(Ju tJu' hiUnitlieat of ntidng for a.ssorittting solvents.''''

By J. J. VAN Laak. (Communicated by Prof. H. W. Bakhuis

Roozeboom).

(Communicaled in the mceliiig of June 25, l'J04).

1. When 8ome siibstiince is solved in an assoc'uit'uhj liquid, as

e.g. ivater, and we try to find an expression for the latent heat of

mixing of these two substances, we shall in (he lirst [dace have

to take into account, besides the change of the polejitial energy,

the heat of ionlsdüon of the solved substance, if this substance is

an electrolyte. The fact, however, that the state of association is

changed by the solving, is nearly always overlooked. We are inclined

to reason, that in much diluted solutions tiie influence of the addition

of a few molecules of the solved suf)stance must necessarily be

exceedingly slight, with regard to tiie degree of association of tlie

solvent; but in doing so it is overlooked that the //////^Acy of molecules

of the solvent which each undergo a very sHght chauge in their

state of association, is reri/ yreat. For infinitely (bluted solutions

therefore, a value is obtained approaching to X ^» ^"^^ 1 shall

demonstrate in what follows, thai the absorbed Iwat in consequence

of the change in the state of association, approaches to a definite

value, which is finite and even conqiarativeiy Ingh.

2. In (lilutcd sobitions — which we solely have in view in tlio

following pages — the state of e([uilib!-ium of the associating mole-

cules of the solvent may be expressed as follows:

'(l-..)/i^

N .

7,(1-^) (1-/?)

i.e.

:

W-^ = V,^ (1)

For, given 1 — ,/; mol. H^O, iioruially reckoned, ,/; mol. salt

(calling the solved substance salt for convenience' sake), then there

are Vs (1—'') inol. H^O, if all are double. Therefore if the degree

of dissociation of these double-molecules is ji, then tiiere are:

V, (1— .f) (1 — ,i) double mol. ; \ ,
(1—.') 2,i = (1 — ./) (i single mol.

The total number of particles is X. If the degree of dissociation

of the saltmolecules is a, then there are (in hinanj electrolytes):
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•'•(i — (() neutral mol.; 2,m Ions.

We have therefore

:

-^^= V,(l-.'r)(l +/?) + .'•(l+«),

or with V, (l-j-,?) = y , 1 -f « = /, where therefore / has Iho usual

lueaiiiiiu', and y is (he reverse of the so-called associatioM-coenicient:

Our equation (1) beeomcs therefore:

^' 1

1 +
y 1 — .?

1-^

or y being = \f, (1 + /i) :

/3^

1 +
y 1— .?;_

V. A',

/ i '1'

=: V A' 1 J
(2)

From this follows, pntting
y 1 — ,/;

= ff:

/? =
V.ir(i-Lcf)

Now evidently

1 + V, A^

1+ ff

1 +
V' K

l-fV,A'
ff

1 + '/. A'

i. e. the value of ^, if ,v or rf= 0, so that we have got tiie pure

i^.-'

solvent, for w hich the C([uation = V4 A' holds. Tiierefore we

obtain :

/? = i^„

l-i^o'^

if, ff l>eing very small and appi'oachiug to 0, \\q contout oui-selves

with a tirst approximation.

Substituting for d its value, and taking into account thai y= '/.^ (W 1^),

^vc obtain :

i^ = il, 1 +
2 V,(l+/?) T^-.)'

or with 1 +(?=!+ /?„ :

|J=:i?„ 1 +(1 _/?.,)/ (3)
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So this is the soiight-for expression tor tiie clumge in ^i^, caused

bv the addition of ./ gr.niol. salt.

l—.v
3. Now on 1 saltniol. there are gr.mol. K,0 (normally

.V

fl—.'v\ 1—.V
reckoned), among which tliere are evidently ^/.A 1 ^i?

=
ii

single mol. In consequence of the fact, that the slate of dissociatiou

of the watermolecules is changed by the solved substance, this nundjer

according to (3) will amount to

1 — .r 1

—

.i; 1

—

,v X
/? = 1^0 + X /?« (!-.?«) '

-,
,

.?• X .V 1
— .V

that is to say an increase of

1— .?• .V

,?• 1— .V

And now it is clear that, as was already observed above, the

1-.V
one factor of this product, viz. , approaches to go, while the other

,v

factor, viz. /?„ (^ - i^o) ' ^; >
ajiproaches to 0. The pi-oduct howexer is

1— .1'

evidently finite, viz.:

^ = i..(i-,j.,); (4)

Now if (^ is the heat, absoi-bed when 1 gr.mol. (18 Gr.) H^O

changes from the state of double molecules to that of single molecules,

then the heat, absorbed in consequence of the state of association

being changed by J mol. of the solved substance, is:

W=i3Al-,S,)iQ. (5)

And this heat it is, which we have to take into account for

associa ting sol \'en t s

.

For H*0 at 18° (? = 0,21 '), ^^o that the factor ,?„ (1— i?„) becomes

= 0,17. Further Q (as 1 calculated some time ago ')) = ± 1920

gramcalories, so for water (at 18^) xvill i)e:

W — 320 ; (5a)

If the solved substance is no e/ectroli/te, then i = l, so for much

diluted solutions about 325 gr.cal are absorbed with ereri/ concen-

tration, if 1 gr.mol. is solved in the water, oidy in consequence of

the change in the degree of association of the water; for salts, acids

1) Zeitsdir. fiir Pliys. Cli., 31, p. i (1899); Lclirbncli der math. Cliomie, p. 30

(1901K

2) Z. f. Ph. Ch., 31, p. 5 (1899); Lehi-b. der math. Chem., p. 37 (1901).
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and bases, where / = nearly 2, this number becomes 650 gr, cal.

So e. g. for KCl, of wliicli the heat of ionisalion of 1 gr.mol.

=: — 720 gr. cal. ^), the total heat of mixing with much H,0,

(excluded the change in |)Otential energy) will therefore be not—720

gr. cal., but only — 720 -\- B50 := — 7() gr. cal.

So it is seen, that the order of magnilude of the heat to be expected,

can be totally modilied, and that in genei'al a great mistake would

be committed, when we neglected the above calculated 326 /gr. cal.

in the calculation of the heat of mixing.

Therefore, with diluted solutions oi' non-c/ectro Ii/t<'s in associating so\-

vents, 325 gr. c.al. on each gr. mol. of the solved substance must

always be subtracted from the absorbed heat determined by experiment,

in order to calculate the pufc (absorbed) heat of mixing, that is to

say that heat, which is caused solely by the change in [)otential energy.

Physics. — Prof. Bakhuis Roozkboom, in the name of Dr. A. Smits,

presents a paper, entitled: '^Oii the phenomena appearinu when

in a binary system the plaitpointcurve meets the solubility curve."

(Third communication). '^)

(Communicated in the Meeting of June 25. 1904).

The previous qualitative examination of the binary system etiier-

anthraqui]ione show^ed that a good survey of the whole could only

be obtained by continuing the examination in quantitative direction

with the aid of the pump of Cailletet.

Some difficulties were to be foreseen ; the investigation would have

to be extended over a range of temperature from ± 170° to rt 300",

in which the pressure might be expected to I'eacli a pi-etty conside-

rable amount — and the combination of high tenq)eraturc and high

[)ressure being exactly the thing against whicii glass is but seldom

proof, it seemed at first that we should meet wi(h great experimental

difticulties in the (|uanlilalive examination. The experiment however

showed that the pressures were not exceedingly high ; it apj)eared

a maximum pressure of 100 atm. would suflice, and this pressure

Jena-glass could withstand up to more than 30(P ').

1) Z. f. Ph. Ch., 24, p. Gil (1897); Lelub. tier math. Chem., p. .53 (1901).

2) This paper is a continuation of the two preceding ones on the system etlicr-

anthraquino)ie. The title chosen first seemed to me undesirable and was therefore

modified.

=') With pleasure I avail myself of this opportunity to thank professor K.\MERLiNCin

OxNFS for his kindness towards mo in procuring the necessary information and in

lendius; me some instruments wanted.
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The object of the experimeiil \v;is to delerniiiie the />/-,/'-seetions

of the y>-.i•-^su^faee at different temperatures, and if possible also the

r-.i'-seetions of the ?"-,?'-^siirface. At the same time 1 should get to the

knowledge of some projeolions already spoken of in the prexious

paper, viz. the projections of the /)-.i'-^surfaee on the p-t and the

^.I'-plane. I shall In-ieflv state the result here.

Tn order to have the same succession as was chosen in Ihe prece-

ding communications, the y>-/-pi'oJeclion will be treated lirst.

P

lot

9'

do

r
60

so

JO

o •^ /<fe /(jofJO*' Ida 1^0 Lft> I/O lio tio ii^o Ziff i:,o r/o ISO 2 no Sen

T
iMg. 1.

In llg. 1, ('<i represents the va|)onr pressure curve of |)ure ether

with the critical point in a (Jil3^ and o() atm.). ry> amNyr/ represent

the portions of the three |»hase curve wliich can be realized. Up to

193^ the three phase curve |)ractical]y coincides with the vapour

pressure curve ea of i)ure ether, in consecpience of the verv small

solubility of anthraquinone in ethci-. On the curve ap lie the })lait-

points of the unsaturated solutions of anthracpiinone in ether, and

p denotes the first plaitpoint of a saturated solution (203° and 43 atm.).

The s('co)i(/ plaitpoint of a saturated solution of another concen-

tration lies in 7 (247° and 64 atm.) and on the curve gb lie the

plaitpoints of the second series of unsaturated solutions. Probably

this curve, which i-uns on to the critical i»oint of anthra(piinone,

has a maximum.
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The liJic /'<'/, wliicli pai'lly coincides willi llio T-axis, is (lic vtipour

pressure curve of solid antIir;i([niiione, and dij tiial of Ii(piid antiira-

qiiinone. c/A is the nielliniipoiiil-curvo, wliicli (as van dkm Waals ^)

lias proved) marks the direction of (he three phase curve near

the meltiiigpoint d. These last three curves are drawn here schema-

tically.

The main resnlt represented by Ihis y>-/-lignre is this that by the

meetiiig of plaitpointcnrve and three phase curve a part of the latter

has vanished or ratlier has become imaginary, and in (he examined

system that part that contains the maximum.

The plaitpointcnrve is metastable between p and q and therefore

still to be realized, but this is not the case with the three [iliase

curve. However it appeared to me that at temperatures between p
and q, w\\\\ concentrations" greater than those of |)oint ry, three jihases

could temporarily appear together, if (hey had originated at a tem})e-

rature above 247^ and if afterwards the system in ecpiilibrium had

quickly cooled do\vu to less than 247^. The three ])Iiases however

were not in ecpiilibrium wow, for at a constant temperature a slight

change in volume proves to cause a great change in pressure.

The liquid therefore, though in contact with solid anthraquinone,

was supersaturated ; it w^as very viscous and jtassed very slowly,

at times not until after an hour, to the stable condilion of solid lliiid,

under secretion of solid anthraquinone.

Fig. 2 gives a number of />-v-sections for diircrent temperatures,

the pressure being given in atmospheres and the concentration in

1 mol. total of the mixture.

We may immediately point ou( here that all (he lines in (his

figure joining poiids of e((ual value, as plai(poin(s (/), li<piids coexis-

(ing w'\\\\ vapour and solid andiraquinone (r), vaj)onr coc\is(iiig wi(h

liquid and solid andiraquinone [c), are all |)rojec(i()ns on (he />-,/•-

plane of curves, \\hicli occur in (he yy-j'-Z-surface '"').

The l)ranclies r„ y> and c^ />, an liicli |)ass in(o each odier cond-

nuously, reprcseiK (he series of liquids and vajiours which if we
come from a lower (emperature, coexist widi solid andiiacpiinone.

In y>, (he poin( of conlluence of (he (wo branches, we lia\e tlic first

|K>in(, where a satiwdU'd soludon reaches i(s cridcal condidon. This

takes place a( a concentration 0,015, tenqierature 20.'3^ and pressure

43 atin. If we pass on to higher tcm|>era(ures a stable solnlioji is

impossible over the range of tem])erature 203^— 247", and instead we

1) These Proc. VI p. 230.

2) If the plaitpointfiii've has a maximum, it must possess a maximum also in

fig. '1. In the ^./;-p^ojec(ion on the contrary no niaxinuiin occurs.
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get fluid phases coexisting with solid aiilhi'a(|uiiioJic. Above 247° liquids

can again exist and the coiiliiiiioiis curve d c, <\ c^ r., r, q (\ e^ (\ e^ e,

consisting of two branches then repi-esents the series of li({uids and

vapours which coexist with solid anthraquinone above 247°. The
point of continence here is ([, in which therefore for tlie .^iecond iivaQ

a saturated solution reaches its critical condition. Tiiis occurs with a

concentration 0,13, temperature 247^ and pressure 64 atm.

The liquid branch r„ p of the lirst loop and the liquid branch q c^ d
of the second loop are what we are accustomed to call two parts of

the solubility curve. As iiowever the two liquid branches pass conti-

nuously into their vapourbranches, there is no objection to calling

the two continuous loops solubility curve.

Branch Coj) of the first solubiliy curve and branch dc^^q of the

second show here a particularity. The circumstance that these branches

pass continuously into the branches eo p and d i\ q and that the point

of confluence coincides with the highest pressure involves the pheno-

menon of retrograde sohdji/iti/.

Cop points to retrograde solubility in the liquid branch (cf. also fig. 4)

and d e^, q to retrograde solubility in the vapour branch. The extent of

these phenomena however surpassed all expectations. It was known
that the liquid and the vapour branch of the cui've J c^ </ 6% <:/ from ^
to a higher temperature ha\'e to sei)arate first in order to come

together again afterwards, but it was not to be foreseen that the

distance would be so large as to make the vapour branch extend to

the concentration 0,01. Fi'om this particular situation results the very

interesting phenomenon that, after we have reached point p, with

a concentration 0,015 or in other words after the saturated solution

has reached its critical condition, at a higher temperature there may
again occur three phases. The xapour l)ranch q e^ d extends namely

as already mentioned, to the concentration 0,01, and the concen-

tration of point j> is 0,015 ; therefore we get from point j) at a

higher temperature into the region on the right of the vapour

branch de^q, in wdiich three phases may occui'. This phenomenon

was observed at a tenqjerature nearly 60^ abo\e the plait [wint-

temperature of the concentration 0,015 (j>), that is at 260\ After

the formation of the three phases, first the solid and then the liquid

might be pressed away l)y i-aising the pressure, so that finally only

a fluid phase was left.

Fig. 2 shows further the />-,?'-sections at temperatures above that

of point q, beginning at 250^ The />-,i'-section corresponchng with

this tenq)erature is separately drawn in figure 2a. The continuous

curve Ca k^ e^ which represents the coexisting unsaturated liquids and
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vapours, luis a peculiar shape and siiows 1 hat retograde condensation

is \van(ini>'.

Fj +Anthraquinono

(yolid)

I

ISO..
Fg -\- Anthra-

quinone (solid).

/'
^ 0^/ 0,1 03 ^,j^ 0,S 0,0 (J// O^i O O -/'

Elher. X Antliraqiiinone.X
Fiff. 2a.

The curve (i^f\ on tlie contmrv indicales a lolerahly strong retro-

grade soliditication. The curve e., ^'3 shows that here the solubility of

antliraquinone in ether decreases with increased |>ressnre. The curves

^3 (^3 and (\ .v, are two portions of a continuous curve, of whicii the

partly not realizable intermediate i)art is schenialically represented

by a dotted curve. I propose to call this conliniioiis curve henceforth

Lsotkenn of solnbiliti/.

Passing on to a higher temperature, we see that the y^-.r-section at

255° is still of the same type as that at 250°. At 2(50' (fig. 2A)

however, the situation is already considerai)ly changed; not oidy the

y>-.ï-loop C5 /i\ f's has become much larger, because the points e,^ and

('r, have become more widely separated and /•,. has moved to higher

jn'essure, bid also it is clearly visible tiial the lefrogimle condensation,

which is still \vaiding here, will Iiave ap|»eared at a slightly higher

temperatui-e.

Ill the part <j^ t\, though in a smaller degree than at 250", the
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Cf Oi 0,1 ^^ö 0^^ os ü,ó OY O,^ OO '/^

Ether. X Anllii'tKiiiinont'.A'

isollKM'iii of soliihilily sliows slill clcjii-ly llio |>lieHonieiioii of rolrngradc

solitlilifatioii.

At a still liiü,ii(M' loiiipoi-aliirc the i-(\i>ion of rel roiii'adc condensation

becomes orealcr and urealer, so llial al "270' we uet a y^-.r-section

like tlial drawn in li,U'. 'Ic.

The relrograde condensation is here verv stronii," and nn(h»nl)tedly

ranges over more ihan 40 atm. A relrograde condensation of sncli

strength, however, conld nol he observed becanse the vobune of Ihe

compi'ession tube was loo small; the strongest retrograde condensation

observed bv me co\'ered a range of pressnre from 55 lo 39, of 1(^

atmospheres Iherefoi-e. The small volnme of the tnbe prevented ns from

obsei'ving whelher any retrograde solidification still existed at '270''.

As, however, it is not \ery probable that we still shonld have retro-

grade solidification here, it is not represented in the fignre.

Above the melting-point of anthraqninone (283") the retrograde

condensation is enormons, so that 1 conld observe it at 290° over a

pressnre-range of 83 to 40 atmospheres.

Fnrther 1 mention that most of the /)-.i'-sections are crossed in
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^/Ó 0,i OZ Oh 0^^ O^S Üó 0,y 0,S OM --Ie

Ether- X Antliruquinone.

Fig. !26-.

(lifTerciit ways. Iii li^'. %( tlie regions i)jissc<l are inai-kcd with aiTows.

1 indicates the transitiuji tVom the region for F,^ -|- solid anthra(|uin<)ne

into the region tbr i'Y -|- solid antraquinone, the three pliases appearing

interniedially. F,, denotes iiere a fluid phase which in ordinary cir-

cumstances, that is to say l)elo\v the critical temperature of ether,

would be called gas-phase ; and Fj^ denotes a fluid phase which in

ordinary circumstances would be styled li(iuid phase. It is evident

that the difference between F,j and Fi, exists solely in their foregoing

histor3\

2 marks the transition from the region F,j -\- anthraipiinone into

the region F]^, the three [)hases appearing intermeditilly.

3 indicates essentially the same as 2, but yet the phenomenon is

somewhat different, because now we do not in the ^\\C\. pass the

li(piid branch, as in 2, but the vapour-branch; this is marked by the

sign F,j over the branch t'.^ /•.,.

4 is a N'ei-y remarkable transition, as here we pass directly from

the region for F,, -\- solid anthi-aquinone into the region for F(f.

As to the lack of rclrogi-ade condensation at lempei'atures between

247° ajid =b 2()<)'' and its api»earance at higher temj)eratures, 1 want
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to say a few words about it in connection with the appearance of

retrograde solidification.

If in fig. 3 tlie ^M/'-loop

cIckeR represents tlie liquids

and \'ai)Ours which may

coexist at a given lenipera-

tnre, but of which a series

of liquids and vapours are

not lo be realized in a stable

stale because of tlie ai)pear-

ance of the threephase pres-

sure curve ^), then several

cases are possii)lc. If the

threephase pressure curve,

as drawn in fig. 4 lies above

the critical [)oint of contact

y" R, then no retrograde con-

densation will occur, not-

withstanding its possibility is

strongly i)ronounced in the

character of llie />-/'-h)op, because the part giving rise to the retrograde

condensation lies in tlio nietastable region. Now this occurs in the

system ether-anlhracpiinone from 247° to 26()\

The dotted vapour and liquid curves below (he liireephase-pressure

curve ecf are nietastable; the stable state here is solid B by the

side of a fluid phase, and now tlie question was raised: "how is

this part of the isotherm of solubility situated?" Evidently this stable

curve must lie left of the nietastable curve dRe or in other

words towards smaller j5-conceiit rations. This conclusion is of great

importance for us, for from it follo\vs that, if the thrcephase-pre.ssiu'e-

cun-e lies above the critical point of contact of the vapour curve

coe.vistim/ ivitlt liquid and for that reason the retrotjrade condensation

falls in tlie Nietastable re^/ion, retrograde solidification nmst occur

instead of retrograde condensation, and this retrograde solidification

must be stronger than the retrograde condensati(^n would have been.

If the threephase-pressurecurve passes exactly through the critical

point of contact, retrograde solidification is no longer necessary.

Resuming, we conclude that, given the case that the plaitpoint-

1) I propose to give this name to the curve that in a 2>''section denotes llie

pressure at which the three |)hases coexist. This curve refers therefore to one

temperature, wliilst the threepJiasecurve emhraces a series of temperatures.
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curve meets the solubility curve, it is possible to pi'ovc iu a very

simple way tlie necessity of the appearance of retrograde soliclilicatiou

in /; and ^.

Here however we must at once point out (hat, as will be discussed

presently, i-etrograde solidification also occurs bol ween /> r/. The fact

that theory requires this, can only be pro\'ed mathematically ^).

Returning to tig. 2, we must still state that the curve q b uniting

the plaitpoints of the different ^>-.i'-loops, is ^ery steep and, as far as

it has been observed, parallel to the first part of the plaifpoinlcurve

a p. This course however will probably change towards a higher

temperature, for if the plaitpointcurve possesses a maximum, which

is probably the case, then the projection of the plaitpointcurve on

the ^>.u-plane must also show a maximum.

The />-.i'-sections below the

temi)erature 203° are not

drawn in tig. 2, as the scale

is too small to render the i)ar-

ticulars conspicuous. There-

fore this part of tig. 2 is

separately reproduced on a

larger scale in tig. 4.

p In accordance with the pre-

ceding we see that, though

at 200° no retrograde con-

densation occurs, instead of

it there appears retrograde

solidification. Soon however

the situation changes here,

for already at 196° retro-

Y grade condensation could be

Fig. iu. ()l)served.

What was observed when going from |)oint q to a higher tempe-

rature, is naturally also found in point />, but here towards a lower

temperature. This is illustrated by figures 4^/ and 4A : fig. 4^/ applies

to temperatures above point ([ and fig. 4/^ ai)plies to leni|)eratures

below i)oint />. In both figures three /^-/'-sections are repi-esented

schematically ; the sections 1 and 2 differ but slightly in tcni|)crature,

and 3 a[)plies to a temperature considerably (bfferenl from f hat witli

which 2 corresponds.

In tig. 4a section 1 aj)plies to the lowest and 3 lo the highest of

1) VAN DER Waals, 1. c.
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the observed temperatures ; in fig. 4^ tlie reverse is seen, but all

tlie same it is seen that in the two ligures the same things are to

be met with in the succession of sections 1, 2 and 3. The three

Fie. a.

X
Fig. 4&.

pressure cui-vc lies liigiiesi in 1 and

lowest ill 3. In 1 and 2 we (U) not

find any relrograde condensation, Init

retrograde solidification, and in 3 we

find retrograde condensation only. In

tig. 4:ti howe\er the plait[)ointpressure

increases in the order 1, 2, 3, and

decreases in lig. 4A, but tiiis is due

to the fact that in the first case the

order 1, 2, 3 means towards higher

temperatures, and in the second to-

wards lower.

Concerning the course of the iso-

therms of soUibility above the three

phase pressure curve, van dkr Waals

has shown the probability of a course

as given in fig. 5, from u hich results

that the branch c s also sliows retro-

grade .solidificalion. Tliis case, in which
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the whole isotherm of sohibilit}' points to a double retrog'rade solidi-

fication, has not been ascertained as yet. What has been found, is

that below 240" the upper part of the isotherm of solubility runs

toward the right, which points to an increase of solubility of anthra-

quinone in the fluid phase with increase of pressure ^), whereas

above 250° a reversed course was found. Between 240'" and 250° a

change of direction seems to have taken place, and in this range it

might be possible to ascertain the course foretold by van der Waals.
As however the small range of temperature 240^^250° corresponds

with a great difference in concentration, tiie point when the change

of direction takes place is not easily ascertained.

The results obtained at temperatures between 203° and 247° are

represented in fig. 6. Here the isotherms of solubility for the fluid

phases at 210°, 220°, 230" and 240° are drawn. All these isotherms

show, as predicted by van der Waals '), the phenomenon of retro-

gi'ade solidification, and the nearer we get to point q, in other words

the nearer to 247°, the larger the region of this retrograde solidification.

Hi

:.h

zs

II:

-_-V(-

..J

d

Ether. Anthraquinone.X
Fig. 7.

1) Tliis iuniit'tic-e of pirssure lias been examined up to niore than '0^ ,iliiii)S|»]i('i-es.

-) loc. cit.

13
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. VII.
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This isotherm of 210^ has the steepest course; with increase of

temperature the course becomes at first less steep, but at 240° a steeper

course seems to reappear, which is probably connected with the

change of direction which appears above 240°.

The projection of the solubility curve and the plaitpoint curve on

the ^-.I'-plane is i-epresented in fig. 7, where the dotted curves represent

the vapourbranches. The projections of the two parts a/j and qh of

the plaitpointcurve are almost straigiit lines. If we examine the

course of the line qh, in order to see at what temperature this line

Avill meet tlie line for pure anthracpiinone, we shall find ± 800°.

Lastly we find in fig. 8 the course of the molecular volumina of

//ao

T

JfffO

loo

n

Ether.

/

\

0.1 ~!nr

r/

X
Fig. 8.

7\y "öip "öjj 1

Aulhraquinone.

the saturated solutions. Here too we have two continuous branches,

each of them consisting of a liquid and a vapour branch, dq and cp

are the liquid branches and qe^ and i>e are the vapour branches,
i)
and

q denote the molecular volumina of the two critical saturated solutions.

The dotted vapourcurve qe runs on to the concentration 0.015, so that

from this figure also directly follows that at higlier temperatures and

larger volumina three phases may again be obtained with the con-

centration with which point p may be realized. Here too the curves

ci) and qe indicate clearly tlie phenomenon of retrograde solubility.

So the ijivestigation described here has furnished proof positive of

the general points of view which were prominent in the qualitative
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investigation, mul of winch tlie tlieory of van der \Vaa],s could

give a closer desci-iption.

The peculiai'ity of the examined system, which lies in the fact

that the vapour pressure of the one substance (ether) far exceeds

that of the other (anthraquinone), caused some wholly unexpected

])henomena, and made it on the other hand jiossible to realize retro-

grade solidification on a much largei' scale than had been thought

possible till now.

Laboratory for Anorganic Chemistry of the University.

Amsterdam, June 1904.

Chemistry. — "77ie preparation of silicon and its chloride.'^ Hy

Prof. A. F. HOLLEMAN.

(Communicated in the meeting of June 24, 1904).

The numerous proposals which have been made for the prepara-

tion of the element silicon in both the amorphous and crystallised

form prove that a simple method has not as yet been found. W.
Hempel and von Haasy ^) have published in 1899 an additional

process consisting in the decomposition of silicon fluoride with sodium.

They melt this metal in small portions at a time in an iron

apparatns and then pass over the mass a current of silicon fluoride,

\vhich is then very readily decomposed. The brown porous mass,

which has been brought to a faint red heat is allowed to cool for

two or three hours in the current of silicon fluoride. An attempt to

convert it into silicoji chloride by heating the mass without previous

purification in a current of chlorine was unsuccessful. It was

impossible to remov^e the Na Fl and Na^SiFl^ b}' boiling with water

;

so in order to obtain pure silicon it was necessary to fuse the mass

with sodium and aluminium. The latter dissolves the silicon which

is then left insoluble on treating the I'ogulus willi (liliilc liydi'o-

chloric acid.

Mr. H. J. Sr,i.(i'Eii who has repeated these experiments in my
laboratory showed (1) that by a small modification of the process

the crude product may be purified to such an extent l)y boiling

with water that it may be used for preparing silicon chloride

;

(2) the reason why the crude product on being treated with chlorine

does not yiehl silicon chloride.

1. It is known that sodium fluoride readilv absort)s Si FL and

') Zeilschr. f. aiioi-o-. Cli. 23, 3^.

13*
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passes into Na.^ Si Fl„. VW allowing llicir apparatns to cool for 2

to 3 hours whilst transmitting this gas Hempkl and von Haasy

practically converted the sodium iluoride, which had been formed

according to the ecpiation: 4 Na + Si FI4 — 4NaFl -)-Si, into sodium

fluosilicate, which is soluble in water with great difficulty. Tf, how^ever

tlie action of Si Fl^ is stopped as soon as all the sodium has been

introduced into the apparatus, it is easy to almost completely avoid

the formation of Na.^ Si Fl„. 100 grams of sodium yielded to Mr.

Slijper 219 grams of crude material (4 Na FJ -}- Si) instead of 21 3.6

the quantity calculated ; 55 grams of the Na gave 119 grams,

theory 117.2, and in some further experiments the theoretical

cpiantity was but little exceeded. Hy washing and boiling with water

and Avith dilute hydrochloric acid the 119 grams were reduced to

20 grams whilst the piodiict may contain 16.7 grams of silicon.

The product so oblaijied is not, however, pure amorphous silicon,

only about 40 i)er cent is volatiliseil in a current of chlorine and

may be condensed as silicon chloride, and a residue is obtained,

which is oidy to a slight extent soluble in water and principally

consists of silicon dioxide.

This must have been formed during the washijig; fur if the crude

product is heated in a current of chlorine there remains besides

sodium chloride only a very small (|iiantity of insoluble residue. As

the crude product when immersed in water causes a visible evolution

of gas with the odour of Si H, it is probable that the Si O^ has

been formed by decomposition of Si H^ which may have been pro-

duced by the action of ANater on some sodium silicide. Moissan has

recently shown that on treating silicoii with boiling water the dioxide

of that element is formed.

2. In accordance with He.mpel and von Haasy, Mr. Seuper found

that on heating the crude product in a current of chlorine not a

trace of silicon chloride is obtained. As the said product consists

mainly of 4 Na Fl -|- Si, it was surmised that this must be attributed

to the fact that the primary formed silicon chloride reacts with

sodium fluoride according to the eciuation

Si CI, + 4 Na Fl = Si Fl, + 4 Na CI

It appeared indeed that on heating sodium fluoride or sodium

fluosilicate in the vapour of silicon chloride the said decomposition

takes place. If, therefore, chlorine is passed over a mixture of Si

and Na Fl as is present in the crude product the reaction nuist

proceed in this mamier :

Si -1- 4 CI + 4 Na Fl = Si Fl, + 4 Na CI.
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Tliat such is praclically the case was sliown by the fact that tlie

gas evolved consisted of Si Fl^ and that tlie substance left behind

in the boat ^vas found to be almost pure sodium chloride.

A better method of preparing amorphous silicon seemed to be

the decomi)Osition of silicon chloride by sodium. When boiled in

benzene-solution with sodium or potassium no action took place.

A reaction, however, took place on heating sodium in the vapour

of silicon chloride, but it became very violent ; the brown powder

obtained could certainly be readily freed from sodium chloride by

means of water, but on heating in a current of chlorine a large

amount of Si 0.^ (about 30 7o) was left behind showing that even

this process does not lead to pure amorphous silicon.

Much more simple is the preparation of cri/,'<taUised silicon accor-

ding to the method recently published by R. A. Kühne (Chem.

Centr. 1904, 1. 64) if we introduce a slight modification. A mixture

of 200 grams of aluminium shavings or powder, 250 grams of

sulphur and 180 grams of fine sand is put into a Hessian crucible

placed in a bucket with sand. Upon the mixture is sprinkled a thin

layer of magnesium powder and this is ignited by means of a

GoLDSCHMiDT Cartridge. The mass burns with a beautiful light and

the contents of the crucible become white hot. When cold, the mass

is treated wWh dilute hydrochloric acid, which dissolves the aluminium

sulphide and leaves the silicon in a beautifully crystallised state.

The yield amounts to about 30 grams. On heating in a current of

chlorine Si Cl^ is very readily formed, only 37o remaining as non-

volatile products. It is a material eminently suited for the prepa-

ration of Si CI4, but Mr. Slijper did not succeed in converting it into

silicon sulphide by heating with sulphur.

Groningen, Lab. Univers. March 1904.

Crystallography. — ''(Jn the preservation of the crystallograyhical

symmetry in the substitution of j^osition isomeric derivatives of
the benzene series". By Dr. F. M. Jaeger. (Communicated by

Prof. A. P. N. Franchimont).

(Communicated in the meeting of June 24, 1904).

Some time ago when engaged in a research as to the connection

between molecular and crystallographical symmetry of position-isomeric

benzene derivatives^), I demonstrated, that of the six possible ^;77>rö7?ïO-

1) Jaeger, Grystallographic and Molecular Symmetry of position-isomeric Benzene-

derivatives. Dissertation, Leiden 1903. (Dutch).
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toluenes, the 1-2-4-6 and the 1-2-3-5 derivatives exhibit an isomorphy

bordering on identity. I then endeavoured to explain the similar

molecular structure of these two substances bj referring to the

analog}' of the {^CH^y^vowY) and ^r-atom in the positions 1 and 2,

particularly in a spacial respect. The small differences in crystalline

form, melting point etc., are then caused by the difference which of

course exists between CH^ and Br.

We may now inquire how matters will be in both molecules as

regards the substitution of the two remaining i/-atoms of the core

for instance. It is interesting to notice that as regards the substitution

by {NO^) the two //-atoms in each of the two isomers are quite e^wi-

vale?it and — what is still more striking —• that this substitution does

not perceptibly alter the molecular symmetry of the two molecules,

so that the crystallac/rajjhical relation of the initial products is pre-

served in the substitution derivatives.

If we nitrate the 1-2-4-6-tribromotoluene with nitric acid of 1,52

sp. gr. a dinitro -product is obtained, as shown by Nevile and

WlNTHER ^).

Wroblewsky ^) had previously obtained a mono-nitro-derivative

which differs in its melting point but little from the dinitro-product.

But notwithstanding many efforts, I have never succeeded in

obtaining a mononitro-compound not even as a bye-product, when

using fuming nitric acid.

The mere formula of 'l-2-3-5-tribromotolue?ie does not at once raise

a suspicion that a dinitro-product will be formed in this case. If,

however, the analogy of (C'/Zj) in the position 1 and Br in the

position 2 is really so great that the difference amounts almost to

nothing, we may surmise that the l-l-'^-b-tiibromotoluene will behave

on nitration also nearly quite analogously to the other isomer. The

experiment shows that in this case also not a trace of any mononitro-

derivative is obtained; we obtain exclusively a r/m/^ro-producl, which

is in all respects quite analogous with the above named dinitro-

derivative.

After nitration by red fuming nitric acid (sp. gr. 1,516 at 16°) in

the cold, separation b}^ adding an excess of water, agitation with

benzene and ether and recrystallisation from benzene, in which both

isomers are very soluble, the two substances are at once obtained

pure in large colorless or pale sherry-colored crystals, whose bromine-

amount corresponds with that of the dinitro-derivative.

1) Nevile and Winther, Journ. Ghem. Soc. Vol. 37. 438; Berl. Ber. 13. 974.

2) Wroblewsky, Ann. d. Chemie 168. 147.
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The l-2AS-tnbwmo-S-o-(U?utro-toIue7ie melts at 22^ ; the '1-2-3-5-

ti'ibromo-^-Q-dinitro-toIuene at 210°.

Like the two ifr//>ro?»o;;6»/?«f:'?z^^.sMhemselves, these substances are again

quite isouorp/ums and owing to peculiar twin-formation, they so

resemble each other, that at tirst sight we cannot distinguish the

two kinds of crystals from each other.

a. i''2-4:-()-tril>ro}uo-3-5-(Unitro-toluene.

C„ Vn- . Br . Br . (NO,) . (NO,) . (CH^); melting point 220 ^

(6) (4) (2) (5) (3) (1)

From benzene this substance crystallises in large ai)parenlly ([ua-

dratic, colorless crystals which are nearly all twins, — ^vhich may be

recognised at once by a very fine diagonal on two of the broadest

planes. We also may obtain needle shaped or very elongated thick

pillar shaped crystals. The planes are generally angular and give plural

Fis. 1.
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reflexes. The crystals are also IVequoiitly bordered bv curved planes

and by vicinal forms in the prism-zone. These circumstances render

an accurate investigation very difficult; occasionally, however, I

obtained better formed crystals, which gave very sharp reflexes and

served for the following accurate measurements.

The}' are -inonoclino-prismatic with the axial relation :

a : 6: c= 0,5217:1 : 0,7803

^=i85°12'.

Forms observed are: »?= |110| and 7> = |120|, broad and lustrous;

a = |100} and »= |130|, very narrow ; a is genei'ally hazy; /;=:|()10i, a

little broader, but is generally absent ; c=|001|, large and very lustrous;

r=|ÏÖl|, well developed and lustrous; t = \104:\, narrower and

is often absent; ('=r|ri2|, generally small and dull, occasionally a

little broader and bettor reflecting: s := \TS2\, large and lustrous, but

generally there are oidy two parallel planes present.

Combinations of nil the forms rarely occur. Generally such wilh

m,p,c,r; i», j), h, c, r, t, s and o: m,[),<(,h and r, etc. The more

typical crystals are shown in figures 1-3.
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Fig. 2. Fig. 3.

In the properly formed crystals, the angular values are very

constant; the reflexes are as sharp as possible. The substance has

a decided tendency to twin-formation; in this, one form |102| is a
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twin-plane with a twin-axis nomially standing on it. On the

pkne of p may be often observed a delicate line parallel ^; : c;

in this vertical zone tlie most important geometrical anomalies are
fonnd.

The following arc the calcidated and observed angulai- values.

Observed:

-m : m = (110) : (lIO) = 54° 567,'

>n : a = (110) : (100) = 27 287,

m : r = (110) : (fOl) = 43 20

*c:r i=(001):(IOJ)=:59 39

r:a= (lOl) : (TOO) = 35 20

c:a= (001) : (100) = 85 15

*c : m = (001) : (110) = 85 447,

c-.j, = (001) : (120) = 86 40

c:n = (001) : (130) = 87 30

c:b=z (001) : (010) = 89 58

p : n = (120) : (130) = 11 12

m : p = (110) : (120) = 18 35

p:r =(120): (101) = 55 25

c:t = (001) : (Ï04) = 21 12

C:0= (001) : (Ï12) = 41 527,

CIS =z (001) : (Ï32) = 55 49

m : s = (1Ï0) : (132) = 47 367,

A distinct cleavability was not observed.

On c, r, and a the position of the optical elasticity -axis is orien-

tated perpendicnlarly to the direction of the orthodiagonal ; the

symmetrical angle of extinction on m amounts to 23° with regard

to the vertical axis. An axial image could not be observed.

The sp. gr. of the crystals is 2,456 at 15°; the equivalent volume

is, therefore : 170,6.

The topical axes are;

: ip : CO = 3,9087 : 7,4921 : 5,8461.

b, l-2-3-5-t7nbromo-4:-Q-dinitrotohieiie.

C, . Br . Br . Br . (NO,) . (NO,) . (CH,); melting point: 210^ C.

(5) (3) (2) (6) (4) (1)

Calcidated:
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This compound crystallises from

benzene in very large, colorless, iso-

metrical-developed crystals, which are

always twins and of exactly the same

form as that of the previous compound

with which this substance is isomor-

phous.

The geometrical anomalies caused

by the curvature or angulation of the

planes are more considerable with this

derivative, than with the previous one;

the development of the crystals is less

perfect and they also exhibit a smaller

number of combining forms. From
ether and acetone we obtain besides

twin-crystals also single needles which

can be measured more accurately.

The symmetry is monocllno-prismatic ; the axial relation is:

a :^»:c = 0,5392:1 : 0,7574.

ft z= 86''28'.

Forms observed are: ;?? = jllOj and p = |120|, broad and lustrous;

c = {OÜl|, very lustrous and well developed; ;• = jlOlj, smaller

but properly measurable; h =z \0\()\, narrow and often absent.

Fig. 4.

gular values:
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symmetrical vertical lines on the prism p, willi regard lo the twin-

section. The sp. gi'. of a perfectly homogenous fragment of a crystal

was found to be 2,465 at 15°; the equivalent-volume is therefore

169,98 and the lopical axes become:

X : If, : to = 4,028G : 7,4713 : 5,G580.

I ha\e tried, of course, to gain some insight into the progressive

course of the binary meltingpoint-lijie of these two isomorj)hous

derivatives, although the want of sufficient supply of material i)roved

a great obstacle.

Tliis investigation had, however, soon to be abandoned because the

mixlures of the two substances assuming a much darker colour are

decomposed at their melting point with violent evolution of gas ; the

temperatures are situated between 210^ and 220^. The more the mixture

contains of the compound with the higher melting point, the more

readily the decomposition takes place, and therefore the only mixtures

of which I could sharply determine the melting point, were those

containing from 07o lo 4472V0 of Hie derivative with the higher

melting point ; this melted at 214^ the others between 210° and 214°.

I, therefore, suspect that we have here a continuous melting curve;

whether an absolute maximum occurs in the meltingpoint-line, such

as happens with the two non-nitrated initial products, could not

be decided. The mutual behaviour of these two isomorphous deri-

vatives probably corresponds entirely with that of the two tribro-

motoluenes.

From mixed solutions of the two nitro-derivatives in benzene we
obtain large curve-planed and badly formed mixed crystals which

exhibit the same typical twin formation as the two components, but

which generally, possess only jllOj, |120| and jOOlj. They are unsuitable

for measuring purposes.

c. l-S-4:-54ribromo-2-Q-di7iitrO'toluene.

C, . Br . Br . Br . (NO,) . (NO,) . (CH3) ; melting point :
216= C.

(5) (4) (3) (6) (2) (1)

When recrystallised from benzene, in \vhich this compound, which

was prepared in the same manner as the preceding ones, is less

soluble at the ordinary temperature than the two other isomers, the

substance is obtained in thick, quadratically-bounded, crystalline

plates, which at first sight appear tetragonal, an occurrence to be

expected, when taking into account the slight morphotropical force

of the (N05)-group, and the previously found tetragonal symmetry

of the corresponding tribromotoluene.
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The investigation, however, soon showed that the symmetry is

not tetragonal, and I first thought I hiid before me a monoelinic

compound, — certainly with plenty of geometrical anomalies,— but still

reasonably conforming to all the requirements of the monoclinic

symmetry. This would also have agreed with everything that I

have formerly communicated as to the formrelation of tetragonal

and monoclinic crystals.

I hesitated a long time before I could give up this last idea,

particularly because the measurement of a very large number of

ci'ystals taught me, tliat in this case just as with the two former

compounds, the peculiar softness of the substance causes geometrical

disturbances of the crystals during the crystallisation, and because

the axial elements of this compound when assuming the monoclinic

symmetry exhibited an analogy bordering on isomorphy ^vith those

of the two investigated isomei-s.

The deviations of the angles from the values required for the

monoclinic symmetry appeared however, to be so systematical, that

there could be no longer a doubt as to the tricUnic symmetry of

these remarkable crystals, even though they were found to represent

a monocJinic limit-form.

Afterwards, I have also been able to find exceedingly small devia-

tions in the optical orientation of the directions of extinction which

again corroborated my belief, that triclinic crystals of a pseudo-

monoclinic form are present here. This makes us feel convinced that

even if the morphotropical force of the .nngJe (NO,) group is gene-

rally feeble tivo such groups may cause a comparatively strong

deformation of the crystal-molecule ; and also that the spacial structure

of the benzene derivatives is not fully explained by the usual formu-

lation of these substances. For the ordinary schematical manner of

writing alone does not explain why a compound of the type 1 should

have another symmetry than one of the type II, — even though, owing

to the occurrence of the pseudo-monoclinic limit-form, the close

relation of -the two kinds of symmetry is in each case very plainly

perceptible

:

CHj CH3

h/\h (N0o)/\(N02)

Bi\ /Br BiN^^Br

Br Br

II
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The crystals of the l-SA-5-tribromo-

2-Q-dinitro-tohiene are represented in

Fig. 5 in the forni in which they

crystalHse from a mixtnre of carbon

disulphide and ' benzene. The quadra-

tical looking plate-like crystals, deposited

from benzene only, exhibit nearly the

same forms ; in their case, however, the

form a is very i)redominating ; then

follows c, wdiilst the other forms are

narrow and little developed ; moreover

the form q is always and o often

absent. I also occasionally obtained

from benzene, thick prismatic crystals

with a, h and c and even o.

TrldüiO-plnacoïdal The axial rela-

tion is:

Fig. 5.

a : b c = 0,5322 : 1 : 0,9581

« = 88^21'. A = S^'26'.

|Jr=95°4'. ^ = 95° 2'.

y = 90°58'. C'=:90°50'.

Forms observed are : a = jlOOj, and b = |010| eqnally strongly

developed, a generally more Instrons than 6 ; c ==_|00 J |
very liistrons;

= |T22| well developed and lustrons ; u> = |112| smaller than o

but very lustrons; q=\0i2\, small and less conspicuous; m = rJlOj,

narrow, but broader than p=z jllOj, which form is often present

Avith a single plane ; .v' = f344| very narrow and not properly

measurable ').
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Mathematics. — Prof. Kluyver presents a paper : "Evaluation oj

two definite integrals.''

Supposing .c to be real the iiitegrals

00

f COS ,vt f sin .i

f Lv, m) = I — iU and (f (tC, in) =: I dt

will have a detinite meaning, if only the real part of the parameter

m be positive. In what follows we will show how to expand these

integrals into rapidly converging power series.

The tirst of them, the integral f{.v,m), is a particular solution

of the linear equation

d^y dy
CO 2 (m — 1) xy := 0,
dx^ dx

the primitive of which, involving two arbitrary constants A and B,

may be written in the form

y = AL {x, m) -f-
^A'2'«-iM (.i-, m),

where
.2A

LU(x. m) = \
^ ^ Z^h! r(—

6)
(— m + 3 _|_ /,)

'

A=o

2h
A=:oo

M(x,7n) =V —
and the constants A and B must now be determined so that y

represents the function ƒ (.x', m). To find A, we suppose ???/> — and

put X equal to zero. In tiiat case we have

dt r(è) r{m—\)
, r r. .

-'^r dt ra) r{m—h)
. ^ ^

/(O, m) — 1 ——^ ^ ~ z=z A L (0, m)

and hence

2 cos jr7n r{m)

For the deduction of the constant B it is convenient to consider

first the function /{,v,)i)) in another form. Let the real part of in

still be positive, then we have
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o

u du

and lieiice

00 00 00 X- 3

. , , , / — (( m— 1 , i — «£*
, \ / i 4« *> 7

r{)ii)/ {.v,m) = Ie a dule cos xt at :=:i ^ y trt \ e u ~ du.

o o o

From the latter integral a simple functional relation is derix'able.

Changing the variable u into -- we may write

00 X- 1

— Mi

2
1 /,,.\2//i— 1 r—v

dv^

2w—

1

r{l - >n)f{,v, 1 — m)

and so it follows that the function

fx \"» 2cos:x m V 2 7 V 2

w
+ 22'«-i i^ r(m) ( -

J
Ji(..,;/i)

remains unaltered, if in is replaced bv 1 — in.

Now obviously the series L and J/ are connected by the relation

L {x, 1 — in) = M (.r, ?/i),

hence we must have

jr /I
22«t-i B r{m) = -\ r -

2 cos St m \^2

n ru) /n2'«-i

2 cos Jt m r{m)\2j

and therefore

r cosM jr r(4) ( /aA2'«-i
)

J (l-fi-)'« zc'o.s- :t?/i F(?ri)( ^2/ )

Now it will be observed, that the series L{x,ni) and M{x,iii)

converge for all values of ./' and ///, and so we must conclude, that

the function ƒ(,(, in) exists over the whole .t'-plane, that its only

singularities are ,? = and .ii=cc, and that therefore the integral,

we started with, represents tlie function in a very incomplete manner.
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Numerical evaluation of the iiitofj,i-al for iiol loo larjï^c values of .v

offers no (lifriculties, as the series /> {.r,iii) and AI{iV,in) converge

rapidly. Because of the equation

1 / — /(— 111
—

r{m)J (,/•, m) = ^ \/ji
I

e ''" a 2 ,/,j

the result will alwaxs l)e a posilive nuinl)ei" and llic integral will

not A'anish for any real \alue of /'.

A few further remarks may be made. Firstly we may state, that

/{r,iN) is intimately connected with Bkssel's function /„ (.r). In fact,

by means of the usual expansion of ,7,, (,/) we may verify the relation

f{.c,m)= -

J _1 ft'

From this we infer, that for positive integer \alues of //< the origin

,t' = ceases to be a singular point, and that ƒ(./;,///) can be expressed

in unite terms. We shall find by actual substitution of the Hnite

expressions for J_^^.A xe - 1 and J
^^^ _ ^ [

xc -
J

/( ^ Hi 1

/(.,., ,„) = i'
.^- f^Y"-' V -•'-n±i): . riY:

•
^ 2 (m— iyV2y ^^ kl(,a—\—li)! \%v)

h= o

However this result may be obtained in a simpler ^va3' as follows.

It can be shewn, that /'(.'', in) obeys the relation

r(m)

and since we have

J< = — e *
,

1+ r-^ 2

we get for all positive values of in

t (,r, m) = — . J) —- - ,

a result that can be identitied with llial obhiined before.

The singularity in the origin ,t' ^ becomes logarithmic, when

2iu is an odd integer 2/-}- J. The e\|)ression of /'(«,;//) is in this

14

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. VII.
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case somewhat intricate. By repeated difFerentiations it is derived

Ironi /( .V, —
J,

for we have

^ = 1 * V 2y r(|) * V ^ J

./ i\ 1

To evaluate / I /% —- 1, we put m z= -^ -\- ö in the general expres-

sion for ƒ(.(', 7/0, and make ö tend to zero. In this way we get

/)= 00

,2//

h= '

We shall now pass on to consider the second integral

00

ƒ sin xt
dt

,

and it will appear that its character is (püte similar to that of the first.

Again wc transform the integral l»y the aid of the identify

QC 0(j

r{iii) if) (./•, ;/t) :=
I
c— " iC" — I ^/«

I

6' - "'' .5in .rf (7«.

u

A further transformation .i»ives

1 „ 1

and obtain

fe '''%ln.ctdt = ^ Ce -i"^^ ''^/i^z-^/t' !« (!— »•)
'2

x^w 1

and therefore

(1_,,.) 2 ,/,,.

I

^.
" ~^

n"~' da.

fi

Comparing this equation with the equality obtained before
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it tbiluvvs, I lull we may write

.' _i
r{m) <p (,/, m) =: ~-^ l{l— ic) 2 ,/„. ƒ'(,,, _ k)j'(-'V<'; m — M ').

u

We now cxj)an(l r(///, — i) ƒ f
,r

i/',,-, m _
) and mjike ll.e stih-

stitutioii

Then integrating with respect to //', we liiid I he desired expansion
of (p {.c, III) in the form

where jV {j:, m) represents the new series

N{.c,m)=:S

TJie same remarks as were made coneerning tiie lirst integral

/'(./', Ill), can here be made again. The integral lias onlv a meaiiing

for real valnes of ,v and for posit i\ e valnes of iit, bnt from the

expansion is inferred, that the integral ineompleteiy represents a

fniiction of .6' which exists over the whole -/.'-plane, qnite ijidepen-

dently of the valnes assigned lo the paramelci- m. x\gain the origin

,/; = and ,r ^ X are the only singularilies of the funclion. The
singnlarities are logarithmic, when iii is an integer and the origin

becomes a regnlar point, when 2 in is cMpiai to an odd integer

1) It is possible to invert tiii.s reluLion. IL may be sliewu that we have also

r (/,/,) /(./•. m) - -^ l/.t r{m - i) =

14*
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2/_|-l, hilt ill 110 case is a liiiite expression by means of elementary

functions obtainable.

The function (p {x, ni) as well a^ f{,v,m) satisfies the relation

V ]a (f
(./• ]/iU >n) i = —

—

(f {.v, m + //)

'

^=1
f ) r{m)

and by means of this rule expansions for y (.r, /) and 7- ( .r, I- -\- -\

may be deduced from the equations

r^siuM ^ .^•2A+l /111 1 \

M , , )= - I (i--' Li {e+') — t'+' Li {e--')\
,

and

/i::=oo

/ 1 \ r dn xt rr ^^ V 2

2 .Éiw fh
/.^oT 2+1

Botany. — On "Leptostroma austriacum Oud., a hitherto

uiihiown Lcptosti'omacea UrliKj on the needles of Pinas aiistriaca;

and on Hymen ops is Typ ha e (Fuck.) Sacc, a hitherto

iiisnfjiciently described Tidjercnhiriacea, occurrimj on the ivi-

thered lea/sheaths of Typha Litifolid."' By Prof. C. A. .1. A.

OUDEMANS.

1. LEPTOSTROMA AUSTRIACUM Old.

(Plate 1.)

On the IS'^^» of June 1904 I received from Dr. J. Ritzema Bos,

Professor at i\.mstei'dam, a number of specimens of transplanted seedlings

of Pinus aiistriaca, originating from Sclioorl, all dead and of which

the accompanying letter informed me that the roots showed here

and there cushionlike prominences, the surface of which was covered

with shuttle-shaped conidia, divided into cells, and the microscopic

properties of which resembled most those of conidia of the genus

Fusarinui.

Besides 1 found, without my attention having been directed to

it, that most needles of the dead jilantiets were spotted on both
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sides willi small l)la('k specks aiul streaks, (lie external appearance

of which showed most resenihlance with the perithecia peculiar to

LeptoMrowa ov Jjeptothyrlvni.

The plants sent to me, provided with a hei-e and there i-amified

tap-root of about 1 decimetre length and 1- o millimetres thickness,

proved on ciosoi- inspection to have much sulfercd, since in various

places the hark was loose from the wooden kernel, if it was

not entirely lacking. These circumstances justitied the supposition

that the young pine-trees iiad succumbed under the attack of the

Fusa}'ium-\^\ïl\\\\G\^ and that the Leptostronui- or Leptothyrlum-

individnals had chosen the sickly, lingd-ing or dying needles as the

seat of their fatal activity.

The /'^7/.sv/r///;/^-cushions that had remained were little numerous,
1—3 mm. in diameter and had a light rosy tint. Lacking suitable

objects for investigation, I had to restrict my answer to the com-

munication that here \ery likely Fvsarinm roseiim had been acti\e,

and I left the further elucidation of the devastation caused by that

fungus to the care of Prof. Ritzema Bos.

A closer examination of the very numerous specks and streaks

found on the needles of Finns austriaca, induced me, on account

of their generally elongated, sometimes more, sometimes less hysterium-

like shape, their little tendency to loosen at the circumference

and to fall off, the fact that nowhere a i)arenchymatic structure

of the ]ierithecium-wall could be distinguished and that the l)asidia

had not developed, to think rather of the genus Lcptostroma than

of Leptothi/rium, and l)esides to mark the fungus as non-described

and to give the name Leptostroma n/istrifunun to it in order to

distinguish it from other fungi.

One of the characteristics of IjeptostnniKi ((iistriacnm is that the

perithecia are never united to continuous series, l)ut rather form

greater or smaller groups of streaks or small shields, which dilfer

greatly among each other in size, and are rather dull than glossy.

Their length varies from Vs h) 1 mm. and their breadth from Y» ^^

7,5 niin. Their perithecium-wall is "halved", as the term is, does

not reach further than the epidermis of the leaf, and consecpiently

has the shape of a cupola. This wall has no foundation or basis.

Moreover it is black, carbonaceous and structureless, so that there

can be no doubt that we have here a cuticle (Fig. 2 and 3), from

which follows that the s|)ace, occu|»ie(l by spores, rests on the epidermis,

as is clearly shown by Figs. 2 and 3. By reasoning more even than

by observation, one is lead to the conclusion that the s|)ores are

produced by a very thin layer of threads extending over the epidermis.
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Above tliis layer the spores form two layers or storeys. A third

layer does not exist, as the space, required for it, is oec-iipied by the

spores which have loosened themselves and have become entangled.

The spores have an elongated (cylindrical?) shape and are colour-

less and nndivided. Their foot is rounded and encloses (Fig. 4 and 5)

a circular or oxal, glossy vacuole; their top is more pointed and

empty. They measure 7

—

8 n in length and V/.^ii in breadth.

The diiFerence between Leptostroma austriacum aiul other Lepto-

stromata, peculiar to jiine-needles, like L. Pinorum, L. Püia.itri and

others, is: that in the latter the perithecia form most ly narrow parallel

series; that the spores are not broader than 0.5;/, and finally, that

no vacuoles are found.

The Latin diagnosis of the new species is as follows:

"Peritheciis cuticulam inter et epidermidem occultatis, amphigenis,

irregulariter distributis, majoribus et niinoribus, item longioribus et

brevioribus intermixtis, dimidiatis, nigris, opacis, diu clausis, tandem

irregulariter ru|)tis, persistent ibus Jiecpic decedentibus nee circumcirca

a substrato soliitis. Sporulis sessilibus, cylindraceis, hyalinis, continiiis,

vulgo 7.5 X ^
i"'

l>'^^' I'olundatis guttulacjuc sphaerica vel ovali, micanle,

pi'aeditis, a[)ice acutiusculis, vacuis."

EXPLANATION OF THE FIGURES OF PLATE I

Fig 1. A piece of a needle of Pinus uustriacu with small lieaps of perilhecia

(p.) on them. ('Vj).

„ 2. Vertical section of a not yet fully mature perithecium.

a. Cuticle.

b. Epidermis.

c. The two layers of rod-shaped colourless spores. ("°7i)-

„ 3. Vertical section of a ripe perithecium which has hurst open.

a. Cuticle.

b. Epidermis.

c. Spores-, partly undamaged, partly in a displaced position. {'^^^/\).

„ 4. Spores, with a rounded foot and a sharper top. At the foot a vacuole.

(1000/^).

„ 5. The same (2ooo/^).

2. HYMENOPSIS TYPHAE (Fuck.) Sacc.

(Plate II).

This fungus, found for the first time at Nunspeet in July 1904 on

the withered leaves of Ti/pha Jntifolhi, was sent tome among many

others by Mr. C. A. G. Beins.
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t^ulikc (lie Spluwrellae and Lcptothnna it lias nol tlic appcai-ance

of small specks bul of raised black spols (Figs. 1, 2 and 3) which

are spread in llie grooves between the nerves and have a lenglh

of 1—4 and a breadth of '/.^ nnn.

FucKEL described the fungns first under the name oi Myrotlwcium

Tijphae (Symb. 364), in the following words : "Peridiis heniisphaericis,

oblongis, V2 lineam lo]igis, aterrimis ; conidiis oblongo-ovatis, nli-inique

obtnsis, siniplicibns, bignttnlatis, J8X6/j, pallide fiiscis," and gave

a not (juite satisfactory picture of a conidiuni in Fig. 21 of Plate 1.

He was succeeded by SACfARDO (Syllabus TV, 745), who agreed

with his predecessor that the fungus belongs to the Tuberculariaceae,

l)ut nevertheless removed it to the genus f/i//i/<'noj)sis, on accoujit

of the spore-bed (s]iorodocliium) of Myrothecium being surrounded

by a circle of fringes, which is not the case with Hijmeiiopsi.s.

In a very successful drawing by Mr. i). .). KoNiN(i of a \'ertical

section of Hijmenopsis Typluie, (Plate 2), the structure of the fungus

is excellently seen, much better than in other pictures, also of other

species of the same genus.

Where the black disks or specks rise above the surface of Ihe

leaf-sheaths ;Figs. 1, 2 and 3), one does not lind, as Fuckel writes,

a '^peritliecium" (i.e. a more or less completely occluded fruit-body),

but a globular assemblage of reproductive cells or conidia (Fig. 4 .s\.s-.),

covered by the cuticle and produced by a layer of peculiarly shaped

sporophores (Fig. 4 ,i'.), collectively called stroma or fruit-bed. Under

this stroma Ihe epidermis is found (Fig. 4 0.): a layer easily recog-

nisable by the width of its cells. It deserves to be mentioned that

the black colour of the prominent little disks (Figs. 1, 2 and 3) nnist

not be ascribed to the colourless cuticle (r), nor to the coloui-less

epidermis {0), but oidy to the couidia (Fig. 5 y) which have been

left uneoloured, however, in Fig. 5, in order not to make the picture

too full.

One of the most im|)ortaut Figures of Plate 2 is Fig. 5. At ,r it

shows the favoured club-shaped threads or basidia, whose task is

the production of the conidia; these latter, let free by their bearers,

being seen in their neighbourhood in a free condition (//). The conidia

have an elongated, cylindrical shape, are more or less asymmetrical

or curved, rounded at both ends, somewhat more transparent al Ihe

base and of the grey colour of mice. (Sacc. Chromotaxia, pi. 1, Fig. 3j.

They contain 2—4 consecutive vacuoles each and have a length of

about 10 and a breadth of about 4 fi.

Comparing the Figures of Plates I and 11, one might get the

impression that u\ Ihe Figures 2 and 3 of Plate I a perithecium is
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lacking as well as in llioso of Plale II, althongli this lenn is usual

in descriptions of tiie Leptostroniaceae. Tiiei'efore we reinark'tliat tliis

latter family of the Sphaeropsideae forms a transition between the

perithecium-bearino- and the peritheciumless forms and that in jndging

these two cases weight has l)een attached to the bhxck cohiur of the

upper half of the shields, wiiich sometimes consists of the cuticle

only, sometimes of a combination of the cuticle with the epidermis.

^ In addition to this the Loptostromaceae do not produce well-

developed basidia and ha\e remai-kably small spores.

The Latin diagnosis of Ilymrnopsis Tijphae is as follows:

"Sporododiiis am|)higenis, hemis})haericis, inaequaliter in vaginarum

sulcis disti-ibutis, majoribus et minoribus, item longioribns et orbicu-

laribus intermixtis, |)rimo cuticidam inter et epidermidcm caelatis,

1—18 ft in diam., atorrimis ; denicpie expositis, calvis, thalamo basidio-

phoro basilari praedilis ; basidiis dense fasciculatis, elongato-clavatis,

hyalinis, cojitinuis; conidiis oblongis, rectis vel panllo cni-vatis et

utplurimnm iiiacqnilateralibus, utriuKpie obtusis, basi vulgo clarioribus,

10 X "A."' murinis (Sacc. ('hromotaxia Tab. I, f. 3), 2—4-guttulatis,

guttulis hyalinis, nunc binis sibi op|)Ositis, tunc iterum ternis (aut

quaternis) in scriein dispositis."

EXPLANATION OF THE FIGURES OF PLATE II.

Fig. L Piece of a learsliealli of Typliu lullfolia, sliulded in llie grooves l)el\veeit

llie nerves witli sporodoehia (spora = spore; docheion = receplacle),

(natural .size); p.p. perithecia.

„ 2. Piece of a leafsheatJi willi two s))orodocliia, of wliicli one is opened, the

other closed C'^/i).

„ 3. Piece of a leafshealh witji two .sporodoehia, of wliich one has a groove

on the dorsal side (*Vi).

„ 4. Vertical section of a ripe sporodochium. — c.c. cuticle; o.o. epidermis;

s.s. conidia; rh. vb. vascular bundles; .r. cluh-shaped basidia.

„ 5. A bundle of club-shaped basidia (.r. ,/;.) with some conidia (//. y.), in which

two or three vacuoles. The end of the conidia resting on the basidia

or turned towards them is always somewhat more transparent than

the other.
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Botany. — ''(hi Sc Icrof io psi s |)ily()pliila (CV)iu)a) Oid., a

Sphat')'<>j)si<(etf occwi-liKi on t.lw needles of F i u u s s i I v e s I r i s."

By Prof. i). A. .1. A. Oudkmans.

In llic "Nedcrltindsch KruidkuiKlii:^- Ai-cliiof", 3'' series, \ol. 11, pag.

247, I luentioiied i\ fungus found in J1M)1 hy Mr. C. A. (1. 1)KINS

at Nnnspeet on tiie needles of Piniis silxeslris, wliicli fungus, dis-

covered in J 840 on the same host near Prague by the botanist

A. J. C. CoHDA, was described in vol. IV of his "Icones Fungornni"

on page 40, nnder the name of Sphaeronemtr pythlopldlimi ')

The same fnngns received a |)lace in Saccardo's "S^'lloge b'uu-

gorum", vol. Ill (A" 1884), p. 101, this time nnder the name of

Phoma jnti/op/u'Ia, whereas on account of a new investigation of

fresh specimens I Ihouglit it necessary myself, in the article (pioled

above, to change the name Phoma again and to rej^lace it by that

of Sclerotiopsis.

Besides Saccardo, also Allescher, in the 6''' vol. of Winter's

Kryptogamen-Flora (1901), page 199, w^q':^ \\\q wamQ Phoma pityophila

for this fnngns, which name is changed into Sclerotiopsis, by way
of improvement, in vol. VII, p. 847 of the same work.

Having been enabled through the kindness of Mr. Beins in January

1904, to examine again some fresh specimens of Sclerotiopsis

pityopldh, I availed myself of this opjiortunity of testing once more

my former exjierience by facts and had the advantage of having at

my disposal the drawings l)y Mr. V. J. Koning, chemist ai Bnssum,

which accompany this article. I have to thank Mr. Koning for the

kindness which he has repeatedly shown m assisting me on former

occasions as well as on this. Some particulars snj)plenienting' former

communications ma}' be mentioned here.

The reason that induced Saccardo in 1884 to change the name

Sphaeronema into Phoma was that some very characteristic |)roperties

of the former genus had been passed over silently by (!orda, viz.

that in his paj>er no mention is made either of a beak- oi- brush-

sha[)ed prolongation of the peritheciunnvail or of spores which,

conglomerated to a l)all, should have been found at the surface of

the perithecia.

The generic name chosen by (!orda could not bo regained aiul so

no other name seemed more a|)propriate to the Italian mycologist

to rej)lace it than that of Phoma, which jndgnieut has not been

doubted by any subsecpient writer.

1) Tlie Greek for pine being 7rirv<;, in wliat follows Corda's wrong ortliography

has been corrected.
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Meaiiw liilo it Wiis e\ ideiit as well tVoni tlio \ei-_v lu-iof description

of Phoiiia intyoplühi in Saccakuo's Svlloge as trom liis silence on

the inicroscopic ju-operties of the fniiuiis, that this anthor had not

been able to examine freshly collected specimens, so that mycologists

working after him under more fa\oiiral>le conditions miuht possibly

lind something to improve.

Having had this opportnnity myself il may not be supertbions to

I'etnrn once more to my Sc1erotio[).'<is pitjiojthila and to consider more

fully the difference l>etween Sclerotiopsis and riiomd.

First of all it mnst be mentioned that the perithecia of Phoma,

when produced by leaves, although tiiey lie concealed below the

epidermis, yet are by no means bui'ied deep in the tissue as is the

case with Sclevotlop.sis (Fig. 3—5) aiid i)robably on account of this

are much more irregularly shaped, sometimes coalesce and come

forth with a strongei- and less i-ounded appearance.

Secondly any one who has examined many specimens of J^lioma

must ha\e noticed that with Sclerotiopsis stronger and denser peri-

thecia are found Avhich are carbonaceous at the surface, whereas

those of PJioma belong to the forms that offer little resistance, and

are tender and light-coloured ; finally that tlie peiithecia of Scleroti-

opsis have no orifice but decay or burst, whereas with Plioma the

rule is that a small round ostiolum is found through which the

spores are discharged.

In addition to this ^ve remark that the spores of Sclerotiopsis do

not lie loosely together like those of Phoma, but remain long con-

nected l)y means of a sticky substance (fig. 3 and 4), the consequence

of which is that a few drops of water are sufficient to cause l^lionia-

spores to diverge iji all directioiis whereas with ScIeri)tiopsis ii'^W^hi

pressure or friction is recjuired to make them fit for a closer exa-

mination.

This latter peculiarity was exactly the reason why Corda imagined

to have found a Sp/iaeronerna, overlooking that the l)eak- or brush-

shaped proloi^ation of the peritheciummouth was absent and that

conseque]itly no cluster of s[>ores could be formed at the lop of

such a |)rolongation.

The question whether the spores of Sc/erotioj>sis are produced on

the top of sporophores is difficult to answer, although analogy pleads

for it, since there is no distinct di\ision i)etween the wall of the

perithecium and the gleba (the cluster of spores) but a gi'adual

transition of one into the other. Yet not far from the surface of the

perithecia ((Fig. 6) a segmentation seems to take place and the

formed spores seem to be slowly pushed to the centre.
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Sclerotiopsis p i 1 y op li i I ;i (('oi'fl.i) Ocd., a siipropliyto, jippoais

as black, flesliy graiiks (Fig. J), 7._^
•) mm. hmad, whicli are expelled

from the tiysue of the needles. Tiiey coiisisl of |)o|ygonal pareiiehvni-

cells which at the circiimfei-ence are larger, hardei- and (hirkor hul

in the interior become smaller, softer and colourless and seem to

border on a small cavity, which is soon filled with spores. These
latter are oval or egg-shaped, straight or slightly cnrved (Fig. 7),

unicellnlar and undivided and ha\e rounded tops. TJiCN' varv from

7 — 8X'^ — 4,u, have no polar drops and no appendices. Germi-
nating spores were not fonntl.

The first Sclerotioji^/s was found by Spkgazzini in the Ar^'^entine

republic on rotting leaves of Eucahiptus Globulus and was called

S. austmhislac((. A second and third species {Scl. Cheirl Oud. and
Scl. Poteutlllae Oud.) uere found by myself and IMr. Heins, the

former on the stems of ClielrantJius Cheirl in the Botanic (iardenat

Amsterdam, the latter on the leaves of Potentilla procumhens at Nun-
speet. Finally Corda first mentions Scl. inti/ophila (C'oi-da) Oud. which
was collected in 1840 on jiine-needles at Prague and (JO vears later

at Nunspeet.

FJc

EXPLANATION OF THE FIGURES.

1. A few needles of Pirms silrestris studded willi peiillieoia oï Sclerotiopsis

intyopkila (Gonla) Oud. — Natural size,

2. A needle of Scl. pityophUa loaded willi some perilliecia. Cross-Section,

Magnification 100,

3. 4 and 5. Vertical sections of Scl. intyopliila, magnified ^00 limes. The

carbonaceous wall of the peiilheciiim is clearly visible here everywliere.

In 3 and 5 the perilliecia have broken through the epidermis, in 4 not

yet ;
in tlie former two also the conglomerated spores are discerned.

6, A piece of a peripheral part of the wall of the peritheciiim with some

stalked spores, Magn, 1000.

7. Single spores, 1000 times enlarged.
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Geology. ''I)ii (in ciinirnh'nt of tlu> (Vomer Forost-Ucd, in the

Xetherlands.^' Vi\ Prof. lu(;. Dcbois. (Coiviuiuiiicah'd 1>\ Prof.

K. Martin).

On tlic eastern tVoiiliei- of llie Nctlierlaiids, aloiiii- llie middle third

part of' the |n-()\iiic(» of' Limliiirii', there is the steep west border of'

a plateau, made iij) of gravels aJid sands, which, for the greater i>art,

is enclosed between the valleys of the Mense, the Niers and the Roer

and rises to an average height of about thirty meters al)Ove the adjoining-

low land. That border is falling within the Dutch frontier opposite

Veido, Tegelen and Helfeld, furthei', east of Swalmen and of Herken-

bosch. The |)lateau is a j)iece of a formerly cohei-enl, much larger

plateau, extending to Nimeguen ajid Cleves, of which, according to

Dr. LoRiK, the Veluwe is also a part. This autiior is inclined to suppose,

that the large mass was still entire at the time of the priuci|)al

extension of the Scandinavian Ice-sheet and that oidy after the retreat

of that ice-sheet, by melting, the great eroding i)rocess began, which

divided it into a number of pieces and also assailed each of these
;

so that under consideration was partly divided by the Swalm and

the Nette with their affluents. Dr. Lori?; showed that the northern

and eastern parts of the plateau do not merely consist of "Jlhine-

diluvium", as Starino sup|)osed for the whole till Nimeguen, but

that these northern aiid eastern parts expose traces of having

been reached by the Scandinavian Ice-sheet of the great Olacial

Epoch, in consequence of which they consist, at least at the surface,

of "Mixed Diluvium". This is not the case with the western piece

of the plateau of gravel, which we consider now more particularly.

In this only stones ai-c found, which have been transported by the

Rhine and its large triluitary, the Meuse ; further, the horizontal

stratification has not beeji disturbed by an ice-sheet having moved

over the plateau.

Nevertheless here too the characteristics of the co-operation of ice

in the transpoi-f of the sand and the gravel, out which the mass

has been made up, are not wanting, but these occur to great depth

in it, till 30 metres and more below the surface, and, as already

stated above, the horizontal structure has not been disturbed by

an ice-sheet lia\ing moved over the surface. This stratification, with

fluviatile cin-rent-bcdding, can be observed in a number of j)laces

where gravel is dug. At the same time there are repeatedly found,

among sand and finer gravel, big angular stones.

So 1 observed in a gravel-pit in the Jammerdaalsche Heide, opposite

Tegelen, the following boulders, which were found on an area of
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about one lieclaro, and 2 or 3 M. altoNc llic l)asis of the sand and

gravel deposit: A lai-ge honldev oi' ThoH,.sc/u('/('r, of i.l^ö X 0.75 X 0.35

ÏM., and three smaller ones, of about 0.5 M. greatest dimension, a

boulder of veined gray quartzite, of 0.80 X 0.75 X 0.50 M.,

another gray quartzite of 0.67 X 0.36 X 0.20 U., a flint nodule of

0.60 X 0.35 X 0.15 M. Other large stones were knocked into [)ieces.

East of Belfeld boulders are not so frequent in llie gravel. Amongst
others I observed there a basalt of about 0.40 M. largest dimension.

From these obserxations we are led to sujipose a transport on a

large scale by floating ice, and we can imagine that ice having

had its origin, in the upper-course of the llliine and the Meuse, from

bottom-ice. The basal part of the deposit, 2 M. thick east of Tegelen,

5 M. thick east of Belfeld, is, however, entirely devoid of pebbles,

it consists of rather fine sand.

All this induces us to consider this "Rhine-diluvium" as a glacio-

flnvial formation of the lirst Pleistocene Glacial epoch, chronologi-

cally the equivalent of the tluvioglacial Deckensdiottei' of the Dilu-

vium of the Middle-Rhine.

This interpretation is now affirmed by the character of the bed

underlying the gravels and sands in the [)lateau in consideration. Save

gravel and sand there is dug clay, which furnishes the material for

the many tileries and stone-factories, in a great number of places,

of the Netherland province of Limburg and of the adjoining region

of the Rhine-Province of Prussia, chiefly on the borders and along

the transverse valleys, of the .Swalm, etc. That clay is lying confor-

mably and with not eroded, rather well horizontal separating plane

under the "Rhine-diluvium", the equivalent of the Decli'nscJioth'r.

Her own planes of stratification are also generally horizontal. In the

clay-pit of the well-known stone-factory of the lii-m Canoy-Herfkens,

on the western border of the Jammerdaalsche Heide, her upper surface

is at 27 M. -[- A. P. East of Belfeld, near Maalbeek, 4.5 K.M. S.S.W.,

1 found that surface at 35 M. -\- xA..P. East of Reuver and 8.5 K.M.

S.S.W. of the i)it opposite Tegelen, it is at 43 M. -f A. P. East

of Swalmen, near the Dutch (yustom-house on the frontiei', 14 K.M.

south-west of Ihe pit in llie .lammerdaalsche Heide, il is at 50.5 -|- A. P. ^)

The same clay is also dug roundaboiil Briiggen, on the Swalm, in

the Rhine-Province, 5 to 8 K.M. east of the pit near the Custom-

house. It is probably also the same clay, which is met with, at the

surface, east of the Zwai-twater, (north (»f \'culo), and west of the

plateau, in the couiunmes of Tegelen, Belfeld Bcuvcr.

Evidently this clay constitutes a conliniious bed underlying the

1) 111 the Diilcli Lc'xL of this toiuniiiiiicaliuii llie iilliliulos ucio only cstinialeil, in

this engiisli versiuii they are given from exact determiualions by levelling.
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"Rhine-diluvium", wiiich luis a regular gentle upward slope to the

south and probably also to the east, and of which rests appear in

the low country bounding the plateau to the west, where the "Rhine-

diluvium" has been removed.

There is ]iot much known al)out the total thickness of tlie bed, by

reason of the under layer of it ha\ing not yet been attained in any

pit. In the Jammerdaalsche Heide the clay is dug out 6 ]M. deep,

and it has further been ascertained by means of bore holes, that even

2 M. deeper, so at about 19 JM. -|- A. P., the clay makes place for

sand. It is however probable that another layer of clay is underlying

that sand. In bore holes put do^vn on several places in and about

Venlo, some of which approached the last mentioned pit to 27^ K.M.,

they met with similar clay, in a layer of 8 M. thickness, resting, at

4 M.— A.P., on coarse wdiite sand and gravel with much mica, and

covered at 4 M. -j- A.P. by 3 M. sand and about 12 M. of graver).

Along the right bank of the Meuse, south of A'enlo, the edge of this

very ferrugineous and somewhat consolidated gravel appears, coxered

by loam, at about 14 M. -|- A.P. Even at very low watermark, of a

-few decimeter above 8 M. -f A. P., generally the underlying of the

gravel cannot be seen in this outci-op. On a few spots however,

about I K.M. south of the Meuse-bridge and 2 K.M. north-west of

the mentioned clay-pit, I observed similar clay as that of Tegelen

in the original situation, over 7 ^i. in horizontal connection, under

the gravel. It I'eaches there upward to 11 M. -\- A.P. Evidently this

clay in the bank of the 3Ieuse belongs to the same bed as that which

Avas met with in the bore holes at Venlo, the bed having been unevenly

eroded a long time before the development of the preseiit river ciiannel.

In such a way a difference of 7 M. could arise in the upper sur-

face of the clay. In that clay on the right bank of the Meuse I

found a tibia of Rhinoceros, which is only assimilable with that l)one

of R. etruseii.s and 7i. Mercki. The bone ^vas still a little fastened in

the clay, for the greater part enveloped with the consolidated gravel.

This clay is thereby characterised as interglacial or preglacial (pre-

pleistocene). If belonging to the same bed as the Clay of Tegelen, the

whole thickness of the latter, including sandlayers, may be estimated

at about 30 M. In this computation it has been supposed that its

under surface, from Venlo to Tegelen, is horizontal, which seems

1) According to a communication of Mr. de Waal Malefijt the top of the clay

was 5 M. lower in a bore hole put down on the right Meuse-bank at Venlo. Pro-

bably the clay which has been met with in bore holes, 24 K.M. south of Venlo,

on the east side of the Meuse in the neighbourhood of Roermond, at about

3 M. + A.P., under as much gravel, is geologically identical with that under Venlo.
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allowtible oxqv such a small distance, in (•onii)arison vvilli tiie great

extension of the bed, and with regard to tiie lioi-izontal strnetnrc of

the clay. Then we have to regard it as |)re[)ieistocene, an inter-

pretation entirely confirmed by the following palaeontological facts.

Much more improbable 1 hold it that the clay under Veido and

on the Meuse near that own, was deposited after the first Pleisto-

cene Glacial epoch, that of the "Rhine-dilnvinnr'. In that case we
should be obliged to suppose two jieriods of erosion. In the first

one the "Rhine-diluvium", with the underlying Clay of Tegelen in

the valley of the Meuse, should have been eroded, afterwards (during

an interglacial period) clay should again have been dei)osited in it,

which was attacked in a second period of erosion, on which than

in the Second or Great Pleistocene Glacial epoch a deposit of gravel

accumulated.

For the chronology of the different beds of the Dutch Pleistocene

formations now it is of great importance to ascertain, by means of

enclosed fossils, the age of the Clay of Tegelen, which was deposited

in the time preceding the accumulation of the "Rhine-diluvium".

I am much obliged to Mr. L. Stuns, at the time medical student,

now physician at Roermond, for having sho^vn me, already in 1<S97,

fossil remains of Mammals (especially l^nKjoiUlu'rhnn and Deer) and

of Molluscs, together with such of plants, which he had found in

the clay-pit of Messrs. Canoy, Herfkens and Smut.ders, a number of

which he has yielded to me for a closer examination. 1 haxe further

to acknowledge the benevolence of the last named gentlemen for

the opportunity of collecting some fine and characteristic fossil remains

of Mammals, especially of Cerrus, Rhinoceros, I'J</a/is, HiitpoitoUdiiiis and

Trogontherlain (now in Teyler Museum at Haarlem), by the aid of

which the fixing of the geological horizon has been arrived at. The

shells and plant remains (especially seeds ajid wood) and many Ixmes ai-e

found at about 5 M. below the upper surface of the clay bed, where this

is rather sandy, another, more abundant, ossiferous niveau is at nearly

3 M. below that upj)er surface, in stiff clay '). Opposite Belfeld bones

1) To an average of 2.70 M. below the upper siufaco, t'loin below which a vei-y .stiir

clay begins, the clay in iliis pit has a yellow colour, caused by tlie action of the

almospheiilia on the f'eirugineous conipouncls in the clay, which action is lower down
shut oil' by that stiÜ" clay. The latter itself' is of' a bluish colour and at the bottom

of the pil il is nearly lilack. Excepted near the upper surface, the yellow clay is

on the whole sandy, only at a few places in the pit it is rather stiff. In those

places the blue colour continues up to a higher level and the limiting line is not

at all right and horizontal, on the (-oiitiary the yellow clay, there, is sinking

down, in that blue clay, which continues to a relatively higher level, Agaliform

wrinkling brown parallel lines, in those yellow insinkings, imitate then contortions,
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are mostly found at a depth of 4 M. in the clay; at 1.25 M. below its

upper surface it there encloses a layer of sand, 0.30 M. thick. The outside

of the bones is always absolutely uningured, they do not look rolled

worn at all. The following enumeration of fossil forms will sufllice

for the determination of tlie geological horizon. 1 hope to be able

to work out and to complete the list on a later occasion.

As regarding the Molluscs, it is in the tirst place noteworthy,

that these for the most part belong to forms proper to fresh water,

and especially to stagnant or very slowly running water ; a few land-

snails belong to species which may hax e Hved upon the vegetation on

the shore. Till now I have recognised

:

I-'ig. 1. — CervHS tegiiUensis, sp. n. Left anller, laloral aspect. (' §).

The liguied specimen belongs to the collection of Mr. Stuns. Seveial other

specimen do not possess the strong, curvaluie of the beam at the

origin of the tres-tine, in such a manner that the beam is

on the whole straighter.

Palmlina, '2 sp., l*/ai)orbi.s ^i., He/U- hispklaL., Heli.v arbii.sforiniiL.,

Helix sp., Li)NN((('/is sp., PisicUum, 2 sp.. Unto sp.

Of the Mammals the following species are well determinable:

Troc/onthenum Cuvieii Owen, Cevviis Sedgwickii Falc. (= Cerru.s

dlcranivs Nesti), Cervus te(juUen4s, sp. n., ('erviis {Axis) rltenanm-, sp. n.,

CerinLs {Axis) sp., Nippopofainuè ainpldhluslj., E(/ni(s Stenoi/is Cocdn,

Rldnoceros etruscus Falc.

such as they have been produced elsewhere by the motion of the Pleistocene

ice-sheet, but here we have indeed only before us a result of the process of the

blue clay to yellow. Elsewhere, as opposite Belfeld, where still the original thick

gravel bed covers tlie clay, and consequently Iho underground water is at a higher

I evel, has preserved the greyish blue colour up to its upper surface.
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There are found too reiiiaiiis of : Clstado /iddria Marisili, of a

Frog and of Fishes.

Of great importance are the remains of

plants, from whicli especially seeds were

carefully collected by Mr. Stuns. They

enable us to form a conclusion concerning

the climate and thereby concerning the

time in whicli the plants lived. And that

is so much the more desirable as remains

of Elephants have not yet been encoun-

tered, among the mammalian remains. The

species already determined are :

Viburnum sp., Prunus sp., Trapa natans

L., Cornus mas L., Vitis vinifera L., Sta-

pliylea pinnata Ij., Juglans tejj/uvdes Ung.,

jSfuphar luteum L., Stratiotes WehsteriVoi.,

Abies pectinata DC, Chara sp.

That is an assemblage of animals and

plants which can only be preglacial in

the sense of prepleistocene. The group of

Mammals is distinguished from that of the

Sands of Moosbach, which are now gQnQ-
V\^.±- Germs (Axis) rhena-

^.^^^ ^oarded as a deposit of the inter-
nns, sp. n. night antler, "^ ^

lateral aspect. (Vs). glacial period before the great or second

Pleistocene Glacial epoch, by the possession of Equiis Stenonis ^),

of two species of Deer of tlie A.vis tyi)e and an other species

belonging to a type not represented by any living Deer. They give

to the wliole a Tertiary character and make, for themselves, the

e([nivalence of the Clay of Tegelen with the Cromer Forest-Bed

probal)le. From the last mentioned deposit we kno\v one species Deer

of the ^'It'/.v-group (6'. etueruiruin, probably nearly related to tlie new

species from Tegelen), a second species has been described from tiie

somewhat older Norwich Crag; from the Pliocene of central France

there are described as many as six species. Cervus teguliensis closely

resembles C. tetrnceros, Boyd Dawkins, from the youngest beds of that

Pliocene, characterised by Elephas meridionalis, ami from the Cromer

Forest-Bed, but the antler of the large Deer of Tegelen never obtained

more than three tines. The other Mammals of tlie Clay of Tegelen

are all known from the Cromer Bed. The [u-eaeuce of Equus Sienonis

and iikliiDcerus ctr/iscas together with Tnxiimtlteritun Cuvieri and

Hippopotdiini.s (fiitp/iibius iiKtjor leaves no doubt on that etpiivalence.

1) Ot' this species it is the varieiy (listingiiished hy Mv. INI. Hullk as llie one with

great diiiieiisiuiis, svliich he believes to be the immediate ancestor of A', caballus.

15
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. Vll.
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What is known from tlie .sj)oeie.s of plants in the Clay of Tegelen,

points even to a somewhat warmer climate than that indicated by

the flora of the Cromer Bed, and so, seemingly, to a somewhat older

age. The Pninuo'-iipeties is certainly different from P. splnosa L.,

which belongs to the Cromer fossil flora, and which is now also

indigenous in nortliern Europe. The seed is only assimilable with

that of species, which now appear to be spontaneous in Turkey,

south of the Caucasus, in /Vrmenia and northern Persia. Amongst the

plants of the Cromer Bed Vitis viiü/era is also wanting, whicli grows

now spontaneously in temperate West-Asia, especially in Armenia

and south of the Caucasus and the Caspian Sea, also in southern

Europe, Algeria and Marocco. Remains are also found in Pleistocene

travertines of Tuscany and southern France, whei-e the species, with

Ficus carlca L., is considered to be a renmant of the TertiaiT flora,

further in Italian lake-dwellings. Amongst the Jiumerous species of

plants of the Cromer Bed is wanting too Staphijlea }nnnatn. In wild

state this species does not grow now more northerly than southern

Germany, it is especially indignous in the Pontine countriets and

also in x'Vsia Minor. No species of Jiujlans has been found in the

Cromer Bed, JiKjlaus tephrodcs, the nut of which, like that of some

nearly related forms, is hardly discernable from the i)resent American

Juglans cinerea L., is a Tertiary species of Italia and tl)e middle of

Germany. The seed of tlie Stratiote.^ is very different from that of

aS'. ahides, on the contrary strikingly similar to that of »S'. Websteri

from the Upper Miocene of the Wetterau. In the Cromer Bed as yet no

Viburmun was found. The seed of the species from the Clay of

Tegelen closely resembles that of I". Opulm L., it is only larger

and a little less flat. The circumstance, that the genus Viburnum

played an important role among the Tertiary flora seems to me not

to be without bearing, in connexion with the above mentioned facts.

A similar consideration applies to the genus Conius, of which

another species, C mnyuinea L. is found in fossil state on the coast

of Norfolk. C. mas appears to grow, besides in Asia, only in southern

and central Europe. C. sangulnea, on the other hand is also indige-

nous in northern Europe.

It wants no demonstration that the flora from the Travertines of

Taubach, to which, on conclusive grounds, the same age as that of

the Sands of Moosbach is no\v attributed, is a much younger one

than that of the Clay of Tegelen. The former contains arctic and

alpine forms, which are wanting here, on the other hand the fossil

flora of Taul)ach lacks the mentioned Tertiary forms and those

pointing to a warmer climate. From the fact that the flora of Tegelen
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apparently lived in a somewhat warmer elimate lliaii that of Cromer
we are, however, not obliged to conclude that the former is older

than the latter. For we have to consider, that the situation of Tegelen

is about 2° of latitude more south than Cromer, but especially, as

Pkestwich and Clement Reid have shown, that local circumstances

must have made the climate of Cromer relatively a less genial one.

Of the Mammals, by which the older Pliocene deposits of Norfolk

are distinguished from the Cromer Bed none are found in the Clay

of Tegelen.

Taking all these facts into serious consideration, there seems to me
hardly to remain any room for doubting the equivalence of the latter

with the Cromer Forest-Bed. Like this celebrated lluvialile and

estuarine deposit and like the undermost gra\el beds of Saint-Prest

near Chartres, the alhn ia characterised by Elepha.^ nieridionalis in

central-France and the lignite beds of LefFe near Gaudino, not far

from Bergamo, they must be placed at the top of the Pliocene.

On good reasons it is generally accepted, that at the end of the

Pliocene period the continual subsidence during that period, the

unmistakable proofs of which have been found as well in the Netherlands

and Belgium as in England, has been interrupted by an uprising

of the region, properly a flattening of that great conca\'e zone or

geosynclinal, in which the marine Pliocene sediments were deposited.

In consequence the southern half of the North Sea was converted

into land and England united with the continent. The great river

of that sedimentation basin, the Rhine, as has been shown b}'

Clement Reid and by Harmer, then poured its waters over the east

of England into the North Sea,, and in Norfolk the Cromer Forest-Bed

is a deposit of that river. Also Harmer rightly remarked, ali-eady in

1896, that this river, before it reached England must have passed

somewhere over the Netherlands; so we should perhaps one day find

the equivalent of the ossiferous beds of Cromer in our Country. In

the Clay of Tegelen we now have really met with such a bed,

which evidently accumulated in a shallow fresh-water lake, flow

through by the Rhine.

On good reasons it is also accepted that with the begiiming of

the Pleistocene period the geosynclinal became steepei', in conse-

quence of which, over the greater part of the present Netherlands,

sand, gravel and clay could accumulate, attaininj»- a thickness, in

Holland, up to more than 150 M. But, at the same time, on the

border of the steeper basin, in consequence of its larger angle of slope

and the increased transporting ca[)acity of the ruuning waters there,

lirst deposition of coarser material, llie "Khiue-diluvium", took place

15*
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and, as the slope increased still more, an important erosion. Bj

this erosion the Me use conld excavate a broad valley through the

Rhine-diluvium and deej) in the Upper Pliocene clay, in which, the

slope having somewhat decreased, probably already in the second

or great Pleistocene Glacial Epoch, there accumulated a mighty

deposit of gravel.

Physics. — Contributions to the hioinlechje of van der Waals' if>

surface. IX. The conditions of coexistence of binary mixtures

of normal substances according to the law of corresponding

states. By Dr. H. Kamerlingh Onnes and Dr. C. Zakrzewski.

Supplement N". 8 to the communications from the Physical

Laboratory at Leiden.

(GommuDicated in the meeting of February 27, 1904).

1. The qraphical treatment of the conditions of coexistence. In this

paper where the theory of mixtures of van der Waals is illustrated,

as in the former contributions we have placed in the foreground

the law of corresponding states.

The data required calculating van der Waals' ip-surfaces for all

temperatures may be defined in the following way from the point

of view of this law:

1°. An equation of state agreeing with reality, must be given for

one normal substance over the whole range of temperatures and

pressures to be obtained, (comp. § 2).

2°. For the different mixtures of the two substances considered, as

well as for these substances themselves, the deviations from the law

of corresponding states must be known (comp. ^ 3).

3". We must know the critical temperature T.,h and pressure

Wrt of each mixture taken as homogeneous ^) with the molecular

proportion x of one of the components, derived from tlie law of cor-

responding states, as functions of those of the simple substances and

of X (comp. § 4).

With these data at our disposal van der Waals' theory will teach

us all possible cases of coexisting phases of those substances if we

roll tangent planes over the if>surfaces of each pair of substances for

different temperatures.

In the treatment of the problems concerning conditions of coexistence

1) Whenever we speak of critical temperature, a maximum vapour tension etc.

of a mixture without more, we always mean "taken as homogeneous".
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which have been soh'ed in general by van dkii Waals, the following

simplifications have been made

:

r. The first form with two constants a and h, in which van dkr

Waals has written the equation of state, is used instead of (he real

equation of state

;

2". The supposition has been made that also the equation of state

of each mixture with the proportion x has the same form with

two constants ax and 6,, whereby the law of corres})ondin,o: states is

rigorously satisfied

;

3". it has been supposed that the critical quantities determined by

ax and h^. are related to those of the simple substances detei-iniucd

by rtji and />„, a^^ and h.^„^ hy means of the relations

a, = «„ .^^ 4- 2 a,, x (1 - x) + a,^ (1 - ,r)^

hx = h,, ^v' + 2 b,, ,v (1 - ,r) + ?>,, (1 - x)\

SO that the entire behaviour of the mixtures of two known substances

is determined by two additional constants a^^ and h^^
;

and 4". it has often been assumed that the vapour phase satisfies

the laws of ideal gases.

In this way van der Waals has obtained important approximation

formulae. Though they do not always represent numerically accurately

the behaviour of the mixtures, most of the particularities of the con-

ditions of coexistence are sufficiently explained by these in general

valid formulae ^).

If in the treatment of these problems we want to use equations

of state which over the whole range of temperatures and pressures

agree accurately with the observations, if therefore we do not require

the simplifications ad 1", 2" and 3°, and if finally we want to

consider other than rarefied vapour phases, so that the neglection of

the deviations from the law of Boyle-Gay Lussac-Avogadro mentioned

ad 4" is not allowed, an analytical treatment of the conditions of

coexistence in general becomes impossible.

Such problems we come across, for instance, when we derive

the conditions of coexistence for mixtures of oxygen and nitrogen

(critical state of air and relation between composition anil pressure

in the boiling off liquid air) from equations of state which also at

the ordinary temperature accurately represent the compressibility of

these substances and of their mixtures. An instance of an entirely

different kind is given by the following group of problems : determine

at ordinary temperature the absorption of hydrogen in ether and the

1) VAN DER Waals, Die Gontinuitüt etc. II p. 52.
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deviations from the law of Henry for this pair of substances, investigate

the variations of this absorption with a small variation of temperature

and finally find for the same temperature the pressure to which

KuNDT ought to have gone in his experiments ^) on the removal of

the capillary ascension of liquid by pressing gas on it in order to

see the meniscus of ether disappear under the pressure of hydrogen,

which, as has been remarked in van Eldik's thesis for the doctorate

p. 7, comes to a determination of the plaitpoint pressure of the

mixture of ether and hydrogen of which the plaitpoint lies at this

temperature ^).

In such cases we can only obtain solutions by means of the

graphical treatment described in Comm. N". 5da (»Sept. 1900). It

is true that the graphical method lacks the general character of

the approximate solutions just mentioned, yet by means of it a better

numerical agreement may be obtained for each special case. ^) By
a proper choice of special cases some data may also be derived

for the qualitative charactei's of phenomena in mixtures ").

If we only aim at such qualitative results we may simplify the

graphical treatment as well as the analytical by introducing dilFerent

approximations according to the nature of the problem, while it lies

at hand to derive wanting experimental data or results of calcula-

tions from empirical formulae on a larger scale tlian in tiie analytical

treatment. For instance, everything that may be neglected in the

analytical treatment may also be neglected in the graphical method.

Occasion for this exists only, however, with problems which neither

qualitatively are solved by means of the analytical method.

If we do not want to neglect to such an extent as in the

analytical treatment, we might for instance retain the neglection of

the deviations mentioned sub 2" of different normal substances and

mixtures of normal substances from the law of corresponding states,

which first occurs in Comm. N". 59a and is kept up in this whole

series of contributions.'

1) Repeated by van Eldik (thesis for the doctorate; Leiden 1898) for hydrogen-

ether and ethylene-metliylchloride.

3) Gomp. also van der Waals, Die Gontinuitat etc. II, p. 136.

3) For instance, one of us and Reinganum have derived (Gomm. N''. 59& Sept. 1 900)

a numerical fairly approximate representation of the retrograde condensation

observed by Kuenen with mixtures of raethylchloride and carbon dioxide from the

isothermals observed by him at other temperatures.

^) So for instance the character of the retrograde condensation (comp. note 2),

and also the peculiarity in the conditions of coexistence in mixtures of which the

critical temperature varies almost linearly with the composition, far below the

critical temperature. Gomp. ^these contributions Gomm. N^. 59a § 8 at the end

and III, Gomm. N'^. 64. Hartman, Livre jubil. Lorentz, p. 640.
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The simplifications relating to the case that one of' the two

coexisting phases as compared with the other has a very small

density, will be considered in the sections 7 and 8 of this Commu-
nication.

§ 2. Empirical reduced equation of state. As to the supposition

mentioned in § 1, we are now under much more favourable circum-

stances than at the time when Comm. N". 59a was wj'itten.

The beauty of van der Waals' theor}' lies above all in the fact

that it brings under one point of view phenomena in mixtures w4iicli are

distributed over a large range of temperatures and densities. Hence

for a satisfactory illustration of this theory we require tirst of all

an equation of state which holds true over a large range of tempe-

ratures and densities. Now most of the equations of state — this has

been made clear especially by D. Berthelot — hold only for a limited

range. For considerations as are meant here probably only those

equations of state can serve wiiich are developed in series and made

to agree with the observations over a very large range. Such equa-

tions of state which are very suitable for the calculation have been

obtained in Comms. W. 71 (June '01) and N". 74 (Livre jubil.

Bosscha p. 874) by combining as well as possible the known pieces

of reduced equations of state for substances with difterent critical

temperatures. As now we neglect the deviations from the law of

corresponding states in the different substances and in their mixtures,

we may without more base our considerations on a similar empirical

reduced equation of state.

We have used a form which does not differ much from the more

preliminary one given in Comm. N". 74, which was indicated by

r2. We obtained it by making it agree with hydrogen 0° C. ^), oxygen

and nitrogen 0° C. (all of Amagat) and ether 0" C, 100° C, 195° C.

(Amagat, Ramsay and Young). This polynomial, which contains for

instance all the reduced temperatures which occur on the if'-surface

for ether and hydrogen at 0' C, will be designated by VI Ï. As in

Comms. N". 71 and 74 we have for a substance wntli the critical

temperature 7\ and pressure i^k, if v is expressed in the theoretical

normal volume,

B C D E F
pv = A + -^--\--^---^- (I)

V 17 t" V V

where at an absolute temperature of ^ above freezing-point

.1 =z 1 -f 0.0036625 t

1) For hydrogen tlie critical quantities of Olszfavski arc still used in llie calculalion.

~) Gomp. Gomm. No. 71 form. (10).
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Pk Pk"" Pk* Pk ï>k

and the reduced virial coefficients ^, ^, £),(?, 5 with t = 7— are
Jk

determined bj

Reduced virial coefficients VI. \.
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tions of the normal substances themselves. Still a beginning has been

made with calculations which aim at a represcnialion of those deviations.

§ 4. Determmatlon of the critical quantities of the mixtures taken

as homogeneous. As we neglect the deviations from the law of cor-

responding states, we may derive these quantities (occurring in the

unstable region and hence not to be detei'mined directly) from any

observed range of the equation of state of any mixture.

The most obvious means is the shifting of logarithmical or partly

invariant diagrams of isothermals in the area near the critical state.

pv
In Comm. N". 59/; it was applied to — isothermals with regard to

logv, in Comm. N". 65 to /o^^MSOthermals with regard to hxjv, in

pv
Comm. N°. 88 to log —-isothermals with regard to log p and to

pv
log —-isothermals ^vith regard to log v. We may also imagine,

however, that we have at our disposal a sufficient number of obser-

vations of another range. Thus, to give a simple instance, we know
the critical temperature of a mixture if the temperature is found, at

which under relatively small pressures it does not deviate from the

law of Boyle. And it is also possible that we may derive the data

from observed conditions of coexistence. If the critical quantities for

some mixtures are found, it will in graphical solutions be preferable

to derive the T^-k J^nd pi:k as a function of x also graphicall3% For

the experiments of Kuenen have made us doubt whether the suppo-

sition made ad 3° is in general possible, and this doubt is strengthened

by Keesom's experiments.

If on the other hand we confine ourselves to qualitative investi-

gations of mixtures of substances about which all the data which

belong to the mixing are lacking, the supposition lirst lies at hand that

§ 5. The reduced y^-curves. In Comm. N". ^^a is briefly set forth

how the different i|vcurves can be derived from those that have

been calculated once for all for a simple substance. If we write a

little more extensively, and if v^ indicates such a large volume that

with this the mixtures are in the ideal gaseous state,

V

ipa^ = — ipdv 4- RT \x log X + (1— A') log (1— .r)|

omitting a temperature function linear in x. This with

1) Gautzine and D. Berthelot.
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'

may be easily transformed into

:

"f^ = - i- - fp/Zo - loq ^^ X log X + (l-.^) loq (l-.i-) . (1)

u

if we put n a certain large number and neglect other temperature

functions.

For convenience we may call j \^ dv as function of o the cun-'e of

n

reduced free energy for f. In llie construction of each given »|'-surface

occurs the group of curves of reduced if' that lie between the extreme

values of reduced temperature which occur on this surface.

On the planes .c = and x := 1 of the i|'-model we can draw

the if^-curves of higher and lower temperature. In passing over to

a i|?-surface of higher temperature the t|'-curves (at least in the most

common case) are moved on the surface from the side of the

highest reduced temperature to that of the lowest, while the lineai-

dimensions in the two directions ip and v undergo a certain variation.

§ 6. The x^-stirface for mixtures of methylchloride and carbon

dioxide at — 25° C. As an example of the application of the graphical

method and the empirical reduced equation of state w^e have now

chosen the prediction of the composition of the coexisting phases

and the coexistence pressure for mixtures of methylchloride and

carbon dioxide at — 25^ C. We were led to this choice by the

following considerations

:

1». we can derive the critical quantities from the experiments of

KuENEN '), they lie tolerably far from each other, are given in

Comm. N". 59/;, while for + ^"^ C. a model has been constructed

by Hartman;

2». — 25° C. corresponds to the lowest reduced temperature for

methylchloride for which the empirical reduced equation of state has

been calculated

;

1) As critical quantities
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3°. with no other equation of state suitable for a calculation we can

reach such a low temperature
;

4". VAN DER Waals, for similar circumstances as are found on

this surface, has also derived analytically the particularities in the

coexistence-phenomena (Contin. II, p. 146, sqq.), and the agreement

between these results and the obser\ations of carbon dioxide and

methylchloride, found partly already by Hartman at + 9.'^5 C, will

probabl}^ appear even more clearly at — 25° C,
5°. finally that a paper on an experimental determination of these

conditions of coexistence, which also van der Waals thinks very

desirable (Contin. 11, p. 154) will, as we hope, soon be published.

The numerical agreement becomes less accurate because methyl-chlo-

ride is not similar to ether, with which substance the empirical reduced

equation of state for the reduced temperature of the methylchloi'ide

on this tf>surface is made to agree whereas this is the case with carbon

dioxide at the reduced temperature, which it has on this ip-surface. An

empirical reduced equation of state in good harmony for the reduced

temperature of 0.6 with methylchloride of — 25° C, for the reduced

temperature of 0.8 with carbon dioxide of — 25" C, would have

been more favourable for the obtainment of a numerical agreement.

The plaster model obtained is represented on the annexed plate

fig. 1, it is 0,7 m. long (v-axis), 0.4 m. high (ifvaxis), 0,3 ra. broad

(.t'-axis). The large dimension in length was made necessary by the

great difference in density of the vapour phase between carbon dioxide

and methylchloride.

The binodal curve and the tangents which connect two coexisting

phases, the nodal lines, are found by rolling a piece of plate-glass.

Fig. 2 shows the binodal curve with nodal lines, and also sections

V = const, projected on the .I'lfvplane, fig. 3 the same on the .ajv-plane;

fig. 4 shows the values of the pressure as function of the composi-

tion of the coexisting phases.

It is obvious that:

1°. the liquid ridge, i.e. that part of the surface which lies on

the side of the small volumes, when the dimensions of the surface

are not taken extraordinarily large, becomes very thin and the con-

struction is practically possible only if we take for it a plate of

uniform thickness (for instance a sheet of tin);

2". while the tangent plane is rolled over the ridge of the liquid

part and over the convex vapour surface, as the ridge near the pure

methylchloride rapidly changes its direction, the point of contact

moves a long way on the vapour branch of the binodal line,

while the node on the liquid branch moves only a little. Hence in
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the directions of the tangents the double fan-shape is very prominent.

3". the vapour branch of the binodal line in the projection is

almost a straight line, and in agreement with this, according to

VAN DER Waals, the law of Henry holds over the whole area of

composition variation, while the vapour branch on the ^^I'-diagram

is again almost a hyperbola.

§ 7. Simplijication of t/te determination of conditions of coexistence

inhen the liqidd phase is far hehio its ^) critical temperature. In order

to determine the binodal line of the transverse plait we need only

know two zones on either side of the plait. Let the border curve of
the homogeneous mixtures be that curve which on the V?-surface con-

nects the vapour and the liquid [)hases in which the mixture, with

the composition x taken as homogeneous, would be in equilibrium,

then the binodal line wanted lies beyond ^) this border curve, which

it meets for the compositions and x. Therefore it is more or less

indicated, which zone on the vapour side we ha\'e to calcidate.

If, as in the case of methylchloride and carbon dioxide at— 25° C.

(or ^vith ether and hydrogen at the ordinary temperature for the ))art

of the ether side) the zone on the liquid side is shrunk to a plate,

we need only calculate a single curve on the liquid side. For then

the point of contact is so near the rim curve — that for which \p is

a minimum — that this curve may be substituted for the tp-surface.

The V of this curve may be easily derived for each x from the

equation of state because — ]^ — w = 0. With the value i\,=oor
\dvjx

Vp=o ^ve then find by integration if'/,=o, Avhile in the way as described

in Comm. n" 66 § 5, ') the tangent through the point %=q, Vp—o

to the curve tf'^ on the vapour surface is drawn graphicall}' and the

vapour tension of the homogeneous mixture is obtained.

If we only wish to determine the pressure and the composition of

the coexisting phases we have also a neglection of little importance

in the supposition that viigx = viu^^ x -\- v//^, (1

—

x), in other words

that the rim cur\'e lies in a plane, while in many cases we may

suppose that this plane coincides with the t|?i'-plane.

In order to find the conditions of coexistence we roll a plane (piece

of plate-glass) over the rim of a thin plate cut after the calculated

rim curve [ better still the rim curve for —
j

and over a model

1) Gomp. § 1 footnote.

2) Van der Waals Gontinuitat II p. 100.

3) Arch. Néerl. Livre jubil. Lorentz, p. 665.
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(made for instance of plaster) of the vapour surface (which if we

choose— and if we nealect the deviations from tiie law of Boyle

is always the same).

Instead of executing this process, which directly expresses the

theory of van der Waals, on the plastercast, it may also be done

entirely by a drawing on the plane as indicated in Comm. 59a ^ 6.

The given construction now becomes niuch simpler if only we
neglect the thickness of the ridge. In fig. 2 is drawn the rim

curve of the liquid plate and the different sections v = const.

Then we combine the points where the sections have the same

— (or s comp. Comm. 59^; § 8) as certain points of the rim curve

to the substitution curves (comp. Comm. 59a § 5) which therefore

always belong to the point with the given —- (or s) value on the

rim curve (with mixtures taken as perfectly gaseous the substitution

curves on the x\p projection are straight lines at right angles to the

.r-axis), connect the point on the rimcurve with different points ot

the substitution curve in the vapour zone, rotate the section with a

plane at right angles with the ^TV-plane passing through the connecting

line with the latter on the if??;-plane. The point where the section

touches the connecting line gives the phase wanted, which is in

equilibrium with the first.

The construction becomes still simpler if w^e neglect the distance

from the rim curve to the plane ?; = 0. Then w^e need only

B
transfer in fig. 2 the sections v = const, by A -\ -f- .... lower,

V

and draw a common tangent to the rim curves and each of these

transferred lines in order to find x^ap ^nd x^^.

If finally we neglect the deviations from the law of Boyle, w^e

have only to move down unvaried the entire sections v = const, of

the vapour phase in fig. 2 in order to obtain the just mentioned

system of curves, to which with the rim curves common tangents

must be drawn in order to find x^ap and xu^.

§ 8. Application of the empirical law of reduced vapour tension

of pure substances to the phenomena of coexistence in mixtures. In

^ 7 we drew the attention to the circumstance that the liquid branch

of the binodal line is obtained sufficiently accurately by substitui ing the

rim curve, the points with I - 1 == 0, for the points with
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1^1 = —
pxcoë.i:\ ill the same way we can |)ut instead of these tlie

points of the border curve with
(
—

- )
= — )>cinac, where pa-fnarindi-

cates the maximum Aapour tension of the mixture x, called by van

DER Waals the coincidence pressure.

According to (1) the liquid branch of the binodal [ -^r, )
as func-

tion of ,v is obtained as the sum of three terms.

The first

<fxx = .f% .f + (1 — A') lo<j (1 — ./•) (2)

is only determined by the molecular composition.

The second term is derixed from the function

''^'
=
" KJ ' '\ (3)

if as the higher limit in the integral we take the reduced licpiid

volume \>u,i
of a simple substance at the reduced temperature r.

We imagine that the function <f has been graphically represented

once for all as a function of f.

The properties of mixtures of a given })air of substances are

determined by

Yv.r = — k'TiT- (4)
J .tA:

as a function of ./' and by -;— as a function of .'•. Bv combining the gra-

pineal representation of the latter with the graphical one of cp.st we
obtain ^f^s.i, the graphical representation of the value which the

quantity r/,-, adopts with the value of t, which belongs to x. Then the

liquid branch of the connodal line, and hence also the rim curve

and the border curve are satisfactorily given by :

If?

The quantity (i, which plays such an important part in the theory

of VAN DER Waals about the coexisting phases is, while neglecting

pr, determined for the liquid phase by 7^5,. -}- r/-.^, = —- and the
hi

^ of VAN DER Waals also with the same neglection (for which

moreover a correction may easily be applied) := \p.
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tions ail

suited to illustrate this part of the theory of van der Waals.

The considerations, constructions and ligures given seem therefore

RT
is in the case of carbon dioxide and methylchloride a curve slightly

bent downwards. Fig. 5 shows how the liquid branch of the binodal

If?

line (the rim curve of the liquid part) ——
- (comp. also the other

It

ligures) follows from tiie curve —^^ and the curve ^oa-.

As to the calculation of (f 'i[ it should be remarked that \>,nax

as function of t is known through the vapour tension law, and

hence also from the empirical equation of state i\.r?^, and that

n n

I
)fdo =:

j
p(/o -|- p„,a.,. (i\,„^ — i\i^). Especially if i^/^ is small and

IV/7 'Cvap

B
hence ry„n large, (so that at the utmost — comes into consideration

V

for the deviation from the ideal gas laws) this, when at the same

time neglecting t)/,-^, leads to an important shortening of the calculations.

Neglecting entirely tlie deviation of the vapour phases from the ideal

gaseous state and accepting for a simple substance % p»*'^^ =—/

we return to the developments given by van der Waals in his theory

of the ternary mixtures ^) in which theory many problems about

the binary mixtures are developed more in detail.

Physics. — ''Tlie determination of the conditions 0/ coexistence of

vapour and liquid phases of mixtures of gases at loiv tempe.

ratures." By Dr. H. Kamerlingh Onnes and Dr. C. Zakrzewskl

Communication N". 92 from the Physical Laboratory of Leiden

by Prof. H. Kamerlingh Onnes.

(Communicated iu the meeting of June "2^, 1904),

§ 1. Introduction. The two methods for the determination of the

molecular coexistence compositions ,vi and x^ of the liquid and vapour
phases of substances which are gaseous in normal conditions, it is

known, can be described as follows. Following the first method we
separate small (piautities from the two phases at a series of coexistence

1) Proceedings, May 31, 1902, p. 1, sqq.
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pressures p and determine each time tlie composition of those two

quantities either by chemical or by physical means.

voup.

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

On the V .r-projection of the binodal curve of the transverse plait

on VAN DPiR Waals' if'j;?;-surface for a given temperature T, fig. 1,

and also on the p x diagram of that binodal line, fig. 2, two such

phases are indicated by a and b, for instance. The determination

of several pairs of values n h, a h' etc. gives then the whole course

of p, X and v over the transverse plait for T.

If we follow the second method we obser\ e in a series of mix-

tures with a known composition x, the beginning- and endcondensation

phase and determine for them p and /", hence /y/.y and pcxT, ^^^^^

vixT, ^n^l ^oxT' This investigation comprises each time the phases

represented in fig. 1 and 2 by b and c. By combining the results

b c, b' c' etc. we can derive again the binodal line and hence the

values for 'xi^/r, x^^/r, rij/r and Va,>T- The application of this last

method to low temperatures especially under moderate pressures,

forms the subject of this paper.

It is possible to follow also the first method in the case of low

tem|)cratures as it has been applied by Hartman in Comm. N". 43

(June '98) for ordinary temperatures. Yet as a rule the analysis of

a gaseous mixture is much more difficult than the preparation of a

mixture of a definite composition (among others, by means of the

mixing apparatus of Comm. N". 84, Dec. '02) and it is difficult to

obtain certainty whether the quantities of vapour and liquid run off

have the same composition as • the phases which are brought to

equilibrium by stirring.

Therefore it is important to solve the difficulty which accompanies
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FiK. S.

the second iuoUkmI foi- tempoi";ilui-es bclow —43° (inelting-j)()int of

mercni-y). When wc iiuide a first trial in tiiis direclion, a higiidegree

of accnracv was not aimed at. In order lo answer several questions

the accuracy we have reached is sufllicioul and for the calcidalinu

of corrections for more accurate deterniinalions i( is quite suflicient.

In our measurements we have used the

apparatus which is represented schematically

in tig. 3. It is in |)rinciple a twice heul tul)e

of Cailletkt, of which one end is immersed

in the cryostat of the temperature 7' and

filled with a known (pianllty of a mixture

of known composition .r, which by forcing

uj) mercury a( the ordinary (or higher)

temperature T" is brought to condensation

at T.

The mixture of which the ((uauliiy and the composition ,/,• are

known, is then only partly contained in the vessel 7' at the tem-

perature of investigation. Another part is necessarily in a tube at

the ordinary or higher temperature 7'" which is connected with the

vessel by means of a capillary tube. This involves complications,

not with regard to the measurement of the begin condensation

pressure l)^,x for the composition .r; for until the condensation of tiie

first traces of liquid, with respect to which the vapour is a phase

of equilibrium, the composition of the vapour phase in the space at

low temperature remains as it was originally, aiul hence the com-

position of the vapour phase of ecjuilibrium is perfectly known; but

with regard to the determination of the end condensation pressure

ptjc of the mixture with the composition .r. For we cannot condense

the whole quantity of the mixture at low teuq)erature. Ileiu-e

the composition of the liipiid phase at T, al)ove which there is a

vapour phase of a com[)ositiou diiVei-ing in the main fi-om this or

the original composition, is no longer indicated by the latter and

therefore unknown.

We can, howexci-, liud this composition by ap|)lying a correction

to the original couqwsitiou ./; which, as long as the vapour phase

occupies only a small volume and remains under a moderate pressure,

is not very large (com p. § 5).

§ 2. General iirramjement of the incdsi/reniciifs.

A schemalical re[)resentation of it will be found on PI. I, fig. 1.

The letters are the same as those used on the plates to which we
shall refer.

The \()biiu('uouioler A' ^with manometer A/, comp. Comni. N". 84,

16

Piüceediugs Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. Vii.
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March '03, PI. II, figs. 1 and 2) contains the gaseous mixture Avliich

has been prepared in it bv means of the apparatus connected at

Vf, and /'„ (comp. Comm. n". 84). Through tlie cock r^,, the steel

capiUarv ƒ// and the steel tliree-wav stopcock k (see Comm. N". 84,

PI. I, fig. 2) it is led to tiie pressure tube // witli calibrated stem

(see Comm. N^ 69, April '01, PI. II) phiced in tiie pressure cylinder '51/

(Comm. N". 84, PI. 1) in order to be compressed bv means of

mercury from tlie i)ressure reservoir f\' (comp. Comm. N". 84).

Thence through the three-way stopstock /• and the steel capillary

^/i" it can be brought under pressure into one of the two apparatus

X> or '^. For tiie present, according as we wanted to determine either the

begin or end condensation pressure y>,u7' or ph-r^ we have connected

either the capillary of 2), t)^., or tliat of '^
\Y:!

^^ the capillary g^"

by means of sealing wax.

Different from Comm. N". 84 Pi. I fig. 1 tlie mercury of the

pressure cylinder (see our plate tig. J) is also connected by means

of n with that of a manometer to determine the pressure in X>

or %\

By means of the three-way stopcock /• the apparatus 5^ or ^^^ may

also be connected directly with the voluniciionieter and then the

pressure is measured by means of M.

A detailed representation of the apparatus D and 'P is given in

figs. 2 and 3 of PI. 1 and a doscri|>ti(»ii in §§ 4 and 5. In both cases

the glass tube to which the mixture which is to be investigated is

conducted by means of the capillary y/', /) in 'X' ^^Jxl 'f hi D, is

immersed in a cryostat where the desired temperature is kept in the

same way as descrii)ed in Comm. N". S3 (Feb. and March '03).

The regulation is Itrought about for ']> through the exhaust-tube

7'i2 and for 2) tiirough the tubes /', and ///.,. In our measurements

we brought licpiid methylchloride into the cryostat and the tempe-

rature was regulated according to the indications of an alcohol ther-

mometer.

By means of the cock y, the volumenometer 7:^ is connected not only

with the gasreser\oirs but also with the mercury airpnmp so that also

the pressure-tube and the test-tube in r* and 'P can be exhausted.

We shall not expatiate on the process of tilling the api)aratus with

a definite quantity of the desired mixture and of measuring any

quantity of gas which we allow to escape from them. For the

rest we refer to Comm. N". 84 for the volumenometer and the

mixing apparatus, to Comms. N". 69 and N". 84 for the pressure

cylinder and its appurtenances, to §§4 and 5 and Comm. N". 83 for

the cryostats.
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§ 3. DeteDn'uiatioii of the. nwlccuLir volunu' (>/ tluu'oexistliui phases.

As \vc (lid not aim at. a very liigii degree of iU'cnracy a few remarks

will be suffic'iem. As to the li({uid phase: with the limitations and

conditions to he treated in § 5, ])art of liie gaseous mixtui'e in the

a[)paratns ^, called for shortness the piezometer, may by conden-

sation attain a li(pu(l ])hase of a composition which, as said in § 'i,

is derived from a; of the oi'iginal gaseous mixture by a correction.

Measurements with the volnmenometer yield the volume that the

liquid phase would occupy in its gaseous state. And by means of the

divisions at />5 and />,. PI. I fig. 3 we read the volume of the liquid

phase itself. The molecular volume of the gaseous phase may best

be derived from the coexistence pressure and from isothermals which

with not too small pressures can be determined after the method

of Comni. N". 78, April '02, if necessary with the dew-point appa-

ratus ï^ itself. AVith not too large pressure it w\\\ in most cases be

possible to apply the correction for the deviation from the law of

Boyle-Gay-Lussac-Avoüadro by means of the empirical reduced equa-

tion of state (Comm. N". 71, June 'OJ) according to the law of cor-

responding states.

§ 4. Bcgimiim/ of the condensation. In order to determine this we
have applied the principle of IIegnault's hygrometer '). To this Gn<\

we observe the tirst condensation which is formed in a part of the

apparatus of which the temperature is a little below that of the

surrounding gaseous mixture when the gaseous mixture is brought

to the begin condensation pressure. In order to be able to observe

a very small condensation we have taken for the place of the lowest

temperature a shining mirror, and next to it is placed another mirror

which is not cooled.

The apparatus is blown of one piece in the same way as an ice

calorimeter of Blnsen. The outer space a has a capacity of about

20 c.c. and is provided with a capillary to which the steel capillary

<j\, through which the gaseous mixture is led, may be sealed on.

One of the mirrors d is sealed on to the bottom. The inner tube Cj

carries at c^ the second reflecting surface and serves at the same time

as a cryostat to keep the temperature of this surface constant, a

little below the teniperature of the gaseous mixture.

To this end we have devised in the same way as for the outer

cryostat the cover ///,, lifting hermetically on the tube c., the small

stirrer h^ of which the rod A.^ projects through an india-rubber tube

1) Battelli, (Ann. dc Ghim. et de Phys, scr. G, vol. 25, p. 59, 1892), has found

that for piiro snbstnnces thn deposition of lifpiid on a not cooled mirror placed in

tlie vapour is a suitable means for Ihe determination of the condensation point.

16*
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as in Coiiini. N". 83, and llic thci-monioter / sealed on Ic» in^ while

the vapour of the licpiid gas in c\ is exliausted through m.^.

On the tube c at (\ the glass cap /', is sealed on, through which

with an india-rubber stopper the capilhirv connected to c passes at

/\. This cap forms the covei- of the larger cryostat. Through this the

apparatus has l)econie vei-y tirni and very easj to handle. The

capillary b^ is [)i'otected against the stirrer by a metal trame ii.

Through the cover at /', pass the wires by which the stirrer is

suspended. At /'^ the vapour of the bath of liquetied gas is exhausted.

The surfaces of d and (\ are made retlectors by platinizing them

at a redhot temperature with [)latinum chloride in camomileoil.

Though the platinum surface is not so shining as that of a silver

mirror, yet the advantages of i)latinum for this purpose are evident.

The regulalioji of the temperature in the two cryostats of the appa-

ratus is [)erformed by means of the same exhaust-pump that keeps

the pressure constant by means of a pressure regulator (according

to the principle of Comm. N" 87, § 3, March '04) in a main tube

whicli branches off into two exhaust-tubes, eacii shut with a cock.

By adjusting these cocks we can take care that the teni[>erature

in the inner ciTOstat is a little below that of tiie outer cryostat. What

ditference of temperature can he ke|)t constant in the two depends

on the temperature itself and on tiie hcpiid gas.

In measurements to be described in the continuation of this paper

the temjierature of the large cryostat was — 25°.() C, that of the

small one — 25°. 1 C. The required decrease of pressure in the main

exhaust-tube could be easily kept u|) v'>oiling-point methylchloride

— 23° C.) with a water air|)iiuip.

The pressure regulator was adjusted at about the [)ressure belonging

to — 25° C. By means (jf the i-eguhiting cocks aji assistant took

care, as signs were given l)y another assistant according to the

thermometer readings, that l>oth temperatures, hence also the ditfe-

rence between them, remained constant. This could t)e attained to

within 0°.05 C.

The accuracy whicli we can reach in the determination of the

dew-point with our ap[)aratus depends in the lirst place on the

difference of temperature in the two cryostats. As a matter of course

it IS smaller as the temperature coefHicient of the begin condensation

pressure is larger. At a given ditference of temperature it increases

according to the ditference of the pressures at which the conden-

sation appears or disappears. The amount of this ditference is also

determined by the illumination and this is much impaired by the two

walls of the cryostat. In our experiments, observations made with the
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naked eye with sidc-illiimiiuitiöii of llic iiiirrur proved to l)e tlie best.

The difierenee raiigetl betAveen limits which amounted to 27o oftiie

pressure. The optical part of the method ma^- certainly be much

improved. The accuracy attained will, however, be sulïicient in

many cases.

Adiabatic ])ressure-variation must naturallj' be avoided. Yet all

such difficulties arise also with measurements at ordinary tempera-

ture. With a view to the large dimensions of the vapour space a

we have not made use of a stirrer and have tried as much as

possible to surmount the difficulties by operating slowly.

§ 5. Determination of the end eondensation jiressvre. For this

determination the mixture, after the begin condensation pressure

is measured, is led back to the volumenometer, the dew-point

apparatus is disconnected from the steel capillary and in its place

the piezometer j) in ^ PI. 1 figs. 1 and 3 is connected with the steel

capillary //"j. The piezometer consists of a wide glass tube j)^ PI. I

fig. 3 fastened to a capillary, both graduated and calibrated. The

dimensions are chosen ^vitll regard to the quantities of gas that

may be intended for the measurements. If these are decided upon,

the exact quantity of gas, necessary for tilling the piezometer at a

suitable position of the mercury in the pressure tube h with liquid

to near the end of the capillary, must be determined before each

determination by means of a preliminary experiment.

The equilibrium of the phases in />. is reached by means of a

magnetic stirrer q nioxed by the coil X The immediate effect of

this coil is not sufficient to move the stirrer forcibly through the

liquid meniscus. Therefore a soft iron tube z^ with a groove z.^ which

enables us to read on p^,, is moved \\\) and down at the same time

Avitli the coil.

This movement ought to be independent from that of the stirrer

in the cryostat. But as we did not require a \qy\ high degree of

accuracy in our experiments we liaxe for simplicity devised the iron

tube z as a conuection between the upper aud the lowei' pai't Xn»

and Xn4 <^f ''iG ringshapcd valved stirrer (comp. Comm. N". 83).

This is moved up and down mechanically and with the hand in

turns, one time to stir the liquid bath, the other time to establish

equilibrium between the li([uid and the vapour while we simultane-

ously move the magnetizing coil S.

The essential dilference between a determination of the end con-

densation i>ressure in our apparatus and that in a (Uillktkt tube

does not lie so much in the circumstance that we do not licpiefy

the whole (luantity of gas, as in the fact that, as remarked in
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^ 1, the temperatui-e is dillereiit in (lie different portions of the

gaseous mixture. Tlie portion (see fig. 3 § J) at tlie temperature of

in\estigation 7' is separated from tiiat at ordinary (or liigher) tem-

|)eratnre T" by a series of layers (in the capillary) of which the

temperatures range from the highest T" to the lowest T. One of

these temperatures we shall call T'.

This circumstance involves

several restrictions and conditions

in Ihe aj)plicalion of the method.

In ordei' to make measurements

possible for all compositions .c the

temperature T" must be taken or

raised so high above T, that on

(he y^/'-diagram (fig. 4) (he vapour

bi-anch of the binodal curve of 7'"

does not intersect the liquid binodal

curve T. Then we need not fear that

condensation begins at 7'" while

condensation takes place during

the transfer of the mixture from

^'B- ^- the com])ression tube (or |)erhaps

(he vohiinenonieter) (o (he piezometer. At T" we (hen always have

a gaseous mixture of (he original composition. Wheji the above-

mentioned curves intersect, as is represented in fig. 4 for the case of

7", we can make measurements only for the compositions represented

l)y |K)iji(s outside the region included apju-oximately be(weeiu/and 6^

Even if, without condensation taking place in the compression

apparatus (or perhaps volumenometer) the gaseous mixture caji be

transferred to the piezometer, the part of the capillary where the

temperature falls from T" to T still offers another difficulty of the

same 1-cind. Here we necessarily tind temperatures T' at which the

va[)Our branch of the binodal curve of T" intersects the liquid branch

of T' . If drops are formed at J", the composition ,vii,t of the liquid

belonging to the observed coexistence pressure can no longer ha

indicated. By flowing down and by distillation (the effect of capilla-

rity exceeds that of gravitation) the drops gradually pass over into

the liquid phase at T, if care is taken by means of the cock h (see

PI. I fig. J) and by adjustment of the pressure in /; (see PI. I fig. 1))

that gas streams only into and not out of the piezometer, until finally

when we stir with open cock /, it a|)pears (hat equilibrium is

reached and the capillary contains \apour only.

Iji order to further the disullation and the disappearance of the
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condensation, il is desirable that the eapillaiy at the jilace wliere the

temperature is between T and 7'" shoiiUI not be (oo narrow. Moreover
the capiliary is snrronnded by an air jacket />^, made of' a glass tube

tightly closed with india-rubber rings />„ and iish-glue. To avoid

diflfusion the other portion of Ihe eapillarv <i'\ nnisl be narrow.

If by [)revious detei-minalions with the dew-poijil ap|>ai'atns we
have determined ./;,.,//' (as a tirst approximation it will in some eases

be possible to use a jireliminary if'-snrfaee as eonstiueted in Supple-

ment N". 8 see p. 222), it is easy to a|)i)ly the eoi-rection necessary to

derive the composition of the investigated licpiidphase at 7' from x
,

the original composition. On the piezometer divisions the volume of

the vapour is read. Let ]\, be this volume reduced to normal cir-

cumstances and corrected for the tirst vii'ial coefficient /> (comp. for

instance the continuation of this paper), let 1^ be the entire volume
of vapour and liquid, measured and corrected in the same wa\',

the]i Vi^=V— W is the volume of gas, measured and corrected in

the same way, which would form the liquid [thase.

Hence :

^^''^^^ ^—V- V,
— ~ ^ + "f ^ '

~ "^'^'^ "^ •

"

If we operate under moderate pressures, the correction will be

always small and even if /'„/>7' is not xery accurately known, it can

be a[)plied in a satisfactory way.

Astronomy. — "A uftn lucthod of mterj)olrft/'ou irifh coinptmsation

applied to till' I'cdvctlon of the vorvect'iou.^ and die rates of the

standard cloel- of die i)t)xerraioni at Leijden, Ilonwr 17,

detei'inlned hij die ol)seri'iit'toiis iritli the transit circle in 1903."

By J. Wekdkr. Conununicated by Dr. H. (1. van uk Sande

Bakhuyzen.

§ 4. In the Proceedings of Now 29, '1902 occui-s a paper "On

interpolation based on a suppc^sed condition of miniiuum," of which

the ])resent pai)er is to be considered as a continuation; this explains

the numbering of the sections. In order to interjK)late between the

ordinates -S' belonging to the abscissae if = ^/, !> . . . ij, :, 1 ha\e there

determined the interpolating cui'\e foi- wliicli the total sinuosity

-/(fj (d has the least \alue. 1 found that between two sue-
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cessive points wliifli Jiro well doliiied by observations this curve

satisticsan equation of the third degree Si = Sq-^g(, T -\- c,, T^ + e,, T^,

where 7'=/ — q and q<it<^r, and has moreover the properties

(IS (PS
that besides S also -- and -— are continuous, while at the ends of

db dr

this curve — is zero ; these data appeared to be sufiicient for a
<Jf-

detuiite determination of such an interpolating curve.

In the same paper in § 3 1 lui\e referred to the })roblem ofconi-

})ensation for the case that the results of the observations .S' are

alfected with errors.

Now T shall describe how that problem was solved and I shall

apply this method of compensation to the corrections and the rates

of the clock HonwC 17 diu-ing the ])eriod .Ian. 14, 1903—Jan. 14, 1904.

For the sake of the compensation 1 have used instead of the

supposition on which my interpolation was based, another hypo-

thesis which covers more, and foi- this purpose I have accepted that the

probability of a grouj) of corrections S is proportional to c.-'h,

wdiere the factor / is iiulepeiulent of the intervals between the obser-

vations; the original coiulition of minimum is a result of this hypo-

thesis, if we acce[)l as interpolated for the time t that value which

(considered as result of observation) makes the expression e—'^s as

large as possible.

As formerly I have called the erroi- of observation in .S',/ : f,j
and

the real clock correction L,,, so that L,, — S^— ƒ;, meanwhile,

I venture to use the same letters A, aiul L,, in the sense of most

probable values of the errors and measured quantities, although

there is naturally a dilferonce between the latter (piautities and the

real values.

As soon as we have to do with errors of observation we must

substitute //. for /.^ in the expression for the probability of a group.

The probability that the errors fa,--- /,„ /'/> />•,--- f~.
I'e-

spectively, occur in the observations, must in those cases where

the continuity of the observed quantity agrees Avitli the hypothesis

made above, be proportional to the i)roduct of d andc^ 'v
;

in the latter expression /i,/ I'epreseuts the value of the mean error

in Sj. The system of errors of greatest probability satisfies the

condition :

1 Is—f-\- Va -^'-^1 = minimum,
f*9
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wiieiiCG for each of those niosi prohahlc orroi's (he relation:

Theoretically —t-t-^ contains all the unknown (jnantitiesƒ, practicall3^
.''7

howevei-, besides /',/ only (he 3 oi' 4 preceding' and foUowijig ones,

since, owing to the small coefficients, the other (erms may t)e neglected.

The most probable errors occni* in it in a linear form, and hence

the complete system of error-eipiations is sul'ticlenl (o determine

them all.

§ 5. In this manner I have treated (31 clock con'ec( ions determined

by observations made from Jan. J4, 1903 to Jan. 14, 1904 by

E. F. VAN DE Sandk Bakhuyzkn and A. Pannekokk. This |)roblem

was somewhat complicated because the observed rates depend on

the pressure and the temperature of the air in which the pendulum

moves. An increase of atmospheric pressure of 1 mm. mercury gives

to the clock rate a retardation of 0.015 seconds a day, while an

inci'ease of temperature of 1 dcg. C accelerates the rate by about

0.030 seconds a day.

I have found that also the ditferences of temperature observed in

the clockcase have a perceptible inlluence on the rate ^).

1) This temperaturo o-i-adient forms a r.ew element in tlie rednclion of tlie clock rales,

in so far as at the Leyden Observatory it was not accounted for until 1003.

Although in the clockcase of Hohwii 17 two thermometers have l)een suspended

at different heights since 186G, the influence of the temperature gradient did

not clearly appear from the earlier observations owing to the inaccuracy of

those readings. Although Dr. E. V. van de Sande Bakhuyzen delected a yearly

periodicity in the differences between tliose liiermometers, which might explain the

phenomenon of the yearly periodicily in the rates (Proc. Kon. Ak. v. W. 1902)

yet at that lime he still doubted of their reality, because the Ihermometcrs were

graduated according to Reaumur and the accuracy of the reader in estimating

the tenth parts was insulficient to warrant an inequality of O.P R. in the monthly

means of the difference in temperature.

In order to obtain certainty on this point, two thermometers were placed into

the clockcase in January 1903, which were divided into tenth parts of a centigrade

and had been compared with each other beforehand by the director of the Obser-

vatory; since that time they have been read with accurate estimation to a hundredth

part of a centigrade.

The vertical distance between these thermometers is G3 cm. It soon appeared

that in the clockcase there is a variable temperature gradient, which cannot but

cause a considerable variation of rate.

In July 1903 it was derived from observations liiat a dillerence between the
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A temperature gradient in \ertical direction of 1 centigrade per

meter causes, rougiily calculated, a variation in rate of ()^25.

tliermometers (upper— lower) of one cenligrade corresponds willi a relardalion of

0\30 a day.

This difference of lemporalure, apart from variations in connection with mete-

orological conditions, clearly shows a yearly periodicity ; in winter it is small, in

summer on some days it increases to above 0^.50 G. It can hardly be doubted

that, at least to begin with December 1898, the yearly periodicity must be ascribed

to the temperature gradient; for it is since that dale that the standard clock has

been placed in the vestibule in a niche cut out from the pier of the 10-inches

refractor. Since about March IS'JO the place on the Eastern pier in the transit

room where the standard clock hung during the former periods ISüï!— '74 and

1877— '98, treated by E. F. van de Sande BakhuvzeiN, has been occupied by the

clock Hohvvii 46 with a Rienier-pendulum.

in order to obtain accurate data ai)out the temperature gradient also for this

place, two thermometers, which had been compared with each other and were

graduated to tenth parts of a centigrade were suspended in the case of Holnvii 46

at a vertical distance of (55 cms. on i*'ebruary 27, 1903. It appeared that here the

differences in temperature were in general greater than in the pier-niche, and in

.hily 1903 it was derived from the observations that a difference of temperature

between the thermometers of 1 centigrade corresponded with a variation of 0^.40

in the daily rate of this clock.

A yearly periodicity in the temperature gradient appeared also distinctly in

Holiwii 46, as will be seen from the fo'lowing monthly means, which are given

by the side of those of Holiwil 17.

lloliwii 17. Hohwii 46.

1903 March 4-0^14 +0\25

„ April + 0.09 + 0.16

„ May + 0.31 + 0.42

„ June + 0.28 + 0.37

, July + 0.29 + 0.32

„ August + 0.18 + 0.22

„ September +0.16 + 0.26

„ October + 0.06 +0.12

„ November + 0.02 + 0.10

„ December 4 0.01 + 0.03

1904 January — 0.02 + 0.08

„ February + 0.05 +0.12
Moreover in the temperature gradient in the clockcase in the transit room a

daily inequality was observed, which was hardly perceptible in the niche.

In the case of Hohwii 46 the mean values of the temperature gradient from

0'' to 12'' mean time, are regularly greater than the mean values from 12*>to24'>

moan time. From the differences between these mean values in connection with the

differences in the relative rates of the two clocks for the corresponding half days

I could derive the influence of a variation in the temperature gradient on tlie

rate of Hohwii 46 for a shorter period.

The investigation is not yet huished, but in connection with the theoretical
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A 4"^^^ inequality in the rates wa.s due to the difference between

the personal e(|uations of the ol)servers. From direct detei-niinations

we have obtained the following cliilerences in the clock corrections :

B—

P

1 April 1901 — ()'201

18 iAIarchl903 —0.275

15 March 1904 —0.224

For the time being I have adopted for this difference during the

I)eriod Jan. 14, 1903—Jan. 14, 1904: —0^250 and have rechu-ed

the clock corrections determined by P. to B.'s system. Besides the

corrections for atmospheric pressure, temperature and difference in

temperatnre I introduced a correction for the assumed personal equa-

tion ; these 4 unknown cpiantities are introduced into the equations

and will be derived from the observations. 1 represented them l)y

,r, y, z and u and chose the following units so that these quantities

should have about the same values : for atmosplieric pressure {B)

tiie unit = V4 "^"*- mercury of 0^ C, for temperature {d) the unit

= 7io tlegree Celsius, for difference in tem|)erature
( V) the unit

= Yioo degree Celsius, for clock rates per day the unit =r Yiooo

second of time; x, y and z represent the influence of each of the

three units on the daily rate, expressed in thousandth parts of a

second of time, while u is the 10^'' part of the correction for the

assumed difference in the personal equations of the obser\'ers during

the same unit of time, viz. B— 7-* = — 250 — 10 u.

§ 6. The observed clock corrections were reduced beforehand to

midnight of the data of observation. This was done with clock rates

according to a [)reliniijiary formula with due regard to atmospheric

pressure, temperature and temperature difference in the period from

the instant for which the clock correction was determined to mid-

night. This formula is derived from observations durijig the tirst iiaif

of 1903, it has been regularly tested by each new determination of

the clock error, and has proved very satisfactory fur the [)urpose

set here.

Constans = daily rate— 0.0157 (bar. — 7(50) -f- 0.032 (temp. — 10^ C.)
s— 0.31 (tenq). difference).

development of Ij. Wanacii of Potsdam on the inlluenco of llie lempenUnro-gradienl

on clocks (A. N. Nrs. 3!)ü7—68) I think it worlli mentioning tliat in tins way I

found that per 1 (;entigiade dillei-once in lompoiaturo l)etween llio tliermomelcrs,

lliere was a variation in rale of about U^8(), twice the amoiml d<'iived from the

before mentioned observations.
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From readings of the hiiroinclcr iiiul the thermometers, dailv means

of almospheric |)ressiire, lemperalnre and diiferenee of (emperalure

from midnight (o mi(hiigli( iiave heen derived. Let tiie clot'l-c corree-

tions at midnight be S, and the mean (hiily rales in tiie intervals

between the sneeessive determinations of the (doek eorreetions he Q,

in aceonUxnee with the letters ])rc\ionsIy nsed by me. From llie said

daily means, the mean valnes of the atmospheric pressnre, of the

temperature and of the diflerejiee in temperature were derived for

the same inter\als. In the inter})olation these (pianlities correspond

with Q, hence I call them Q^', Q"", Q^ For the barometer readings 1

used the deviations fi-oni 76 cms. The temperatures »> are those of

the upper thermometei'.

In this paper I shall also u.se the letters S^', S^, >S'' to indicate

quantities that can be computed for each ob.servation by taking the

sum of the daily means of />, v> and I", to begin willi a certain

date, say Jan. 14, J9()3 till midnight of the day for which the

clock correction is determined. ^S'^' denotes a value which is -j- 10 for

each obserxation of Pannkkokk, and zero for each observation of

Bakhuyzkn, and the series (}'' i-elates to the series ^S'^' in the same

way as each series Q relates to the series >S' according to the formula

'^r — '^(1

Q,i= . Sr and X are two successive ipiantities of the series,
n

and ?i is the interval between them exj)ressed in days.

/v = aS' — .r .s'
' — i/S^ — c,s' —II s'' — _/'

must then be considered as a formula for a reduced and compeji-

sated clock correction.

Each of the letters L, S, f represents a series of disci-ete values,

one for each observed clock correction, but by means of the inter-

polation along the least sinuous line they can also be taken as con-

tinuous variable (piantities of which the derivatives of the first and

second ordei' also vary coutiuiiously, but of which the derivatives

of the third order vary abruptly. To determine such a variable, say

S^ , for the instant t^iq-\-T between the epochs q and r of the

determinations of the clock correction, we use according to § 4 the

formula
D B B D B

where q is the epoch of the observation which immediately [>recedes /.

The coefficients 7'^' e^^ 1'^^ can be derived from the series Q^ if

we use the formulae C in § 2 of the previous i)a})er on this

method of interpolation.

Taking the quantities L, S, ƒ in the sense as explained above
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we can develop tiie lotal siiiuosily of I he reduced and compensated

correction as follows

:

^^^ J K^it"-)'^^" J L <-it

(P{S—f] (psfi iPS^ d-s>y <i:'St'~Y

tie '^ lie " de " ae
• dt.

In order to i^ive llie grealest probahilily lo I lie sei'ies L we must

choose ,<•', y, z and a so, that (he partial derivalives of //, with

regard to each of these are zero ; i.e. that they satisfy the following

relation :

ƒ[
d\S—f) d\S'^ <P5^

de dt' dt'

d^S^ d^SP'
— u

dt' dt'

d'Sf>

0,

and 3 others, which we olitain by substituting for the last factor

and— , successively
df'

' " dt'

Detinite integrals, such

dt'

rd' ^

as I
—-

J dt

de

d'Sf^ d'
s^^

de
dt, which here occur as

coefficients, can be computed in the following w^ay:

J
d' S^ dS^ _
df '~dt

~
" s'-i dsn r

de ' dt J J

dS^ d' s^^
dt =

dt dt'

= 2 [cJ^ ,fj - G 21^ en (Sr - S,y- = 2 [c^^ </-] - 6 :S » eH qI
a

If in the last term we also substitute for

'S

B li

3 u t'„
, (cr — Cfj) , we have

d' aS^" d' S^ „ ~ - ^^

-iriiF'' = 1'^ ''

^
+ - ^» ("" - "''

and after interchanging the indices ^ and v> in the second member also

1 have comi)ulcd these coeflicients according to both formulae, and

thus obtained a rigorons test.

At the beginning and the end of Ihe interpolation the quantities

c are always zero, so that |)roducts such as r'^'y- would be zero at

either end. Witii a view, however, to the cojitinnation of this com-

pntatiou for next year, I ha\ c not closed the interpolation-compu-
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tation for the atmospheric pressure, the temperature, etc. on January 14,

1904. Hence on Jan. 14, 1904 c'^, c^, c^\ c^" diffei- from zero and

in the formuhi I had to retain the term for the end.

nP S'^ iP (S—f)
In inteQTals such as I

-—
;

—

— dt 1 lirst put all errors equal® J dt" de ^

a

to zero and computed the known terms of tlie four equations accord-

ing to formulae of the form :

a

Hy solvin.ii' tliesc equations, 1 have ohlainrd |Mvlimiiiarv \alues

for ./', y, z and //, and in tlu^ way to be explained iu § 7, also for

the most probable errors /' ; tVom the mean dailv rates computed

with these preliminarv \alues, using the formula

Q,^ = Q - ., Qi' -
li
Q^ -zQy - n Qi' - -^^^^

n

\ luiNC derived as a second approximalion the corrections ,c, //, z

and II to these preliminary values. The influence of those corrections

on the most probable errors was of little importance.

r/d" sy
Integrals such as I I

—— I dt have been computed twice, first

according to the formula for \/, I

~~J^
~^ '^^

\m) <// = [.,/] 4- ^Q„{c,,-~c,)

and secondly according to the formula, deduced in § 2

)
'^^ = -5- -^ " (^7 + ^'1 ^'- + *^'-

)

ƒ(

The following are the 4 equations expressed in numbers :

5460 X — 252 ij— 14 c -[- 59 u = -f 21 664 — 145

— 252 ,1' + 952// + 512 ^— ^u=— 1757— 88

— 14 ,v + 51 2 // + 571 z - 22 u = + 383 + 87

_|_ 59.6— 8//— 22c + 101z^ = — 101^ 21
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The second members are written in 2 parts. The first part is

derived from the observed rates (I, the second from the prelimi-

narily rednced compensated rates Qi^ . The solution of the two sets

yielded :

.V = -f 3.90 — 0.04 = + 3.86

// z=z — 2.30 — 0.34 = — 2.64

z = -\- 2.72 4- 0.46 = -f 3.18

«= — 2.86 — 0.09 = — 2.95

According to these results the influence on the daily clock lales

of the atmospheric pressure per 1 mm. mercury of 0° C. is -|- 0^0154,

of the temperature per 1 centigrade (upper thermometer) — 0.0264,

and of the difference in temperature per 1 centigrade

(upper—lower) -f 0,318,

while for the personal difference Bakhuyzen— Pannekokk in the clock

corrections is found — 0^.220.

Table I contains the values required for the said comi)ntations;

for each interval between two consecutive determinations of the clock

correction : the number of days n, the observed clock i-ate Q, the values

Q^
, Q^, Q^ and Qf"

, and also the values ((V, — Cr)'^ , {c,,—rrf, [c^—Cr) ^''

,

{c%j—tv)^^. To this must be added in order to render the compulation

possible the values for the last epoch Jan. 14, 1904, :

!/^ = — 14.0 if = -f 57.7 gV — _s.l !/P — + 2.4

cB — _|_ 1.09 c^ — + 2.01 c^ — ^ 0.76 cP + 0.54

</ = — 146, adopted in case we use the series of the observed clock rates Q.

(jT ^^— 194, ,, ,, ,, ,, „ preliminarily reduced Q/^.

§ 7. Here follows the reduction of the relations between the mö^t

probable errors and the determination of the latter according to these

relations.

Sub § 5 1 have derived for each error /i^ the relation :

^II fo öi/, 1

I ha\e thought myself justified in adopting llie same value for the

mean errors in the determinations of the clock correction, although

for 1 of fhose corrections only 2 stars, for 13 corrections 4 stars,

and for all the others 3 sfars were observed, since the difference in

accuracy resulting from the different numbers of stars is relatively
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TABLE I.
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small as compared with that depending on other causes which are

difficult to account for. But the computation would not become

much more difficult if we should assign different weights to the

determinations.

I now use the following thesis for the interpolation with regard

to the smallest sinuosity that is proved in § 3 of my previous

paper viz.: the partial derivative of the total sinuosity Is of a series

of clock corrections with regard to one of the corrections Sq, is

equal to twice the abrupt variation which occurs in the derivative

of the third order of the interpolation curve near the abscissa g' and

the ordinate Sg. Hence according to § 4

_ = 12 (.„-.„).

1 apply this relation to the interpolating curve after compen-

sation determined b}- the corrections L, and I obtain

oLcf

in case that each part of that curve is represented by an equation

:

U =Lq^ Gqi-^-C^e -\- En t\

In accordance with the previous paper I have used capitals for the

interpolation coefticients belonging to the corrections which are freed

from errors. Also the meaning of 2 for this interpolation corre-

sponds entirely with that of o used for the interpolation without

compensation.

ö/r ö/x , 7- , ^ • •

YoY —^ we may substitute — ^-^ , because L^ -\- /^ is mvari-

able, hence ^Lq = — ^fq-

After the substitution of—^=— 12 ^q, each relation A—- + -^ =
O/q ^Jq l^q

takes the form -. 2q = ^2^ •^*'

The first member of this relation depends on x, y, z, u and the

errors ƒ, and all these quantities occur in it in a linear form:

B ^ V P f

If we use the approximate values obtained for x, y, z and u in

the supposition ƒ= 0, we can compute the expression

:

B ^ V P
rpg — öq — x6^ —ya^ —zo^ —uo^ .

1 have made this computation by determining the differences between
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the successive coeflicients of f for the reduced clock rates

Q— xQB—yQ'—zQy—uQp,
according to the new method of interpolation.

f
(i(j may be developed in the following way:

1 dif
We have also o = --. ~^j~ where //• =

| I t^ I
<^^^-

Hence

:

•^ 1A2/-. A/iAr.\ >^f
k; = "-^ =do;; _ 1 d'lf _ d /I d// A _ ö(j/ _ ^,/

therefore the coeflicient of fo in the expression for Oq is equal to the

coefficient of /g in the expression for oi .

Let us consider the case that fg = 1 and all the other values of/=0

then Og = Kq, (Jp = Kp or == Kg , Or = A'/ or =: Kg , etc. The series

of the quantities of for that case gives us directly all the coefTicients

K which are required for the development of Og . In this manner an

interpolation was made between the numbers..., 0, 0, 100,0, .. . as

many times as there were observations, each time moving the

number 100 further over one interval between two successive

determinations of the clock correction.

If this computation is properly arranged, it can be made in a

very short time and the accuracy can be tested by the results

themselves as the coeflicients are derived twice independently of each

other.

I shall now describe in detail how I have arranged the compu-

tation of those coetïieients for a determination of the clock correction.

According to § 2 of my paper "On interpolation etc." of Dec. 10,

1902 we have the relations

;

. _ _ 9q-\- 9r—^ Qn _ 'Jp + //y — 2 Q,n
Og — e,i e,)i e„ — r ejii—

which allow us, once the series of the </ being found,- to deduce the

series of the o from the series of the y and Q.

The series of the </ is determijied by the equations ((') of§ 2 viz.

_ n Q„^ -\- m Qn n {Q,n
—

g^) m (Qn— g,)

m -\- n 2 (m -|^ n) 2 {in -{- n)^

17*
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which for the first and the hist epochs a and z become:

<ja
— Qy. H ^— gz = (iv H

~—
where ii and v refer to the interx^als at both ends.

In the example given here, also one of the latter relations occurs,

i. e. that for the observations of January 20, 1903. The successive

intervals with the values of Q belonging to them are here:

3 6 10 . . . (/, m, n, o)

7b . . . (Q)

The line separates what precedes this observation and what follows.

As a first approximation for the quantities </ I have adopted

3 3

+"7, 100
,

m -{- n
, only three of tliese values differ from zero, namely

I _
flu ^^^

; ; ^iii i ƒ/(/
^^^^ siw ^'» ' 9r —— ",

" ^'1*
^ m -\- I n -\-

In my example: Q,,, = -|- 33 ; Q„ ^ — 12 ; / = 3, ?/i := 3, n = 8,

o r= 3 ; hence <fj>
= + 17

; ^^^ = + 21 ; g,- = — 3. With these three

values begins the annexed scheme, in whicli the successive corrections

of the g are computed, (see p. 255 sq.)

Annexed to this paper is a table (II) (p. 256 sq.) containing the

coefficients 100 /v for this computation; under the heading "Sum of

tlie squares . . .
." have been given the sums of the «(piares of the

coefficients for each date, and to the first and second approximations

the values of 100 ip which belong to the observations.

Each equation of errors is reduced to the form

:

.... < /o + K,' f, MK, + ^)f,i + Kfr + Kl /; + .... = ^,

where ^ = — , is constant for all equations, and must be deter-
12 X n^

mined in order to enable a solution.

In the relation :

which is independent of the hypothesis of the probability of a group

of clock corrections, the quantities ƒ represent real errors of observa-

tion, of which the mean value is fi. The error of interpolation g)q

in the interpolation with regard to the least sinuosity, i. e. the

difference between the real clock correction A/ and the interpolated

correction for the same instant is ^. From the expression of pro-
Kg
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bability e''^^ we may deduce the mean value oitp^,. Let us suppose

that all the real clock corrections remain unaltered with the exception

of that for the instant q. Then II will be a minimum for Z^ — <fq;

and for any other clock correction adopted for the same instant,

which differs from this interpolated value by e, II is equal to its

least value augmented by 6 /C/ f'.

Hence the probability of the group of clock corrections contains the

factor e-^'^cf" , Avhence follows that the mean value of e, or also

that of <Pq is equal to , --- „ . Then the mean value of (fq \/K,j is

constant and e(jiial to ; this constant is called v.

Hence the 2"'^ power of the mean value of the lirst member of

the above relation is

:

Kqv-^ -^(rl--- Kf ^Kf^K- + < + <' + .•.]•

The 2"^ member jp^, computed with approximative values of a', //, 2

and u is known. I had no direct data for the determination of (.i\

It consists of one part whicli is independent of the mimber of stars

observed for the clock cori-ection, and another ])art which is in inverse

proportion to this number. For one star observed by Bakhuyzen, the

latter part amounts to about 900 and for Pannekoek it is a little

less. I wished to avoid a too large value for /i' for fear of exag-

gerating the regularity of the clock at the cost of the accuracy of

the observations, and therefore I have put for each of those parts

of ix' 300, together ii' = 600.

xVccording to the value given above for S\ we have v"' : (i"- = j?

and the mean value of the expression

:

% :

i/ic, *+....<+ ^r+<+ ^^ + ^' +••
will be equal to (i.

With different suppositions for ^, I could derive from this relation

the corresponding value ft'. My result was that for Si = V^^ the

value of (i- is 592 and therefore I have retained this value of ^i in

the further computation.

The hypothetical expression of the probability was tested in two

different ways.

In the first place I investigated whether indeed r" might be regarded

as equal for the different intervals of the period treated. Therefore

I have arranged the observations according to their coefficients Kg,

and have derived from the lialf with least Kq separately the value

of fi' belonging to jï = Vao- The result was (i' = 591.
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In the secontl place 1 have investigated vvhetiier also for intervals

of longer duration, the constancy of r' remains the same. In tliat

case I could deri\'e v^ from the total sinuosity //, of the real clock

corrections.

If we imagine that from the series of those clock corrections one

is dropped, wliich deviates from the interpolated value by y„,

then //, is diminished by 6 Kg (p^'. 59 times we caji drop succes-

sively one observation from the 61 observations at our disposal, and

thus each time diminish the total sinuosity of the remaining clock

corrections by 6 /t ^^ At the end //^ is zero and hence Ii may be

considered as consisting of 59 parts, each of a mean value of 6 i;".

Hence the mean value of II is 354 ^'^

From tlie reduced rates Q—x Q^ -y Q^—z QV—uQP i deduced

the total sinuosity of the clock corrections L-\-f and obtained

/z_,_/=8756.

In my previous paper on this interpolation it is demonstrated that

if the errors ƒ and the clock corrections expressed by I are independent

of eacli other 1ij^f^Ij^-\-If. Instead of the formula derived there:

/^=:S'6e„(/;—ƒ,) I now write" //=:^6/;(^„—f„0=2'6/>/

and substitute for öq its value expressed in terms of the errors /'.

In this way we get

:

/ƒ= ^ 6 /; [. . . /v; ./; + K'^f, + K, j\ + K\ fr + K\ /; . .
.]

In the 2°'^ member occur under ^ many products of real errors.

The mean value of these terms is zero. I omit them, substitute ft*

for the square of each error and find as mean value for If G ^^ 2 Kg.

The computation of -5" K,j yielded 1.39.

In this way I have found the following relation between v and n -.

8756 = 354 r* + 8,34 jx*

whence, if ii'^ is equal to 600, r^ = 11, which result is in good

harmony with the value first found for ^.

The set of equations by which the most probable errors are

connected is readily solved, if we use as a first approximation

fq = 0.45 — . After I had found by the substitution of these
Kg -f- JV

values that the 2"^^ member required still another correction Aj i|?, I used

A,ip„
0.80 as a correction for the first approximation.

Kg 4- jf
^

^

When computed according to the em[)irical formula

_ 0.45 rpg + 0.80 A, ^g
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the errors appeared to satisfy fairly well the set of equations. Where

it was necessary I took away the last dilFerences by adding
^.%

to the errors.

Table III contains the results of the compensation which are

necessary to compute the clock correction at any instant between

the observations. Let this instant be q -\- T, the epoch of the im-

mediately preceding clock correction being q; if moreover during

the interval from q to q~\- T:

the mean atmospheric pressure, expressed in mms. of mercury

of 0° C. is 760 + Br,
the mean temperature in centigrades 10^ C -|- d-x,

the mean difference in temperature in centigrades Vt,
then we can compute the clock correction S(j-\-t according to the

following formula:

5,4.r=5,-/, + Y^(G,4-15,4^r-26,4^T+318F7'+ C,T+^„T').

The values of S, f, G, C, E, occurring in this formula can be

derived from table III.

The 5"' column shows the mean rates for each interval between two

successive determinations of tiie clock correction after the reduction and

the compensation. From this we may judge of the constancy of the rate

of the clock. It must be remarked that the small yearly inequality

occurring in these values is very probably due to a little inaccuracy

in the coefficient of temperature obtained as described above.

The last column of table III shows the quantities 2, the diffe-

rences between the successive values of E. They give us a simple

test for the computation of the compensation, because the}'' must be

equal to the errors ƒ multiplied by 20, or ƒ, = 2,^ : 20. The adopted

series of errors satisfies tolerably well this relation, if we admit

small diiferences, which in thousandth parts of a second of time do

not exceed the intervals m. or n expressed in days, and iience give

rise to a difference less than 0-*,00I in the mean daily rates.
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Date

Clock corrections

reduced to B

S

/^'^f';^ sated
ingtothe

^^ji
compen-
sation

rates

1903-04
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Mathematics. — ''The coiKiruence of the conies situated <>it l/ic cnhic

surfcices of ei pencil." Bv Prof. Jan de Tries.

(Communicated in the meeting of September 24, 1904).

1. On eac'Ii (Mil)ic' surface S^ of a pencil lie 27 systems of conies,

of which each system lias one of the 27 right lines for common

chord. Through any point F of space passes one S^ of the pencil;

so P bears 27 conies C^ of the congruence formed by I he C"' of

all S\
The pairs of lines of the congruence evidently forin the skew sur-

face of the trisecants of the tuisecurxe /i" ; for the points of inter-

section of a right line of one of the ^S'' with a second aS' belong to

all S^ of tlie pencil. Quite independent of this consideration we

can find the degree of the al)Ove mentioned skew surface in the

following wa^^

Let 'Uk be a homogeneous function of degree / in .'',//, c. If we

take a point of R" to l)o the origin of the system of coordinates,

the pencil has for equation

?'. + ^'. + //, = (),

where the coefficients contain a [)aranieter X to the first degree.

If a right line through O must lie on S^, for all values of ni

the equation

?«'?«3 + m^ii^ -f niu^ =
must be satisfied, so we ha^•e simultaneously

tt, = , u, = , u, = 0.

By eliminating .c, //, j out of these three equations a relation is

found containing the coefficients, so ). too, in degree

The basecurve /i'' is thus an eJevenfokl curve on the skew surface

of the right lines lying oji the surfaces >S'' of the pencil.

Each surface S'^ bearing 27 right lines, its section with the indicated

skew surface is of degree 27 -j- 9 X li = 126; the skew surface is

thus of degree 42 ^).

2. Any right line / is a chord of 42 conies, whose planes are

determined by the 42 right lines of the skew surface (?'' resting on /.

Let us now consider the surface (P) formed by the C\ the planes

1) See a.o. Clebsch, Legons sur la geometrie, II, 13.

2) See a.o. Kluyver, Kenmerkende getallen der algebraïsche ruimtekromme

{Characteristic numbers of the algrbrair /nvf<(<'d rurre.) Vorsl. K. A. v. W., 3''^

series vol. Yll, page 152, 1889.
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of uhicli pass ihntiigii the [)üiii( L*. \\\ ;u'l)ilr;u-,v ray llintugii P is

intersected outside P 'u\ 84 ])oiiits. As P hears 27 C' the degree

of {P) is 84 + 27 -=111.

According u» the notation of SciirMKirr we lui\'e thus

H'-
= 42 and ft r = 111.

From the well known i-elatious ^)

ov ^= 2ri + f^ 4- "^l^
'•'"f' 3r> = ^; + 2f/ -f 2fi,

where in our ease ?; is e(iual to we deduce l>y symbolic luidli-

plication the following system of relations:

3 fi r = d ft + 4 ft' , 3
f
t (> = 2 d

f
t + 2 IÏ' ,

3 r' = ff V -f 4 ft r
,

3 r (> = 2 rf r -}- 2 ft i? ,

3 r () = ff () -}- 4 ft o , 3 o' = 2 () ff 4- '- fK' •

We have here six equations for nine characteristic numbers of

which we ha\"e already determined two.

But the number rlr we can tind directly. For on the arbitrary

riglit line / rest 42 right lines of o" ; each of these right lines is

intersected bij 10 right lines of the surface S'^ to which it l)elongs
;

so it furnishes 10 pairs of lines restuig on /. Consequently

év = 420.

We now tind successive!}"

15^ = 288, ffft=:lG5, r(> = 354,

[iQ = 138, (f<5 = 510, q'=z4:'ó2.

3. Out of r"-^ r= 288 follows fJuft the surfda' A formed Ini the conies

cuttiiKj the r'ujht line I is of de(jree 288.

Illvidently / is a 27 fold right line of A and a chord of42co]iics

lying on A. It is evident that on A lie 462 right lines, which are

situated three by three in 210 planes.

If / is a trisecaut of 11", thus a right line of a surface S^\ then

^•288
|)i.(.^.^i^t; ,,p jjjiQ ji)(. surface .S/' counted double and the loci of

the cojiics |)assing through each (»f the three jtoiiits of intersection

of the trisecaut.

The conies haviiKj a point of the Itusecnrre It' in row man, fonn

thus (( siu'jdee of de(jree 94.

Tiie surfaces 7'"^ l)elonging to the |)oints of intersection 1\ and 7\

of the trisecaut lia\e evidently the 10 conies in eommou which are

determined by the 10 Irisecants lhr(uigh the thii-d point of inter-

sec tioJi 7
'3.

1) ScHUBEKT, Kalki'U der abzahlemleu Geometric, p. 02.

18*
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If / is a chord of W then A degeiienites ijito two surfaces jf'

"

and a snrface of degree 100.

If / is a line cntting R^ once then A consists of two parts, which

will be successively of degree 94 and 194.

4. The niunbers rfo=^51() and rf/tz^IöÖ furnish well known
j-esnlts. ^) The first tells us that the skew surface ^^^ of the trisecants

of U'^ possesses a double curve of degree 255 ; for each plane through

a double point of a pair of lines is to be regarded two times as

tangent plane. The second number furnislies the proi)erty that the,

threefold taiigent planes of the surfaces S^ of a pencil envelo}) a

surface of class 55.

The surface (/-*) contains thus 165 right lines lying three by three

in 55 planes.

The numbers v q and /i o furnish with reference to the plane at

iniinity the following jn-operties :

TJie parabolae of the congruence form a surface of degree 354,

their phines envelop a surfeice of diss 138.

Each >S'' contains i()8 j)arabolae. ''). As a delinile N'^ can cut the

parabolae oji the other N'' oidy in points of the basecurve 7^'' the

locus of the parabolae passes (3 X '^^^ — 2 X ^^B) : 9 = 94 times

through R\
So through each point of W pass 94 parabolae.

Chemistry. — ''The nitration of disnijstitated benzenes." By Trof.

A. F. HOLLEMAN.

(Communicated in the meeting of September 24, 1904).

If we introduce into a benzene deri\ative C^H.X a second atom

or grou}) this takes up in resj)ect Jo X a position either chiefly

meta or para-ortho depend'ug chiefly on the nature of X. The cause

of this is as yet obscure. The efforts for elucidating this phenomenon

are totally inadequate, first of all because they are too vague, secondly

because they do not take into account the relative quantities which

are foi-med from the isomers; in fact they could not do so, as these

were still luiknown at the time that these "explanations" were

given. xA. better insight into this problem can only be rendered possible

by the quantitative study of the substitution process, which has

1) Kluyver, page 152.

2) J. DE Vries, La configuration formée iKir les ririgt-sept droites (rune surface

cubique, Arch. Ncerl., sér. 2, t. YI, p. 148.
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already been made in a miinhi'r of cases of nitralion of the sub-

stances C„H,X.

For tlie present we must content onrselves witl» accepting the

resnlts of those (piaiititative shulies as facts. Doing this, we may
pnt the foIh)wing (piestion: (iiven a benzene derivative O^H^XY,
in which a Ihii-d gronj) Z is introduced. If now we know the

relative quantities of the isomers of both C„1I^XZ and (!„H^YZ which

are formed by tlie introchiction of Z into (VHr,-"*^ '^'J^' '>i*f' ^'«l^^s^ :

can we then deduce from tiiis Ihe sjrnctnre and relative (piantities

of the isomers C^H^XYZ which are formed by Ihe introduction of

Z into C«H,XY?
Suppose (by way of an exam})le) that we ha\e determined how

mucjh para- and ortho-compound is formed in the nitration of chloro-

benzene and how much meta- and ortho-benzoic acid in the nitration

of benzoic acid; can we then determine beforehand \vliich and how
much of the possible nitrochlorobenzoic acids will be formed in the

nitration of chlorobenzoic acid?

(Qualitatively this problem has been studied rather fully, bnl as a

rule not very systematically. In a great many cases it has been

determined which of the possible isomers C^H^XYZ are formed by

the introduction of Z into C^H^XY and one has tried to draw con-

clusions therefrom which render it j)0ssible to predict what may be

ex])ected in unknown cases. Beilstein has snnnnarised these as

follows: "In the introduction of a group Z into a substance ('„II^XY

both X and Y exert an iiitlnence but that of one of these gronps

is predominant and directs Z."

Undoubtedly, this rule is correct in a great many cases, ImiI nol

in a good many others. For ijistance it cannot be ai)plie(l to the

nitration of m-nitroanisol, which 1 have in\"estigaled. In any case it

shows that the gronps X and V do nol exert their dii-ecting intluence

independently of each oilier bul llial this is uiodilied i>y iheir

simultaneous preseiu'e. This has been fully coulirnied by a (pianti-

tative investigation in the case of a jiuuibei- of nil rations of Ihe

compounds C^H^XY.

If the groups X aiul V (wei-led a directing influence on a third

substituent iiulependently of each other we ought to have the following:

If we call the proportion in which the ihvoc isomers are foi-med

when Z is introduced into (\5ll.X

Portho *^lmot:i • I'para

and that of the three isomers when Z is introduced into C^HjY

P ortho ' ^1 meta • ^ para
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the qumility of the isomers, when inli-odiiciiiu Z inlo ('JI^V, wonUl

be expressed l>v products as p(i' cte. as shown hy the subjoined

scheme

:

X V' ^
„./\r „„./\vP'l

<1\ /'I ''\/^'' ''''

In this it lias been supposed tliat on introdneing a second group

into a monosubstitnted l)enzene derivative all the three possible

isomers are formed, which in |>raclice will most likely be the case

even if the ([uantity of one of these should be so small as to be

generallv overlooked. In fact, in a number of cases where at first

only two subslituents had been found, such as in the nitration of

nitrobenzene, a careful inxestigation also revealed the ju-esence of a

third one.

The quantitative investigation as to the relative (juanlities of the

isomers which are formed in the nitration of substances C,H,XY

now^ showed that those (piantities generally diller very considerably

from the i)rodncts pq' etc. so that a serious diversion of the directing

influence on the third substitnent must be admitted. This diversion

was found to depend not only on the nature of the substitnents but

also on theii' place in the molecule as proved i>y the following

example.

In the nitration of chloroben/ene at tr para-, ortho- and meta-

nitrochlorobenzene are formed in the following (piantities:

(1 ., CO.,II

/\ In that of benzoic acid /\
! the mtrobenzoic acids in

i

\/ the following proportion: \/
G9.9

'-^

If CO.,H and CI did not modify each other's directing influence, nitro-

derivatives obtained in the nitration of ortho- and metachlorobenzoic

acid would be formed in the (|uantities indicated in the subjoined

schema :

CO.JI ^'OjH

Cl 1
C9.9 X 1 8.5 / \ 29.8 X 18..i

and
G9.9X80.2\ /29.S/'80.2 \ y '^^

of the other i)ossible isomers only very insigniticant quantities. These

were in fact so trifling that they were not found. Of the two isomers

to be expected in both cases, the relative quantity ought to be just

as large as that wdiich is formed in the nitration of chlorobenzene

itself. Instead of this was found:
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COJI

84.0

Cl

16.0

COoII

91.3 f Ns.V

Cl

lil (lic siihjoiiied üiblc a iiuiiihci' of such ()l)servali()iis liave been

collected. By "diversion" is meant (he quotient of Hie (inantity of

the hyepi-odnci aeliially found and tiiat of tiie (|uan(ity calculated.

Nitration of ^'";^^'"*f byeproduct
on '1ÜÜ parts of main prod.
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Chemistry. "(hi a c' -li'lrdnnlhiiliiiiii'ridini-.'^ By Pi-oC. A. P. X.

FHA^'('Hl.^ro^T and Di'. II. Fuikd.mann.

(Communicated in \\\v meeting of September 24, 1904).

This siiltslance, wliicli was ()l»taiiiO(l in iSSo hy ('anzonfri and

Spica Init in an iin|nnv ('(tmlilion. was prepared l»y ns in another

manner, namely, by rednelio]» of 7-brom()tetranietliyl|>ipej-idine with

a copper-zinc conple (Gladstone-Tribe's metliod) in absobile alcoholic

solntion.

It is a li(inid boiling at lo5,°5—i56°5 at 7()() ni.ni. ])ressnre having

a sp. gr. of 0.8867. With water it yields a crystalline coniponnd

which melts at 28'' and loses its water totally or partially in a dry

atmosphere. The componnds witli hydrogen chloride, hydrogen bro-

mide and sulj)luiric acid form very beantiful crystals; lliose with the

two first-named acids snblime on heating without previous fusion,

those with sn1|)hnric acid melt : the acid one at 174'', the neutral

one at 270°.

Compared witli pijteridine, this amine reacts remarkably slowly

on acid chlorides sucli as benzoyl chloride, chloro-formic esters,

picrvlchloride etc. In a(|ne<)us solutions the reaction takes jdace

hardly at all, in ethereal solutions extremely slowly. However, there

were obtained : methylurethane as a liquid with a strong mint-like

odour boiling at 227^ at a pressui-e of 7<30 m.m. ; s|). gr. 0.9848

and the benzoyl dei-ivalive as crystals melting at 41°— 42 ; the i)ici'yl

derivative melts at 225'. An ellbrt to ju-epare a urea from the hydrogen

chloride compound and ])otassium isocyanate has resulted as yet in

failure. This j-eminds us of experiments of Dr. K. H. van dek Zandk

in 1889 with di-isopropylamine, where urea could oidy be obtaijied

Avith difficulty and in very small amount, whereas dinormalpropylamine

j)resented no difiiculties ^). If we com|)are the formulae of di-isopro-

pvlamine and ft ^/-letramelhyl[>iperidine we notice that they oidy

CH,

/\^
H,C CH„

H H 11
(CHO.. C C (CH,)., (CHJ.,C C(CH,).,

' \ /"
'

\/N N
H H

Ï) Some years before, I had already noticed an analogous phenomenon when

treating propyl- and isopropylmalonic acid with nitric acid; the first compound is

much more readilv attacked than the second.
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differ in fliis wav that tlio two liydroijcii atoms of tlic flrsj oompound

(indicated bv asterisks) lia\'e been replaced in the second one by the

bivalent gron|i (-II.,— ('II.,—(Ml., ; piperidine and tetramethylpipei'idinc

differ because the first one contains hydrog-en atoms where the other

possesses methyl gi-oups, namely at the a C atoms in regard to the

nitrogen.

As piperidine reacts strongly u ilh the above substances and tetra-

methylpiperidine does not do so and as there exists an analogous

difference between dinonnalpropylamine and di-isopropylamine it is

natural to look for the cause of this in the methyl groups. As,

however, their nature does not explain this difference we are bound

to consider their mass and their position in space in regard to the

nitrogen. This is then a case of so-called sterical obstacle which is

to a certain extent comparable with a number of other cases which

have been chiefly observed in the aromatic compounds; a case which

may, perhaps, affect the views held as to the nitrogen atom.

It must be finally observed that tetramethylpiperidine yields like

di-isopropylamine a crystalline compound with nitrous acid, which is

fairly stable and is only decomposed at a higher temperature into

water and the nitroso-compound.

Chemistry. — "On inti'mnoh'cular //lomic rPdrrruKji'menf.-; in henz-

pinaconcs." By P. J. MoNTACiNK. (C'oinmumcaled i>y Prof.

A. P. N. Franchimont).

(Communicated in the meeting of Seplember 24, 1904).

The following research originated in an effort by Nef') to explain

the intramolecular atomic rearrangement in the conversion of benz-

pinaconc into benzpinacoline by assuming the presence of an inter-

mediate product. His explanation wiien pul into formulae is as

follows

:

Benzpinacone is dissociated info water and unsaturated hydrocarl)on:

Am .c«H, y)H y\u,

C«H —

C

C -» ^\,H —C C

I ! M' ft
'

H' H
C,H, .11 OH*^""^ CJI, .H y*

^OH ^C„H3

then addition to : C„H,—C C

CeH,

1) Ann. 318 p. 38.
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then dissociation : CgH.—C C—CgH^

'
t.

' 5

/

then addition to: C,H,—

C

-C—C,H,
i \C.H,

'«-"'S

O

tlicn formation of C«H.—

C

QC^H^),.

If, however, we represent the matter by structural formnhae we

get

OH

C H.—C C—C,H, -> t' H3-C C,HC^^.4

/\ OH
I

I
i

II
OH ..^ OH .,„

C,H-C- C-CJI/) -» C,H-C C-C,H6*^5

/
i{ C«H,

C,H-C C-aH3

This sliows now in the phiinest manner tliat the core 1 is

attached to (Hlferent C-atoms l)etV>re and after the migration. If we,

therefore apply this representation to derivatives of l)enzpinacone,

the group or the atom in the core I of benzpinacone then occupies

a dilferent position from that in the benzpinacoline obtained from

the same.

1) Which H-atom ot core I migrates to the group CcH^ is not stated by Nef;

the orlhoplaced H-atoin was taken arbitrarely.
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Some time ago ') I poiiiicMl oiil (he possihilily of llic existence of

a similar iiilermedialc in-odiict in llic li-.iiisroi-iiiadoii of liNdi-ohciizoiii

into diplieiijlacelaldeliydc

Am A[

H—C C-CJl, ^ H-C -.C-CJi.

but at the same time 1 liaxe shown experimentally 1 lie iiieoiTcetness of

(hat snpposilion. In an appended note I have already observed that

in view of my resnlts obtained, the theory of Nef was not aeoeplable.

It api)eared to nie therefore, to be of imi)orlan('e to extend my
researches also to a derivative of benzpiiiacojie and (hns to form a
defmite opinion as to the correctjiess or incorrectness of Nf-f's theo-

retical explanation.

For this research I took 44'4"4"' tetrachlorobenzpinacone obtained

by reduction of 44' dichlorobenzophenone. On being heated with acetyl

chloride it passes into tetrachlorobenz|)inacoline. If this is boiled

with alcoholic potassium hydroxide it is resolved into ti-ichlorotri-

phenylmethane and p. chlorobenzoic acid according to this scheme:

((4) . 01 0,H J, : OOH . OOH : (0„H, 01 (4)), -^

((4) . 01 . C„H,).,^
-^ >0—00—0„H,01(4) ->

? 01 o,h/

((4) . 01 . C.EXx /"
-^ >0H + OJI, .01(4).

? CI . o.h/ \^ ^^j

This trichlorotri[)henylmethaiie now a|)|)eared to be identical with the

44'4' trichlorotriphenylmethane obtained from 44'4" triaminotriphenyl-

methane (p. leucanilinc). This explains the para-posilioii of all chlorine

atoms ill the tirst-named trichlorotriphenylmethane. This further shows
that the phenyl groiq) is attached to the same 0-atom before aiul

after the migration and that therefore the intermediate product as

suggested by Nff is an impossibility. The exi>lanatioii gixcn bv Nkf

for this intramolecular atomic reai-rangement is, therefore, incorrect.

The \iews held as to the transformation of «-glycols into aldelndes

are tu'o in number:

1) Rec. 21. p. 30.
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'J. SpJiiiiiig' off of' H.,(), ill such ;i niaiuier that the group OH
departs with the H of a ('-atom, for example:

V' C—CH, -^ >C C—

(

OH/ \^,jj CH/\/
CH,

Nkf's view of hen/pinacoiu' is in accordaiu'C Avith this.

The object of this representation is to abandon the idea of an

intramolecular atomic rearrangement and to substitute so-called nor-

mally-proceeding reactions.

2. Splitting oil' of H.^O in such a manner that the group OH
departs with an 11 of the second Oil grou]), for e\ami»Ie:

CH3. V\\, CH3. .CH.

>COH—COH< -» >C^ C< ')

CH/ \CH, CH/ \^^y \CH,

Nkf ^) : "P]s ist Jetzt x'ollkomuHMi klar, dass diese Reaction (Umwand-

lung der 1.2 Glycolen in Ketonen) bei welcher eine scheiidmre

Yerschiebung der Hydroxyle eintritt, auf eine inlcMinediaire Bildiing

von Alkvlenowd ziirrickzufTihren ist."

/' /H
C,H,-C-OH C,H,-C.

C,H,—C—OH \ii

Tn this re|)resenlation ^ve still a(bnit an inlramolecular atomic

rearrangement; not, however, with the 1.2 glycols l)ut with the oxides.

In the transfoi-mation of hydr( (benzoin ijito dijihenylacetaldehyde,

and now again in that of benz|)inacone into benzpinacoline, 1 have

shown that the lirst tlieory is untenable. In view of this I consider the

existence of a trimethylene-ring also in the transformation of i)inacone

into })inacoline too as being less probable. Of course a direct proof,

as in the case of the aromatic r^-glycols, cannot be produced, but,

pi-ovisionall} , this theory seems to me to lack all fonndation. It

looks to me as if Nkf himself is abandoning this theory, because,

whilst formerly ') he considered the trimethylene-ring as very ]n'0-

^) Couturier. Awn. chini. phys. [0] '26 p. 434. Erlenmeyer. Ber. 14 p. 322. Note.

Zelinsky and Zeukow. Bcr. 34 p. 3251.

') Erlenmeyer. Ann. 310 p. 84.

3) Ann. 335 p. 243.

4) Ann. 318 p. 38,
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bable, lic nou, to jiidge IVoiii the alunc' (iiioüilioii, delinitely adopts

the oxide-i'ing' M.

The residts of niy researclies, I may (h-aw ii[> in the folio win*;'

rule

:

In the Iransfoi-niation of the 1.2 glycols into ahlehydes, a i-cal

intramolecular atomic rearrangement takes [)lace, which camiot be

explained by any normally-proceeding intermediate reaction; it has

not, however, been decided as yet whether this atomic migration

takes place with the 1.2 glycols themselves or whether the oxides

are formed tirst and then undergo an intramolecular rearrangement.

I am now^ making experiments in that direction with Dr. Mf-kruikc;.

Chemistry. — Prof. x\. P. N. FRA.NciinioNT presents to the Librai-y

of the Academy a dissertation from Dr. J. Moll van ('uahantk,

entitled : ^'Sal[tlio-lsobutyrlc acid and .some of its drrirddres"

and oflers the following explanation.

(Communicaled in Ihe meeting of Sepleniber !24, 1UU4).

Dr. Moll van Oharante has commenced at my instigation to tho-

roughly investigate sidpho-isobutyric acid. He prepared it according to

the process which I had published many years ago for the prei)aralio]i

of those aliphatic sulphocarboxylic acids in which the snlplionic acid

group is attached to the same carbon atom as the carl)oxyl group (namely

from the acid anhydrides with sulphuric acid). These acids are not

only important from the fact that they are bil)asic aci<ls, of Avhich our

knowledge leaves generally nuich to be desired, but also i)ecause

the two acid functioiLs are of tliemselves, and iR)t merely on account

of their position, of ditferent strength, and are situated together more

closely than in the case of the aromatic acids, and caji therefore,

exert a greater intluence on each other. The difticnlties experienced

in the case of sulphoacetic acid, sulphopropionic acid etc. caused by

the mobility of the hydrogen atoms which are placed at the same

carbon atom could not present themselves here, because the atom to

which the two acid fuiu'tiojis are linked, (h)es not caiM-y hyib'ogen.

The said method of preparing, which had never been fully eluci-

dated, in which two nu)ls. of acid anhydride react with one mol.

of sulphuric acid to yield oiw mol. of sul|)h()nic acid is thus explained

by Dr. Moli- van Cilvrantk : a (Haeylsulphiii-ic acid is formed which

^) Al least if llic (]ii»jlaliun is meant U)V all the l.l! glyeuls.
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oil being wanned is converted into nionacylsnlphonic aeid, wliicli in

contact with water yields snlplioiiic acid and carboxylic acid:

Cn Hon+i CO.O.SOi.O.CO.Cn Mon+i passing into Cn Ho^+i CO.O.

SOo.Cn ?Ion CO.OH and then hy H,() into Cn Ho„+i CO.OH and H().S(^2.

CnHon-CO.OH.

Specially undertaken experiments led him to this conclusion and

also taught him that ^\ hen the acid chloride was used instead of the

acid anhydride also two mols. of the latter are required to one mol.

of sulphuric acid. The action of chlorosulphonic acid on carboxylic

acids, which is also given as a method of preparing sulphonic acids,

is understood l»y him to first yield the acid chloride and sul|)huric acid,

which then react on each other with formation of the sulphonic acid.

vSulpho-isobutyric acid itself is a very hygroscopic substance con-

taining two mols. of water of crystallisation. The barium salt contains

three mols. of water, the sodium salt half a mol. The neutral silver

salt is aniiydrous like the acid salt, which latter can only be ol)taine(l

in the presence of a large excess of the acid.

When acting on the sodium salt Avith phosphorus pentachloride

Dr. Molt, van Charante obtained, according to circumstances, either the

dichloride or a chloro-anhydride, which is the chloride of the carboxylic-

and the anhydride of the sulphonic acid function.. The dichloride

is a colourless liquid, which distils at about 55° under a pressure of

20
1—Vs Ji'-iii- mercury, with a sp. gr. d — = 1.4696 and a refractive

power njj = 1.4887; it solidities at — 10°. The sulpho-anliydride-

carboxy-chloride is solid, crystallises from ligroin and melts at 61°.

With a little water the dichloride yields suli)lio-chloride-isobutyric

acid, which is crystalline and melts at 134°. With more \vater, sul-

pho-isobutyric acid is formed. With methyl alcohol the ester of the

carboxylic function is generated whilst the sulpho-chloride function

remains. This ester sulpho-chloride is a liquid, Avliich passed over at

a pressure of Vi., m.ni. at about 60° and soliditied at 21°.5 ; the

20
sp. gr. Avas (I— =: 1.3436, the refractive power y//) = 1.46658.

Treatment with sodium methoxide dissolved in methyl alcohol yielded

not the dimethyl ester but the ester sodium salt of the suli>lionic acid.

The dimethyl ester prepared from the neutral silver salt an ith methyl

iodide \vas a liquid which passed over at a pressure of 1—V2 m.m.

between 82°—78°, soliditied on cooling and then melted at 4°; the

20
sp. gr. Avas (I— =: 1.2584, the index of refraction ///> = 1 .4448 J .

4
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The neulral ester is stipuiiitiod In iiidlivl jilcoliol and llieii yields

an aeid one like all sul{)lioiüe estei's. With ainmojiia i( yields an

ainuiüiiium salt of the sidplioiiic eslci- ('iiiiction, which is also an

estei' of the eai'boxA'lie arid.

The aeid ester, namely the earl>o.\y lie ester of the snl|)li(ini(' acid, was

also obtained from the sodinni salt of snlpiio-isohiilyric acid l>y means

of hydrogen chloride and methyl alcohol and is hygroscopic, its isomer,

the carl)o.\ylic acid of the sulphonic estei-, which was prepared from the

acid silver salt with methyl iodide, is not hygroseopie, it crystallises

from benzene and melts at *J()^ Dr. Moi.i, \ an ('n ak antk's (\\|)erienees

with the esters of snlpho-isobulyi-ic acid agi-ee faii'ly well w illi those

of Wegscheidek with melasnlphobeir/oic acid.

The melting points of the compounds obtained behave as nnght

be expected; those of the sulphonic acid chlorides arc more elevated

than those of the snlphonic esters; those of the carboxylic chlorides

are lower than those of the carboxylic esters. The melting |)oints of

the esters as Avell as those of the chlorides of the carboxylic acids

are lower than those of the carboxvlic acids themselves.

Mathematics. — ''TJie relation hetu^cen. the nulius of carvature, of

<i tiristed curve in a point P of the curve aiul the r(f(lius of

curvature in P of the .section of its developable uuth its oseulatiu;/

plane in point P." By W, A. Veusllys. (Connnnnicated by

Prof. P. H. Schoute).

(Communicated in the meeting oi" September tJi-, l'.K)l.)

§ 1. Theore.m. For each tivisted cubic C' the ratio is constant

of the radius of curvature in anij point P to the radius of curvature

of the section of the osculatiuij plane in tlw point P with, the developable

0^ belonyiwj to C'.

Proof. If we take /"* to be origin of coordinates and the tangent,

principal normal and binomial of the curxe C in the point P to

be the axes of coordinates, then 6"' is the cuspidal cur\e (»f the

surface (>., enveloped by the plane

A f — 3 B t' -^ 3 C t — I) — 0,

where

I)= z,

C = c, .V,

7i =: l>, .r. + A, ,/ + h, C,

A — a, .c -f a., // + «3 ^ + a,.
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The coordinates of the poiiit.s of the curve C^ satisfy tlie conditions

:

tC = z, t' B=z, t' A = z,

whence

«4 ^1 ^' "4 t (^"2— ^2 ^—^^3 ^'-2 t')

" = -1^' " = N •

Now the radius of curvature R^, of the twisted curve C' in the

point P is the same as tlie radius of curvature of its orthogonal

projection on its osculating plane in F, the curve with its projection

in P having three consecutive points in common. The parameter

expressions for the coordinates of this projection are

y =.——_— and ./; =N N

dt
From the value of y we find -r=0 for ^= 0; so for the general

formula

E—
d.c d^y — dy d^x

giving the radius of curvature of a plane curxe, can be substituted

the simi)ler expression :

i h^ c^ X «4 <^2 j

'

The equation of the surface 0^ enveloped by the plane

Af — 3Be -\-3 Ct — D=zO
is

A' D' — QAB CD + 4:AC' + iB' D- 3 B' C' — 0.

The curve of intersection with the osculating plane Z) := ^ = is

:

C' (4 .1 C — 3 B') — 0.

So the equation of the conic d^ lying in the osculating plane is:

4 (a^ .c + a, y + aj 0, ^ — 3 {h, .v -\- /^, y)' = 0.

The equation of the parabola osculating this conic d.^ in the

origin is:

4a,c,y-3b,-^.v' = 0.

This parabola has in the origin the same radius of cur\ature r„

as the conic d^. The radius of curvature in the vertex of the parabola
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is the paraniclei-. So (lie radius of ciirxjitiire /„ of (he eonie c/, in

2 a^ Cj

the origin is ^r-,^-.
So,

From (he viUues

IXr. = ;r-T and r„ =
now follows

:

72„ :>„=: 3 : 4. Q. E. D.

§ 2. The theorem can be easily expanded to a iieneral t\vis(ed

cnrve C.

Let P l)e an ordinar\ poijd of (_\ the (ajii>en( and the oscnlatino-

plane in P showing no pai-tieulai'ilies. 'Jlirongh poini I* and live

conseenti\e points of (' a twisted cnhic ('" can al\va\s he laid.

The radins of cni'vatnre /i, in (he [)oin( /' is the same for the enrves

6' and 6'"\ havijig six eonseeutive })()ints in eommon. The oscnlatiiif»-

planes of the enrves C and C^ in the |)oinl P will eoineide too.

This common osenlating i)lane < > intersects the developables belonging

to 6' and 6'"' according to the tangent in 1* counting donble and

moreover according to two plane cnrxes d and d.^.

If the cnrves (' and ('' had but a (liree-point contact in /-*, the

curves <l and (/., would have a commoji tangent in the common
point P, so that (he curves d and d, would have in /^ at least two
consecutive i)oints in connnon. If (he curves f' and ^ '

' were to

have a live-point contact, a common generatrix of the two develop-

ables not lying in the common osculating plane (f would meet (he

osculating [)lane (f in a (bird common poiid of (he cnrxes ^/andf/j.

Now that the curves (' and T' ha\e a six-[)oijit contact in 1* the

curves d and (/,, \vill ha\ e a( leas( four consecn(i\e points in common.
These two sections d and d., have (hus in /-' (he same i-adius of

curvature y\,. Conse(piently in the ordinary j)oin( P of the twisted

curve 6' we have:

R, : /•„ = 3:4.

§ 3. When (wo arbi(rary twis(ed cnrves ha\e in a point /-* a

three-poinl coidact, they have in (lia( |)oiii( (lie same radius of cur-

vature //. If now (he common osculabng plane (> in /* of the (wo
curxes cu(s (lie (wo developables belonging to the cur\ es in (he j)lane

cni-ves d and d' (hen (he radii of cnr\a(ure in P of these sections

4
d and d are bodi R and (lierefoi-e e(pial. The cnr\es d and d'

o

have (hus in P also a thi-oe-poiid eoidac(. Fi-om (his follows (he

theorem :

19

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. VII.
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[f t/ro tiristeil curres luire 'm P three cunsecutlve poii/ts in common

this lüill be also the case with the plane curves forming part of the

sections of the common osculatint/ plane unth the developahles belonging

to the twisted curves.

The mdins of ('iir\alui'e of llie .section (/ in Uie i)oiiit P being

lour tliii'ds ot' ilie radius of curvature of the cuspidal curve C in

this same point, tlie curves d and C have in P but two points in

common.

From the theorem proxed here, follows once again Ihc theorem

communicated by me before, concerning the situation of the three

points which a twisted curve has in common with its osculating

plane, (see These Proc, Febr. 27^'', 19Ü4).

§ 4. By expansion of the coordinates of an arbitrary algebraic or

transcendent twisted curve in the proximity of an ordinaiy point

L* into convergent power series of a parameter t, the theorem ot

§ 1 can be proved also directly for such a twisted curve without

using the twisted cubic.

Let P be an ordinary point of the curve C\ if the tangent, the

j)rincipal normal and the binomial in P are taken respectively as

A'-axis, y-axis and Z-axis, then the coordinates of the twisted curve

C become:

X =z a^ t -f- a.^
^'^ -|- . . . . ,

y = b.^ej^b,e +
Z=C,f +C^t' -i-

The point P corresponds to the value zero of the parameter t.

If P is an ordinary point the coeflicients a^, b^ and c., cannot be zero.

Let Ro be the radius of curvature of C in point J\ thus the value

obtained by the radius of curvaliu-e R for / ^ 0. The radius of

curvature in P of the projection of C' on the osculating plane : =
is also Ro, this projection having in P three consecutive points in

common with 6'.

The coordinates of the points of this projection are :

./ = />, f + ^>3«« +

As — is equal to for t := the general formula for the radius
dt

of curvature

E =
da; d^y—dy d^x
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transforms itself into tiie simpler one

It is easv to find

2A,

The coordinates >, ?^ and ?ofan arbitrary point Q im (lie developable

belonginii' to (' can be expressed in the parameters t and /• where

)' represents the distance from [)oinl (^ (5, t], $) to point {.i\ //, 2)

of the cnspidal cnrve measnred along the tangent of 6' passing throngh

Q. The coordinates of Q are :

dt dx
% =z= X -\-r ,

ds dt

dt dy

ds dt

dt dz

^ ds^ dt

For the points (2 situated in the osculating plane s = the relation

dt dz

' ds dt

must exist betweeji the parameters y and /. Ry eliminating ;• out of

this relation and the e(piations for $ and t^ we tijul expressed in

functions of t the coordinates of the points Q situated in the plane

? = 0. These coordinates of the points of the curve of intersection

d ai'e

dx dz

dy dz

''
^ dt ' dt

or

(c/+ c/+ ...)K-f2«,H...) 2

, = .... + K t^ + ... - i^£±^±dE,^±l^^l±::l ^ 1 , ,^ ... .

As here loo is ('(nial to lor / = we lind as aboxe that the
lit

I'adius of curvatui'i' /•„ in point I* of llic curxc' d is:

'/
5-'

19*
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This form 11 la gives for /•„ tlie value :

4
- 'f/

_9 ' _2a^''

3
'

a.;' 2 a^'

From the obtained values 7i\ = --— and >•„ = —-- we j^et

2 />, 3 6,

7t!„ : r„ = 3 : 4.

7>//V, Sept. 1904.

Physiology. — -' Diuiciwrdtions 'm iIh' niiti'dl ncrrons s^/s(rin after

remucdl of the jioccvhis cereheJli\ Hv Dr. L. J. .1. Muskens.

(Commuuieated In Pi-of. (\ Winklkk).

(Communicated in tlie meeling of September 24, 1901).

In 6 ral)bit.s the flocculus of the ri<iiit side was extirpated. Thi.s

organ lies, as is well known, in these animals in a separate bony

hole, so that we here have the possibility to remove a part of the

cerebellum without disturbing the nervous structures of the neigh-

boui-hood in their conditions of nuti-ition as well as of pi-essure. The

animals were killed after 8 days to 5 weeks and complete series

stained after Marchi, were prepared.

The degenerations of libi-es aflei- this lesion in 4 of the 6 cases

were found exclusively directed upward i. e. to the superior crus-

cerebelli and to the pons.

In one case there was a line degeneration all o\ei- the restiform

body; in this case however it could not be made out with certainty

whethei' we had to deal with really descenibng degeneration,

because lirstly all through the cord tine, black spots were fouml,

and secondly the black spots were of so little dimensions, that tliere

is much doubt about the genuineness of such a fine degeneration.

In this animal the staining was insufficient, irregular and not limited

to degenerated nerve-tibres, for an unknown reason, so that we

do not think much value can be attached to this single case, in

which downward degeneration was found.

I]i another wellstained case in the restiform Ixxly a number of

degenerate fibres on the operated side was found ; also in the longi-

tudinal posterior fascicle and in the field of the tecto-spinal bundle,
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(M(uall_v oil (lie opcM-aled si(l(\ In Ihc superior cervical rcuioii also a

small lieUl willi llie base lyiiiü lowards the inarf>iii. tlie point

towards tli(> ri^stitorin body was lonnd fnll of de,i>onorate lihrcs.

TiOwer d(n\ii lliaii llu^ nppci- c(M'vical scunuMiIs, tlicso dei>enorato

tilircs do not i'cacli. In this case not only the lloccniiis and the

lloccnlar peduncle, but also the vestibnlary iinclens was severed,

so that also this experiment cannot be recounizcMl as a clear

experiment.

Althoiiu'h allowance must be made for an e\entnal different i-osult

after e.\tiri)ation of other parts of the cerebellum of the rabbit, so

we think, thai these experiments show clearly the abs(Mice of

descend in<j,- dej;eneration after a shar])ly localised lesion of the floc-

C'ular cortex. The discussion in the literature between Mar( iir, Fkr-

RiKR and TrRNF.R. Thomas, Uikdi, and IvIsif.n RrssKi-L regai-ds the

question, how much of the fonnd degenerations must be ascribed to

lesion of the neighbourhood, because, as Thomas justly remarks, exactly

in this region of the cerebro-spinal axis it is characteristic, that also

without direct lesion by the severing instrument yet by haemorrhage

or an alteration of pressure, extensixe degenerations can be caused.

x\s in these expei-iments certainly no such lesion of the neighbourhood

can have arrived and in the completely successful cases the cord

was found free of degeneration, we may be sure, that from the

ganglioncells of this part axis-cA linders with centrifugal course to the

medulla are not found, so that for this [lart of the cerebellum at least,

the original data of Marchi are not confirmed. Thus these observations

as also those of Probst can be regarded to agree witli the Kngiish

observers, after whom only after lesion of the nncIeus-DEiTKRs des-

cending degeneration of the anterior and lateral tracts is found. In

judging this result it is important to observe, that also in another

point than by its own bony capsule the rabbit must be regarded as

an abnormal form.

The flocculus of the rabbit contains viz. except its part of the

cerebellar cortical gray matter and its af- and ef-ferent fibres also a

nucleus of large multi|)olar ganglioncells, such as are found in the

nucleus dentatus. The study of ihe development of kindred animals

(s(piirrel) leave not the leas! doubl, thai IikKmmI a part of the dentate

nucleus is dislocated in Ihe llocculus. It ap|)ears that it is not

always in connection with the principal nucleus.

Now 1 do nol ihiidv thai for the elucidation of Ihe (piestion. Axlu^lher

there exist descending cerebellar tracts, this circuinslance must be

regarded an indesirable complication, but rather we may i-eckon this

a useful detail, in so far as it allows to exclude at the same lime,
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tliat SiU'li eiTei'ciil lihrc^^ (Icsccinliiiu- iii llic cord, sliuiild s|triiiLi- fi'oiii

(this part ai Icasl of) llic dciilalc iiiiclciis.

Regai'dii^u' llic asccndiim' douviioi-atioii iii llic diU'creiil ()[)L'raU'(l

animals the inosl coiiiplclc accordaiico is Ibiiiid. Two luiiidiesarc found

in all snccessfid cases, xcrv cleariv and in exacllv (lic same place ot"

the ci'Oss-seclions and Itodi liiid in tlie same re.uion (»!' llie ccrchnnn

their end, vi/. in tlie reuio ^idillialaniica. In tlic lir^t place lliesu[»e-

rior cerebellar peduncle heiiiii' llie most \'oluminous Itundlc, where

we lind lihres of lica\ v calilxT. 'J'liis dcLi-eneratioii shows cs|»cciallv

*>'ross tibres, coni[)ai'cd witli llie line deuenei'ations. found elsewhere

in the rabbit, 'i'lie (k\ueneralion is found es[)eciallv in the middle

third pail of the superior cerebellar ])ednncle, whereas the medial

and lateral thirds arc nearly cnlircly free from deu'cnerate fibres.

Arrived about at the posterior (piadriueminal body, the degenerate

fibres cnrNc do\vn\vard in a nearly riühtangle, as this is repre-

sented In the aiitli(u-s. building the AxcUUnown |)cdnncnlar decussa-

tion, (^nlv a tcw' s{>clions s(>paralc the commeiiciMiieiit and the

tinish (»l' the decussation in the sections. In the substantia reticularis

the direction is auain |nirely longitudinal to the long axis of the

cerebral stem, where as in the region of the rvtl nucleus it becomes

clear, that es|tecially the \-enlral part of the wd nucleus comes in

contact ^^ ith the crossed peduncle. This crossed connection is, as tar

as the flocculus is concerned com])lele. Here it may be recalled, that

Probst has shown, thai after extirpation of more tlorsally situated

cerebellar parts of llie cat also ]ion-crossed tibres run to the subtha-

lamic region.

Hesides this most important n|)ward degenerating bnndle, there

is another tract up lo now only descrilied as far as I am aware by

Phobst, which is constituted of liner fibres than the first bnndle, takes

its course by the substantia reticularis, of the contra-lateral side,

and joins the first tract about its arri\al in the red nucleus. Both

together run frontalwards, and end in the ventral j)art of the

nucleus ventralis thalami. Tht^ sections leave no doubt, that no fibres

from the tloccnlns arrive in the thalamic region uncrossed, but all

decussate either in the decussation of llie sui)erior [)eduncle or as far

as the second bnndle is concei-ned in the ])ontine region, right near

its emergence trom the flocculus. Also Thomas has designed this

degeneration, but he thiidcs, that here we have to deal with descending

collaterals of the frontal cei'ebellar peduncle, which leave the principal

bundle after the decussation of this peduncle. Probst on the other

hand thinks, that these fibres arise from the dentate nucleus, pass

directly through the region of the vestibular nuclei, to the substantia
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i'cliciilaris ot' llie crossed side and ascciidiiio- fVon lalwards are found

in the same reg'ion np 1o llieir juiiclioii willi the superior crus

cere bel 11.

My own seclions sn_ü,<2,es( very sh-ouüly indeed, lha( Ihese centri-

fugal (from the cerebellum, or i-ather from the luicleus dentatus)

fdn-es, take their course by the supertlcial layers of the middle cere-

bellar peduncle and then can be followed right through the pyrami-

dal bundles or partly winding ai'oujid them (o the reticular substance.

In (bfrereiit sei'ies it becomes clear that |)roceeding in the series of

sections from below upwards there, where ai-e found the first dege-

nerate fibres in the reticular substance, also the first degenerate fibres

appear in the middle peduncle. While by Thomas no sound reasons

are given for his conception about the significance of this bundle,

it pleads agaijist the opinion of Probst that in the region of the

vestibulary nuclei, ]io degenerate fibres are found.

Finely the sections show, compared with the sections gained l\y

other ex])erinieuts, that the ventral thalamic bundle originates for

the greater part from the ventral portions of the cerebellum, especi-

ally of the flocculus. Sections of cats-brain after similar operations

leave no doubt, that after lesion of more dorsal cerebellar jjortions,

there exists a very marked contrast between the very pronounced

degeneration of the crus cerebelli ad corpora cpiadrigemina and the

very slight degeneration of the vejitral thalamic bundle, whereas as

well in the cat as in the rabbit after exclusive lesion of the flocculus,

both bundles are affected about equally.

Physics. — "TJic rn/itl/f// of flu' him of (uvirsjjondüif/ states for

mldurcs of metlnj} ch}o]'i(h' and carbon dnwlde," by Prof. H.

Kamkrlingh Onnks and Di-. V. Zakrzkwski. ('omnmnication

N\ 92 from the Physical Laboratory at Leiden by Prof. Dr.

H. K VMERTJNou Onnks (contiiiued).

(Comnuinico.tcd in tlic nioctinsi' of June 25, lUOi).

§ 1. Introduction. In n". IX of the "Contributions to the knowledge

of VAN DER Waals' ifvsurface" we have expressed the hope of giving

an experimental conti'il)ution to the investigation of the co-existing

mixtures of methyl chloride and carl)on dioxide at low temperatures

in connection with the fesf of the law of coi*res})0]iding states for

mixtures, which for many yeai-s has formed a subject of experimen-

tation at Leiden. Of the extensi\e territory of reduced states, which
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the uiixtiircs of" cai-lion dioxide and iiuMlivl cldoi'idc aCfoi'd for luoa-

sureincnty on eillicr side of llic ciilical slate, (reason wliv in ahont

1890 it was elioscn for I lie lirsl iiivesliualions of the i|'-siii'Jace) a

considerable portion i-ound I lie critical state lias Ixmmi immediately

investi,i>aled l>y Kiknkn (('(tmm. \". 4, Api-il '1>'2). II ak'TM w in ( 'omm.

N". 43, .Inne '1)H lias added to this ai-ca lliat of llic (•(e,\istin<»- phases

at 9". 5 (\ We have extended the ai-ea invest iualiM I in two dircM'tions.

albeit only by a few preliminai-y reseairhes.

The results of some of those measurements, ihouiih a few are

only preliminary and serxcd chielly as a means for us to decide

upon the method of invest iiiatiitn, seem im|)()rtant enoiiiih now that

still so little is known about the dilïerent de,ure(>s of a])|)ro.\imatioii

to A\hich the law of correspond iiii»' states hohls for nii.\lni-es in difïb-

T
rent fields of rediu'cd state M-' = . t =

V '7,- I L-

Our measurements refer in the lirsl place to <>aseons mixtures

nndei' almost normal condilions, in ihe second ])lace to coexisting

phases at low lemperaliires.

For the normal gaseous |»hase we found llic^ law of corresponding

states to be confirmed to a high degr(H' of ap|troximation. The virial

coenicient />. which delermines the dexiation of mixture- of methyl

chloride and carbon dioxide froni Hovlks law at small densities, can

be snfliciently dei-i\(Ml by means of the law of corresponding states.

(irreatei' de\iatious wei-e found when we investigated the coexisting

phases at low 1em|)eratnre. Ilei'c we have determined by means of the

dew-poini apparatus, described in the lirsl pari of this comnumicatio]!,

the begin condeiisalion pressure of the mixture,/' =ri \.'.^ at — 25" C: the

temperature for which we ha\"e constructed the j|'-sui'face in Sup])l.

X". (S, Sept. "04. The deviations found ai'e ratlicr great, they poijit

to an increase of the deviations tVoin the law of corresponding states

in the mi\tui-es at low tempei'atures in the li(piid state. The deter-

mination of the end condensation pressure for the same mixture .c = '/.^

at — 25''(*. with the pi(v,ometei- of the tirst |tart of this communication

would in\()l\e com[)licalions (comp. ibid. § 5). in order to obtain an

idea of the deviations of the licpiid bi-anch of the Imiodal curve at ,t' = ^
j^

from that according to the law of corresi)onding states, we have

investigated the condensation pressure for ,r = ^/.^ at a lowei' tem-

perature, viz. — 38^.5 ('. This corroborated the result of the investi-

gation of the \apour phase at — 25^ C

I . The coiiiprcss/ht///// in the ih'Kjhhoin-luxH] of tlh: iiornnil stntc.

§ 2. iJcli'rni/i/nfioi) of the si'coiul rir'nil cocfficii'iit. The mixtures
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wore
,
proparod and the ('oin|)i-ossil)ilil v «lolcriiiiiicd in (lie iiiixiim'

ap[)ai'atiis and xoIiinuMionielcr dcscrÜKMl in ('(unin. X". .S4, March
'03. Tli(> nuMliod of ()l)S('r\ati(iii and caicnlalinn lias Ixmmi Irealcd in

detail by Kkksom, ('onnn. X". -S.S, ,lan. "04.

The .ii'ases were prepared l»y (Hslidalion lii-st in ice, sid)se(|n<Milly

ill solid carbon dioxide. Vnww pre\ ions conininincalions il will appear

thai ill this way pnre carbon dioxide is obtained. Of methvl chloride

the same will be j>ro\-e(l in the continnation of this papcM' (§ <S).

The ^'ables fonnd at the tenqxM-atnre / of the pi'essni-e j», \'olnnie

I" and molecnlar composition of nuMhyl chhu-ide .r ai'e uiven in

tabic I.

TABLE I. C()ni])ressibility of mixtures of
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of I ho law of cori-espoiidiii,!;' slates, in Ihc form as lai<l down in

§ 4. whit'li deviates Utile from that of Snppl. X". 8, Sept. '04.

In llie tirst j)la('e llie ol>sei-\(Ml pressures must he rechieed lo the

same lem|»eralure 20^(\ For this pni-pose Ave lia\(M'aleulated Ihe real

('oeflici(Mils of prcssnre-xarialion of earhon (Hoxidc (().()().')4()()) ajid

melh\l (•hh)i-ide (().()(Kjr)8l)) with the e([nalioii of stale mentiojied and

the eoeflieient of [)ressure-\ai-ialion <>iven helo\v for ideal gases, and

we have taken lineai-l_v inleri)olate(l values for the mixtures.

Owinii to the small «lillerenees in tempei'ature ihe eri'ors ensuing

from ihis remain helow those of the observation.

JiCt r he the volume expressed in terms of Ihe Iheorelieal normal

volume (introduced in ('omni. N". 47 Fehi-. "99), then we have

approximately

pi' = .1 -| . w here yl := 1 -|- «« f

1'

and (( the eoeflieient of pressure-variation of an ideal gas. One

of tlie advantages of Ihe empirical ivduced equation of slate is, that

it leaches us the degree of a|)|»ro\imalion to \Nhich Ihe higher terms in

may be omitted. Then we have for the calculation of the second

xirial eoeflieient as a lirsl ap|>roximation, if />' also is neglecled (for

further appi'oximaiious see § 5):

1

B
.; (/'i — P-i) (1)

and with «^ = 0,00360] 95 (instead of 0,0036G25 of Comm. X". 71;

we deri\e from table 1 :

TABLE II. Second virial eoeflieient for mixtures of carbon dioxide

(,j.' = 0) and methyl chloride (.<. z= 1) to the tirst a])proximation.

composi-

tion

0.0945

50:^0

/)

p, from I and II
j

B
I

B
-
2 from I and III

j

-^ mean

0.01707 — OlSOO

o.oi:w2 - oi:^ o

1

0.01034 — 0.0100.'.
t

Keesom, Comm. NO. 88.

— 0.01798

— O.Ol.SIO

— O.OiOlO

B

-0.0'207I

-0 (M.'.OO

-0.0117.-)

-0.00654
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§ 3. Tlir rir/'il ((>(>/fi('/('i)f ]] <is <i quatlndic fiinclioii of the molecular

coiii/wsition .1'.

Afford iiVU' lo vw dkk Wa.\i,s" ('(|iiati(tii ol'slah^ /> = irFhimi ((inir,

if <iri„r and hiini i't'|»res(Mil \ AN dkk Waai.s' coiislaiits willi re^'ard

to the (hoorclical iioi'inal noIiiiiic. IIcikh', lo IIk' ür^l appi'oxiinalion,

we innsl lia\'e loi- llie iiii.xliii'e \\illi llie coiiiposilioii ,/;

(Cl Mc. CO.,) iClMe) (J 'I Me. ( 'O.,) {< 'O-i)

ji ^ 7,^ ,,. + 2 (,,)/; .V. (1 - ,v) + B {\-xy

By lucaiis of least s(|uares we foiiiKT):

{(•IMé)

B.,Q„ ^ __ 0.020772

((7 Me. CO.,)

(i.^yjoQo = - ().010()137

7J200 = — 0.006515.

The agreement appears from (he following table:

,1" B observed B computed Obs.—Comp.

1 _ 0.02071 — 0.02077 + 0.00006

0.6945 — 0.01509 - 0.01490 — 0.00019

0.5030 — 0.01175 — 0.0J190 -f 0.00016

— 0.00654 — 0.00652 — 0.00002

The deviations are less than 2"/„, hence also less than llie devia-

tions of the single values of - inter se. Thus the agreement with

the (puxdratic form was sutKiciently proved, so that for the time

being measurements with other mixtures, not exceeding this accuracy,

could be left off.

§ 4. VaUdltii of the laiv of coirespondiw/ states for the r'teial

coefficient B. According to the law^ of corresponding states the virial

coefficients are derived from the coeflicients (f the rediu-ed eipiation

of state through mnltiplication by functions of 7'/, and />/, (com[».

Comm. N". 71 aiul also Sn[)i)l. N". 8, Sept. '04, the first four

sections).

As the critical data of mixtures of carbon dioxide and methyl

chloride have been derived in C!omm. N".59/> from Kiknkn's e.\i)eriments,

we mav determine B for a given temperature, foi- instance /i^o by

/>'2„=:: ^Or,
pic

1) TliG coefficients given hci'e liavc been derived from values for B wliicli do

nol difTer essentially from those given in table II.
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which was modified as described in § 2 ('oinni. N". H'A. In (his

cryostat a vacuuin vessel was placed iiisi(k' of fJ^ (IM. I, Coiniii.

N". 51), which vacuiiui vessel by means of cork was pressed aL!,ains(

the w^alls of B^ (cf. end of § 2 and also Pis. T ajid II of (\»mm.

N». 83). The inner wall look (he i)lace of 3., in Pi. 11, ('omm. X". <S;]

(the same parts of Comms. N". 8.3 and N". 77 are marked w i(li (he

same letters).

These preliminary experiments had shown, that, after rc[»ea(ed mea-

surements at the lowest temperatures, the original value was again

found for the resistance at 0° C, hence that the platinum wire, though

its expansion dilfered from that of glass, was not lengthened and that

it also remained properly in the notches. Further it had become clear

that an accurate comparison of the two thermometers was only |>os-

sible when the temperature of the bath was kept constant with the

utmost care, and there we met with the difliculties treated in § 2 of

Comm. N". 83. It was attained by arranging the cryostat as described

in § 5 of Comm. N". 83. It may moreover be remarked that

the liquid gas was always kept higher than 5./ (Comm. N". 83,

PI. II) ; else, notwithstanding the level in and outside the protecting

cylinder would go up and down through the motion of the stirrer,

no circulation would be produced.

The course of a measurement was as follows. As soon as the cir-

cumstances under which we desired to make a measurement were

established, the resistances of the leads were determined. tlu>n the

resistance of the platinum wire was adjusted and, by giving signs

to the assistant charged with the reuulatioii of (he prcssur(\ care was

taken that this resistance, and hence the same (eiii|»ei-a(ure, were

maintained. After about ten minutes we began, while cons(an(ly

reading the galxanometer, the measurements with (he hydrogen ther-

mometer and coiitiiiued tliem until (he li(|iiid was eva])ora(ed or

until wx^ deemed (ha( snI'liciciH (la(a were ob(ain(Ml. Al liic cud (he

measurement of (he resis(ance of the leads was repeated.

The observer a( (he gal\an()uic(ei' had, thei-efoi-e, oidy to look

after the continual closing and brcakiiig of the cui-rents and (he

noting down of (lie xaiiics of (he gal\aiiomc(cr ivadings and of (he

time belonging to (hem. Af(erwards (he (Icllcclious were deri\ed from

this (see PI. Ill Comm. N". 'S3) and (he mean dellec(iou dnrini'- (he

time of observation was found by means of a plauimeter.

§ (i. Xi/ii tijicr the nicasui-i'iih'iils. \\\ a (00 rapid decauladon of

li(pnd oxygen, uuuiei-ous biii-sts had indorliinalely come in (he c\lind<'r

of the resistance. To repea( wi(h i( (he abo\ e described opera(ions

for the determination of the zero seemed rather dangerous, especially
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as the refasteiiiiig in llie cryoslal would have imohed iiiaiiy (liffu-uU

operations.

Therefore in oider to bring t lie resistance thermometer to a constant

temperatn]-e near (f C, the case U of the cryostat (PI. I, Conim.

N". 83) was screwed off from tiic cover A", (PI. I, Comm. N". 5J),

whih' the other parts of the cryostat remained fastened to the cover,

and it was rephiced hy a zinc cylindrical vessel, which could be managed

more easily. This \ esse! was provided with a rim tilting on to .V^

and was placed in another larger zinc \essel, so that a Jacketing

space of 5 cm. remained which was entirely fdled with ice. Then

isopentane \vas distilled into />\,, (PL II, Comm. N". 83) and the

apparatus was left to itself during one night. The next day the

temperature (near 0°) had become constant and we determined it

(while stirring) by nieajis of a thermoelement {& PI. II, Comm. N". 83).

§ 7. Corrertioiis. X survey of the mounting of the Whkatstone's

bridge (cf. § 3 Comm. N". 77) is given in tig. 5. li indicates the

rig. 5.

i-esistance to be measured, A\ and II, the two coils of manganin

wire, E^ and E^' the resistance l)oxes of Hart.mann and Braun and

of Siemens and Halske nivinu' together the resistance E.j^^=:ii^
e:^r,"

which with r.,^ forms the fonrth ai-m of the bridge; C\ and ('.^ are

the commutators with niercnry contact (Comm. N". 27, May and June

1896), C\ is the copper commidator treated in § 3 Conini. N". 77 and

represented tliere in tig. 2.

Putting for the factor for the inequality of the bi-anches of the

j>

1 — a, we found a = 0.00216 (as mean \alue of twejitybridge
E.
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values ranging fVoni 0.00219 to 0.00214). As according lo § 3

Conmi. N". 77 the resistance of' tiie platinum wire It is e(|ual to

the diiierence between two measured resistances, one t (the resi-

stance of the leads), another II -\- t, and as the branches of the bridge

are so nearly enual, i\^^ is eliminated, and hence we iier(l not know

the value of r.^^.

To the resistances read on the box //.,', the corrections found Iw

calibration must be applied. We may easily convince ourselves that

the arrangement of box //./' [)arallel to l)ox //.,' has no [)ercep(ii)le

influence on the value of the corrections at /i.,'. The corrections of

the errors in the nominal box values could be neglected for all

coils below 1 Ohm.

For the measurements at low temperature a correction ha<l to be

applied, because during the regulation of the tempera! ii re the mean

deflection was not zero.

In order to express that deflection in terms of the resistance, the

platinum thermometer in the bridge, after the measurements were

made, was replaced by an equally large box resistance and for a

known modification of this resistance the deflection was observed. The

regulation of the temperature was in most cases so successful that

it was hardly necessary to take the correction into consideration.

The resistance, measured near 0'', was reduced to 0° (*. with the

approximate formula ]r= 1J0.041(J -)- 0.0038(^4^— 0.00000 103 J r),

derived from preliminary observations.

§ 8. Survey of a measurement. The course of a measurement is

described in § 5.

The quantities which are derived directly from observation are given

in table I (p. 294). Under the head "Connection" I have recorded bet^veen

which blocks of' the commutator C^ a conducting connection existed.

Therefore commutator C.^ was not used while the measurement

lasted. This had become possible because the platinum wire was

wound free from induction, so that no induced currciil was observed

when the [)rincii)al cui-reid was closed.

From these data we now derixe foi- each conncclion I lie \alue of

U^, i.e. the resistance of the branch of the bridge in which the

resistance boxes are placed (apart IVoni /,, ).

If the x'alue of /i*, which is found when wc measui-e llie plaliinim

wire with the leads, is (liuiiin>he(l l»y Ihe \alue of //., which is found

with Ihe leads alone, we oblain (he resistance of ihe plalinnni wire,

in the supposition I", that the arms of ihe bridge aree(|nal, 2". llial

dui'ing the measurement the mean delleclion was zei-o ami 3". thai ihe

resistance box requires no correction. l''(»r each of these sn[»positions
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TABLE I. Calibration Platinum Thermometer in Oxygen
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Ave must apply Hie (•on-cel ion iiieiilioiied in § 7 in order to lind tiie

trne resistance. The mean defleetion during the measurement is found,
according to Comm. N". 83 § 5, by means of a i)hinimeter.

(See for the grapiiical re[)resentati()n PI. Ill, Conn)i. N«. 83, wliieh
does not, iiowexer, bear npon our ease).

In the following table the corrections are combined.

TABLE II. Calibration Platinum Theiinometoi- in

Oxygen Boiling under Reduced Pressure

(May 22, 1902).

Resistance measurement, Coi'rections.

Ratio arms +0.00210

Correction to R ior box values 20 and 2 +0.000.J

Mean deflection +0.1 cM.

After what has been said aboxe about the method of calculation the
further calculation will be snfiiciently clear from the following table.

TABLE III. Calibration Platinum Thermometer
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Determinations made at other temperatures did not yield anything

particular. Only for the zero determination tlie corrections are some-

what different, as that for the reduction to the mean deflection is

no longer necessary. A new one, however, is added because the determi-

nation has not been made exactly at 0° C. but at a little higher

temperature. After what has been remarked about this in § 7, it seems

superfluous to illustrate this small variation by an instance.

§ 9. Determinations of the resistance at 0° C They are made in three

series. For the first we still used leads of 0.5 m.m. (Comm. No. 77

^ 2 and fig. 3), the insulating liquid was petroleum ether or amylene

;

for the second the leads were 5 m.m. thick (I.e. fig. 4), the insulating

liquid was isopenlane ; and the third (insulating liquid isopentane)

was that treated in ^ 6.

TABLE IV. Calibration of Platinum Thermometer.

Zero.
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TABLE V. Calibi'alioji
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To fuid out wlietlier these deviations are perhaps due to irregular

errors in the measurement, it will he useful to investigate wlietlier,

by addition of anotlier term, the chtferenees between these obser-

vations and tiie calculation might be reduced to within the limits

of the erroi's of observation. It succeeded indeed fairly well as may
l)e seen in column Obs.

—

Comp.ü of table VI. The calculated values

are derived by means of the fonnula

w — J 10.045 (1 + 0.00391(^7 / — 0.000 000 3432 f +
-f 0.000 000 0020(59 f).

TABLE VI. Test of a P.
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in the <\ase of iiilrno-en boiling- iiiidoi- i-educed pressure, however,

tlie deviulioii lias Wccoiik' \en' large, so large cncii lliat it raiinol 1)0

explained l»v ei'i'ors of observation. Hence the cii'cunislance that the

tbnnnla is not tit to represent the resistance so near to the absohite

zero must accouid t'oi- this deviation. All the same it is remarkable

that this turn app(;ars so suddeidv. At 197 ('. the torninla still

holds, at 2H) ('. there is a deviation of 2"29 on l(;()2r), i.e. a

deviation of 0".49 in tenijKM-atnre. lint if we take into consideration

that, according- to I he fornnda, the i-esistance at 243° 0. wonld

become zero and that we are onlv aboul tliirlv degrees from this

point, we need not wonder at this result.

In order to gain certainty tJiat there was indeed a fairly ra{)idly

increasing variation in the shajie of the curve that repi-esents the

resistance as a finiction of the lenipei-aliire, I resoKcd to repeat

especially these measnremejits at vevy low lempeialiire in nitrogen.

These constitute what I haxe called at the begimiing the 2°^ series.

Unfortunately the result was unsatisfactory.

Though the observations indeed point in the same sense, yet one

error or another seems to have crept into them and it c(ndd no

more be detected at the time when the calcnlations revealed it. We
shall omit them here.

Therefore the results as to the amount of the deviations remain

more or less nncei-tain ; yet it is very probable that even in nitrogen

boiling under reduced pressure, a beginning may be obser\ed of the

variation in the course of the temperature function which, as follows

from Dewar's experiments, appears so strongly at the temperature

of liquid hydrogen.

The conclusions to which the measurements lead may be summarized

as follows.

A representation of the resistance by a (jiiadratic forunila, according

to the temperature, even if we do not go below — '180°C., is only

permitted when no higher degree of accuracy than (V.2 C'. is aimed

at. When a greater precision is desired we re( pure for the calibration

of a platimun thei-monieter a greater number of points of comparison.

1
For a comparison to within ^ ^ t^- ^^ number of at least 6 tempera-

tures of comparison is considered very desirable.

Below — 197'' (^ the deviations of the platiiuim thermometer

become so large that before using it for this range an investigation

must be made of the course of the resistance as a function of the

temperature.
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ï*hysicS. — "(hl the ineiLsiin'iih'iil of very low U)iipevatares. Vlll.

(yOinparison of the rrsistiuicc of gold iinre iritJi that of

platinum umr." \W H. Mkilink. (Conimiiiiicatioii N". 93

(eontimied) from the Pliysical T.aboi-atory at Leiden hy Prof.

H. Kamkrt.ingh Onnes).

(Communkïiled in tlic meeting of June 25, 1904.)

§ '1. The investigation (le.seril)ecl in liiis |ja|)er forms part of the

subject mentioned sub 2 in ^ 1 of Comm. N*. 77, Febr. 1902 and

had tor ils chief object llie establishment of ihe method of ol)servati()n.

The i^ohl wire was made of Ihe material kindly given us by

j)r. ('. llorrsKMA, ins[)ector and assay-master general of the Mint,

according to whom no impnrities could ho detected in it by means

of chemical processes, which, with regard 1 o the accuracy of the gold

analysis, excludes an imi)urily of nun-c than V.,,,^"/^. The piece was

drawn out to a wire of W,, mm. in diameter.
,

The great length of

the w ire used , howevei-, had rendered a soldered joint in the

middle necessary.

§ 2. Arramicment of the loires. The same advantages wdiich made

us prefer a naked ])latiiHim wire to one enclosed in a glass tube

(cf. Connn. N". 77) exist also when the wire is made of an

other metal, though the difticulties, especially Avilh i-egard to the

action on the metal, ai-e greatei-.

The difticulties of the ari-angement increased, however, considerably

with metals of such high conductivity as gold, because then the

w ire must be so nuu'h longer in order to produce a sufïicient resis-

tance. With the first forms that were tried, the metal wii-e lay in

a screw-lhread etched on a glass cylinder. But with the longer

wire the latitude for the expansion became so gi-eat that it could

slip too easily from the screw grooves and thus cause short-circuiting.

In order to obtain deeper grooves the glass cylinder w^as coated

Avith a paste of oil and carborundum and slowdy spirally moved

with a speed of V, or ^'^ mm. The cylinder grinds against an iron

or copper disk, which is kept in ra|)id rotation and thus by means

of the i-arboniii(liini a groove is ground in the glass. This groove

proved to be nuicli deeper than that formed l)y etching^); the wires

of 0.1 mm. in diameter were entirely enclosed m it. On a cylinder

of 37 mm. diameter and 55 mm. height we could wind more than

12 meters of wire.

^j Luter we have again succeeded in making slill deeper grooves by etching.
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The investigated wii-e covenMl two of these fylindei's r', and r,

(see tig'. J, PI. 1), llic one tittin^;- into the olhcr mid h'a\ ing a jacket

of abont 2 mm. Cor tlie eiiruhilion of tlic n(|iii(Is. A third eviiiider

c, ronnd tlu>s(^ two ser\ed to protect liic w ir<'.

Tlie cylindei's res! on a coijper star willi 'A Icctli <l in which

conccutrical gi-ooves arc ma(h' lo hold the ^hiss c\ HikUm-.s. At llie

othci' end each of the cylinders, bv means of cojtpcr lidges <'^, c.^

and <'.^, lying' on the glass rim, is pressed against the star bv means

of a tightening rod /' and iiuls ƒ/,, ƒ/., aiid ƒ/.,. lliiis lurmiii^- one

tightly comiected whole. As the lidges <\ and c., and also rlie lower

star (/ served at I he same time as comiectix'c [)laces for the wii-e,

they were insnlated from the tightening rod and the Jinis by glass

cylinders //^ and //,, and plates of mica l^, /'.. and /.,.

The winding and the mounting was done in the following wav.

We began by tixing the inner cylinder Cj betweiMi the slai- and the

ridge <\, the wire was soldered on to the ridge /^^ and led downwards
along the groove of the screw-thread on the cylinder. At llie boltom

it was soldered on to the star. Then the second cylindei- was placed

ronnd it, the wire was turned nj)wards along it and fastened to

e.^. If the two screws in the glass are \vound in the same sense, the

wire is almost free from induction. (Cf. the platinum thermometer

of the previous paper wdiere this was attained in a dilfei-ent manner).

As in the case of the platinum wire which was treated in the

previous [)aper, there were 4 lea<ls. Kor the method with the

ditferential galvanometer (cf. § 4) it does not matter that they have

little resistance, hence wires of i mm. were taken, flattened over the

last 5 (;nis. The entire a[)paratus was suspended by a copper tube k,

which was screwed on to the tightening rod /', and which, in order

to prevent too much conduction of heat along it, had a piece of

ebonite inserted in it (not shown in the drawing).

§ 3. Determ.btation of tke zero. The zero was determined in the

same way as described in ('omm. N". 77, wlien thin leads were

used. Besides with the gold wire, deterjiiinations were also made
with a copper and a silver wire. A single determination never

olfered any difficulties. With copj)er, however, the values determined

at different times did not agree. They showed a i-egular increase of

the resistance at 0^ C. This must probably be ascribed to a chemical

process. Copper oxydises so easily that the greatest precautions must

be taken to avoid moisture during the storage. If in distilling the

insulating liquid into the zero-vessel tlie vapour was passed over

[)hospliorous |>entoxide and if care was taken that while the wire

was kept, the air could oidy enter over phosporous pentoxide, we
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succeeded in stopping that process. Yet at any rate this experience

obliged us to perform measurements at low tenipei'atnres, like tliose

treated here for the gold wire, in a very shorl lime in I he case of

copper wire. Willi gold and silver this jdienomenon did not appear.

§ 4. ComiKU'ison of iIlc re.slstance.s. In order to in\estigate the

variation of tlie resistance of the wire, wound as described in § 2,

the ratio of this resistance to that of [)latiiHnn had to be deter-

mined in different baths. To this end previous investigators have

always measured the resistance of the two wires alternately and
hence derived the mean i-atio. The lirst experiments made by me
were also arranged in that way.

In order to attain a higher degree of accuracy I ha\e followed

the ad\ice of Prof. Kamerlingh Onnks and arranged the measurements
so that at a definite moment the ratio itself can be read.

If we use the Whkatstone's bridge, it seems that this may be

attained by arranging the wire lo be com])ared in [)arallel to the

box of Hartmann and P>rau.\ (/j*,) instead of arranging it in parallel

to the platinum resistance.

An insuperable obstacle for this simultaneous determination is, that

at any rate a connection is required between the two wires, which
connection may be made by two of tiie leads from the l)ath, in which

we measure, to one of the angles of the l»ridge. Elimination of all the

resistances of the coimections excej)t that of the stops used in the

measurement, as it was oblaiiu'd iu the pi-evious paper, is impossible.

Errors may then creep in of which the amount may only be estimated.

Resistances of the coimections may occui- to a considerable amount
and be bi-ought about by minor causes. If we cannot consfantly test

their amount the results remain uncertain.

Moreover in the Wheatstonk's bridge the unavoidable resistances

of the connections are so large that we cannot reach the accuracv

l>roposed in the outset with wires of so little specific resistance as

gold. For in that case, even though we succeeded in winding a wire

of more than 20 meters in the necessarily small compass of the bath,

a resistance of no more tiian 35 Ohms at 0^ i\ was obtained, which

in liquid oxygen or nitrogen fell to below about 6 Ohms.
All these reasons led us to choose the method of the differential

galvanometer for the comparison of the metals inter se. It enaldes

us to determine at once the ratio of two resistances, while resi-

stances of the connections have no -appreciable influence. It is true

that a measurement cannot be made in such a short time as

with the WhisATstonk's bridge but this inconvenience is sulFiciently

balanced by the advantages mentioned.
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^ 5. The moiuiünri inith fJu' (/iferential (j'i/rdnnmcfi'r. The niOiiiiling

as it liiialh" was made is fcpreseulfd in l'l. 1, lii;. o. The (•(tiumulator ('j

serves for the eleniciil. Tiie coiimiiilalor (
'., ('iial)les the observer

to compare eilher liie philiiiiiiii wire wilh Ihe resislaiice /t\

(complete Unes), or 11 ie i^old wiiv willi Ihe philiiiuiii wire ((h)tted

lines). It is convenient that by a single commnlalion we should he able (o

interchange these two mountings, l)ecause lor the comparison of

gold with platinum u ires it will be alwaj'S desirable to know

the approximate value of the platinum resistance for (he determination

of temperature (cf. § (S). ( '., is a commutator to interchange the

two condncts of the diiferential galvanometer. This is necessary for

the determination of the ratio between the currents in the two

not perfectly equivalent conducts when the deflection is zero and

moreover it seemed desirable to me to test conliuually whether this

ratio remained nnchanged.

The galvanometer was tirst a thin wire Thomson with two pairs

of coils each with a single wire. To attain the required synnnetry,

the four coils were replaced by new ones, in each of which two

wires were wound together. This was done in the worksho[)s of

the laboratory. The sensibility was a deflection of 1 mm. on the scale

with a difference in intensity of current of JO"'^ Ampère, period of

oscillation 20". Then the galvanometer was aperiodic. T.ike the

galvanometer of the Whkatstonk's bridge in the previous [)ai)er,

this was protected against distnrbances arising from terrestrial mag-

netism by a soft iron ring.

The resistance boxes B\, R, and R,,, are all of manganin wire,

having therefore an almost negligible tenq)crature coeflicient ; R\

is the carefully investigated resistance box of Hartmanx and Braun,

also used in the measurements with the Whkatstonk's bridge; R,

is the box wonnd in onr own laboratory, wiiich i)i-oduced two

branches in tlie Wheatstone's bridge (cf. previous i)ai)er), of

which I also determined the absolute values, /t, is a resistance

box of Siemens and Halske tested by the Reichsanstalt. I ha\e

determined a few times the ratio between the units R\ and R^ and

found 1.00255 (11 determinations, greatest... 264, smallest... 242).

§ 6. The measurements at low temperatures. x\fter the zero of the

wire that was to be com])ared, had been determined a few times, and

sufticiently harmonizing results were obtained, the wire was placed

into the cryostat inside the platinum thermometer at the place occupied

by the hydrogen thermometer when the former was calibrated (cf.

Comm. N". 77, § 4 and N". «3, PI. II).

When enough liquelied gas was poured oif, the ratio between the
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l'esistanoes of ihc hvo wires was determined wliile we stirred. Before

and after tliis deterniinatioii, we iiieasiired the ralio helweeii llie

[)iatiiiuni I'esislrtiice and one of llie i-esislances in A'.. As a rnle liiat

resistance in //,. was taicen of wliieli llie \alne corresponded best with

that of the plalinnni wire. Tiienee tiie temperature eould be derived.

In lalei' measurements a lherm(>element was sometimes |»hieed inside

the ('vlinder C\ of llie wire, and after the temperature had been

determined once i)v ihe measurement of the ratio to //j, an assistant

at the thermoelement tool< care that the temjiei-ature remained constant

in the way described in ('onim. N". <S.']. Consequent l_v llie measure-

ments could be made in a still sliorlei- lime.

§ 7. Calmlation and corrections. The mounting is drawn schema-

licallv in V\. 1, liii'. 2, where r^,i and r., are the resistances to be

conijtared, IT, and IT.^ the resistances of (he galvanometer condncts

|)rovided wiili Ihe resistance boxes //", and A*„. Sup[)Ose that with

certain values in the boxes there is equilibrium and (hat we can then

represent Ihe ralio between the Iwo currents in llie Iwo galvanometei'

conducts by ] -|- j:?, where {i may be coiisidered as a small number;

then we liaxe llie relation

]\\ and )!'.,, howc^ver, are as regards the gaivanometer coils

copi>er resistances, and if a ral her high degi-ee of accui-acy is required,

ITj and ir._, ninsi be delermined before each determinaliou of llie

ratio between /•, and /;,, . If the galvanometer could be placed in

a space of constanl lenijieralui-e llie greatest ditHiculty of this would

be removed and one adjustment would show us the ratio.

Il'i and ir., being unknown, we can proceed as follows. We add

to \\\ and W.^, «1 and 'f., units of resistance so that again (M|uili-

brium is attained, then we also have:

1 /,. 11', 4- «: , i^ ^..•

Hence

n
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Ohm. If the ft-alvanoilictci' is carefully packed in codon Wool It

appeared (hat <1ui-infi' the lime required for one measuremeul the

temperature was sul'ticienllv conslani and hence the total variation

iu \l\ and 11.; did iu»l exceed 0.1 ()liiii. If Ihcii we take foi- the

smallest of the «, and «, JOOO Ohms, (he inaccuracy due (o (his

uncertainty need not therefore he larjier than Vi.mmmi- '' '^ '•^'^ely,

moreover, that the tirst adjustment af(er the measm-cment where «^

and
«.J

were added to ]\\ and IT.^ will be re[)eated in most cases

so that w'e then can more or less judge of those variations in ITi

and Tr,.

T Ct

In the relation — = (1 + /^) — , ^ ii^ still to he determined. To this

'>'i't «1

end \)\ means of commutator (\ (PI. I, tig. 3), the conducts of

the galvanometer are interchanged, so that the turns which fii-st

were parallel to r,,- are iu)w arranged in parallel to r^,, and i-exersely.

A new determination vields - = (1 — ,>) - (>' is considered small).
r,n it,

''• /'"i "'A
If [1 is uidvnown we tiiul — = M 1

—

r •

Besides we can determine [ï, and lind for it

^i = ~^- ^

a, «',

If a rapid determination of the ratio is desirable, as it was

naturally always the case with the measurements at low tempera-

tures, it is better to determine [3 beforehand. We must then have

convinced ourselves by preliminary experiments that [3 remains

sufliciently constant. This was the case for observations matle at Jiot

too long intervals. Thus 11 determinations from June 14 to July 12

yielded as smallest value 0.0007G4, as mean value 0.000780 and as

largest value 0.00083 (?).

Thus supposing the value of {3 to be known we can deri\e the

ratio —^ from a single determination of (c, and «.^ ; «i and «.^ were

read on the resistance boxes /i', and 11 g.

§ 8. The determination of the temperature. The determination of

the temperature, now that ^ve do not measure the resistances separa-

tely but determine the ratio at once, need not be made with the

accuracy whiclj was required for the test of the i)latinum thermo-

meter. It was obtained by measuring the resistance of the platinum
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wii-o iiftor o;ioli complete (letermiiiation of the ratio. It' iii the

arnuigciiient of IM. 1, lij:^. 3, the coiiiiniitator (\ is placed difVerently,

we eau, iiislead of cüiiiparing the gold with the |)Uitiiiniii resistance,

compare the latter af once with the resistance in the box Rr,.

In determining the i-atio hetween the resistances of the j)latinnm

wire and the values in l)ox 11.^ we have not, however, repeated the

whole measni'ement as described above for the determination of the

latio i)etween the platinum and the gold resistances, but (me measure-

ment sufficed.

For with /(*5 instead of yv i^^^ in § '^ ^^'^ tind :

1 + /? r^,, ir,
"^

^? + 1 \\\

where \\\ and IT.^ are the resistances of the circuits where the

galvanometer turns and the resistances occur.

If we know the i-esistance of the turns, — mav be derived trom
r,,,

one determijuition of a resistance in the boxes.

The resistances of the turns can be derived fiom the two deter-

minations of the ratio between the platinum and the gold I'esistances.

Let A and /> be the resistances of the tui-ns round the galvaiu)-

meter, and )\ and / .,
the resistances in the boxes, then they give with

1 Tjc A 4- r
^ ^ Tjc

1 + ,i r,,t B-^r, 1 + ^ 5 + r,

1_ r^ ^ B^r\ ^ r,

whence A and B may be derived and consequently IPj and If, may
be found. Inaccuracies occur, that is to say we neglect the resistance of

the coiinecting wii-es between the commutator holes ; but as the value

of .1 and li was alxuit 940 Ohms, aji inaccuracy of 1 Ohm was

allowed and this resistance certainly remained below this amount.

1 ^-x

For the calculation il is iuiportaul lo i-emark that is einial

«1 1 Tx (t\ ((^ a\
to — and is equal to , . while and — mav l)o derived

directlv trom observation. Besides is small, so that in the last

term of the equations an approximate value for ..4 and j8 is sufïicient.

§ 9. Siirvey of an ohserratioii. The way in which the observations

were made will be seen best from an instance which at the same
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time will ho doA'cloped as an iiislaiice I'oi' tlio calciilatioii. ll refers

to a iiieasiirenieiil willi llie uold wire in o.nvu'ch hoiliiiu;- iiiider

i-ediiced i)re8siii-e.

The values ot" the rullowiii^- lahh' ([». .'i()<S) were read directly.

Ill this iiieasui-eiueiit the leiiiperaliire was kept eonstant by means
of the thermoelement so that the detenninatioii of temperatnre need

not be repeated.

For the derivation of the resnlts from the observations see table

II, whieh does not require further explanation.

§ 10. Results. Tlie determinations of the zero yielded the following

resnlts.

Date.
Resistance Method of tlie measurement
gold wire. of resistance.

April 23, 1902 31.5506 Wheatstone's bridge.

May 23, „ 31.556

,, „ ,, 31.565 Differential galvanometer.

May 26, ,, 31.555 Wueatstone's bridge.

Our chief object of the determination with the differential galvano-

meter was to ascertain that the two methods gave the same residts,

so that the latter could also be employ eti for a detei-niination of

temperature. During this measurement A\'e did not stir and so it is

possible that the temperature has increased a little. In connection

with the following results the agreement is suliticient.

After the measurements at low temperatures, winch are made
between June 17 and July 12, tlie zero was redetermined in October

and then a deviating \alue was found, \ iz. 31.043. T have searched

in vain for the reason of this deviation. It does not probably lie in

the measurement of i*esistance. A known resistance determined in

the same w^ay gave the true xalue. While I searched for possible

causes the gold wire bi-oke so that I have not attained any cei'tainty

on this subject. It may be that during the interval between the two

determinations a short circuit has been formed between the two

ends of the gold wire, in consecpience of wdiich the I'esistance is

ap[)arently so much diminished. A change in the gold wire itself

would probably always have produced an increase of resistance.

The values for the furfhei- determinations of llie ratio between

the |)latinuni resistance and the gold resistance will be snllicientlv

cleai' IVom the following table (p. 310).

I'he measni-eiuenls show thai this method lo delernn'ne the I'atio

between the resistances is certaiuly a ,u()o<l one and jireferable to

that of measuring the resistance of each wire separately. It will
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TABLE I. C'omparison between Gold and Platinum

Resistances in Oxygen boiling nnder Reduced Pressure.
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TABLE 111. Cüiiiparison between Gold and Platinum

Resistances.
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be necessary, liowevei-, at least Coi- low temperatures, to take ^reat

care that the temperature is kept euuslaiit (liiriii,i>- the time recpiired

for a iiieasiii-ement. In these measurements the determination of the

temperature was less accurate than seemed desii'ahle with a A'iew

to the accuracy of the determination of tlu; ratio dui-inii,' the measure-

ments on one day.

In the results there is a slrikinu,' dilfei-ence i)etween the gold and

the platinum. Thouiih the \ahies found do not help us to ti\ the

temperature function for gold foi* want of certainty altout the zero

to whieh they helonii", yet they show that the curvature ot" the liue

which for gold represents that temperature function is much smaller

than in the case of jtlatinum and that the cui-ve is hent more towards

the absolute zero. Hence a gold wire would be more suited for

extrapolation than a platinum wire, because here the deviations

which we cannot but exjject, arc much smaller.

Mathematics. — "A coi/r/rdt'ncc of orde t- t/ro and cfas.s two fortned

by conk's'. By Prof. J. de Vkies.

For a twofold iidinite system of conies (congruence) ordi'P is called

the number of conies through an arbitrary point, class the number

of conies w^itli an arbitrary i-iglit line for bisecant.

The congruences of order one aiid class one arise from the pro-

jectixe coordination of a net of planes to a net of quadrics^). Under

investigation were furthernKjre the congruences of order one and

class two and those, the conies of which cut a fixed conic twice ").

In this communication the characteristic inunbers are deduced of

the congruence determined by the tangent planes of a (juadric Q^

on the planes of a net [Q^'] of (_[uadrics to which they are project-

ively conjugate.

2. To obtain this conjugalioji >ve ])rojcct the points P of (^^ out

of a fixed point 1\, of Q'~ on a plane 0. A projectivity between

the points P' of 4^ and the surfaces of
|
^/' | furnishes then imme-

diately a projectivity IxMweeu [^/"] ^i''"' ^1'^' system [-r].^ of the

tangent planes rr of (}'-.

To a pencil {Q-) in [_W'] coi-responds a range of [toints (/-'') in

1) D. MoNTESANO, Su di un si.stoina linoare di coniclie ncllo sjiazin, Atti di

Torino, 1891— 189iï, t. XXVll, p. (iGO.

') M. PiEKi, Sopi'ii alcuiuï coiiti.i'iK'ii/.c di cuniclic, Alii ili Tofint), 180:2— 1893,

t. XXVIII, p. 135.

21

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. VII.
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0, thus a conic on (f, thus the system of the tangent planes .t

passing throngli a fixed ])oint T. Through T and a |)oint X of tlie

base-curve of {(2'^) two i)lanes nr pass; wherefore A' hears two conies

of the congruence, which is thus of ordci- two {F = 2).

3. To the tangent planes rt through an arbitrary point T corre-

s[)ond the j)oints /' of a conic not passing through J\, having thus

for image a conic in <P. So to this system (rr).^. of index two, is

conjugate a system (''/'').. possessing likewise index two, having two

surfaces in common with each pencil (Q^). When considering the

ranges of points determined by the projective systems (n:).^ and {Q-)^

on an arbitrary right line we tin<l that they generate a surface 7'"

of degree six, which is the locus of the conies of the congruence

the i)lanes of Avhich pass throngli a lixed point 7'. Hence we get

(I r :=: H.

4. Through two arl)itrary points pass two tangent j»lanes rr,

hence the [tlanes of two conies; so an arbiti-ary right line is bisecant

of two conies, and the congruence is of c^^v.v tiro {(r = 2).

The numbers 7'*=2, jtr=zB and (i' = 2 satisfy the well known

formula P= (i v — 2 ƒ/*.

Through a right line of Q- pas^ an inliniti' number of plajies .t;

the conies they beai' form a cubic surface.

As each ray through 7' meets two conies, 7'" has in 7' a double

point. If .1' is one of the conies on which 7' is situated, 7'" is

touched in T by eacii bisecant of .1' out of 7'. So 7' is a biplanar

point.

If T is ojie of the eight base points of the Jiet [(2''] then

7" has in T a fourfold point; for on every ray through T lie but

two points besides T.

5. Let us take for Q' the ])araboloid .i- // = c, then the substitution

,c = (( Q, //
= (i (), -: = 7 (> furidshes lii-st ^ = y : « ,:? and then

,v = V '•

i^ ' !l = y • « 1 ~ = y' : i< i^-

So the tangent planes rr are represented by

ji Y .1- -}- « 7 //
-—<(

t^ ^ — Y'
-- 0.

The above-indicated conjugation is arri\ed at l)y putting

(( A + ,i K -f 7 C = U,

where A, B, C are quadratic functions of ./;, //, :. We represent their

coefficients by tt/,i, h/d , c/,i and we write brietly

dl;i
— a an -J- |3 hj: -f y cj.

,
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Tf a Q' of the net is to be loiiched by the conjugate piano .t, then

'Ax
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thus

^'-, («, il y) ^ <h, r - ^d,, ai^r + d,, «' ^' = 0.

The curve ^V' repre.seiitiii;j; tliis relalioii hus evidently nodes in

A and B.

By connecting jV ' with M' i\n{\ D' we lind anew jLir = 6 and

farther

tSv — 27.

The pairs of lines of the congruence form a skew surtace of

degree 27.

(S. To lijid the characteristic numbers containing the symbol q

we considei- the pairs of points which the conies of the congruence

have in common with the i)lane z = i. They are indicated by

fy.r -f- ay II
—

«,:? + y%

So for tiie conies touchiu'»' ~ ^ 1

''ll '^lï
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Physiology. — ''On a vpw method of damjung Ofscillatm'y defiectionfi

of (I (/(i/rdiiomc/cr''. l>y 1^'of. W. EiNTHOVEX.

(Communicated in the meeting of September 24, 1904).

In a mimber of investigations, reqniring the nse of a galvano-

meter oi' electrometer, it is desirable to (Uimp \he oscillatory deflect-

ions shown by most of these insd'nments nn<Ier many circumstances.

Either mechanical damping is ap|ilied or electromagnetic damjnng

or both are cojnbined in order to obtain a strongei' effect.

In some iiisti'nments, e.g. the DErRKZ-D'ARsoNVAi, galvanometer, in

which the coil is movable in a sfationary magnetic field, the electro-

magnetic damping may without any special arrangement be so great

that the deflections have lost their oscillatory character and have

become quite dead-beat. The movements are thereby i-etarded. This

retardation may l)e very considerable and so become troublesome,

even to such an extent that the instrument becomes impracticable.

Means of diminishing the damping are then applied, e.g. l»y iucreasing

the resistance in the galvanometer.

In (H'der to apply electromagnetic damping in a needle-galvano-

meter the rotating magnetic system is to a greater or less extent

enveloped by a mass of pure copper in which during the motion

of the needles damping vortex currents are raised.

Mechanical damping is appbed as li(pnd or air dampiug, thin

plates of aluminium or mica or insect wijigs l)eing often used.

The method of damping to Ite described in this paper is entirely

different fiom the methods just mejitioned. It consists in inserting

a condenser between the ends of the galvanometer wire as is indic-

ated in fig. J. In the figure

E represents a source of current

by means of which an arbitrary

potential difference can be esta-

blished between P and 1\. G
is the galvanometer and C the

condenser.

The action of the condenser

Pig_ 1, is most easily understood by

assuming' the mass of the mo\ing parts of the galvanometer to be

zero and the eventual causes by which the motion is damped to

tend to zero. If under these conditions the capacity of the condenser

is zero, when a i)olential difference between P and 1\ is suddenly

established, the galvanometei- will also at once assume the corre-
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sponding position of eqnilibriimi. If on tlie ofher baud there is a

certain capacity, tiic detleclion will ie(|iiire some time.

Tiie wav in which llic inia,i>e of the mirror or in tlie string-

galvanometer the qiiai'l/. Ihread Ihen moves, is entirely determined by

the wav in wliich a con<lenser is charged or discharged, ('ailing <i

the deflection of Ihe galvanometer at the time t aftei- the potential

dilference is eslaltlished and .1 the permanent detlection, we have

(
-'

a = .lVl — ''

wdiere e is the base of natnral logarithms, c the capacity of the

condenser and //•' a resistance of wliich it is easy to give a nearer

definition.

In the closed circuit containing the sonrce and the galvanometer

the external resistance be 11',,, the resistance of the galvanometer

be 11"/, then, if we neglect the resistance of the \\ ii-es joining the

condenser and the galvanometer, we ha\e

h' = i_^-
(1)

The value ir'c is the time constant of the deflection

>rr = T.

Expressing ir' in Ohms and c in Fai-ads, 7' is given in seconds.

When Ihe deflection of the galvanometer is recorded on a nni-

forndy moving plane, a curve will be obtained which is the ex-

pression of an exponential function and which agrees entirely with

the wellknown normal or standardisijig curves of the ca[)illary

electrometer^).

The constants of the cnrve, besides being determined by the rate

of motion of the recording plane and the amplitude of the deflection,

will depend only on the value of 7\ By changing fc' and r we
can regulate the valne of 7' at will. This meaiis that we are able

to i-etard or damp the deflection of the galvanometer to any extent.

The reasoning given is confirmed by the observations. As an

example we reprodnce three cnr\es, figs. 1—3 of the plate, recorded

by the string-gahanometer '). The connections are schematically

1) See e. g. W. Elnthovex, Pflüger's Arch. i'. d. gesammle Physiol. Btl. ."iG,

p. ü28. 1894. And „Onderzoekingen" Physiol. Jaboiat. Leyden, 2nd series I.

~) See W. Elnthovex, Ann. der Phys. 12. p. 1051). 1903 and 14. p. 182. 1904.

Also in Kon. Akad. v. Welenscli. te Amsterdam, Piepoil of the meeting of June 27,

1903 and March 3Ü, 1904.
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Fia-. 2.

ropreson<(Ml in (!<>•. •}. Here E
is ;i hullerv, N ;i key, ^/ llie

striiijLi-fiiihaiioineler and r' llie

eoiideiiser, .4, B aiid Zi repro-

sentiii,!»' resislaiK-es. Tli<> sejisi-

liveiioss of llie uahniioineler lias

heen l<e])l ahoiil (Mpial iii llie

lliree cases so llial a defleolion

of' J niiii. corresixiiids lo a

(Mirreiit of 2y<lH)-' Anip., llie eleciroinotive foree /J of llie l»atl('r>-

and Ihe resistances A, B and R being so chosen I hat when I he

cm-rent is jiassed a permanent deflection of 20 mm. is obtained. The
rate of motion of the recording plane is 500 mm. per second. Hence
in the net of s(piare millimetres on the plates ^) I mm. of absciss

= 0.002 sec. and 1 mm. ordinate = 2 X 1^^~"
^^'i'l>- '^''t' circuit

was automatically made and broken at /S' by an arrangement all ached

to I he recording ])lane.

For // a carbon resistance was taken with large resistance and
B was small compared with R. W, could be put eipial to /? wilhonl

an appreciable error. In tigs. 1 and 2 of the plate \]\ was J.11

megohm, whereas ITg in tig. 3 amounted to 117000 ohms. The
resistance of the galvanometer W; was 8600 ohms.

In tig. 1 of the plate the capacity of the condenser is 0. The
string is seen to make oscillatory movements -with a period of about

1,3 mm. = 2.6ö •').

These movements are damped liy inserting a certain capacity in

the condenser. In tig. 2 of the plate that capacity is 0.94 microfarad,

in tig. 3 of the plate 0.2 microfarad.

Calculating the value of //;' from Wi and W^ by formula (1) and

then the time constant T-=iöC, the time constant of fig. 2 is found

to be 8.0 (J, and that of tig. 3 1.6^7 and it is clear that the amount

of retardation or of damping is determined l)y the value of the

time constant.

For clearness' sake we started in the abo\e reasoning from the

simplest case and assumed that the mass ni of the string and the

forces which independently of Ihe condenser damp its motion and

which w^e will collectively indicate by y, may be neglected. Thi.s

hypothetical case will the more closely agree with reality, the larger,

other condilions being (Mpial, T is taken. Hence in this resjiect lig. 2

1) On the way of ii-ci)r(ling and IIh.' nel of square inillinietres see Annalen ilcr

Phys. 1. c.

2) 1 (T = Ü.Ü01 sec.
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of the plate jiiiswers better tlie cojidiliuns required Ihaji liu. o. hut

tlie great practical importaiice of ihe inefhod is exactly that it is

possible to damp the oscillations and at the same time to retard the

deflection as little as possible. When measurements are made one
will always try to choose 7' such that exactly the limit between

oscillatory and aperiodical motion is attained. In this case T is i-ela-

tively small and m and r may no longer be neglected.

The qnestio]! now arises liow for known values of m ajid /• the

value of T must be calcidated \\\ oi-der to obtain the limiting case

mentioned

.

In passing it be remembered that with the capillary electrometer

the damping of the motion of the mercury meniscus is also composed
of mechanical fiiction and of retardation by capacity.') And from

the combination of these two results a motion which can be expre.ssed

by a simple exponential function either quite accurately or with

only small deviations. The resistance of air or licpiid damping as

well as electromagnetic damping influence the motion of a body

having mass, in exactly the same way as (•(»iiducti\e resistance in-

fluences the motion (»f electricity when a condenser is charged or

discharged.

A simple reasoning will show, howevei-, that acUling a condenser

to the galvanometer has not always an inlluence on the movements
of the string of the same nature as an increase of the damping

forces which we called /'.

Yov the addition of the condenser has the effect of a temporary

cliange of the active force. And the way in which the force is

increased or decreased from moment to moment is not determined

l)y the motion of the string, as the mechanical and electromagnetic

damping, but by the |)roduct of the conductive resistance and the

capacity ir' c = T.

When applying the condenser method, the character of the motion

of the string near the limiting case of aperiodicity can only be

represented by a more or less complicated formula. T ha\e therefore

for this liuiitiug case preferred direct experinioutal determinatio]! of

the value of T to calculation.

Some curves lia\e been I'eproduced which exemplify the motion

1) Some investigators liave been of opinion tliat llio motion in tlie capillary

electrometer is dependent on tlie cliarge of the mercuiT meniscus only. But in

reality damping by mechanical fiiclion is much more active here. See Pfll-ger's

Arcli. f. d. gf's. Pliysiol. I>d. 711. p. 1. Ill00;and ,Onderzoekii;gen" Physiol. laborat.

Leyden, :2nd series, 4.
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of \]\r slriiiu,- in llio liiiiiliiiii- case in (|ii('slioii'). V\'^s 4, 5 and (> of

the plalo were (akcn willi llio same siriiii;' as (lie Ibrnier li^L»iires.

For tlie ('oniiectioiis we i-cfor l<» tig-nrc 2 in llie le\(. The dovialion

is now 30 mm. Again 1 mm. of absciss is 0.0Ü2 sec. and 1 mm.
of ordinate =: '2 X 10 ' Amp.

R = 1300 Ohms.

n = 27 „

IT/ =: (SGOO ,, , from whicli we raU*nh\le

Ii;— J327 and >r' = 1148 Olims.

Tn tig, 4 liie capacity of the conden.sei- = 0, hence 7'=0.

,, ,, 5 „ ,, ,, ,, ,,
=z 0,G,u/., „ 7'=:O,09fj.

„ „ 6 „ „ „ „ „ = 0,7^,/'., „ r=0,80(7.

One sees that the oscillatory motion, the period of which is about

2,7 (T, is damped by the application of the condenser method and

that the time constants 7' of O.tU) and 0,(S0 o, obtained i>y means

of capacities of 0.6 and 0.7 microfai'ad. are re(|iiired in oi^h-r to

reach the desired limit of aperiodicity.

In tig. 5, where a capacity of 0,6 ƒ/ƒ'. is nsed, the iiniil lias not

yet fully been reached, in tig. (> the limiting vahie has already l)een

passed Avith a capacity of 0.7 /</'.

The two last-mentioned plates show that the motion of the string in

the neighbourhood of this limit is not very simple. In the small oscil-

lation which has remained in tig. 5 the string, after having deflected

through 30 mm., passes the new position of equilibrium by 0.5 mm.
and then returns to a point which is still 0.3 mm. lower than the

position of equilibrium. The ratio of the values of these deliections

does not agree with the laws which damped motions generall}' obej'.

Moreover the tirst turning-point is reached after 2 (7, the second after

1 G, wdiereas with damped vibrations, such as genei'ally occni-, these

times are equal.

In tig. 6 the string comes to rest after about 0.002 sec. at a

distance of 0.3 mm. from the new position of ecjuilibrium and reaches

its e([uilibrium after a small movement in the opposite direction. If

in the measurement of a current one is contenteil A\ith an accuracy

of 27o the result is known in about 1,5 a.

Another example is found in tigs. 7 and 8 of the plate. These

pliotograms were taken in the same way as those immediately

1) The process l)y whieli tlie photograms of tlie plafe have been reproflnced

(loe.s not reveal llie niinor details of the eiu'ves. I shall he pleased to send diieet

photographic copies of the original negatives to those who are interested ui tliein.
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preceding, Iml the slriufi- is lii>lijcr lierc, lias a üi-oaler coiKliicliNO

resistance and is sliuhlly more stretclied.

1 mm. al)sciss = (),()()2 sec, 1 mm. ordijiate = 3 X i**""' Amp.

)r,n= 17800, ir, = 20000, hence /r' =: 9420 Ohms.

In lig. 7 liie capacity is ; in lig. 8 it is 0,05 ji/", hence 7'= 0,47 ö.

Ill this hitler ]»h(>logram the string shows a turning-point after ahont

1,1a exactly on the new position of eqnilil)rinm. It moves hack

through 0.9 mm. and then reaches its erpiilibiiiim again and linally.

If in the measurement of a cui-i-ent one is contented with an

accuracy of 3"'„, the result is obtained in 0.8 tj. If an accuracy of

0.37,, i>^ wanted, the result is only ohiaiiicd in 2.2 o.

These examples may ^iirticc to >e(> what can he expected of ilic

method. It is ohxious llmt when seeking the exact value of 7' for

reaching tlie limit, we were led by theoretical considerations although

we could not use a i-igorons formula. One of these considerations

was that for a given string and constant resistances, the capacity

required for the limit must he the smaller the more strongly the

string is stretche<l. For with greater tension of the string the period

f of its oscillations becomes smaller and we may expect the wajited

value of the time constant T to change iji the same sense as the

period t.

This consideration leads to some paradoxically sounding predictions.

So, for example, it is to be expected that the motion of a strongly

stretched string that has been made dead-beat by applying the con-

denser nieUiod, will become oscillatoi-y again as soon as the tension

is diminished and thereby ihe motion is retarded. Such an expectation

seems at variance with the expei-ience gained with other galvano-

meters, we might say, gained without excei^ion with all instruments

in which vibratory motions are observed.

The result, which was expected with some anxiety, completely

confirmed the prediction. A ipiartz-thread of such a tension that a

permanent deflection of 1 mm. corresponded to a current of 2 X 10-"

Amp., showed, wiien a current was suddenly passed or interrupted,

(see figure 2 in the text) a number of oscillations. B}- inserting a

capacity c = 0.135 ft/' the motion was damped to such an extent

that the limit of aperiodicity was reached. Next the tension of the

striuff Avas exactly 4 times relaxed so that a deflection of 1 mm.

was caused r)y 5 X 10-^ Amp. The oscillations then re-appeared,

and could not be checked again until the capacity was increased to

0.40 (if. With a 4 times suialler tension, i.e. with a 4 times greater

sensitiveness the capacity and at the same time the value of 7' had
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t(» he increased 2.9(i times in order to reaeli llie liiiiil ofaperiodioitx

.

Observations with other (|uaft/-threads, the tension of whicli was

varied, always uave corresijonchno,- resnUs: willi slronu' tension a

small value, with a more feehlv stretched string' a larger \alne of

vu- is re(|nired in oi'der to check oscillations.

It' //'' is kept nnchanged, one has an easy means of accnratcly

regnlating the desired degree of damping in a commercial condenser,

in which capacities are shnnted in by means of pings in the same

way as the resistances of a resistance-box. And it is remarkable that

less of the means of damping is snfücient as the oscillations pass the

zero-point farther and last longer and conserpiently the Jieed of

damping is greater. The phenomenon that, leaving the other circum-

stances nnchanged, diminution of the tension only, i.e. — with the same

deflection — , diminution of the moving force, changes an aperiodic

motion into an oscillatory one, stands quite isolated and has, as far

as is known to me, no mechanical or electrical analogon, no more

in scientific instruments than in industry.

We shall Jiow give some results of measurements which although

they cannot compensate the lack of a simple formula, may yet be

helpful to form an idea of the method in practical work.

1. When the damping influences already' existing are increased,

for example when the electromagnetic damping is strengthened by

diminishing the resistance in the galvanometer circuit, a smaller

value of T will suffice in order to reach the lindt of aperiodicity

when the quartz-thread is the same and the tension is not changed.

2. If the change in the electromagnetic damping which is caused

by varying the value of Wp is taken into account, it makes no

dillcrence how^ the single factors ir' and c are chosen. If only their

product iv'c = T retains the same value, also the damping influence

will remain the same. This latter is only determined by the product T.

3. If the motion of the quartz-thread is oscillatory it will be

observed when the condenser method is applied, beginnijig with small

values of T and gradually rising until the limit of aperiodicity is

reached, that increasing T does not always cause a reguUir increase

of the damping. Especially \vitli feeble tension of the (piarlz-thread,

when (mly a few small oscillations are ]iormally [)ro(luced, one sees

an irregularity ap[)ear. The addition of a very small capacity can

then even slightly enlarge the existing vibrations.

When such a value of T has once been taken that the limit of

aperiodicity is reached, T has oidy little to be raised in order to

obtain a regularly shaped curve. With further raising of 7' the motion
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is more and more retai'ded, the regular form of \ho curve heint»'

retained.

4. Tiial we mav form some opinion about tlie value of tiie time

constant 7' tliat is reqnii-ed in ^'ario^s circumstances in order to

reach the limit of aperiodicily, we give the following table, containing

the results of measurements, part of which have already been men-

tioned above.

ff'i Ife ir'

in Ohms, in Ohms, i in Ohms.
in micro-

farads.

T= ?r',:



Absc. 1 m.M. ^

|-ligM'J.fiai-'WUiJM'V'iyu!'F! 'i
' !'1 !

!

'

! !

!

1
T=0.
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The conditions of a short period of oscillation combined with a

relatively high intcnuil resistance are fulfilled by oidy one instrnment

besides the slriiijj,- gahanometer, as far as is known to nie, namely

by the oscillograph. Here the (himping is elfected hy means of oil

which is heated ').

The temperature of the oil determines its viscosity and the regidatioji

of the degree of dani[)ing is conseipiejitly obtained in the oseillograpii

by regulating the temperature of the oil. it is (h)ubtful whether the

instrument would greatly gain in practical usefulness if the oil with

the heating arrangemein wei'e done away with aud replace(l by a

condense)".

In the strinu' üalvanomeler the comlenser method will be success-

fully a[)plied in cases where it is desired to measure variations of

current of ^ery short duration. Taking a very short and strongly

stretched (piartz-thread, it will be {)Ossible to obtain deflections wiiose

quiclvuess leaves little to be desii-ed. Without a C(mdenser these would

be useless for many [)ur[>oses on accouin of the oscillations, \vhereas

now they may become useful for a numl)er of i)hysical and electro-

technical investigations by a judicious damping. In these cases the

string galvanometer will for equal quickness of deflection a])[)ear to

be a much more sensiti\e ajiparatus than the oscillog)'apli.

Also in a iuiml)er of electrophysiological investigations we can

avail ourselves of the condenser method, ^^ hile the study of sounds

will be particularly facilitated by it. I hope to make a nearer com-

munication on this subject in a following paper.

Physics. — " D/.spcrsiou haiuls in tJw sjn'ctra of ó Ornmis uml

Nova Perser. \\\ Prof. W. H. .Iilhs.

When light, giving a continuous spectrum, passes through a

selectively alrsorbing, non-homogeneous mass of gas, the spectrum of

the transmitted light contains places wliicii, according to circumstances,

may contrast as bright or as dark regions with their surroimdings').

Though resembling emissi(tu aud absorption lines, tliese bands have

a wholly different origin. They are due to anoujahnis (lisj>ersion

and, therefore, the name dispcrs'nni JkiikIs has been suggested for

them ').

1) Also a mixtufc of two ]i(iuiti.s is u.<cd, ul' wliich one has a great, the ullier

a small visco.^ity. Tlie mixtiiie is so clioson llial the desiied viscosity is just (»l)lained.

-) Proc. Hoy. Acad. Amst. II, p. 580 (11)00).

•) Proc. Roy. Acad. Amst. VII, p. 134—140 (1904).
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Dispersion l)an(ls alwavs appear in tlie proximity of al)sorption

lines, covering- tliem more or less symmetrieallv : lliey show great

varietv in width and strength, and the distribution of the light in

them may be irregular, so as to give the impression that one is

witnessing cases of shifting or doubling or complicate reversal phe-

nomena of widened abs()rj)tion lines. All these cases can be produced

almost at ])leasure in the absorption sj)ectrum of sodium vapour by

merelv varving the structure of the non-homogeneous medium through

which the light is made to ti-avel.

In the spectrum of the various parts of the solar image dispersion

bands play an important part ^). We can scarcely doidtt that they

are also preseni in steUai' specli-a; for the light coming from the

stars must, as a ride ha\(' ti-avelhMl ihrough immense gaseous

envelopes and sulfered i-ay-ciii'\ ing and anomalous dispersion, just

as well as tlie light from the Sim.

Taking for granted tliat most of tlie \ isible slai-s are rotat'tiKj

gaseous bodies, with or without a solid core, we must suppose

them to have a structure, describable l)y surfaces of discontinuity

with waves and \ortices, and rcsend)ling the {)eculiar structure of

the Sun, by w iiich it has pro\ed possible to ex|»lain solar phenomena').

Consecpiently, the stars too give existence to "ii-regular tields of

radiation" rotating with them. Our line of sight contijuially cuts

other parts of the refracting mass; it may i)ass closely along sur-

faces of discontinuity, now on the one, now on the other side

of them; so the light reiudiing us must vary in strength and in

composition.

The vai-iabiiity of many stars is very likely to result from this

cause: and frou) the same principle it necessarily follows that their

spectral lines should be liable to every kind of change in place and

in appearance.

In many cases where the application of Doppler's principle leads

to very unsatistactory conclusions, the dispersion bands atford a

})lain solution. TiCt us consider, for instance, the si)ectrum of flOi-ionis.

In this spectrum rapi<l cliauges in the position of the lines had

been observed by Dkslanduks (IDOO). who concluded tVom them

that (\ Orionis was a spectroscopic binary having a I'cvolviug ])eriod

of ISVl days. Some obserxations made by J. Makt.mann ') did not

agree with this period. Professor Hartmann, therefore, sidnuitted the

1) Proc. Roy. Acad. VII. ).. liO- 147 (1904).

^) Proc. Roy. Acad. Amst. V, p. 162-171; 589-602: VI, p. 270-302 (1903).

3) .1. Haktmann. Untersucliimgen fiber das Spectrum und die Bahn voii ^ Orionis.

SitziuigslxT. der Kün. Preuss. Akad. d. Wissenschaften, XIV, S. 527—542, Marz 1904.
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star to an extensive spectograpliic ill^•estig•ation in tiio winter months
of J9()i— 2 and 1902—3, and, troin llie 42 [)Ialos ohlained, drew
the foUowinii; conclnsions.

The «pectrnni contains chiellv tlic lines of livdruuxMi and heUnni

;

besides a few l)eU)nging to siiicium, nnxgiiesinni, ealciuni.

The caieiiini line at X 3934 (con'espondinii to A' of the solar

sj)eetrnin) is extraordinarily weak, hnt almost iierfcctly siiai-p; all

the otlier lines (nineteen in mnnher) ai'c \ei"y dilfnse and dim, often

appear crocked and nnsynimetricai, sometimes indeed douhie. While

every prepossession of the obsei'vei- was most sti-ietly avoided dnring

the measnrements, it was fonnd, that tiie centres of the dilfnse lines

really oscillate, tiie })eriod being 5,7333 days; Itiit, owing to the

nnsynimetricai appearance of many of the lines, no evidence could

be obtained that the valnes of the displacements were in mutual

agreement for all the lines on one and the same plate. Krom tiie

average displacements Hartmann calculated the "variable velocity in

the line of sight", and finally the elements of the oi-bit.

An utterly surpi-ising result, yielded by the measiii-ements, was

that the calcinm line at X 3934, does not share in the

I)eriodic displacements of the other lines, but shows a

constant shift corresponding to a velocity in the line of sight of

-|- Hi km. (reduced to the Sun).

Hartmann rejects the idea tiiat this line shoidd have originated in

the Earth's atmosphere; also the assumptioii tiiat it l)elongs to the

second component of the binary system. He is thus led to the hy-

pothesis that at some point in space ui the line of sight between

the Sun and (f Orionis there is a cloud of calcium vapour which

recedes with a velocity of It) k.m. \\\ examining the spectra of

neighbouring stars no further information as to the existence of such

a cloutl was obtaiiied.

A cpiite similar phenomenon, lunvever, had been exhibited by the

spectrum of Nova Persei in 1901 : the lines of hydrogen and other

elements were enormously broadened and displaced and continually

changing theii- appearance, but during all the time the two calcium

lijies at Pv 3934 and P. 39(59, as Avell as the />-lines, wei-e observed as

perfectly sharj) absorption lines, yielding the constant velocity of

-|- 7 km. llART>rANN therefore assumes that also in the line of sight

between the Sun and Nova Hersei tiiere exists a nebulous mass

consisting, in this case, of calcium and sodium \a[>our, and moving

from the Sun at the i-ate of 7 km. a second.

It nnist be adnnttcnl that these hy|)othetical clouds do not form

a satisfactory solution to the problem.
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A much simpler explaiicitioii of the phenomena may be derived

from GUI' conception of the irregiihir fields of radiation cansed by

the stars.

We need only snppose that the outer parts of ö Orionis and

of Nova Persei, like those of so many other stars, contain much
hydrogen and helinm, little calcium and sodium. The currents and

\'ortices in the gaseous mass, which produce the irregularities of the

field of the star's radiation, bring about very broad dispersion bands

in the viciuily of the lines of hydrogen, helium, etc. The darkest

parts of these bands Avill be displaced when, by the star's rotation,

masses in which the density is variously distributed, pass Qiw line

of sight. The disj)ersion bands of calcium and sodium, on the other

hand, are so narrow, (hat the vai-ying position of their darkest parts

cannot be distinguished from the fixed position of the corresponding

absorption lines. The constant displacement of the latter indicates

that d Orionis recedes from the Sun >vith a xelocity of 16 km.,

Nova Persei of 7 km. a second.

According to our opinion (f Orionis, therefore, is na spectroscopic

binary.

In the spectra of a great many stars oscillations and duplications

have only been observed with diifuse lines. In those cases too the

dis))lacemejits are, as usual, e.\j»i-essed iji so many kilometers a

secojid, because no other iinerprelalion than motion in the line of

sight is thought of. From the al)ove consideralions it follows, however,

that the observed oscillations are very likel>- to be executed by

dis|)ersion bands and Jiol by llie absorption lines; then Jio sufficient

ground remains for classijig such slars among sj)ec1roscoj)ic binaries

and for calculating orbital elements.

Sövei-al difficulties to which the conclusions derixed from DoppLKii's

[)rinci[)le lead us, will then disaj)pear at the same time. How, for

instance, are we to realize the physical conditions of the orbital

motion in such so-called binaries as i Orionis, 57 Cygni, 6> Orionis

and many others, all of which ai-e involved in nebulous matter, but

whose motion in the line of sight is nevertheless — according to

Fhost and Adams — subject to periodical variations of 70, 90,

140 km. a second, in spite of our physical notions concerning

resistant media? When, on the other hand, the observed displacements

of spectral lines, as well as the oscillations of the l>rightness of

similar stars, ai-e supposed not to result from motion in orbits, but

from irregularities in their fields of radiation, there remains nothing

astonishing in the fact that such variations often occur with stars

involved in nebulosity.
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111 order (o explain I'cHain peculiarities in llie sj)ecü'a of Novae

the principle of anomalous dispersion lias already been applied Uy

H. Ebkkt ^). A characteristic of those sjiectra, viz. the |)resence of

double lines consisting of a bright and a dark component, the bright

one being displaced towards the red, the dark one towards the violet,

is very suggestively explained by this author in connection witii the

theory of Skkligkh. According to this theory the appearance of a

Nova results from a dark or taintly luminous celestial body entering

at a great velocity into a cosmic nebula. During this process the

front part of the star's surface will become excessively heated and

luminous, and a dense gaseous atmosphere will l)e formed, in which,

as Ebkrt shows, the incurvation of the rays must necessarily be such

as to cause the dispersion bands appearing in the spectrum to be

hr'Kilit on the red-facing and <lmi' on the violet-facing side of the

absorption lines.

Ehkrt expresses the opinion that displacements and duplications

of lines in the spectra of many variables of short period might be

explained in a similar way, i.e. by admitting that the radiating power

of sncli bodies is very unequal in difTerent i)arts of their surface,

and that they are surrounded by dense atmospheres. Their rotation

will then cause us to see, as it were, the phenomena of the Novae

periodically rej)eated.

In certain cases this interpretation may undoubtedly account for

the peculiarities observed in the spectra of \^ariables; nevertheless

we cannot generalize the idea without meeting with some serious

difficulties. First, it is not easy to form a clear conception of I lie

physical conditions })revailing in a star, the incandescent surface of

which is supposed to contain permanently large regions radiating

very much less than the rest. The Sun with its spots may certainly

not be adduced as an analogous case. Moreover, there are jdenty of

instances that in the spectrum of a variable, bright bands ajipear at

the violet side, dark bands at the red side of the absorption lines,

i.e. just the reverse of the phenomenon presented by the Novae;

and it liapi)ens that with one and the same star bright and dark

dispersion bands change places in course of time with respect to the

average position of the absorption lines. This occurs e.g. in the

spectrum of Mira Ceti, as will appear when comparing the obser-

vations made l)y Vogel and Wilsino in iSDti (Sitznngsber. derHerl.

Akad. XVII) with those made by Campbell in 1898 (Astroph. .lourn.

IX, p. 31) and by Stebbins in \\)m (Astroph. Joiiin. XVIII, |). 341);

1) H. EBEfiT, Uelter (Tie Sprklren der neuen Slerne. Aslron. Nachr. Nr. 3017.

Bd. I(i4. |). i\:>, 1V)0:3.

22

Proceediuss Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Voi. Vii.
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also in the spectrum of 6 Orionis observed by Huggins in 1894 and

1897 (An Atlas of representative Stellar Spectra, p. 140), etc. In those

cases the explanation snggested by Ebert would require the addition

of special hypotheses.

Our fundamental hypothesis that the structure of most stai-s is

similar to that of the Sun (it being admitted, of course, that the

stars may greatly differ as to the extent of their respective gaseous

envelopes, the average steepness of the density gradients in them,

their chemical composition, temperature, etc.) seems to admit of the

interpretation of a greater variety of facts. It makes displacements

of the dispersion bands towards the long and the short waves almost

equally probable — if we leave the asymmetry in the form of the

dispersion curves out of question and provisionally assume the directions

of the axes of the stars to be distributed at random through space.

The direction in which we see a star may be regarded as a steady

line in space, allowance being made for aberration and parallax. If,

now, the distribution of the matter constituting that celestial body

remains nearly unchanged for a long time, then after each rotation

of the star our line of sight will again pass through the same points

of the "optical system", and we shall observe an accurately perio-

dical course in the star's brightness and in the appearance of its

spectral lines. In most cases, however, currcuts and vortices will

cause more or less considerable alterations to arise in the distribution

of the density of the gaseous mass, and, consequently, in the com-

position of the beam of light reaching the Earth at a given phase

(»f the star's I'Otary motion. Thus the strictly periodical succession

of phenomena is open to any degree of disturbance. The very irregular

and sometimes rapid changes in the brightness of objects like o Ceti,

SS Cygni, ft Cephei, etc. are much more intelligible from this point

of view, than tVom intei'pretations based on the assumption of violent

eruptions, large spots, or eclipses caused by dark companions. And
it is so diflicult to make a sharp distinction between variables of

long period and Novae, that we sliould not resent the idea of com-

paring even the appearance of a new star to the sudden gleam of

a revolving coast-light when the optical system, giving to the beam

a considerable decrease in divergence, passes our line of sight.

Chemistry. — Prof. C. A. Lobry de Bruyn presents a paper of

J. Olie Jr. : "-The transformation of the phenylpotassiiun

sulphate into p-phenolsulphonate of potassium"

.

((Communicated in the meeting of June 25, 1904).

(^Ti.is paper will not be published in these Proceedings).
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Chemistry. — Prof. C. A. Lohky dk Bruyn presents a i)aper of

,]. F. SuYVEK : "The intr/tiDokcular transformation in the

stereoisomeric «- ((nd {i-triikioacet and a- and ^-trithiobenzal-

dcliydes''. (N". 11 and 12 on intramolecular rearrangements).

(Communicated in the meeting ol' Jime :2ö, 190i).

(Tliis paper will not be publislied in these Proceedings).

Chemistry. — Prof. C. A. Lobky dk Bruyn presents a pa[)er of

.). W. DiTO: ''The riscositi/ of the sijsteiii hydrazine and loater''.

(Gommimiealed in the meeting of June ^5, lOii).

(This paper will not be published in these Proceedings).

Chemistry. — Prof. J. M. van Bemmklkn read a paper: "On the

composition of die silicates in the soil which have been formed

from the disintegration of the minerals in the rocks.".

(This paper will not be published in tliese Proceedings),

E R R A T U M.

p. 238, 1. 5 from the bottom, for "increases" read "decreases".

(November 23, 1804).
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('rraiislalod Iruiu : Vcrslay van de gt.'woue vcrL!,adci'iiig dei' Wis- vu Nalimrkundige

Aldccliug van Zalerdag 2Ü November IDUi, Dl. Xlil).

OOIsrTE:N"TS.
Til. ZiKiiK.N: "(_)ii tlio (lrvc'lo|iiiieiit ut" tlie braiii in Tariius sptHanim'. (Cuiiiiiumicatccl by

l'ruf. A. A. W. IlniiiK.eirr), p. 3^1.

P. II. SciiotTK: "On the equation determining the angles of two i)olytliinensiüiial spaces", p. 340.

J. Cauuinaal : "The loens of the principal axes of a pencil of quadratic surfaces", ]>. 341.

A. Sommkbfkld: "Simplified deduction of the field and the forces of an electron, movinj; in

any given way'. fCommunicated by Prof II. A. Lorektz), p. 346.

0. Easton : "Oscillations of the sular activity and the climate". (Coninnmicatcd by Dr. C. II.

WiKDy, p. 368. (With one plate).

W. Kaptkyn : "The values of some definite integrals connected witli Bks.ski. functiijns", p. 37.5.

II. Kamkulingii Onnks and C. ZaivkzkwsivI : "The validity of the law of corresponding slates

for mixtures of methyl chloride and carbon dioxide" (Continued), p. 377.

Corrigenda et addenda, p. 382.

The following papers were read:

Zoology. — ''(hi the (/('ri'/oj)///!'!// of the hniiii in Tdrsitis sin'ciriim."

Hv Piul'. Th. ZiKiiKN of l)crliji (( 'oiiiimiinealed i»y Prof. A. A.

W. HiBHI'X'HT).

(Commuuicaled in llie Meeting of September 21, I'.IOl).

Owing lo the kindness of Prof. ilrnHKciiT sexen scries ofeinbrvofl

of Ttirsins speclruni were .-it niv (h'sposal, ninong them a sagittal

series. Willi regard lo the ccnlral iicrxons .system of the adnlt animal

1 refer lo two shoi'l papers |»iihlish(Ml l)v mvsolf, Anal. Anz. Hd. 22,

N". 24, p. r>Or) s('(|. and .Alon. )^v\w. f. Psychiatrie n. Nenrol. Pd. 14,

p. 54 se({.
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Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vul. VII.
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Tlio (irs( stages of development are only knowii lo me from

Hubrecht's paper. In the vonngest emljryo llie segregation of the

two licmisplieres has only jnst commenced. The next yonngest embryo

shows the hemisi)hei-es ah-eady develoi)e(l, namely at the lower

posterior peripliery of the anlci-ior vesicle. The}' are se[)arated tVoni

this latter l>y a sulcus hemisphaericns which anteriorly forms a i)retty

deep and sharj) gi-oove hut occipitally terminates in a shallow groove.

The segmcjitation of the posterior brain (5 segments) is clearly shown

especially by the youngest (Mubryo.

The following stages are vei-y similar lo tiiose of other mammalian

oi'dei-s. in frontal sections thi-ough the hind-braiji the uncommon depth

of the sulcus limilans in ihc distal pai-|s is especially striking. Froutally

it sooJi becomes suioolh. A sulcus iiiicruKMliiis (( ii-ocidtergj is indicated.

The iniK'i' and oulei' labial grooves ("Lippcufurclicu"") arc present. The

cerebellum cousists of two syinmeli-ical lamellae, one to the right and

one to the left, joined by a thin and uai-row medial pai't. < )n the

outer sui-face of each lamella a broad uiedial longitudinal grooxe in

the immediate proxiuiily of the median part and a nai'rower but

relatively deeper latei'al groo\e avv to be seen. Corresponding to

these two grooves we find on the \enti'icular surface of each lamella

two longitiulinal ridges and three grooves (an unpaired sulcus

medianus dorsaiis, a sulcus uu'diali^ dor>alis aud a sidcus latei-alis

dorsalis on each side). The r()(»f of the meseuceplialou is i-alher |ioiided

and edged like a keel. The pharyngeal part of the hypophysis shows

an almost compact appendix, extending backwards and downwards.

Also two latei-al coutiiiuatioii> in a backward an<l «low iiward dii-ection

of the \entricle of the mid-braiii deserxe notice. 'J'lie cliorioid fissure is

already develo|)ed and siiows some bulgings. The sidcus hemisphaericus

has also become much more marked occipitally. The sicdde-fold

("Sichelfalte") forms a sliar|i but shallow urooxc and is eucdosed by

the bifurcating xcntriide of the fore-brain. The sulcus hemisphaericus

lies at the right and left in close [)roximity of it. 'I'lie Amnion fold

(Hippocampal fui-row ) is still entirely absent. .Vt a stage which for

the i-est has oidy little advanced, the shape of the fore-brain has

alrea(h- materially progressed in development. The si(dde-fold is a

deep groove. In its wall the Amnion fold is noticed to which corre-

sponds on the surtace of the venlri(de a distinct Amnion ritlge. In

an occipito-parietal direction the sickle-fold reaches as far as the

anterior limit of the mid-l»i-ain, basally it iiiially lermiuates smoothly

in the lamina lerndnalis. The sidcus Moiiroi is \-ery sharply marked.

On one side it terminates smoothly in the iieiglib(»iirhood of the

stalk-fold of the optic xesicle and on the other side in the neigh-
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boiu'hood of tlie floor fold of I lic ni-iuiary fonunen Moiiroi (not in

tlic foramen itself).

The ahove-nienlioned a|)|teiidices of llio linnen of die nndl»rain

have already become nidiiiicnlai-v. The characlerislic enclosure of

llic ceivhral pari of (he hypophysis by Ihc plia:'yn,ueal pari: is mei.

w idi here in a similar way as in odier orders of mannnals. The
lamella of die cerebelbim has grown thicker. Of the longitndijial

grooves, it is only the snlens dorsalis medialis and the sulcus

mediamis dorsalis that are well marked on the innei- surface. On
the onter surface the ridges and grooves have been almost entirely

flattened (tut. The |)OSterior longitudinal bundle, the spinal root of

the trigeminus and the lower olive form already distinct j)rominen-

ees. The choi'ioid plexus of the fourth ventricde has already invagi-

iiated itself considerably. The dilferences i]i level of the fossa

rhomboidea have already a little more flattened out. The sulcus

intermedins is lacking, the sulcus linutans is distinct. The labial

grooves have become flatter.

The next-following changements may be briefly summarised as

follows :

<i. The hemis[)heres sliow^ a deep groove eorres|)onding to the thalani-

encephalon, vallis diencephalica. The medial \\'all of each hemisphere

shows on horizontal section three ridges projecting towards the lumen

of the ventricle, which we will denote by R, S and T in tlieii-

order from befoi'e backwards. Between S and 7' w^e find, followinü'

iij) the series in a basal direction, a great dimijintion in the ddckncss

of the ventricular wall (part d). In this thinner jmrt and much
nearer to »S' than to 7' the formation of the chorioid fissure occurs

and the invagination of the plexus chorioideus ventriculi lateralis. aS'

and li coalesce more and more. iMeanuhile from the lower posterioi*

part of the wall of the hennspherical ventricle the broad ridge of

the caudate nucleus arises. The lateral ventricular wall shows only

a very slight thi(dveiuiig, resp. elevation A' in its [)osterior part,

wdiich at higher (i. e. moi*e parietally situated) levels, together with

the caudate nucleus marks a narrow slit and coalesces with the

caudate nucleus at lower levels. Between the caudate Jiuclens and

the ridge 7' there is a fold, which ma\ be denoted by r. A very

shallow^ pronujience /^ is also shown by the lateral wall in its

most antei'ior part. The further the sei-ies is followed in a basal

direction the moi-e coJispicuously a short anterior portion is mai-ked

off on the medial hrmispherical surface of the \allis diencephalica,

which poi'tioii is nol contiguous w idi the llialameiic(>phalon, but is

separated IVoiu the cori-espoiKling part of the other hemisphere by

23*
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the priiiiitix e sickle told only. Williiji ivmcIi of llils portion we find

now also a slight ridge projecting into the venlricie, which we shall

liere designate by Q for briefness' sal\e. To all (hese jusi mentioned

prominences of the interior wall-surface corres|)ond only Aery slight

grooves of the exterior surface or none at all. <)idy the ridge S
corresponds iji future pretty accurately to a shallow gi-oove N', \vhich

ninst be inter])reted as the tissura hii)pocanipi. This gi-oo\e belongs

to that part of S which is nearest the chorioid lissui-e and fiually

has an almost hook-shaped beiid near the neighboui'ing lip of the

chorioid fissui-e. The more in the following sections .S' is arched, the

more also the tissura hij)pocanipi is deepened, while at the same

time all other ridges are levelled. Oidy the caudate nucleus remains

entirely ujichanged. On its surface a vvvy slight groove is temj)o-

rarilv seen. The gro(»\es r and t becoiue gi'adually oblileraled for

the greater part, s(» thai the caudate nncdeus coalesces with /"* and

T. The thinner part <l of the medial wall does )iol coalesce with

the caudate nucleus. So the bottom of the groo\ e t liiially corresponds

exacth' to the boi-dei- of (/ and 7. NVheu we progress still further in a

basal direction, the llrst coimection between the ihalamencephalon ;uid

the hemispheres aj)j)ears immediately Ixdow the bottom of the groove

r, i.e. in the former region 7' and ra|)idly increases tirst in an

occipito-basal direction. At the same tiiue the lauiella i/ now seems

to origimite in the beud Ix'twceu the caudate nu(deus and the ()[)tic

thalamus.

In the following sections we liud '/ more and more c(jnjiected

with the lateral wall of the thalamencephalon, i.e. with the optic

thalamus itself.

Tlie insertion of the lamella d seems to shift more and more

towards the roof of the thalamence|>halou and the lamella itself

seems to become shorter. It is one of the most difficult ((uestions

of cerebral development wiiether this shifting and shortening of

the lamella >/ and also the coalescence of the caudate nucleus

with 7' and the lateral wall of the thalanience|)halon must be

interpreted as a .secondary coalescence of originally separated parts.

Mv histological investigations of Taksus do not allow me to give

a detinite answer to this (pu'stion. Still uiore basal sections show^

the disap[)earance of the choi-ioid tissure. Since </ has in the

meantime also disap[)eared, .S' passes immediately into the e|)ithelial

roof of the thalamencephalon oi' jirimary fore-brain. 'J'lie gi'oove-shaped

longitudinal de[n-ession on the surface of the corpus striatum becomes a

little more distinct. The tissura hippocam|)i i-es[). the tissura prima is

pointed so that in the cros.s-sections the well-known picture appears,
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i'csenii)liu,ii' a laiicc poiiil. Also llic rooi' ol' llir iiicdiaii-inaiillc-slit

which was al lirsl Ioi'iikmI hv Ihc l'ohhMl rooi" of tho lliahinuMi-

(•ephah)ii, now Uccomcs shar|)lv poiiiliMl. The (issui-a hi|)|UH'aini»i oi-

rathei- its h)W(N- lip marks prcllv shai-ply. cvcii aller Ihc scparalioii

of the hcinis|>hci'(>s from each olhcr. Ihc poinl rcaclic*! I»v llic for-

mation of lh(^ pallium. Il is also vcrv i-cmarkaltlc Ihal N and S'

no longer exactly correspond to each other lopo,ura|)liicall\ , lait that

,S" becomes sitnated somewhat \ (Mitrallv of S. Uelow S the medial

wall of the frontal Iti-ain shows a second leel»l(> promin(Mice J\ U
and the candate nucleus l(>rminale in the mcMlial respecli\ cly lateral

wall of the \enli-iculus lohi ollactorii and in doing so g-row snioothei'.

After the disa[)pearance of the tissnra hippocampi the medical wall

first remains (piite undi\id(Ml in many sections, hut then (almost

exactly in the corres|»oiiding place) the medial ttM'ininal part of the

rhinal latei-al (issni-e apjieai's as a shallow groove.

{3. The cavity of the thalamenccphalon shows in its posterioi- pai-ts

two grooves, an n])[)er one x, which is continued in the lateral

groove of the midbrain ventricle (a(pie<luct) and fVonlally vei-y soon

smoothes out, and a lower one -?., which can l)e ti-aced as far as the

region of the foramen Monro!. The lattei- on(> is accomi)anie(l during

the anterior part of its course by a i)arallel groove n of a slightly

more basal situation. Further folds of the surface are temporarily

observed within reach of the o[)tic stalks and of the corpora

mammillaria. I j-egret not to l)e al)le to decide whether / oi- n has

to be interpreted as the sulcus Monroi ; to me it seems more likely

that fi deserves this designation.

'J'he picture is materially comj)leted by studying a sagittal series

belonging to about the same stage of (le\(dopment (length of the

embryo il mm).

In a section sitnated soukwn hat laterally of the medial plane, we

find as follows :

The fossa mesodiencephalica is sharply marked. P)efore it and for

a smaller part also in it, lies the long-stretched cross-section of the

jiosterior commissni-e. A \(^v\ shallow grooxc which I designate by

E corresponds approximately lo the b-onlal plane of the (epiphysis.

There is no objcclion lo designating with v. Kii'I'I'kh (cf. v. KrpKi'KK

in Hkrtwkj's \'er,L'l. I^utw. geschichte p. 95) as synence|)halon the

I'oof part between the fossa mesodience|)lialica and A\ 'J1ie fossa

))raediencephalica is not shar|»ly markcMl. It might l>e sought at the

])lace where the iinaginalion of iIk^ plexus chorioideus veidricnli

tertii occurs. It must be em|)hasised that il remains doubtful whether

this spot corresponds to the velum trajisversum of lower vertebrates.
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The I'OgioJi al»(»\e llic iii\;i,L!,iiia!i(»ii ol' llio plexus is llic |»(»stori(»r

roof poi'lioii of' I he [)i'iinarv fore hi-aiji. IJoiow the iii\a,uiiialion of

the plexus lies Ihe lamina reujiieiis, llie lo^\ei' ])arl of" which eor-

responds 1o the lamina lerminalis of the adull animal. Hefore the

praeoptic recess we find on the basal inner snrface a shallow trans-

verse prominence, wliich is lalerallv ])rohin,<i,ed into the cenli-al mass

of the striated bod v.

This transverse ridge of which even in llie median plane we can

recognise indications, coi-i-esponds to the ci-us melarhinicum corporis

striati of the hnman embryo, described by His ^). Conseqnently it

|»asses medially into the lamina lerminalis. Only in somewhat moi-e

laterally situated sagittal planes we meet before the cms metai-hinicnm

with a second transverse prominence, which sinks away into the

olfactory lobe. 1 designate it as ci-ns rhinicum corporis sti'iati. it

corres|)onds to the crns mesorhinicnm of the human embryo. A ci'ns

ej)irhinicum is scarcely indicated. In my opinion it is oidy connter-

feited by the fold of the latei-al I'hinal fissure. On the outer contour

we find corresjjonding to the l)ordcr of the cms metarhinicum and

I'hinicum a shall()\v groove, corres))onding ajiproximately to the

posterioi- edge of the cappa olfactoria and also approximately to tiie

anterioi- Q(\gQ of the olfactory tubercle. It i)y no means corres))onds

exclusixely, as His seems to assume, during its whole course to the

cms rhinicum or mesorhinicnm. I believe that its formation is essen-

tially independent of the morphological condition of the striated cor|)us

and has rather to be explained by thickening of the wall of the

olfactory lobe by supei'positi<tii of the olfactory ganglion (capi)a

olfactoria) on one hand and of the olfactory tubercle"^) on the other.

To this is added a shar|) bend in the brain tube iu a basal

direction when it |)asses from the hemisphere to \\\o olfacloi-y lol)e.

Moreover we must beai- in mind that the lumen of the ventricle,

when passing from the hemisphere to the olfactory lobe, at first

tapers very ra])idly, but then again very slowly '). Es|)ecially at the

base this behaviour is very conspicuous. Obviously this must result,

quite independently of a thickening of the wall by the striated

corpus, in a basal transverse groove. The designation "fissura meso-

rhinica" which His has given to this latter, does not seem to me

appropriate under these conditions. I pro])Ose to sj)eak of a lut/I/s

mcsorhinica. A second transverse groove is found caudalh of the

1) Hip, Die lvat\vickelui:g des mensrhlichen Geliirns wiilu'end lU'v ersloii Monale.

Leipzig, S. Hirzel, 1904. S. (11 (cf. also fig. 34-, p. 50).

") Tlie two lioidei'S only (^liiicide l)y (•liance and not accurately.

^) Die EuLwickeluiig des uienschl. Geliirns etc. Leipzig 1904, p. 54 and p. ÜO.
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\nllis mosoi-liiiiica holiiiid llic origin ol" llir (iHjicloiy hitxM-cio mikI

heforo lli(> rcuioii of' llio pr.-U'oplic (=r oplic) recess. I propose l(»

(loiiojc il as \allis praeopliea, whereas Ills seems lo look upon il

as a coiiliiiiialioii of liis slalk-loM (iiiv sulcus lieiiiispliaoi-iciis) ').

It also is hroiiiilil alioiil iii(iepeii(leiill v of llie sli-iale(| coi-piis l)\- the

hiiliiiiiU' of Iho oltaclorv liihei-ch^ on one hand and of the region of

tli(^ chiasnia on Iho oilier. 'I'he nicli(> in llio \-enlricl(M'on'ospo)i(ling to

th(' olfacloi'v luliei'cle is desiLiiiale<| liv llis (al leasl in man) <as

the |)oslei-ior olfacloi'v l)i-ain in opposilion lo llie olfacloi'v lobe

s. sir., which he calls the anioi-ior olfaclory lirain. To the jtosterior

olfac'toiT brain he reckons parlicnlai'ly also Ihe snbslaiilia perforata

anterior. Af»;ainsl llie desiüiialion "poslerior olfaclory brain" 1 only

object llial it favours confusion willi llu^ lobiis pii-iformis, i. e. with

the posterior pai'l of llie rhinencc^phalon '').

1) Gf. on this point al.>^o His, die Forniriihvicl<(Mnnir ilor menschl. Vorderliirns,

etc. Abh. d. math. phy.s. CI. d. Kg-1. S.-iclis. CIcs. d. Wiss. Pxl. IT), fig. 32, p. 72rj.

~) C o n c e r n i 11 g t li p n o m e n c I a I u r c i ii I li is r o g i o ii I av o n 1 d

make I li e foil o w ing ) c m a r k s. A I I r e r r li r a I p a r I s I li a I I i e

h a s a II y of t li e f i s s u i' ;i r ]i i n a I i s (= e e I o r li i ii a I i s = r h i n a 1 i s

1 a t e 1' a i 1 s of ni a n y a ii f li o r s) I d e n o I e as i' li i n e n c e j) li a 1 o n.

As 1 o 1) u s o I f a c t o V i u s (= ] n h n s o If a r t o rins a n t e r i o i- o f m a n y

authors) I designate in a p u ) e I y t o p o g r a p li i e a I sense t li e

anterior ]i a r t of the r li i n e n c e \^ h a I o n a s far as it i s f| n i t e

s e p a r a t e d f r o ni I li e 1 o w e i' s n ) f a e e o f t li e p a I li u ni. V or t li e

post e r i o r p a r t o f t li e r li i n e n r e p li a 1 o n llie designation
"1 b n s p i r i f o r m i s" might be reserved, b n I it i s m o r e a d v i s-

a b I e to give n p I li i s n a m e e n t i r e 1 y. Part of the 1 n I) n s o 1-

f a t o r i u s is c. o v e r e d \v i t h a m i e r o s c o p i c a 1 1 y s li a r p I v c li a-

r a c t e r i s c d for m a t i o n , i h e s o - c a 1 I e d f o r m alio h u I li a ris.

T ]i i s cover I design a t e as e a p p a o 1 f a e tori a. F r o m 1 li e

d e V e 1 p ni e n t a 1 point of v i e w it e o r )• v s p n n d s to the g a n g-

1 i n 1 f a c f o r i u m of His. The separation i\ Ï the 1 o b n s

o 1 f a c t r i u s and the pallium is e x r I ii s i v e 1 y it r o \\ g h t a b o n t

b y I li e f i s s n I- a ) h i n a 1 i s (lateralis). H e n < e w e m n s t als o

r o g a r d as a part of Ihe f i s s n r a r h i n a 1 i s the s e p a rati n g
groove of olfactory 1 o 1) e a n d ï r o n t a 1 1 o 1) e which is

visible in the median plane, i. e. I a s s u m e t h a t 1 h e f i s s n r a

r h i n a 1 i s i n c i s e s at the front a s f a r as the median plane.
T he c a p p a o 1 f a c t o i- i a is marked o f f f r o m the f r e e s n r-

face, i.e. from the surface of the olfactory lob e I h a t is

not covered by the f o r m a t i o b u 1 b a ris, by a limiting
groove, t ii e margo c a |) p a e o I f a e t o r i a e. • \, a t e r a I 1 y it is

much more clearly marked than medially. In many ani-
mals (hedgehog, Echidna) the c a p p a o 1 f a e tori a covers
almost the whole o 1 f a c t o r y 1 o b e. T h e o 1 f a c lory tubercle is

also m a r k e (.1 off against its s u r i' o u n d i n g s by a shallow
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Kiiijillv wo iiKMilioii ;is s(M('-('\ idoiit llial iii cxacllv iikmH.-iI seclioiis

all llic just ineiitioucd hordoi-s, urooxcs and prominciicos ai'c almost

entirely lacking.

Sagittal sections I'lii'tlier |»ro\o conccniing the n)id-i)rain that at

this sta2:e it covers the islhniiis to a i-clati\elv small extxMit, less e. g.

than in a hnman embrvo of '1 to 3 months. The cerebellum shows

in sagittal sections still a horn-shaped form. Of the occipitally directed

ridge, which is so characteristic for man, nothing is to be found yet.

The oldest of the embryos at my disposal had been dissected into

a somewhat slanting frontal series. Here also nothing can be detected

of a crus epirliinicum corporis striati. Notable is the considerable

thickening of the wall in I he basal portion of the medial ventricular

wall. It oidy becomes distinct after the lateral ventricle and the

ventricle of the olfactory lobe have already coalesced for some time 'j.

The thickened low^er poi'tion and the not-thickened upper portion of

the wall are sej)ai'ated on the inner surface of the ventricle by a

very distinct groove which can be followed almost as far as the

frontal plane of the terminal lamina. It has nothing to do with the

marking olf of the olfactory lobe, as it appears considerably latei-

and also lies somewhat higher than the iissni'a rhinalis latei-alis. In

the same way it is entirely independent of the amnion fold, sinc(>

it lies considei'ably lower than this lattei'. Microscopically it forms

a pretty sliai'p basal limit for the ])allium formation. Therefore I

designate it as margo pallii medialis ijdernus (v. also below). In

the section where the third \'enlricle is \ isible for the first time, it

appears as a paired strnctnre ; between the two terminal |)oints of

the \entri('le a median grooxe incises into the xcnlricnlar roof

(cf. above).

Special notice deserves the lloor of the thii'd veidi'icle. Its median

grooN'e forms a very sharp incision. 'J'he lateral pai'is of the lloor

rise, so to say. in three gradations. The most latei*al prominence

groove, the m a r g o I \\ 1) e r c. u 11 o 1 f a c t o r i i. '\ lii s ^- r o o v o als o

is generally not so d i s I i n c t I y \\ e i- c e j) t i 1) I e a t I li e in v dial

e (1 g e, on I li e o I li e r li a n d a I I li e lateral a n d a n t e r i o r e d g e s

it is well (] e v e I o p e d a n d li e n c e li as li c r e o f t e n h c o n d e s i g-

n a t e (1 a s 1'
i s s u r a r li i n a 1 i s medialis s. o n I o ] li i n a I i s. At I li c

)) o s t e r i () r edge, I o \v a )• d s I lie s u b s t a ii I i a pei-roiala anierior,

it i s g e n e r a 1 1 y r a t li c i' s li a ! I o w. W' li e n t li e c a ]^ p a o 1 I', r e a rdi e s

f a r I) a c k \v a r d, t li e a n t e ! i o r m a r g o I n h. o If. c di n e i d e s

e n t i r e 1 y o r p a r 11 y \v i I li i he ni a r g o c a p p a < «i 1 I'.

1) In what follows llie series is supposed lo be examined from before backward.
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uliicli al (li(^ sanu' linie is llic hrojHlcsl, procivds from llio crus

i'liiiiicimi <»r llic coi-piis slrialiim and lornis in Cnhiio lli(> |H'inci|)al

mass of this ,i!;aniJ,lion. 'I'lie middle elexation corresponds lo llie ci'iis

melai-liinicum of (lie eorinis slrialnm. Il disappeai's willi (lie se|)ai*alion

of (lie liemisplier(\s. In (li(> lamina (erminalis i( iiieels (he lioiiiolo,i>-ons

opposile prominence. I( is inlerrnpled l»v llu^ anlerior commissure.

The most nuMÜal and smallest ele\a(ion only heconies \isihle hefore

the lamina (erminalis and is a( (irs( \r\-\ (la( : (hen il rises |)re((y

stee[)ly fron(ally hnl rtMiiaiiis narrow, f'rom llie iKniioloii'ons opjiosite

elevation il remains separati'd l)y llie shallow median Hoor ^roox'c.

Following' the serieus farlluM- in a fronlal direction, the two hemis-

|)liei'es S|)li( linally \vi(hiii r(>acli of Ihe median groove of (lic Hoor

and (he mos( medial cdexalion coalesces hefore llie foi'amen Monroi

with the npper portion of Ihe medial wall, corresponding prelh'

accurately to the margo pallii medialis iulernus.

From this description we must conclude that also this most medial

elevation can hy no means he interpreted as the cms epirhinicnm

in ?Iis' sense.

The ojitic thalamus projects in the following sections between the

middle and lateral ridge just mentioned. More sharpl}' developed

than in preceding stages a longitudinal groove on the outer surface

of the thalamencephalon (sulcus fastigialis (lialami) is no\v \isil)le

dividing the |)ointed cresi of the optic Ihalamiis from the hroad

liasal mass of this ganglion.

It is situated somewhal higher than llie al»()\e menlioned groo\e

;;, which for the rest is now much less dislincl. P. and »/ ai-e no longer

cleai'ly divided. Inslead of lliem \ve lind a liroader groo\e, which

doubtless must he designated as sulcus Monroi.

The hind hi-ain |)i-esenls no peculiarities.

ReN'iewing the whole of llie |)eculiarities in IIm' dexcdopmcMil of

the brain of 'J'arsiiis thai have been noted in IIk^ preceding |)ages,

a far-reaching agreement with llie dexclopment of Ihe brain of Ihe

primates is obvious. The essential diHerences are sufüciently explained

by the rather pronounced niacrosmatic charactei- of the bi-ain of

Tarsiiis. It is much more dil'licull lo delermine llie relalioiis of the

Tarsius brain in the descending direclion. ( ariii\"ores and Ungulates

are out of the (pieslion. The developnienl of llie brain of ('hiro|)lei-a

is unfortunately loo little known as y(>( bii( cerlain analogies are

certain, \c\-\ great is also tin» agreeuHMil willi (he dev(do|nnen( of

lli(3 brain of Kodeiils. only one innsl nol consider \]\c brain of Ihc

i-abbil as (he (ypical represenlalivc of (he brain of ivodeuls, as is

often done. As the rodent brain iji its turn is not far distant in its
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(lc\('l()|)iii('iil firmi llii' Itraiii of llio Tnsoclix (»ros. it i^ cloiir lliat

tlie T.irsiiis hraiii slio\\> iiiiiiii>lakal>l(' ücmioüc i'clalioiis with tliis

latter also.

A move (lotailod accoiiiit willi li.uiire^ will Ix' |ml)lisli('(l in tiie

Han(ll>ii<-li <1. Eniwicklmigsgesohiolito edited l)_v IIkijtwk;

Mathematics. — "(hi f/ir (r/iiafinn dctcnnhiinn tlw niuih'.'i of firo

l„>hj<lim<nisio)iriI spnrrs'. \\\ Pi'of. P. H. SfiioiTK.

The |)rohleni which we wisii to solve is tlu' follow in,U'

:

''111 a s])a{'e -S, with // (linieiisioiis a reelaiiiiiilar system of coordi-

nates {X X., . . . X„) has heen taken and with i'(^s|iecl to this

system a space >), passinji' thron.uii (f has heen .uiven Ity the e(|nalions

,i;^,_|_/= ai^j.ri + ^/o,/ ''"2 + • • • + >,'•'> '

(;=1.2, . . ., r>-p)

snpiiosing' this space S^, to have with the space of coordinates

() {X X., . . . Xn) hilt one i)oint (^ in common, the /> angles

f. f. K are to he determined between these two /MÜmensional

spaces."

1)V means of geometry we shonld set to work as follows. Suppose

in the uiven space S^, a spherical spaee having O as centre and

nnitv as radins and thus forming in Sj, the locus of the points at

distance nnit\ from (> : if this sphei-ical space projects itself on the

sjiace of coordinate () (A\ A', . . . X^,) a> a (piadratic space with

the half axes ^/,. ^/,, • . • <fp, ^vo get

(1^ :=. cos {(^. a, = co.vr «„..... 0^, = cos (i^,.

In an almost equally simple way the tangents of the demanded

anu-les are connected analytically with the central i'adii-\-ectores of

an other quadratic space. If /' is an arbitrary point of >), and (J

its i)rojectioii on the space of coordinate O (A\ A'., . . . A,,), then

the angle POQ^u is also determhied by the relation

n—p
-2" {a\i.rx -\- a2,i.r2 • • • + «/v v)-

OP' — OQ' _ /=i

If we consider in S^, the points P the coordinates of which are

bound to the condition
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(•(»iilaiiiiii,ii' only .i\, .r., r^, .nul lliii^ (v\|)i'('ssiiiLi' lliul llic projcclioii

(^ ot' P on <^{X^ A', . . . A'^,) roinaiiis in this latler s|);u'e on the

quadratic' sj)ai*c represented by (J), then tlie relation liolds good

1
ft/ a T=^ — .

OR

It" />j, />,,, . . . h^, are the halt" axes ot' this new (piadralic spaee, we
shall lind

1 1 1
f,, a^ = -J;, a.^ = - t;,(C^, =

J-.

Now (1) passes into the syniholic l"()i'ni

by the substitutions

II—;' n—7»

-^ fi^U = Ai,j. , ^ (q.j au — A/,.j;

i=\ !=\

SO the well Ivuow secnlai- equation

A^ A',x
I

=

furnishes l)v its roots ?.^, ).-^. . . . X,, the coeflieients ot" tlie (Mpialiou

of that (|uadratie space reduced on the axes.

From the relations

1 1 1

ensues immediately that the demanded e((ua(ioii is arrived at by

repiacinu' in the abox'e meiilioucd dclcrminant >. by hf- h.

Mathematics. - " Tin' Incus of fhc prii/rip/fl (i.n's of (I pt'/ir/'l of

quiidnitic siir/(ici's\ \\\ Prot". .1. I'ardinaal.

1. The envclo|)e of the axes of a |)encil of conies was imestigated

among othei-s by ]\I. TREiUTsruKR' ). lie found Ihallhe axes of the above

mentioned cf)nics envelo|) a ciu-nc of class three lonching the i-igiil

line at infinity of the ])lane in two points conjugate to the directions

of the axes of the two |)arabolae of the pencil with i-es|)ecl to tiie

') Ueher Boziolmiiiïon zwisc.lion Kogo]sclinilll)iiscliehi un<l ralionalcii (.lnrvcii drillci'

Glasse, Silzungsbcr. der Kaiseil. Akademic der Wisscnschaflen, Bnd. LXXXI, p. 1080.
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isotropic points / ;uhI -/. So the rurvo is ol' oi'dor four. i.e. ralioiial.

This I'csiill is nieiilioncd. in I he 'Kiicvklopadic der Malheiuatischeii

Wissenschaften" 111. p. KM. II(t\ve\er, if we consnlt in the same

woi'lv the theorv of the (piadratic surfaces we find no e^idence oi'

an attempt to determine ihe locus of the principal axes of the sur-

faces of a pencil. The preseiU writer makes it his aim in the

following' to puhlisii some invesliüations on this locus.

2. We presu|)pose a simpler special case of the i)encil and we

take a pencil (tf conceuti'ic (piadratic cones, of which the locus of

the |n-incij>al axes is a cone the order of which can l)e determined.

Let US suppose to tlii-^ end the section of one of the cones with the

plane at intiuitv : the conic formed in this way determines with the

isotropic circle a common autojtolar trianiile and the \ei-lices of that

triangle detei-mine the dii-ections of the principal axes of the cone.

From this follows:

The i)rinci|ial axes of all Ihe cones of the pencil cut the j)lane

at intinit\ in the ^erlices of ihe common aulopolar triangles of the

conies situated in this ])lane and the isotro|Hc circle, 'i'liese lri|>lels

of points form Ihe .lacohian curve of the net of conies determinei!

l)v two of Ihe conies and Ihe isotropic circde.

So Ihe cone of the axes is a cone of ordei- three cutting the plane

at infinitv in Ihe just mentioned .lacol)ian cur\e.

To realize the position of the ])i'inci|>al axes of this cnhic cone

we choose a generatrix a^. If we assume a jtlane through Ihe vertex

normal to o^ this will cut Ihe cone according to three ra\s ^/.j, ^z^, />,;

(h and ^/a are normal to eacdi oilier, h^ lielongs to an other Irieder

of axes, obtained Iw assnnung through tlu^ vertex a |)lane noi-nial

to />! : this i)lane passes through a^ and cuts the cone moi'eover in

the two iirincijial axes />,, and />,, normal to each other.

As a rule this c(me will not have a nodal generatrix, so it will

not be rational.

o. Suppose a pencil of quadratic surfaces be given. Out of a

point () in space as vertex we construct the parallel cones of Ihe

asymptotic cones of the various surfaces; in this manner a pencil of

cones is formed, with respect to which we can consti-uct the cone of

the axes. The Irieders of axes of this cone are pai-allel to the Irieders

of axes of the surfaces of the pencil.

Let further a skew cubic fp^ be constructed, which is the locus of

the centres of the surfaces of the ])encil : if then out of each centi-e

a trieder is constructed parallel to the corresponding trieder of axes

of the cone, the surface is formed which is the locus of the principal

axes. From this ensues

:
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The loens of the principal axes (if (|iia(lratic snrfaces belonging to

a pencil is a skew snrface of wiiicli one of the dirccliix curxes is

a skew eiihie ^/-., possessiiiu a direclor cone; racli point ol' \\\v skew

cnhic is homologons to a ti'iedei' of ravs of the cone.

4. The or(kM' of tlie sui-face can Itc (Iclerniined l»\- in\-esiig;itinn-

bv how nuinv pi'inci[)al axes an arbiti'ary rii>iil line / is cnl, oi- how
many planes possessing a principal axis can be made to pass through

/, which comes lo the same thing.

• Let ^1 be a point of (f.^, lo which tliree poiids A\, .1',^, J'., cor-

respond on the Jacobian cnr\e (
'., in the |)lane at inlinity /\ .

Let moreover /"* be a plane tlu'ongh /; then this cuts (/.^ in three points

A, B, C, to which correspojid again in I\ the [joints A\ A'.^ . . .

(
".,,

so to the plane /* coi'res[)ond throngh / nine [)lanes /*\ l*\, . . . /",,.

If reversely we assnme a [)oint .1' on (
',^

unly one ])oint A
on (p.^ corresponds to it. If we now make a plane /-*' pass through

/, it cuts C\ in three points A, B ,
6", to which correspond thi-ee

points .1. B, C; so to a plane B' correspond three [)lanes /*. From
this ensnes

:

The two coaxial pencils of planes J* and J*' have a (3,9)-corre-

spondence. So the number of elements of coijicideiice amonids to

12. From this reasoning, however, we may not conclude that the

order of the skew snrface is to be 12; this number must be dimi-

nishe<l by the nunibej' of points common to <ƒ,, and ('.^. The three

points of intersection of </)., and Bj, are namely situated on (4; if

we call one of these }>oints S, then >S\ eoincides with >S' quite in-

depemlenlly of the jjosition of the assumed right line /. So of the

12 planes of coincidence 3 pass through the [)oints of intersection of

<f^ and ('s ; so 9 remains for the order of the skew snrface.

5. A full in\estigation of this surface ^A, is a very extensive

one; however, we can consider some proj»erties and ti-ai'c some

particnlarities. From the plan of the problem ensues that tVom

each point of ^, three generatrices can be drawn meeting /\ in

the three corresponding j)oijits; so y., is a threefold curve of ^>„.

The section of /*^ and (),, possesses some particidarilies which

we shall look into. In the xery tii-sl jdace lie on it the three centres

'S' '^2' '"^'n
"' ''"^' paraboloids of the pencil su|)|)osed to be real for

the present. ()ut of each of those |)oints two |>riu('i|)al axes can be

drawn lia\ing therefore twehe common points of intersection. Moic-

ovei" each of these axes cuts T., in two more points, which can thus

be regai'ded as (loid)le points. ( )iie of these points belongs howcxer

lo a triplet ol' points corresponding to a point of intersection of (f

^

aiKl ( \ ; so it can be i-egarded as a point of contact of the plane
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P^ and 0„. If we combine these results, we arrive at tlie following:

Iheoi-eni:

Tiie section of ^A, and I*, is a dejienei'aled cni-AC of order nine

broken n[) into a plane ciiliic and six right lines. On this section are

situated twelxe nodes, points of intersection of the principal axes

two by two; nioreovei six nodes are situated on it, formed each

time bv one of the points of intersection of a principal axis with

( .,, and six points of contact, which are the remaining points of

intersection. So /', is a sixfold tangent plane of O^.

So we come to the conclusion that ()„ possesses besides the three-

fold cm-\e (f ,,
still a nodal cni've of ^\llicll for the present we caimot

make out how it is composed, bnt of which the total order is IS.

The numlter of points of intersection of this ciirNC with one of

the generati'ices of ()„ can he determined. Let <i he one of the J'ight

lines connecting a poijit .1 of </., with one of the corresponding

points .1', on T.,. An ai-hitrary plane ^^ throngh r/ cnts r/-, in two more

jioints I) and (' to which cor)-es|)ond on (',, tw(t triplets of poijits

B\, B'.„ ll\ and ('\, (".,, C\. In like manner a plane (/ throngh

ii cnts the curve ( \, in two more [toints to which corresi)ond

two points oji <ƒ,; so there exists between the |)encils of planes

(^ Jmd (/ a ((i,2)-correspondence and the number of planes of coin-

cidence amounts to S. So all togethei' a is cut bv S |)rincipal axes.

As in the general case this numi>er must be diminished Iw 'A,

for now too the three points of interseclictn of <f,, and (\ must be

taken into accoimt -. so x is cut by tive principal axes. Each gene-

ratrix of ( K, has thus lixc points in common with the nodal cin'X'c.

From the preceding is apparent that the gejieral section of the

surface possesses J8 nodes and o triple jtoints: if we have in mind

that the hitter are eipdvalent to il nodes we see that the general

section is not rational, as a cur\e of order nine can lia\'e 2S ]iodes

and the cur\e imder investigation possesses ojdy 27 nodes.

6. We shall consider a single case, where the surface O^ is

simplified. We have already noticed that the cone of axes is of order

three without nodal generatrix; there w(tuld be one if the net of

conies possessed in /'^ a ]»oint, common to all cojucs. As however

to this pencil belongs the isotropic circle this case is excluded; it

may however happen that the cone of axes breaks u[) into a <pia-

dratic cone and a [)lane, or into three planes.

7. We choose an example of the first case. When the cone of

axes breaks up into a cpiadratic cojie and a plane, then the .lacobian

curve in /\ must degenerate into a right line (\ aiul a conic C^.

This happens:
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a. When tlie conies of the net pass iliroiif^h two fixed points.

I). When the net possesses a double right line.

We restrirl ourselves in Ihis conimunicalion to the lirst of these

cases; then the base curve of the pencil of siu'laces is circidai'.

It is in the first place necessary now that (he cone is degenerated

into two j)arts to consider the distribution of the axes on cone and

plane, if the base curve of the |)encil of sui'faces is circular, tiiere is

a system of parallel planes so that each plane is cut accoi'ding lo

a pencil of circles. Of each surface of the pencil one |)i-incipal axis

runs parallel to these planes. From this ensues

:

When in consetpience of the existence of a cii-cular base curve the

cone of axes degenerates into a (luadralic cone and a |)lane, then

of the three points x4'i, .l'., .1',, homologous to a point .1 on <p., one

lies on the right line (_\ in I* ^ and two on the conic ( \,. So the

skew^ surface (>„ degenerates into two other skew surfaces intersecting

each other in their common directrix (f,\. Vov one skew surface (p^ is

a nodal curve, for the other it is single. This already suggests that the

former of the two skew surfaces is of order six, the latter of order

three. This can be reasoned more minutely in the following manner

:

Let / be once more a right line; a [)lane P through / has three

points ^1, B, ('in common with <ƒ., to which six points ^1',, ^1'.^ . . . (\,( ",

on C'a correspond; so six planes V correspond to /^; if reversely

we make a plane P' to lie through /, it cuts ('^ in two points to

which on r/., two points corres])oud, so that between the i)lanes /•'and

P' a (2, (i)-correspondence exists. However (f\^ has a poiiit in common
with (_\, as C'l contains the poijit of contact of a hyperbolic para-

boloitl of the pencil with /^ ; so tiiei-e remain foi' (f ,^
two ])oints of

contact with 6'^ and the order JS, which woidd arise on account of

the (2, (^)-correspon(lence, must be <liminished by 2; so we get a

skew surface ( f,. of oi'der six. 'J'lie second skew surface is of order three.

In the general case the section of /^, and (),, consisted, besides of

T',, of three [)ciirs (jf right lines, to be called n^a.,. I'J»-,^ <\<--,- ïf ^A,

degenerates in the uianner described above these I'ight lines will also

be distributed themselves oJi ''>,. and ^A,. liel .1' agaiji be the point

where </^., cuts the right line ( \, thus the |toinl of contact of a

hyperbolic [)araboloid of the pencil; through J' pass the two prin-

cipal axes (i^<i..^ and these belong to <}^,, whilst the principal axis not

lying ill /', through A' belongs t(» ( 1.^. To ^A, belongs thus one

princi[)al axis of each of the |)airs hj).^ and <\<'.,, so I', is a double

tangent plane of i>.. a\u\ the section of (),^ and l\ consists of the

conic ( \^, the pjiir of axes 'i^^a., and the priiici|)al axes h^ and (\.

Of a^ and <i.^ the point of intersection r/^r/^ is the no<le in the curve
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of intersection of P^ and O,,, one of eacli of the points of inter-

section of II
^
and ((„ widi ( \, is pdinl of (•(Uitacl : so on n^ as well

as on a., anodier node is siliialed. ( )f each of die jxtiiils of inkT-

section of h^ and ^i willi (', one is point of coniacl, die odier is

also j)oint of inlerscrdoii of </,, and C.^. So tiie jioinls of inlcixM-doii

/vj,
6'i,

n^, ti., iiiiitiiaUy are left as nodes: these aix' live in nuniher

besides die point of intersection connted already ^/i^/^ l»elonj;in,U' lo r/^,.

So the entire nuniher of liie nodes of the section of ()^_ and P, nol

lying on </"., ainonnts lo 7. From this ensues thai ^>„ has besides r/^,

another doni)le cnr\e of order seven. If we make a plane lo pass lliroui:li

a generatrix O^ and if we in\esligale how many right lines aie

situated in il, we shall liiid the number to be '.^ cin-responding to

former results.

The nodal curxe of oi-der sexen is thus intersected thice limes

by the right lines of (f^..

8. The closei' in\estigali(»ii of die surface ( K, as well as ihal of

^>^ and the other possible forms aj>pearing by \aiiously assuming

the pencil of surfaces. gi\es rise to very extensive (•(»nsideralions.

which are not to be included in this communicalion, as for the

present its aim was bul to show die general properties of the

discussed locus.

Physics. - ••Sliiiiilll'li'il Di-dnclinu nf llii' F'li-ld mill tlir Forci'S iif

nil l-]li'rlroii. iiiiiniiij hi ninj ijlreii n'lii/.' Vi\ Prof. A. So.M.MEKFELD.

(Coinuiiuiicak'fl bv Prof. 11. A. I.(jki;.ntz).

§ J. Sniniiuirij.

In the "Grtttinger xS'achricliten" ^) 1 communicated a general ropre-

sentation of the field of an electron, moving in any given xvay.

which seems to be .simpler than the formulae, hitherto Iviiown. which

are liased on ihe work of II. A. Lokentz. This is the ditference:

My formulae expi-ess the [>oteiitials Iw a simjilr intt't/ral, eMemlimj

ovin- the jufst thru' and containing only the varying distances of the

point in (piestion from thi' ceitfn' of fhr i'lectroïi, sujiposed lo be

spherical, whereas the formulae hitherto known are iloiihli- or Irijih'

Integrah, extending over the simcc, charged with electricity, and

containing the distance of the |)oint in question fnuii tin' jinsition of
the ehnrye nt n n-rtnin fornier time. It may \\o remarked, that

1) Nachrichten d. K. Geseli.scliaft d. Wisscnschaltcn I'.iOi Heft 2: in the folio-

wing lo be cited us "lirsl pajier".
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p. Hertz ^) has [)ul)lislied a uielhüd, ihoiigli only for special cases,

equivalent to my general representation of the lield, for which he

very happily uses the figure of a sphere contracting itself with the

velocity of light.

In the "Göttinger Nachrichten" I start from rather a toilsome

Fourier's integral, whereas I shall now choose a very simple way,

using only the theorem of Green. In this way I represent the

])Otential in the first place by a quadruple integral, (§ 2), one integration

extending over the time, the others over the space occupied by the

charge.

Here the road divides : Eltlwi- you can calculate the integration

over the time; this leads to Lorentz's representation; then the inte-

gration over the charge gets rather a complicated form, relating no

more to simultaneous positions of the elements of the charge, but

to positions occupied by each element at a certain former time, or,

as you may say, relating no more to the real shape of the electron,

but to a deformed one.

Or you can calculate the integration over the charge ; this leads to

my formulae; it is then no longer the integration over the time, in

general cases of motion, that you have to evaluate (§ 3).

§ 4 applies our formulae to problems, essentially known, viz. to

the determination of the field in a great distance from the electron,

and to the case of stationary motion, especially with a velocity

exceeding that of light, in order to complete the statements of my

first note and to study in detail the behaviour of the field in the

neighbourhood of the "shadow of motion".

In the last § I pass on to the representation of force, exerted by

the electron's own field. This force is computed exactly for any

motion, excludiiig rotations, according to the principles of H. A. Lorentz.

At first sight the general formulae I am using here, seem to be more

complicated, than the more explicit formulae, I have published in

the "Göttinger Nachrichten" ') but in reality they are very easy of

application to the case of stationary motion. For you may derive

immediately from them the known result, that the stationary motion

with a velocity less than that of light is in every case a possible

free motion of an electron. Moreover you deduct easily the value of

the force, necessary to maintain a motion of a bodily charge with

a velocity exceeding that of light. This force is distinctly finite, even

1) Untersuchungen iiber unstetige Bewegungen eines Eleklrons. Dissertation Göt-

tingen 1904, § 3.

2) Nachrichten d. K. Gesellschaft d. Wissenschaften 1004, Heft 5, in the follo-

wing to be cited as "second paper".

24

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. Vil.
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in case of in finite velocity ; its \aine has been calculated, for the

first time, as far as I know, in my second paper. Further you derive

from the same formulae tlie surprising result, stated in my second

paper not only for the case of stationary, rectilineal motion, but for

any motion yon like : The motion of a surface-charge \vith a >'elocity

exceeding that of light, is actually impossible, requiring continually

an infinite supply of force. In order to make this more evident,

let me point out : the more the charge is concentrated, the more the

force will increase ; in case the charge is concentrated at one point,

the force is infinite even in I lie case of a velocity less than that

of light.

It may seem unsatisfactory, to l^e restricted to the special shape

of a sphere. Only a few of the following results are independent

of this restriction, that is those, \vhich do not contain the radius of

the electron, e.g. the approximate formulae for the field of a charge,

stationai'ily moved, in the case of a velocity less than that of light,

and those in case of a velocity exceeding that of light, in the regions

I and III (§ 4), whereas the formulae relating to the limit of tlie

shadow of motion, that is to the region II, depend on the special

spherical shape. Yet it is evident, that on moi'e general suppositions,

you could probably not proceed so far.

It is kown, that H. A. Lokentz^) has lately supported the hypo-

thesis, that the shape of the electron is variable, conforming itself

to a "HEAVLSiDE-ellipsoid", according to its momentary velocity. As

for velocity exceeding that of light tiiis hypothesis fails, because in

this case you can hardly speak of a "HEAVisiDE-hyperboloid". So I

have not been able, to use this hj'pothesis.

§ 2. Green's TJieorem.

All natural philosophy proves the wonderful power of Green's

theorem. We shall use it here very much like Kikchhoff") in his

enunciation of Huygens' principle.

Let (p be the scalar potential, satisfying the differential equation

:

1 ö>
JLw Z= r p, (1)

where c means tlie velocity of light, and q the density of charge of the

electron; as regards the choice of units see H. A. Lorextz, Ency-

klopiidie der Mathem. Wissenschaften Bd. Y. Art. 13, N". 7.

1) K. Akademie van Wetenscliappen te Amsterdam Mei 1904. Prociicdings p. 80').

2) Vorlesungen über Mathematische Optik, 2te Vorlesung, § 1. Leipzig 1891.
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Tiet V be an auxiliary function

v=^F{r-c{t-i:)) , (2)
r

I' the distance of a certain point in question A from any })oint l\

t the moment, for which the value of (p at tlie point A is required,

/' a variable moment of time. Our auxiliary function v then satisfies

the differential equation

:

•1 b'o
Lv — ^-— (3)

Like KiRCHHOFF we shall suppose, that the function F{,i;) is

represented by a narrow prong, enclosing the area 1, x'va. that F{jj)

vanishes foi' all abscissae different from ,;• = 0, but in the point

X = increases so strongly and so suddenly, that notwithstanding

.6') tLv — 1 (4)Jf,,

If we apply Green's theorem in its most common form (o the

functions g) and v, we liave

:

J(„A,.-.A^,).5=J'(y^-,.|),^, . . . (Ó)

The surface integral on the right hand side is to be extended over

tlie border of the space >S' and over an infinite^ small surface,

enclosing the point A, in as much as this point is contained in

,S'. This holds good, because we shall let S finally expand i]ito

infinity. The part of the surface integral, relating to the surface

enclosing A, is known to give

:

4.jt<p^^Fi-c{t-t')).

If we use on the left side of (5) the differential equations (J)

and (3), substituting in (f as variable time t' and noticing, that

. . = TT,, it follows

lor/ dv d(f\ 'r rf or

't^'^^
+ 4rry:iF(-c-(i- 0) (6)

The second integral on the left is extended over the charge of the

electron, the first on the right no more than over the surface of S.

Multiply the last equation with cd( and infegrale with respect to

/' from — GO to -|- oc. Thereby (he first terui on llie left \auishes

on account of the nature of the function F. In fact this member
relates, after the integration is performed, oidy to the moments

24-
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t' =i±Qr., and certainly ^? = O stands for ^' := ± oo according to the

definition of F. Fiirtiier we snppose, tbat the first integral on the

right vanishes also, on acconnt of the nature of the potential (p. In

order to understand this, we ma}' perform the integration with

respect to t', as follows:

I V Z-— c at = —— I V c at :=: —
J on Oft J r d?i

where (f^ means the value of (p for that t', for wiiich the argument

r
of F vanishes viz. t' = t . Similarly we show :

c

1

ƒ
-|- 00

dv Ö 1 1 or 1 d(pg
—-(pcdt =^0^ s ^T
On On r r On c Ot

If the electron was at rest originally, for instance until the moment

tg, we can in any case expand the bordering surface o so far, that

the value t' just now defined gets less than /„. In this case g)(, becomes

the electrostatical potential of the electron and -j— = 0. The surface

integral in question is then reduced to tlie following expression

ƒ On r r On

which we know by the potential theory to vanish, if it is calculated

for a surface sufficiently distant.

So you keep in equation (6) only tlie second member on the left

and on the right, and you have

:

-|-00 -j-*

I
c dt'

I
Qv dS= 4rr

j </) F
{
— c [t— t')) c dt'

.

00 QO

Perform the integration on the right in the way used repeatedly

and denote for short ^vith (p the value at the point A at the time t.

We get conclusively

:

4:.t(p = fcdt' C^F{r—c{t—t'))dS (7)

00

77k? scalar potential is represented here by a quadruple integral,

viz. a time-integral and a space-integral.
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§ 3. Transition to FjOrentz's potential-fornnilae on the one hand,

and to those given by myself on the other.

It is tempting, to perform in (7) the integration with respect to

t\ As F is ditterent from only for the moment t':=zt ,

c

we get immediately

4rr^= r^fZ5,
(8)

w^here |o| means the density, contained in the element r/ >9 at the

time t z= t .

c

As for the proof of formula (8), H. A. Lorentz ') refers to tiie

expression (8) satisfying the differential equation (1).

WiECHERT ') and others do not start from Green's theorem, but

from Beltrami's, which naturally is only a transformation of Green's

theorem and, it strikes me, not a very transparent one.

Instead of performing the integration in (7) with respect to time,

it is better, to evaluate that in respect to space. Now for this pur-

pose it is necessary to add a certain supposition as to the shape of

the electron. In the first instance we suppose the electroii to be an

infinitely thin spherical shell 0Ï i\\Q radius a, on which
tiie charge f is uniformly distributed. So we take :

-d o instead of g dS

and get from (7)

+ 00

Fig. 1.
-°°

Let be tiie centre of tiie spherical shell. Round OA we count
the azimuth ii and from OA the angle {h, so that i], {y mean the

geographical longitnde and the complement of the latitude on the

surface of the electron. Let R be the distance OA from the centre

to the point in (piestion, it follows :

r" = W -f a- — 2 lia cos {>, rdr = Ra sin /> dd-,

1) La theorie électromagtuHiqiie de Maxwell, Leiden, 1892, pag. 119.

') Elektrodynaniisclie Elementargesetze. Lorentz— Jubelband, pag. 560, Haag 1900,
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27r TT
-

f .... da = a' i l . . . . (h] m> i)-(Jd- — 2 rr a' i .

o (»

R-

ƒ

s;ni>dt>:

o

R + n

r dr
2.a ; ....

^
R — a\

SO :

-\- co fl + a

4^^ = ^ f'^ (Vo-r(^-O)^^'' (9).

2a J J^ J— (x>
I

R^n
i

The lower limit \R— (f] equals R—rr, if W^a, hnt equals a

—

R,

if R <^ (i- Now as follows from ihe definition of h\ the integral

with respect lo y is equal lo J or 0, according as the argument

y c {t
— t) vanishes for one of the values of y, contained between

1

7^

—

,{\ and R-\-'i, or not. Wi-ile for ahhreviation :

T = t— f',

then our iidegral becomes equal to 1, if

]i -f a ^ c r and \R — a, <^c t

that is, if ^ve can form a triangle with the sides I*,ii and r t : it

becomes equal to in the contrary case. If ?. means the nuuibei-

1 or 0. according as that triangle is possible or not, we may also wi-ite

00

8c f'Xdr
^

2a./ R

instead of (9) ; reversing the lindts and noting that the cou(btion

\E—a\<^<'-r is never satisfied for r <^ 0. we may finally put:

ao

£ c r ). dx
4::t(p = — —— (10)

This is exactly the formula [11) of my first paper. There is no

question of imagining a deformed shape of electron. The formula

(10) holds good for the exterior as well as for the interior of the

electron. The only difference between the two cases is this : The

limits T^, T.^, between which X does not vanish, are determined at a

point of the exterior by

E^ — a = tTj R^ -\- a z= cr^ .... (11)

7tj, 7?, meaning the distances of the point in question from the

position of the centre occupied at the time t-
—t^ and t

—t.^ ; on the

other hand for a point of the interior by
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a — R^ — cr^ a + 7?., = CT, , . . . (H')

It may liappcn, lluil several pairs of values r^ t, exist ;
it may

also happen, that the point in (piestion is situated so as to be an

interior point for a certain time, an exterior point for another.

It is easy to pass from the potential for a splierical shell to

that of a solid sphere, uniforndy charged, which is to be divided

into splierical shells. If b is the whole charge of the solid sphere, the

charo-e 3 £7'''— is contained in a shell of radius r' and the thick-
°

a"

ness di'\ Now it is only required to substitute r' for a and — r'^ dr'

for 8 and to add an integration with respect to r' from to a

;

then we have :

00 «

Sec C^lr r , . , /I o.'"^ = J^JRJ'-""'
^'''

u u

To begin with Ave take an exterior point, for which Ey>a, and

a certain value t. Equations (11), in which r is to be substituted

for a, show, that A = 1, if ex lies between A' — r' and R -\- r\ or,

wdiat comes to the same thing, if r' > |

A — c t
|

. Now two cases

are possible :
\

R — cr
\

uiay either be smaller than a or larger.

In the first case a triangle with the sides [a, R,er) is possible, not

in the second case. In the first case we have :

a a

Cx r' dr' ^
P'

dr' = - (a^ - (7? - cr)%

I li—cr

in the second

a

ixr' dr' =iO .

If we define a quantity y. by

according as the triangle {a, R, cr) is possible or not, we can write

for an exterior point instead of (12)

00

8c rxdr
4.T./^- — - (14).

u

In the case of an Interior point, for which R < a, the equations
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(11') require, that cr must he smaller lliaii r -\- 7? and larger than

r — A', so as not to let X vanish. Accordingly r' mnst be ^ cr

—

-E
and <^CT -\- R. Now three cases are possible :

a), cr— E<^a, cr-\-R^a, triangle {a, R, cr) possible.

h). cr -\- R <[ a, conseqiienth^ cr — R <^ a, triangle [a, R, cr) im-

possible, a the largest of the three sides a, R, cr.

c). cr— R^ a, conseqnentlj cr -\- R^ a, triangle (rf, R, cr) im-

possible, a not the largest of the three sides a, R, cr.

In these three cases we evident Iv have:

a a

J).r'dr'=Jr'.Jr' = -{a'-{cr-RY) (a)

rz-R

a rr^R

j 1 r' Jr' —
I

r' dr' = 2 cr R (b)

U 'CT~-R

n

I ;. r' <lr' = (o)

Now if we define the quantity y. by (13) in the cases a) and r),

but by

crR
5^ = 6— (18')

in the case h), the potential is given by (14) for interior points as

well, according to equation (20) of my former paper.

Notwithstanding the simplicity of our (piantities P. and x, it is

easier for further purposes, to replace them l)y an analytical expres-

sion, holding good for all values of r.

As for an expression of )., we know, that

Q

ƒ
ds rr jr

misx—^=i-\-— or (15]
s 2 2

according as :v is positive or negative. Now :

1 i .

sin sa sin sR sin scr = — ( sin s (a -\- R^ — cr) 4- sm s (a — ^ -|- cr) —
4

I

— sin s {a -{- R -\- cr) — sin s (a — R — cr)
[ (1^)

As for the four quantities

a -{- R — cr , a — R -\- cr ,
— a — R — cr ,

— a -\- R -{- cr

three are positive and one negative if the triangle (ry, /?, ct) is possible,
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two positive and two negative, iftlie triangle is impossible. After having

niiiKipliod equation (15') by -- and having integrated with respect to

s from s = to .s- = cc, yon get in the first, case -^, in the second case ;

i. e. von luwe in both cases

:

J

7

sin .«a .sm sB sin set — = -7 A ? U"/
s 4

That is the required expression for ;.; substituting it in equation

(10), we have in the case of surface-charge:

00 00

fc Cdx r
. . ^ .

ds

(£ z= I
—

I ftin m Sin sn Sin scT — . . • (i')

Replacing further a by r in equation (16), we get simultaneously

for the integral, contained in (12):

r 4 rds r
;. r' dr' = - -

J JtJ sj
Ü

00

_ 4 rsi

jt J

_
I
— j sin sr' r dr sin sR sin sct =

°

.

7

.Sin sa — sa cos sa , .
as

sin sR sin set —
«2 s

17

Therefore we can write instead of (12) in the case of bodilij-charge

:

3fc rdr rsinsa — sacossa
. .

ds
i

I
S171 sR sm set — . . • (.

i o
j

^'aj RJ<p =
27t'aJ RJ {say s

It may be remarked, that in my first paper the foregoing equations

(17) and (18) appear as primary and the equations (10) and (14) are

deducted from them by performing the integration with respect to .9.

Moreo\er it is probable, that the quantities X and x may be

replaced in several other ways by a uniform analytical expression.

Almost the same formulae stand for the vectorpotential, if the

motion is free from rotations. Our deduction proves immediately, that

it is only necessary, to multiply the integrand by —^, ^t-, meaning

the value of the velocity i> at the time t—t. If on the contrary

the motion is accompanied by rotations, you must add to the part

due to translation another part due to rotation, where the quantities

;., y. are to be replaced by some quantities X, x' rather more com-
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plicated. The expressions for tiiis are derived in my lirsl i^aper and

may be derived more easily by the present method.

§ 4. The ^peld of stationary motion especially luith a

velocity exceeding that of light.

In my lirst paper I have applied the foregoing representation of

the field in order to tleri^'e tiie well known approximate formulae

of LiÉNAiiD and Wieciiert for the field at a great distance of an

electron moved anyhow. It strikes us in these formulae, that the

cases of velocities smaller or greater than that of light seem to

differ from each other only by the sign, wliereas in reality a funda-

mental physical difference must exist between the two cases: If the

velocity is less than that of light, Ihe whole surronndings of the

electron is seized by (he effects of the moving electron, if (he velocity

exceeds that of light, only those points are seized which lie in the

"shadow of motion" of the electron so to speak. This incongruency

is cleared, if the roots of equation (11) are discussed, what was not

sufficiently pointed out in my first paper.

In general we note this (details depend on the special character

of the motion). If velocity is less than that of light, each of the

equations {\\) always has a positive root; if the velocity exceeds that

of ligh(, imaginary and nega(ive i'00(s are ])Ossible as well; they

appear in all those points A^hich are situated so to speak in the

front of the electron
;
positive roofs exist only for those points that

lie in the shadow of motion ; and here for each of the equations

(11) even a pair of positive roots exist. Only for a narrow region

bordering on the shadow of motioji and about equal to the diameter

of the electron we have not two but only one pair of posidve roo(s.

It follows : The approximate formulae mentioned before, which I

have derived formerly supposing two roots Tj t^ to exist, hold good

absolutely if the velocity is less than that of light; in the opposite

ease they are to be replaced by out of the shadow of motion,

and they are to be completed by a member similarly formed within

the shadow of motion.

Fig. 2 explains, what shadow of motion

means. Here the momentary position

of the electron and its preceding path OP
is marked. Round every point P of the

path the sphere may be constructed with

the radius cr, where t denotes the time,

in which the electron gets from that

Fig. 2. point to 0. The envelope of these spheres
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defines the shadow of motion. Kvidentl}- it is the snialler, the more
the velocity of the electron exceeds that of liglit. The region bordering

on the shadow of motion, wiiich was mentioned before, is also sketched

in the figure as a narrow strip.

The foregoing general remarks are coi'roborated by closer discus-

sion of stationary motion with constant x'elocity v. The field of

stationary motion can be found exactly by a singular process of

reciprocation ') if r <^ c. What happens if v > c, has l)cen explained

by DES CouDREs following the steps of Heaviside. Compared to

DES CouDREs' treatment the following is hardly new. It may merely

be pointed out, that the infiniteness of the Heaviside-des Coudres '^)

solution near the borders of the shadow of motion is not real, the

formula no longer holding good in this region. The infiniteness

mentioned just now results from des Coudres treating the case of a

charge concentrated in one point, which is passing to the limit of

vanishing dimensions of the electron. We shall adopt in general this

simplification and thereby dispense with a rigorous solution, but at the

same time we shall point out, that this simplification is not legitimate

near the border of the shadow. We suppose bodily charge, as it

will be shown later, that in case of surface charge any motion

with V ^ c is actually impossible.

Let the stationary motion be directed towards the positi\'e axis

of n'. The system of coordinates has its origin O at the position of

the centre of the electron at the time t. Let the coordinates of the

point in question be a', y, z, let its distance from be r =: \/x^ -\- y'^ -\- c'\

so that r now has a diiferent meaning from that in § '2 and § 3.

At the time t— t the centre of the electron was in the i)oint— or
of the axis of x ; the distance of the point in question from this

point is

K ^ ]/{.v + vty + y-' + Z-' (19)

The conditions, under which the triangle (7iV^ f t) is just possible,

are given by the equations (11)

Hi — a^ cr^
,

A', -j- a = T„ . . . . (H)

in the case of an exterior point (more correctly A' > a) ; ^ve can

combine (Jl) into

(.^. + yry + y-' + z' =: (c t ± a)'

or

^) V. the summary of H. A. Lorentz in -'Encykiopiidie der maliiemalischen

Wissenschaften". Bd. V. Art. i4. Nr. 11.

2) Zur Theorie des Kraftfeldes eiecUischer Ladungen. LoRENTz-Jubelband, p. 052.
Haag 1900.
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{c' — v') x' — 2 (r .V =F a c) r ^ a' — r' = (J . . . (20)

the upper sign relating to the roots t^, the lower one to the roots

Tj. The product of the two roots r^ or the two roots t., is:

.J _ „2

As r ^ (2 in a point of the exterior, this product is negative, if

c y> V, it is positive, if c <^ v. We conclude

:

If tlie velocity is less than that of light, the two roots of our

quadratic are real and have opposite signs. Each of the two equa-

tions therefore has one available positive root.

Jf the velocity exceeds that of light, the two roots may be con-

jugate-imaginaries ; if they are real, they have equal signs, and

therefore they may both be either positive or negative. Each of the

two equations lias therefore either no roots or two available positive roots.

We distinguish between real and imaginary roots by consulting

the discriminant of our equation (20). The roots are imaginary if

[v X qc acf < (r" — a^) {v' — c'j,

for Avhich we may also put

(c..=pai;)^<(2/^ + ^')(i''-c') (21)

We introduce the abbreviations :

/? = -
, § = .'6- rp a I? , ^' = 2/' + s'

c

so that q means the distance of the point in question from the

direction of motion, § the distance of the same point, measured in

the direction of motion, from two points P^ P.^ (see fig. 3) of which
the coordinates are x =^ ± a /?.

Replacing in (21) the sign <::^ by =, we get

ë^ = ^M/i'-l) (22)

This defines a cone of revolution about the direction of motion,

of which the apex lies in the point P^ or P^ according to the

meaning of § and of which the generatrices are inclined towards

the direction of motion in the angle arctg (/i' — 1)~
. For points in

the interior of these cones, i. e. between the conical surface and the

conical axis, the roots of (20) are real, for points in the exterior

they are imaginary.

In case of the reality of roots the distinction between positive

and negative values results from the sign of the coefficient of r in

equation (20).
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l)()tli the roots arc positive if

V ,v zp a c

c' — v^

tliej are negative, it'

V X zp a c

>0, i. e. <±

< 0, i. e. .V > ± —

.

Evidentlv the phines .i' = ± - are polar planes of the points P^ i\

with respect to the surface of the electron. We distinguish a back

and a front of these planes judging from the direction of motion.

Fig. 3.

Fig. 3 gives the result of our discussion. Here the points P^, P,

and their polar planes are constructed. From P^, P^ the cones

K^, K^ diverge, which touch the surface of the electron at its inter-

section with E^ E.^; thej appear in the figure as two pairs of straight

lines. We call such points region 1, for which both pairs of roots

are either Imaginary or negative. Region II consists of such points,

for which only one pair of roots (tJ is positive. Finally region III
is that, in which both pairs of roots are positive. The regiojis I, II

and III are distinguished in the figure by different shading. We
need not concern ourselves with the interior, where the field acts

differently.

We now proceed to the computation of the scalar potential.

If V <^ c, we get on account of the existence of a positi\'e root

T, and Tg (see (13) and (14))

:

*"'' = 5ƒ (23)

Here we introduce the variable
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,, =-- (24)
a

From (11) we have

for T z=T^ . . . u = — I, for T = T, .../<= + 1 ;

Further according to (19) and (24)

cdx du

aR R—^{.v-{-vt)

or, if we pnt in tlie vahie of R from (24)

cdr da ^_.,— = (2o)
aR ct{1— If-)—an—ifr

On the right iiand we must here express r by ii. According to

(24) we have between t and u the quadratic

:

(a n — CTy = R' = (.f + r t)^ + //^ + ~^

If we solve it with respect to c r, we get

(1 — 1^-) {( ry — 2 (a n -\- ,i .c ) c t = r'- — a'- n',

a u + i3 X rfc 1/ (a u + ,i .r)- + (1 — i^')
(?'' — «' u')

0T=: ^ . (2b)
1 ~ p^

What was proved before for the hmits t^ t^ of the interval of

integration viz. that only one of the two possible values is positive,

holds as well for the values of r in the interior of the interval.

The one positive value is obviously given by the positi\e sign of the

root in (26). Omitting therefore the negative sign we conclude from (26)

:

c T (1 — i3^)
— a n — (i X = -I- y/{a2i-\- ^ x)' + (1 — /?') (/•'— a'u') =

+ )/'{'^ -^ ct u i3y + (1 - ^') iy' + z^) (27)

This happens to be the denominator occurring on the right of

(25). Instead of (25) and (21) we therefore write

:

cdr d n

~^ ~
l/"(7+ a u ^r + (l-i3^) iy' + z')

+ 1

3« f (1— w') du
4.jt<f = -^j ...... „ , „—

r

' • (29)

1

This is the rigorous expression of the potential. The integration

leads to elementary functions, but becomes rather troublesome. So we
content ourselves with an approximation putting a = 0. Then the root

in (29) becomes independent of u and we get:
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e 6 r s

4j'r(fz= \n—ir)d((=— - (30)

— 1

So llic e({tii|)()tcH(lal surfaces iive oöl<ite eillpso/j Is of iriujlutioii abont

tlie direction of motion.

If V ^ c, we have to dislinguish, wlietbei- the point in ({iiestion

lies in region 1, 11 or UI.

lil). In tliis case there are two positive roots t^ and two positive

roots T.^. We distinguish them as r/, t/', tJ, tJ' and easily see that

they arrange themselves according to their magnitude as follows:

T ' T ' T " r
"

Indeed if we imagine a diagram in which for the abscissa cr the

curves //
=z R — a, y = E -{- a and the straight line // = cr are

drawn, the latter intersects the former curves in four points, viz.

tirstly, beginning from 0, the curve y = R — a, then the curve

y z^ R -\- a, tiien the curve y = R -\- a for a second time, lastly the

curve y := R — (c for a second time. These four points belong to the

values r/, t.^', t^", t/', before mentioned. Moreover the diagram

sliow^s immediately, that the triangle (R, a, cr) is possible only for

those values of t, for wdiicli either t^' <^r <^t.^' or t./' <C r <^ t/'.

On this account we obtain from (13) and (14):

We introduce by (24) the variable u.

It is to be noticed in expression (26), giving t by u, that the

denominator 1

—

[T is negative as well as the term a^i-\-iix\\\ the

numei'ator, the latter being so because we are in region 111. From this

follows, that the negative sign of the root in (26) belongs to the

interval of the larger values of t (t.," < t < t/'), the positive sign

to that of the smaller ones (t/ <^t <^ t,'). y\ccordingly Ave have to

put in the second integral of equation (31), which is extended

between the two largest roots t^' anil t/':

c dr du

a R \/[x + an [3)' + (1 — 1^) {f + z')

'

whereas we have to use in the lirst integral Ihe formei- e(piati(»n

(28). It follows that
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+1
(1 — a^) du

—

1

—1
(1 — ?/^) du3f r

i/{x-^aui3y + {\-ir){if-\-z^)
+1

(32)

As the two integrals equal each other, we get the following

rigorous expression:

+1
3g r

2J )/ia;

(1 — u'^j du

\/{x-^rau^Y-^r{l-^'){y'+z^)
(33)

We dispense with the evaluation of' the integral, which is likewise

possible in an elementary way as in the case ?; <^ c, and we put

a = 0. Then

26
47np = —— (34)

^/.^•V^-(l_^^)(^/^+^^)

The equipotential surfaces are now hyperboloids of revolution about

the direction of motion with two shells. Yet only one of these two

shells concerns us as lying in region III.

Region III is bordered by the cone K.^; in its points ^ve have

according to (22)

{X + a^y = iii^
- 1) if' + c=).

If Ave substitute in (34) and write x^ — |^"j on account of the

negative sign of .v in region III, we get by neglecting a":

2f
4.T^ = ^ (35)

This value is large of a higher order than those in the interior of III,

because it contains [/a in the denominator, but it is nevertheless

tinite. Yet you can doubt its legitimacy, as we already omitted

members of the range a in passing from (33) to (34). However 3^ou

confirm the value (35), if you calculate the integral (33) rigorously,

which does not give much trouble for the points of the cone /Vg. For

at3
it you exi)and it in powers of -—r and restrict yourself to the lowest

\x\

power, the rigorous value becomes :

8 f
4:JT<p Z= — (36)

5 \/a^\x\ ^ ^
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8
The number -- = 1,6 here takes the place of j/2 = 1,4 . . . in

o

equation (35).

I. If the point in question is situated in region I, there are no

positive roots r^ and t.^ ; here therefore stands

:

<p = 0.

II. In region II, wliere onl}- the pair t/, t," is to be considered,

Ave liave according to (13) and (14) in the first instance the following

expression

:

While T goes from t/ to t/', our variable u passes from — 1 to

a certain value u^ <^ 1 and returns to — 1.

du
At the turning-point u^^, for which —^=0, the square root on

dt

the right of (27) vanislies also (see (25) and (27)) and changes its

sign. So the integral, extended forwards from — 1 to u,„ equals the

integral, extended backwards from ii^ to — 1, and we get instead

of (37)

:

«0 — ii^)dti

—1

Here it would no longer be permitted to put a = 0, as, bj^ ne-

glecting it, the denominator would become very small in the whole
of region II and the value of the integral would become very in-

exact. We content ourselves with stating, that ti„ grows continually

from — 1 to -j- 1 and therefore (f increases continually from to

the high value given by (35), as we traverse the region II

from its front border, the cone K^, to its back border, the cone /v's.

It is hardly worth while computing the manner of tfiis increase

in detail, as the whole of the region II (the so called border of

shadow) is of the same thickness as the diameter of the electron.

§ 5. IVie force exerted on ike electron bi/ ii.s o/vn field, e^ijjecialli/

if the velocity ii stationary and e.nceeds that of light.

Whilst in general only such parts of the held would be of inlei'est,

that are at a great distance from the electron, viz. a distance great

in comparison with the ivkMus of the eleclro]), we need jusi ilio Held

in the interior or at (he surface of the electron in order to calculate

25
rrocccdiiigs Royal Acad. Amsterdam, Vol. VII.

«0

3£ r (1— u^

4.mfi = — , - -

'

. . . (38)
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the force caused by its motion. For tliis purpose the approximations,

mentioned in the beginning of the hist §, are not sufficient and we

have to resort to the rigorous formulae of § 3. Using the Jatler

always in the form of equations (17) und (18), I have succeeded

in my second paper in computing the force exerted on the electron

by its own field for any given translation, excluding simultaneous

rotations ;
performing the integrations extended over the charge of

the electron I mei-ely had to use Green's theorem once more.

I here put these formulae less explicitly ; whilst the final foi'mulae

there only contain one integration witli respect to the former time t,

I shall here refrain from performing the integration with respect to

.s' as w^ell as that with respect to t. This means a decided simplifi-

cation of the following calculation, at least in the simplest case of

stationary motion.

Let S be the required force for the moment t, ^ the chord of the

path, traversed by the centre of the electi-on thiring the infer\'al from

t — T to ^ T the length of this chord; in the case of surface charge

we have according to the equation (48) and (50) of my second paper

:

2jt'a\- , r
, 2 r t) si?i sT ,

. .
ds

Ü

CC CO

d r rslnsT
_ _ .

ds
-\- Lim ^ I

t> (/r I —-^^ fd?) sr sin as sin c>iT~ . . . (39)
i^^a ^*tj 'J -L s

(t

in the case of bodily ciuirge according to eijuation (48) and (50')

2n'd'c ^ C 'J Z'v) sinsT /.si/ias — ascosasX' ds

00 CO _

Ö r /*sm sTfsin as — as cos as\^ ds
+ - h)^„^(/T ] sin est— . . (40)
öj J T y a's' J s' ^ ^

Ü

We are not allowed to pass to the limit r = a in (39) before

])erfbrming the integration because the electrical intensity behaves

discontinuously at the surface of the electron, where charge is con-

centrated. The force 5" is determined tn' the foregoing state of motion,

that is by the path '4: and the velocity v<-t. It would seem from

the foregoing formulae, as if all the former states, from r =:: to

T = 00, contributed to the value of A ; in reality only the states

during a short interval preceding the time t come into account, as

is seen from the more explicit value of 5 given in the equations

(54) and (54') of my second paper.
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If the niotioii is I'cctilineal, J and o and tlierofbre A liave the

same directio]!. In this case wo may rephice 7- by 1, 'Ot l\y i^i,

dispejisiii<j^ with expressirig- tlie direction of ?. Moreover if tlic motion

is stationary, we get:

r, = r,_- = L' , T= VT ,

at tlie same time the path and the velocity will hecoine independent

of / and the ditferential coefficients with respect to t will disappear

ill (89) and (40). By taking out the constant factors and expressing

the diflerentiation with respect to T by that Avith respect to r and

re\'ersing the order of integration we get :

00 00

2jt'a^c^ c^— i'^
. rds

. , rd sin VST
Ö = ^^ifn I — sin sr sin as I sin est dr^ . (41)

t' «' r=aj s' J or X

CO 00

2:;t^a^c c^— v"^ rds /sin as — ascosas\^ C ö sinvsr

98
Ü

Integrating by parts:

CD

dJo sm VST
.

r
.

dT
sin csT dr ::= — cs

I
sin vst cos cst— =:

dr T J T
Ü

00 00

cs if. dT f (It )

=z -^ —
\ I

sin {v -\- c) ST j-
I
sin {v — c) sr— | .

2 U T J T )

Of the two last integrals the first always equals -, the second

rr

ƒ,

equals — -- <5^'
~l~ Ö' ^<^'t'ording as v<^c or v^c (see equation (15)

in § 3). We therefore have

:

<» c <^ c
SUl VST

. I

^ sin CST dT =r=
{ csn; .... (43)

or T . . . v^ c

^

The result of the equations (41)—(43) consequently is: In case

of stationary motion ffuth a velocity less than that of lit/ht /re have

'^ =z
; this motion is a. free possible movement of tlie electron.

Further the equations (42) and (43) give, in the case of bodily

charge if r ^ c :

Ajra^ ^ v^— c^ C f'^'^>i
«•'>'

—

us cos as\^ ds

'~ "9?" ^ ~ ~v' J V ^' / ^'

'

25*
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The value of the integral, still to be calculated, is a mere niiniber,

namely -, as one sees, on introducing the new variable p = a,s and
4

transforming as follows (note, that the expressions taken in [ ]

disappear)

:

i{smp-pcospy~ = -]^ ^--, ]^-^-jsinp{mip-pcosp)-^^=
• ü

00 ao

rsinpisinp—pcosp)! If, , . , , . , s^^P

\
4~? 4

J
('^^^'P^'^^'P—P'^^'P^ + P^'^t P)—, =

00 ^
1 f/I sm2p pcos2p'\ 1 rd sin2p 1 /' sin2p\ 1

iJU '~j^-^ "T^j'^^'^'sJ^ P ^^^^\ p
y~4'
p=

Tims the force exerted hy its oum jield on an electron bodily charged

and moving with a velocity exceeding that of light becomes:

*--'« = ^t('-.47 <">

This force acts cojitrary to the movement. The opposite force is

to be exerted in order to maintain the motion and to balance the

loss of energy caused bv radiation. The force is absolutely finite and

and remains so for v = oc. For v = c we have 5 = 0, a value which

is connected continually to the case of velocity less than that of light;

for V = Qp we get

4rr 4 rr

this equals the attraction oi two point charges -^ in the distance a,

according to Coulomb's Law.

Although the stationary motion initJi velocity exceeding that of light

is no free possible movement of the electron, yet this motion is not

impossible from a physical point of vieni as requiring (even if the

velocity is infinite) in every moment only a finite expense of force

ami also for every fnite path only a. finite expense of ivorlt.

We finish by studying the motion of a surface charge with a

velocity exceeding that of light, returning to equations (41) and (43).

These give us with r ]> c

:

00

4 jr a' ^ ?;'—(•"
T • r • .

ds
^ =: Lirn I sin rs sm as — . . . . \^'^}
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Tn ordoi- lo ovaln.ito lliis i]ile»nxl wo divido i< into one part

IVüin O to II (jiuiiitity f to he conveiiicntly choscji and another tVoin

8 to 00. In the second part we express the i)rodnet of the sines by

the düFerence of the cosines:

OC - OO 00

I sm rs sui as— z=: I .nn rs sm a-t 1 I cos (r— a) s I cos (r 4- a) .^

ds

s

In the second and tliird integral we introdnce tlie new variable

of inlegralion j) = (r

—

a) s and p =z {7'-\-rf) s respectively. Then the

difference of these two integrals becomes

:

00 00 '.(r-\-a) '/r-\-a)

1 r dp 1 r dp 1 r dp 1 i^dp
I cos p I COS p Z= I COS p = I 1-

••^J P ^J P 2 J.
^ p 2j p^

'•[r~n) <'+"; -'('-") <'•— rO

1 rcosp— 1 1 r-\-a. f p dp

2 J p 2 r— a J 2 p
z(r—a) -(r— n)

or, if we snni \\\) :

Jds f . ,
ds 1 r-\-a f . p dp

sii) rs sni as -- = I sin 7's sni as 1 lor; I siii'^ .

s J s 2 ' r- a J 2 p
Ü <'•-«)

Now if we choose e sufticiently small, the first and second integral

of the right-hand side may be made as small as we like. Namely in

both cases we ha\'e to integrate an entirely finite function within

two limits indefinitel}' close to each other. Therefore for any given

r and a (r ^ a) there results rigorously :

I
ds 1 ?'-(-«

,nn rs sin as —=— log , (46)
8 2 r—a

Making r converge to a, our integral becomes positively logarithmic

infinite. It follows, that the force necessary to act on the electron

in order to maintain its uniform motion also becomes infinite.

The .stationary motion of an electron^ charged uniforuihj over

its surface, icith a velocity exceeding that of light, is actually ini'

possible; it would require an infinitely great expense of force and

energy.
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Meteorology. — Oscillations of the solar actlrltij and lh<' rj'nnate

by Dr. C. Eastox. (Coiiiiminicated by Dr. C. H. Wind).

The parallelism between the oscillations in the "solar activity"

and the variations of the magnetic elements of the earth is certain,

and a similar parallelism is suspected for some other terrestrial

plienomena. The meteorological elements, however, iiavc always

seemed to be subject to so many ditferent perturbations, as to obscure

the corresponding parallelism, which most probably does exist in

this case also. BRrcKXER lias considered this point in his well-known

investigations on oscillations of climate ^), but he only reached a negative

result. It is true that K()PPKN and Nordmann *), restricting themselves

to tropical countries, liave established a parallelism with the 11-year

period of the solar spots for the period from 1840 to 1900, and

Köppen's curve also shows this parallelism tolerably well for the

southern temperate zone, while for the noi'lhern temperate zone

Langley's bolometric observations') give us a right to expect much

from his method for the future. For the non-tropical zones on the

whole, however, (and therefore also for the earth as a whole) the

disturbino' influence of terrestrial causes would seem to be such that

the oscillations produced by a cosmical cause are entirely obscured.

The reason of this is apparent. The direct influence of the solar

radiation can only be visible in the general temperature-cui-ve for

regions Avliere the difference between the seasons is neither very

large, nor their change very irregular. This reason is already

sufficient to explain why Bruckner's so-called "ten.ij)era(ure-curve

for the whole earth" [on which the observations in the northern

temperate zone have a preponderating influence] differs so widely

from the curve representing Rudolf Wolf's -'Relativzahle]!" for the

sunspots. It appeared to me therefore that this question must be

considered from a different point of ^'iew.

Dr. W. J. Ö. LocKYER has recently published an investigation ")

in which he reaches the result that Bruckner's period of 35 years

in the climate is also found in the irregularities of the 11-year period

of solar activity. He tries to show this by comparing the variable

quantity M—m (which represents the interval of time between a

minimum of sunspots and the following maximum), with Bruckner's

1) E. Bruckner. Klimaschwankungen seit 1700., Geogr. Abli. IV, 2 (1890).

~) W. Koppen. Zeits. Oesterr. Ges. f. Met. YIII, XV, XVI. —Gh. Nordmann. Gompies

rendus T. 136, p. 1047 (1903).

3) S. P. Langley. Aslroph. Journal XIX, p. 305 (1904).

*) W. J. S. LocKYEK. Proc. Roy. Society, LXVIII (1901).
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oni'vc for (lic niiiifjili. This meteorological element aiipeared to me

to be a very unsuitable one for comparison on account of its ex-

ceedingly large local variations, it might however be of some interest to

compare IjRücknkr's curve for severe winters. Further the \'ery few

oscillations recorded by Lockykr proved very little, in my opinion,

nnless the previous oscillations of the solar activity, though less

accurately recorded, agreed at least approximately with the result.

An investigation in this direction led me to a negative result with

reference to the contirmation of Bruckner's climate-|)erio(l, which

was suspected l)y Lockykr. Anothei- xQvy surprising result a[)[)eared

however, viz. a parallelism (though im{)erfect) between the M— m,

curve of solar activity mentioned above and the curve of the frequency

of severe winters.

I do not give these curves here, since they are of no direct further

nse. This parallelism suggested however two important conclusions,

tu:. 1^^ that the Af—m curve [or preferably the deviations of the

maxima and minima of solar activit}^ from their normal positions

as determined by Newcomb ^)] could be of great value along with

the frequency-curve of sunspots (Relativzahlen), while it appeared at

the same time that these deviations are real, at least for the greater

part, and 2"^^ that in the records about severe winters we possess

a rough but important material from which we can derive a judgment

concerning the general course of the weather in the past.

The parallelism which I found is in this sense that the more

severe cold corresponds with the larger number of sunspots (i.e.

with the greater solar activity, to retain this term). This does not

agree with Sir NoRMA^' Lockyer's views. It is in accordance however

Avith the view, Avhich is now generally accepted, that the spots do

not represent excessively heated areas. It is also well in keeping

with the result of an experiment by Sav^liëf *), and with the con-

clusions arrived at b}' Prof. Julius in his solar theory ').

That the inequalities in the eleven year solar period cannot be

attributed in the main to errors of observation had already been

indicated by the investigations of Fritz and Loomis on the aurora '')

and of Halm on corrections to the inclination of the ecliptic, on the

variations of latitude, etc. ^), which show corresponding inequalities.

^) S. Newcomb. Astiopliys. Journal, XIII, 2 (1901).

2) Savéliëf. Comptes rendus T. 118, (1894).

') W. H. Julius. Archives néerlandaiscs, Série II, Ts. VII, VIII, IX.

*) H. Fritz. Das Polarliclil. Leipzig 1881; — E. Loomis, quoted by Halm, A.N.

3649.

5) J. Halm. Aslron. Nachrichten 3G19, 3649; Nature Vol. 62, 1610.
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Tlie records concerning se^'el•e winters naturally are a very rough

material, though the remark has already been made that they are

far more reliable than p.//. records about hot summers, the excep-

tional formation of ice being an unmistakable criterion. The data

must however be carefully and critically arranged and compared.

This has already been done l»y Prof. W. Koppen in his well known

investigations on the periodicity of severe winters. The data as given

by Koppen have therefore been used instead of those of Bruckner,

which are simply taken from Pilgram.

On comparing Köppen's list with Brltkner's curve I was struck

by an indication of periodicity in very long periods, different however

from what Koppen sought {vh. the regular occurrence of severe

wintei's in determined, equidistant years), and also nol consisting of

regular oscillations like those suspected by Bruckner, but of a recurrence

of the (jenemJ character of the ireather in periods of about 180 years.

The distrilmtion of the winters within each of these periods is the

same, viz: very many severe winters in I lie first 60 or 70 ^ears

of the period (e.g. the 60 years following 1220, 1400 or 1580),

very few in the next 20 years, many in the following 20, few and

irregularly distributed winters in the remaining part of the period.

In accordance with what was said above this phenomenon, if

it is real, must l)e attributed to a secular oscillation in the solar

activity, presenting itself to us in the form of systematic variations

of the eleven-year period. For this reason I took as the basis of my
investigation a period of 16x^1-13^ al)out 178 years, 11.13 years

being the normal period according to Xewcomb. The available material

covers a period of more than a thousand years, viz. from the middle

of the ninth century to our own time, including the additional data

procured by Koppen himself. The reality of this periodicity was

made very probable by a statistical investigation in which the year

848 was taken as the first of a period of 178 years. We denote

the influence of a "normally severe" winter on the climate

by a "cold-coetïicient" unity. To an exceptionally severe winter

("winter of first class" of Koppen) the coefficient 3 is assigned, and

2 to winters of intermediate severity. It then appears — taking all

the periods since 848 together — that the four sub-periods of 67, 22,

22 and 67 years have total coefficients of 114, 15, 39 and 62 respec-

tively, i.e. 1.70, 0.68, 1.77 and 0.93 respectively for one year. These

oscillations are of such amplitude that the proportional number of

severe winters in these cold periods of 67 years {e.g. from 1561

to 1628) is nearly twice that of the succeeding relatively mild periods

of 22 years, the ratio in the case of exceptionally severe winters
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bcinj? seven to one. Tlie mild 22-yeai' j^eriods Iiaxe, up lo llie present

time, contained altogether 12 severe wintei'S, only one of which was

exceptionally severe.

It is now important to ascertain the character of this oscillation.

On the one hand there seemed to be some indication of a period

consisting of two consecntive 178-year periods (i.e. of 356 years),

but even our material does not cover a sufficiently long interval of

time to allow any reliable result in this direction to l)e derived. On

the other hand the rise and fall of the curve in the middle of the

178 year period is the most characteristic feature, and points to the

possibility of dividing the period into two. In fact the period can

be divided into two halves of 89 years, which show a remarkable

curve, somewhat different on the two sides (see diagram fig. II).

Perhaps this period of 89 years may be further divided into two

periods of 44.5 years. The depression in the middle of the 89-years

period is but indifferently indicated for all the sexere winters together,

but becomes more marked, if we take into account only the excep-

tionally severe winters. In the following list (Table I) the twelve

89-year periods xvhich are available since 848, have been entered,

each divided into intervals of 11 years, corresponding to the computed

normal maxima of solar activity (according to Nkwcomb). The last

inter\'al of each period contains 12 j'ears, which however has only

T A B L E I.

Distriljulioi of sovoro winters in perioffs of SO yoars (S'lS— lOlü)

(dividi'd into intervals of 11. 1 years).

I
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an txpprecialtle effect on the tola! of this iiiteival. The totals of the

eA'ceptioiuilhj severe winters alone are: 7, ii, 6, 2, 10, 6, 3, 0. —
In order to keep the division according to whole years T have dropped

OJic year — the year 15(i() — near a niininiinn of the period. The

last interval of the last period being of conrse unknown, I have

taken for this interval the mean of the last column, viz: i, but

even a much higher coefficient would not appreciably alter the

general results.

The division of the period can certaiidy not be coutinued beyond

a period of 4 X 11-13 years. In our material there is no indication

of a regular alternatio]i (at least not in the majority of the cases)

of cold and mild })eriods of 22 years. There is even less evidence of

a regularity in the succession of the 11-year-periods.

Taking a period of 44\/.^ years as a basis, we can exjn'ess our

results as follows:

There exist oscillations of c 1 i m ate wit h a j) e r i (ul -

i c i t V of 44 ^/^ years and ui u 1 1 i p 1 c s thereof, c h i e f 1 y

thus, that one period of 11.13 years contains less

cold than the three preceding and 1 h (^ three following

ones; that at intervals of 89 years there is one i)eriod

with very little cold; that in two cojisecutive inter-

vals of J 78 years the last 5 or G periods of one of

t h e m a r e col d e r t h a n the c o r r e s p o n ding j) e r i o d s o f

the other interval. This oscillation of c 1 i mat e corre-

sponds to an oscillation in the "solar activity", of

a hiiiher order than the well kjiowu eleven-vear

period.

The very doubtful diiference between two consecutive 178-year

periods, which was indicated above, would be in this sense that the

greatest amplitude of the oscillations i]i one period occurs in the

beginning of the period, and is displaced in the next towards the

middle of the first 89-year sub-period. Nothing however can be

ascertained on this point, and still less on the existence of still longer

periods.

It seemed interesting to investigate wdiether the 11-year variation

of the solar activity itself is shown by this material. For this

purpose the distribution of the "cold-coefTicients" over five phases

of the eleven-year sunspot period was investigated, r/c. : /j? = 2 years

on both sides of the observed minimum, .1/"= 2 years on both sides

of the maximum, ap = ascending phase, (Ji\ and dj)., ^= two halves

of the decreasing phase. The observed maxima and minima are

taken in accordance with Newcomb (the deviations from R. Wolf's last
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list ^) are of no iinportaiioo). TIio uiiorjiial (iui-alioii of' the phases

has, of course, been taken into aecoiint. The [)erio(ls have been

arranged in four groups, A, B, C, I) in order of decreasing cold.

We then find the foUowinu' values of llic fV(M|ueii('v \\n- one \e:,\v.

The values in parentheses are derived from those periods only for

which the weights assigned by Nkwcomb (I.e. [>. 7) to the detei-in-

ination of the maximum and minimum are together at least equal to 8.

T A B L E II.

Dist rihul ion of cold winters over the phases of tiie 11 -year sunsput period.

(Gi-oujis arranged in order of coldness).

A B C D
m

j

1.50 (1 07) 0.7.-> (0.70) 0.12* (0.12'^) 0.17 (0.17)

ap 1.13 (l.«) 1.1 :i (1.13) 0.00 (0.r)0) 0.:>2 (O 3'2)

M 1.08 (I.TjO) 1.25 (1.25) 0.33 (0.25) 0.25 (U.25)

dp, 0.98 (1.09) 21 (0.21) 0.70 (0.05) 0..57 (0.57)

dp^ l.OG (1.03) 0.4S (O.iS) 0.30 (0.22) 24 (0 24)

For all the groups together, and also for the two coldest groups,

we find a curve corresponding with the sunspot curve; for the two
mild groups the cold-niaximuui seems to be displaced towards the

descending phase. This })henomenon however does not necessarilv

depend on a really different distribution of the cold winters within

the eleven-year periods, no more than the high value of the minimum
in the coldest group. The reason probably is that the variations of

temperature precede or follow those of solar activity by a certain

interval of time.

This is apparent from a comparison of the temperature variations

with the curve of the Relativzahlen for the sunspots. In the diagram

fig. I, A is the latter curve according to R. Wolf, B is the second

half of the temperature-curve the period being taken at 356 years,

C is the temperature curve, if a period of J 78 years is adopted, D
is the last 178-year period alone ^). In presenting these curves it is

not my intention to contend that they agree with each other in

details, — as is the case with the curves of the variations of magnetic

elements and the sunspots. Such a parallelism could not be expected

1) R. Wolf. Astron. Mittheilungen LXXXII (1893).

') In drawing llie curves B, C and D no other process of smoothing was
a \ 2b \ c

applied than tliat given by the formula b, = .
. Tlie cold-coefficients liave

been taken for eacli year, only in llie case of D for every two years on account

of the small number.

The scale is : coefficient unity = iO Relativzahlen.
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a pnorl liaviiio,- regard lo <lio lualei'ial on whicli (ho (•iir\'cs arc hascd.

I only Avisli lo show that (he .aencral cliaracter ol" llie leini)era(ürc

curve is the same as tliat of the curve of sohir activity. It is

important to remark that the mean cnr\'e B is more similar to A
than D. The deviations in position of the variations of temperature

relatively lo those of solar activity seem to be at least partly system-

atic. On comparing the temperature curve and the solar curve in

the separate eleven-year periods we must however not only consider

the greater or smaller nund)er of spots, hut also another phenomenon

(which, it is true, is certainly connected with the abundance of spots)

viz. the deviations of the minimum and maximum from Ihejiormal.

This phenomenon appears already vaguely in the correspondence

of the values M—m with the number of cold winters, to which

I referred in the beginning of this j)aper. It is shown more clearly

how^ever in tig. Ill on the plate. For the last 17 periods of 11 years

the dotted line represents the acceleration (— ) or i-etardation (-|-)

(expressed in years) of the observed solar minima and maxima,

comparetl with the normal period of 11.13 years. The corresponding

cold-coefficients are represented h\ the continuous line having four

ditFercnt ordinates corrcs|ionding to the foni- degrees {A, B, C, I)) of

cold. On the whole we lind that to an acceleration of the solar pei'iod

corresponds a more intense cold, and to a retardation a greater heat.

This rule also holds for the individual ])eriods, ])rovided the

deviations are large. Oombining this result with the distribution of

cold-coefficients over the phases of one and the same eleven-year period

which was mentioned just now, and with the larger oscillations found

above, we find the following rnle, which is presented as a hypothesis

:

On the whole the oscillation o f t e r r e s t r i a 1 tem-
perature is accelerated r e 1 a t i \' e 1

}' to the e I e \' e n-

y e a r \^ a r i a t i o n o f s o 1 a r a c t i \' i t y in the colder part
f t h e larger period, and retarded i n t h e h o 1 1 e r

par t. In cold 11-year periods the centre of gravity of cold is

near the minimnm of sunspots, and often there are very cold years

preceding the minimum; in warm periods it is situated near the

maximum or thereaftei'; in periods of intermediate character it falls

between the minimum and the maximum.

For the individual cases we find that, in cases of considerable

retardation or acceleration of the solar minimnm or maximum, the

centre of gravity of cold tends to be exceptionally retarded or

accelerated. If the minimum of a sunspot period occurs very early

and the subsequent maximum is retarded, the cold period also is

largely extended.





C. EASTON, Oscillations of the solar activity and the climate."

J

A. ndative numbers (Relativzahlcn) of sunspots according to R. Wolf
snice 1745.

'

H Mean of Nr.. II, IV and VI of the six periods of -178 year.s of climate
(cold winters) since 85<i.

C. Mean of all six t/X-vear periods of climate.
D. The last 1 78-year pr'riod of climate alone.

od of climate of 89 years.

!<. Mean of all 12 periods since 848, all severe winters.

,5. The same, for the exceptionally severe winters only.

Cold winters and inequalities of solar acti'

«. Cold winters: mean of 178-year periods since -1712, i

;5. Deviations of phase of H-year sunspot-period from n

Proceedings Royal Acad, Amsterdam. Vol. V!I.
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Mathematics. —
• TIw, valaes of some definite IntegraL- connected

with Bessel fauctions'. By Dr. W. Kapteyn.

The integrals referred to are

271

ƒ COS (x sin 6) — cos (x sin w)
^

^f^
-5^ ^ d 6,

cos 6 -\- cos <p

2-

ƒ sin (.?; sin 6) sin 6 — sin {x sin <p) dn (f-— d(9,
CSS a -j- cos if

u

2-

ƒ COS {x cos 0) CSS (x COS w)—^^ ~ ^ —da,
COS 6 -j- COS (p

27:

sin {x cos 6) cos 6 — sin (x cos (f) cos (f
'S = I

^— d 6

.

cos -f- COS
(fi-i-

u

If in these integrals we insert the wellknown equations

COS {x sin &) = I, ^ 2 I, cos 2 ^ + 2 /, cos 4 <9 + . . .

sin {x sin 6) sin 6 — I,{1 — cos 2 6) -^ I., {cos 2 ^ — cos 4 ^) -j- . . .

cos {x cos 6) — 1^ — 2 1^ cos 2 6 -{-2 1^ cos 4. d — . . .

sin {x cos 6) cos 6 — I^{\ + cos 2 6) — I^ {cos 2 6 -\- cos 4 ^) + . . .

where Ip stands for the Bessel function J^ {,r) of order p, and if

we write

27T

ƒ COS 2 n 6 — cos 2 nip
^-— dip

cos o -}- COS (p

it is easy to find

P=:7„J., + 2 /,.!, + 2 ƒ,.!,+ . . .

Q = A .1,, + (/3 - /,) .1, + {1, - I,) A, + . . .

i^ = -2/,.l, -h2/,.J,-2AJ, + . . .

S = I, A, - A (^1. + A^) + /,, {A, f J J ~ . . .

In order to determine A-2n I notice that

COS 2n6 — co.s- 2nxp
{a) sin <p

—

—

=z — sin 2n(p -\- 2 sin {2n — 1) <f ros 8 —
cos Ö -f- (-'OS ip

— 2 sin {In — 2) ip cos 26 \- . . .

-|- 2 sin tp cos {2n — 1) 6

This formula can be proved as follows :
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If wc miiltij»lv (he 2"'' member of this equation by ros 6 -\- cus tp

we find

^ i X<^os6= ><m{2H-l)(p^ ::£ {l)i'[dn{;2n-p-\-l)(f-]^i<in{2n-p-\)tf^cosp6-\-

'^ I -\- siinfcos:2nO «
^

j 2h— I

1
f

y^cos(f=-bin2ncfcos(f^2£{-\)l>—'^\sin[2ii-i)^\)if^sin(2.n-p-\)(f\cosp6\
^ p—i

SO the sum becomes

sin {2/1 — l)(f — sin 2n (f cos y -| sin
(f cos 2n 8 = si)i tp {cos 2n 6 — cos 2n <f).

From the formula {a) follows immediately

sin 2n (p

Aou = — 2jt —, .

sin (p

If we replace this value in the expressions just found, we arrive at

i^ =:
;

[/j sin 2<p -\- I^ sin itp -\- I^ sin G<^ -j- • • 1-

sin ip

Q^----^ [(/, - I,) sin 2<p + (/, - /,) sin 4r/ + . . ]
sin (p

= 4rr [/j cos (p -\- /, cos 3(p -\- I^ cos htp . . ],

R z= — [/, sin 2 ip — [^ sin 4<p -{- I^ sin 6(p — . . ],
si7i <p

2jt
S =: — —, [/j sin 2(p — /., {sin 2<p -\- sin i(p) -\~ I. {sut 4(p -\- sm 69 ) . .],

sin <p

4.T cos <ƒ) . ,-,,,•-—
^

[ Jj sDi (p — 7^ sin o(p -\- J . sin o(p — . .
J.

sin <p

Moreover from the formnla (a) we can deduce anothei result

:

When we develop

cos 2nd — cos 2n(p— z=: 1 a„ -f a^ cos 6 -f ((, cos 26 A^ . . .

cos tf -\- COS ip

then we know that

2 r cos 2n6 — COS 2nip
a^ = —

I
— cos pd dd

jr J cos 6 -\- cos ip

u

If we compai'c this to the equation (r/) we arrive at

,;_i sin {2n — p)ip
a ={—l) 2

;

sin tp

for jj = 0, J, 2, .
,

(2// — J), whilst for greater \alues of j) we have

a,j := 0.
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Physics. — ''Tlui niluUtii of the hur of correspon.dinr/ daks for

uilvtiurs of nicthf/I chloride and carbon dio,r.ide" ^y Proi'.

H. KAMKKLiN(iH Onnes and Dr. C. Zakrzkwski. (Communication

W. 92 from the Physical Laboratory at Leiden by Prof.

Dr. H. Kamerlingh Onnes) (Continued).

(Coiiiniiuiicaled in the meeling of October 29, rJOi).

§ 5. Further approxlmatLons. By second approximation we get

by takina- also 7>' into consideration:

1i>, i\

1
)., V,

1 = — (^, - p,) - ^ (/>! - />.) {l\ + 2/>,). (2)

If, however, we take ]P into consideration, it is more rational to

do the same with C, and we have:

B B' A . f .
G^\

I
Vx ^'l

A'
1 =4^ (i> -P.) - ^ (P -1^)

1
i^ + (

1 - f.) ^P^ + P^Y^^

CA
According to the reduced equation of state -^ is about '/, for

methyl chloride at 20''.

The repetition of the calculations of § 2 yields

:

TABLE III Second virial coefficients of mixtures of carbon dioxide

{X = 0) and methyl chloride {fv = 1) to the 2"^ and S'-^^ approximations.

approxim.

j
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(Cl Me.)

B ° —
(O Me, CO^)

{CO.)

B„.o =

0.01983

0.01005

0.00644

The comparison of the values found with those of the quadratic for-

mula and the law of corresponding states (using Brlnkman's ^]

critical data) gives:

TABLE IV. Deviations of the second virial coefficients of

mixtures of carbon dioxide (.i' =: 0) and methyl chloride {.v = 1)

from the quadratic formula and from the correspondence.

I^from law of corre-!5 quadrat, form.] B observ. | B observ.

spending states.
|
— Ji corresp. ! — B quadrat. I — B corresp.

1

0.6945

0.5030

02156

0.01 470

an 35

0.01650

+ 0.00173

-1- 0.00027

— 0.00029

+ 0.00006

+ 0.00005

— 0.00021

+ 0.00016

— 0.00002

+ 0.00178

— 0.00006

— 0.00013

+ 00004

111 tiie conclusions of § 3 and ^ 4 no further modification is brought

about bv these further approximations. It is noteworthy that the

deviation now onl\' applies to the methyl chloride.

§ 6. Comparison of the results with those o/' Leduc «vic/ Chapplis.

The compressibility of methyl chloride with small densities has

been examined by Ledlc -) in collaboi-ation with SAfERDOTE. He does

not give the observed results but the quantity calculated from it

at 16^, viz.:

1 Ö(pi')

.T ^- = — rr — at rr =^ 73 cm.
pv Op

Accordiug to Kamerlingh Onnes' empirical equation of state:

1 h{pi

PV dp y^
(Cl Me.)

In order to pass from our B

B
1p

3B^- ( 2CA)

A'

iCl Me.)

3B'

20°
to B, .„ we have calculated

lb

{CI Me.)

dB
i~ accordiu"- to the lormula (Ayen in 'S 4 tor the reduced value of
dt

° n y

1) Brinkman, Thesis for the doctorale, Amsterdam 1904.

~) Recherches sur les gaz, p. 82.
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{Cl Me.)

dB 'Ci^te.)

73, "b, and found y-= O.OOOJ 194, so that B^^^ = — 0.02026,

wliile .1 ^=:l-\-Wa^. Thus wc liud

.T^-/, = 0.01814 (K. O. and Z.)

while :i' .^. = 0.0195 (L.)

f) 7?

Avas found bv Leduc; (I.e.)- Tlie nncertahitv of — contributes
ot

probably bul little to the diiference. It is noteworthy that in con-

tradiction with our result the value of B derived from Leduc's
{Cl Me)

observations B = — 0.0215 perfectly agrees with that according

to the law of corresponding states: — 0.0216.

Measurements on the com})ressibility of CO.^ have been made by

Chappuis ^) at 20° C. He found (mean from some determinations with

about the same pressure each time)

:

I y; = 1260.670 mm. y>/' = 1312485

II 1117.228 „ 1313826

III 992.911 „ 1314981

liy third approximation yield

(CO.,)

B
I and II :

_J^° = _ 0.005309
a'

20°
,

assumed mean — 0.005296,

II and III „ — 0.005282

I and III „ —0.005297

(CO.)

from ^vhi('ll follows B = — 0.006100, whereas according to

i<'0,)

Keesom B,,- = — 0.()()646.

From the observations of Lkdlc on carbon dioxide Keesom derived

(CO..)

7i.,„° =1 — 0.0059.

II. Conditions of coexistence, at lom temperatures.

§ 7. Deterniination of tlw betjin conclensatioii pressure at — 25°.

In the inti'oduction we mentioned a determination of the begin

condensation pi'essure at — 25° for testing the results obtained

with the i|'-surface. This tletei-mination was made with a mixture

with the composition ,/' = 0.5042 of methylchloride.

1) Trav. et Méni. du Buieaii Intern, dcs I'oid.-^ v\ Mcsiucs, t. 13, 1903.

26

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. VII.
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A condensation was seen on the mirror of the dew-point apitaratns

(s'ee § 1 and Gomm. X". 92 p. 233) at a pressure of 157.4 em. mercury

and disappeared at 134.6 cm. As mean we may take 156.0 cm.,

and the accuracy may he put at 1 "'o.

§ 8. Determination of the end condensation, pressure. In the first

place tiie condensation pressure (vapour tension) of jture methyl

chloride was determined with the aid of the sipall [jiezometer (§ 5

Comm. N". 92). At — 2^5"^ we found 72.9 cpi. Avhen the piezo-

meter was tilled to the capillary tube, 72.8 cm. when the liquid

had nearly all evaporated. In both cases the li(pii(l in the piezometer

was stirred. TJje agreement of these values speaks for the purity of

the methyl chloride. At — 37°.4 the vapour tension was found to

be 42.7 cm.

In order to determine the end condensation pressure of tiie mix-

ture with .V = 0.5042 of methyl chloride the temperature of the

piezometer had to be loAvered down to — 38°.5 ; at higher tem-

peratures condensation took place at other places in the apparatus.

(Cf. § 5 of the Comm. N". 92 "On the determination of the condi-

tions of coexistence etc." It may further be observed, tiiat no

arrangement was applied to heat the press tube and the capillary

tube above the ordinary temperature). For the determination of the

conditions of coexistence (according to § 5 Just mentioned), are

wanted : in the first place the observed end pressure /> „ , for which

6.13 alms. Avas found. Then the volume I^j, of the vapour with the

composition -'',,.. The vapour occupied 0.488 cc. under 6.13 atms.

at — 38°. 5. Finally the volume I", which vapour and liquid phase

together would occupy in normal circumstances; by blowing off in

the volumenometer we found 347.7 cc. at 20° C. and 760 mm. (reduced

according to the law of Boyle, Gay-Lussac). The composition x

was determined with van ukk Waals' hyperbolic formula, which

yields x =3 0.0375. From these data follows (see I.e. § 5)

.V, ,, = 0.5084, p, ,, = 6.13, t = — 38°.5.
Ipl ' ^ Ixl

The circumstances were not favouitible for an accurate determi-

nation of the correction. It appears, however, to be so slight, that

we may safely assume the composition to be accurate dowii to 1 7o-

§ 9. Comparison of the conditions of coexistence ivith theory. For

this purpose it is required in the first place to know the vapour tension

of methyl chloride and carbon dioxide at — 25° C. and — 38°.5 C.

We have calculated the coetïicients for metiiyl chloride in tiie formula

of T>v?m and Uanklne ln.p=:A —
.,,
— CluT with Hartman's value
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(3.48 atnis. at 9.5(!.)^), and (ho Iwo values louiid Uv us (§ 8). Extra-

polation to —-38".5 ('. gives 0.53 atms. For carbon dioxide followB

from Kuknen's observations') at — 25° C, /> =r 1(^.5 atms., at
' I max

— 38°.5C., /) =10.4 atms.
' wax

From our model for — 25° C. (Comm. Suppl. N". 8) follows for

methyl chloride at —25° C. p = 0.59 atms. and for carbon dioxid^y
•' ' max

p ^10 alms, (instead of 0.96 and 16.5). The begin condensation
' max ^

pressure of the mixture x = 0.5084 is accoi*ding to the model 1.30 atms.

instead of 2.05 atms., as was found by us.

The insufficient concordance on the side of methyl chloride shows

once more clearly that for methyl chloride and ether the agreemeut

required for the validity of the law of corresponding states leaves

much to be desired.

In order to judge about the degree of deviation of the mixtures'

from this law, we must first free ourselves as much as possible from-

the deviations of the separate components. We have tried to do so

by raising the ju'-curve 0.4 atms. Then w^e get for j>^^^^
0.99 atms. for

methyl chloride, 16.4 atms. for carbon dioxide, and 7;^^= 1.7 atms. for

the examined mixture. The i-emaiuing difference with the observed

p = 2.05 atms. is, no doubt, partly due to the fact that the surface

had not yet been constructed with sufficient care, to determine

with sufficient certainty the place of the points of contact when

the plate of glass is rolled over the ridge and over the convex part.

More points should have been calculated if we wished to render the

model sufticieutly precise for an accurate determination.

This nncertainty when rolling, makes it also doubtful whether on

account of the law of corresponding states, w ith an accurately executed

theoretical model, a straight line would really be found for the liquid

branch of the border curve in the /Af-diagram, as Avas derived from

our model. We got the impression, that a curve of the same character

as that derived by Hartman in his experiments and from hi« model,

ought to be found also by us, on our model (Comm. Suppl. N". 8),

but we had not enough data for ascertaining the deviations from the

straight line, and had therefore to adopt the straight line us the

simplest approximation.

That the c.xperimeulal li(iuid branch of the border curve in the

1) Comm. N". (U.

^} I'liil. Mag. Jan. 1002.
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jxi'-diagram at — 25° C. is not straiglit, could not l)c proved with our

mixtures and our apparatus, as lias lieen said. The measurements at

— 38°.5 C. raised it however beyond doubt, that the line under con-

sideration is not straight at — 38°.5 C, but is for the greater part

convex to the .z'-axis. According to the straight line pix would have

to be 5.38 atms. for ./' r=: 0.5084, instead of the \alue 6.13 atms.

found. This difference is much too large to be accounted for by errors

of observation or of the value ascribed to the composition. There is

therefore no doubt but that the li(|uid branch is curved in the same way

at — 25° C. In concordance with this deviation is also the fact that the

begin pressure at the same temperature does not agree with the

hyi)erbolic function for the composition (van der Waals, Continuitiit

II, p. 154). For according to this formula the begin i)ressure would

have to be 1.78 atms. instead of 2.05 atms., as Avas found (^ 6).

It appears from all this, that from the conditions of coexistence

(hn-iations from the hur of rorn'.-ijKmding states fol/otr for isothermals

of mixtures of methyl chloride and carbon dioxide, which become

very distinct /'oi- //(/u/d densities mtd loin temperatures.

The comparison of the conditions of coexistence, derived from the

law of corresponding states by means of the if'-surface, with the

really observed data, is an indirect method for judging about the

deviations from the law of corresponding states for the isothermals

of inixturcs. It was our purpose to give an instance of the application

of this method and to do this al low temperatures.

In order to ascertain the accurate amount of the deviations new

measuremens al low temperatures v»ill be required, and for the

temperature of ol)servation a if>surface will ha\e to be constructed,

with more precision than that devised in Comm. Siippl. K". 8 for

the sake of preliminary elucidation and for the sake óf corrections.

Corrigenda et addenda to the paper "On an equivalent of the

Cromer Forest-Bed in the Xetherlaitds" in this Vol. of the

Proceedings, pag. 214—222.

Page 214, line 14 from top and line 10 from bottom, for 'Mnass"

read "massif".

„ 215, „ 4 from bottom, after "Belfeld" add "and".

„ 215, „ 10 „ „ for "14" read "13.5".

„ 215, ,, 14 and 1(3 from bottom, for "her" read "its",

, 216, „ 2 from top, dele "and probably also to the east".
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Page 216, line 4 fioin top after "removed" add "by denudalion".

216, ,, 6 ,, ,, for "under layer" read "underlying".

, ,, dele "even".

, „ for "uningured" read "uninjured".

, ,, after "strong" add "undoubtedly arti-

ficial".

, ,; for "straighter" read "rather straight".

218, ,, 4 from bottom, rm(7 "process of the development of".

218, bottom-line, after "level", add "it".

219, line 19 from bottom, after "possession" add "of Rhino-

ceros etruscus,".

219, „ 18 „ „ for "an" read "two".

219, „ 14 „ „ after "species" add ''of".

219, ,,
5 ,, ,, after "or ' add" CerviisSed</wickü,".

220, ,, 18 ,, top, for "indignous" read "indigenous".

216,
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